Israel in History

The comparative dimension is, all too often, missing from writing on Israeli
history. Zionist ideology restricts comparisons between Zionism and other
forms of nationalism. At the same time, Zionist claims to have initiated a
rupture with the Jewish past mask continuities between Israel and the
experiences of modern diaspora Jewry. Some scholars have presented Israel
as a variant of settler-colonialist societies such as the United States and
South Africa. This framework of continuity across space commands attention,
but it lacks nuance and is often built upon politicized foundations. Besides,
it neglects areas of continuity across time, between Israel and the Jewish
past.
Israel in History: The Jewish State in Comparative Perspective seeks to
address these issues. The essays in this book combine a variety of
comparative schemes, both internal to Jewish civilization and extending
throughout the world. These frameworks include:
 modern Jewish society, politics and culture
 historical consciousness in the 20th century
 colonialism, anti-colonialism and post-colonial state-building.
The beneﬁt of comparison is not limited to a richer understanding of the
circumstances under which Israel was born and has developed. Rather, an
open-ended, comparative approach offers a useful means of correcting the
biases found in so much scholarship on Israel, be it sympathetic or hostile.
Israel in History: The Jewish State in Comparative Perspective will appeal
to scholars and students with research interests in many ﬁelds, including
Israeli Studies, Middle East Studies, and Jewish Studies.
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Introduction

Most of the chapters in this book were written over the past ﬁve years, but I
have been engaged with Israel for over half of my life. While in graduate
school during the 1980s, I began to probe the points of connection between
three overlapping yet distinct targets of historical study: modern Europe,
modern Jewry, and the state of Israel. My exposure to the ﬁrst and second
had come when I was an undergraduate, especially while studying for a
year in Berlin. Not long thereafter I spent several months in Israel, learning
Hebrew and working at Ma’agan Michael, one of the most beautiful and
prosperous kibbutzim in the country. A rite of passage for Jewish adolescents of a previous generation, the kibbutz was, for me, a transformative
experience.
Situated on the Mediterranean coast just north of Caesarea, and
sandwiched between a lovely sand beach and the foothills of the Carmel
range, Ma’agan Michael appeared to me to be a proletarian paradise. Its
ﬁshponds reﬂected the blue of the clear winter sky, and in its citrus groves
the leaves of grapefruit trees sparkled after a night of rain. The groves of
banana trees, a riot of tropical colors and luridly shaped ﬂowers, evoked an
Aubrey Beardsley Orientalist fantasy. The cowshed and various work areas
were a bit untidy and run down, as I believed a farm should be, but the
plastics factory was impressively sophisticated, and the residential areas
were anything but rustic. Neat, trim low-rise housing blocs surrounded wellmanicured lawns, and the dining hall featured an enormous picture window
overlooking the sea. I remember sitting in that dining hall, or strolling
through the kibbutz grounds, thinking that here, in this small corner of the
world, a just society had ﬁnally been established on earth: one that demanded labor and sacriﬁce but in return provided a comfortable life, care for the
ill and elderly, and, despite the kibbutzniks’ impressive physiques, a
commitment to education and culture.
I idolized the kibbutzniks, especially my adoptive kibbutz parents: he an
engineer, she a teacher, both of them bronzed by the sun and grayed by toil,
combat, and loss. As youths, they fell in love in the tomato ﬁelds at Kibbutz
Deganiah Bet and fought for Israel’s independence; in middle age they
buried their son’s ﬁancée, the victim of a terrorist attack. When I departed
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the kibbutz, their farewell gift to me was a children’s biography of the
legendary Alexander Zaid, a founder of the ﬁrst Zionist militia, Ha-Shomer.
It was the ﬁrst book I ever read in Hebrew.
My story is that of scores of thousands of North American and European
youths who, throughout the twentieth century, found in a secular Zionism a
meaningful collective identity, often more satisfying than whatever their
parents’ home offered (in the case of my milieu, an amorphous suburban
Judaism, ﬂecked with a residue of ethnic Yiddishkeit). For some Jews this
ideology propelled them to attempt new lives in Palestine or, later, Israel; for
others it became the base of an associational identity that linked them with
other like-minded Jews throughout the diaspora, with whom they collaborated in fundraising or political activism on behalf of the Jewish state; for
still others it was merely a phase, outgrown and forgotten, or a way station
en route to a deepened religiosity.
For me it was something different. Although I returned from Israel with
a deep sense of attachment to the country, from the start my feelings were
nuanced by academic curiosity. While in Israel, romantically learning
Hebrew by ﬂashlight in my ramshackle quarters or striving valiantly to
argue about politics with my comrades in the chick hatchery, I continually
asked myself how Israel had come to be. When I returned to the United
States and the Ph.D. program at UC Berkeley, I thought that some new
answers might come from my previous academic training as a European
historian. I became a comparativist, writing a dissertation, and then a book,
on the inﬂuences of German social thought and colonial practice on early
Zionist settlement.1 Over the course of the past twenty years, I have continued to write on Israel in addition to various topics in European Jewish
history, and the constant movement back and forth keeps me thinking
about Israel in terms of other spaces and times, although the frameworks
have broadened and multiplied, and the original Leitfrage – ‘‘How did this
state come to be?’’ – is now supplemented by the rather gloomier ‘‘Did it
have to turn out this way?’’
This choice of ﬁeld turned out to be somewhat eccentric. To be sure,
systematic inquiry into the history of Zionist ideology had been undertaken
in North America since the late 1950s, and in the 1970s the role of Zionism
as a mobilizing force for diaspora Jews ﬁgured in the emerging ﬁeld of
modern Jewish social history.2 But via a tacit division of labor the study of
Zionist diplomacy, and even more so the development of Palestine’s pre1948 Jewish community (the Yishuv) and the young state of Israel – that is,
Zionist state-building, whether in the centers of power in Europe’s capitals
or the boardrooms of the Histadrut headquarters in Tel Aviv – was until the
late 1980s overwhelmingly the province of scholars in Israel. The strictures
of Zionist ideology as well as the parochialism of Israeli academic life kept
foreign scholars away from close inquiry into the gritty details of the
transformation of Palestine from an Arab land into a Jewish state. On many
occasions during the 1980s, I was told by older Israeli scholars that no one
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who has not made his life in Israel could understand the Yishuv well
enough to write about it, and that in addition someone who cared enough
about Israel to write its history should move there.
Throughout much of Israel’s history, this sort of ideological passion
inhibited critical comparisons between Zionism and other forms of nationalism.
Comparison was employed instrumentally, in order to justify Zionism’s
legitimacy as a bona ﬁde European nationalist movement, while highlighting
its allegedly exceptional qualities, in keeping with Marc Bloch’s famous
dictum that comparative analysis should establish ‘‘the perception of differences’’ along with similarities.3 The bedrock of Zionist discourse was not
comparison, but rather the assertion of continuity and rupture. The former
imagined a constant yet evolving connection over the millennia between the
Jewish diaspora and the Land of Israel (Eretz Yisrael). The latter claimed
that Zionism diverged radically from patterns of diaspora Jewish life and
sensibility, but the purpose of this rupture was the preservation (or revival) of whatever Jewish civilization’s most essential or valuable characteristics were believed to be. Both forms of discourse were ideological
constructions, manufacturing a usable, mythologized past. The one concealed vast ﬁssures, gaps, and contradictions in Jewish relationships with
the Land of Israel across space and time, just as the latter masked the
extent to which modern Israel has replicated various aspects of diaspora
Jewish societies.
Over the past twenty years, Israeli historiography has gradually shed its
ideological armor, and social scientists, both in Israel and outside of it, have
striven to portray Israel in a wide variety of comparative contexts. A talented
political scientist has produced a fascinating comparative analysis of Israel
and ‘‘Asian Tiger’’ states such as South Korea,4 but, by and large, the comparative work done thus far has generated models of Israel as a variant of
ethnic democracies (like Slovakia and Northern Ireland) or settler-colonialist
societies (such as the United States, Australia, and South Africa).5 Frameworks of synchronic continuity between Israel and colonial states command
attention, but often they lack nuance and are built upon politicized
foundations. Moreover, the new schools of critical Israeli historiography
and social science have neglected areas of diachronic continuity between
Israel and the Jewish past.6
As a methodology, comparative history usually involves the study of two
or more states, although in recent years this nationally centered approach
has been challenged in the name of comparative local and regional studies
and transnational categories, including diasporas.7 In the case of Jewish
history, spatial comparison is virtually unavoidable since throughout most
of their history Jews have lived in a global diaspora, and although Jewish
historiography often focuses on developments in one land, there is nonetheless ready acknowledgment of the transnational qualities of Jewish
religious, economic, and communal life. For the study of Jewish modernity,
processes of emancipation, acculturation, and social integration are understood
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to be global, although their speciﬁc contours vary greatly from one land to
another. Few Jewish historians include Palestine/Israel in their global comparative network, yet such inclusion is essential, since throughout most
of the twentieth century the Jewish population of Palestine, then Israel,
consisted largely of recent immigrants, bearing cultural imprints of their
place of origin. The study of Zionism can beneﬁt in particular from the
comparative historian’s interest in cultural transfer – that is, the movement of ideas and sensibilities across borders – especially because, in the
case of the cosmopolitan Jewish culture that took form in twentiethcentury Palestine, borders between ‘‘here’’ and ‘‘there,’’ between lands of
birth and the land of immigration, between ‘‘Jewish’’ and ‘‘gentile’’ forms
of knowledge and discourse were porous to the point of dissolution.
This book’s underlying theme is the need to study Israeli history within
multiple and overlapping comparative frameworks. The beneﬁt of comparison
is not limited to a richer or more illuminating understanding of the
circumstances under which Israel was born and has developed. Rather, an
open-ended, comparative approach offers a useful means of correcting the
biases found in so much scholarship on Israel, be it sympathetic or hostile.
Advocates for Israel are almost always exceptionalists, arguing that the
eccentric aspects of Jewish nation-building, i.e. colonizing an inhabited land
in the name of return to an ancient home, were fully justiﬁed given the
historic abnormality of Jewish existence; that is, the durability of its civilization despite millennia of dispersion and persecution. Anti-Zionist literature
is no less exceptionalist, although it waves the banner of comparison by
presenting Israel as an exemplar of western colonialism. This is comparison
in bad faith, for its underlying goal is the depiction of Israel as embodying
colonialism in such a concentrated and lethal form as to comprise a
category unto itself.
To be sure, as Chris Lorenz has cautioned, comparison in and of itself
provides no ‘‘guarantee against empirically false judgments, because just like
politicians, historians may try to prove anything by comparison.’’8 Historical
comparison can easily hide a political agenda in its choice of what Lorenz
calls the ‘‘contrast class’’ or ‘‘comparison situation’’; that is, the analytical
framework against which one’s subject is set determines the subject’s
appearance. If applied judiciously, however, comparative approaches
towards the study of Zionism can steer a safe course between the Scylla of
Zionist myth and the Charybdis of anti-Zionist counter-myth. In order to
do so, the historian must apply multiple frameworks simultaneously; for
example, an approach that examines Israel solely through the lens of
modern Jewish society might promote an ethnic parochialism, whereas
global comparative approaches run the risk of diluting Israel into insignificance, although the much more common outcome is the assertion of
exceptionalism under a different name. The chapters in this book offer and
combine a variety of comparative schemes, both internal to Jewish civilization
and extending throughout the world, all the while acknowledging that the
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internal and external are not clearly separated but constantly shape each
other and themselves through dynamic interaction.9 The frameworks constructed here include modern Jewish society, politics, and culture; nationalist ideology and movements in modern Europe; the relationship between
technology and state-building in the twentieth century; and the matrix of
western colonialism, Third World anti-colonialism and post-colonial statebuilding.
The book is divided into four parts, one on historiography and three on
speciﬁc themes within Zionist and Israeli history. Part I begins with a chapter
on the origins of Israeli historical writing and the place of the new Israeli
historiography and sociology within the framework of twentieth-century
historical revisionism in the western world. Written in 1995, the chapter
pays particular attention to the most salient aspects of the new Israeli historiography at that time: its emphasis on the origins of the Arab–Israeli
conﬂict, overtly adversarial stance vis-à-vis the Israeli academic establishment, and often dubious claims to scholarly objectivity. Chapter 2, written a
decade later, continues the comparison into the twenty-ﬁrst century, when
the decline of overarching national narratives has led to a weakening of
revisionism’s adversarial ethos and has encouraged a proliferation of historiographical approaches. The impact of this development upon Israeli
historiography may be seen in the rapid growth of a sophisticated and variegated literature and an acceptance, in Israeli universities if not in the
educational system as whole, of many of the new historiography’s arguments
that had been so hotly debated just a few years before. Israeli historiography has reached new heights of analytical depth and methodological
sophistication, yet its future is clouded by the paucity of scholars outside of
Israel who work in the ﬁeld and by constant politicization due to the Arab–
Israeli conﬂict.
The relationship between politics and historiography is central to Chapter
3, a focused study of pro-Zionist and pro-Arab scholarly depictions of
Theodor Herzl’s attitudes towards the Palestinian Arabs. This chapter’s
historiographical focus expands beyond the Israeli academic world to
include Middle Eastern historians, thus demonstrating the lines of intellectual afﬁnity linking some practitioners of the new history with the familiarly
hostile view of Zionism and Israel prevalent in the ﬁeld of Middle East
studies. Herzl’s relations with Arabs are interpreted by scholars sympathetic
or hostile to Zionism in profoundly different ways, reﬂecting the existence
of two distinct historical narratives, situated within separate points of
departure and arrival. The former begins with persecution, reaches a nadir
in the Nazi genocide, and then leads towards the glory of statehood before
veering off into a dizzying mixture of hubris and panic. The latter begins
with colonialism and ends with exile; it is a tale of humiliation redeemed by
an as yet inconclusive armed struggle. The two narratives constitute different
literary genres: the Palestinian story is a tragedy, whereas that of Zionism is
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a romance, an endless quest that contains aspects of both the tragic and the
triumphant.
Part II of the book seeks to expose the myriad areas of continuity and
rupture between the Zionist project, modern Jewish society and western
colonialism. Chapter 4 asks an apparently obvious question about Israel’s
Jewish character, but its answers downplay the political character of the state
in favor of its social, economic, and cultural structures. Analysis of these
structures reveals that Israel has replicated or paralleled developments in the
diaspora far more closely than conventional wisdom would have it. Israeli
religious life is no less variegated than that found in North America and
Europe; its economic values and structure have been steadily converging with
those of the Jewish diaspora in the West as well. In its political culture, Israel
preserves many characteristics of Jewish governmentality as practiced
throughout the globe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Even postZionism, which strives to normalize Israel as a state of all its citizens, is fueled
by the same idealization of the liberal state that drove the maskilim, the
nineteenth-century ‘‘enlightened’’ Jews whose struggle for radical collective
change was, like that of post-Zionists today, carried out in the Hebrew language and within a Jewish public sphere.
Chapter 5 engages the debate about Zionism’s relationship with European
colonialism. I contend that Zionism rooted itself simultaneously in European
colonialism and Afro-Asian anti-colonialism. Seeking the protection of the
Great Powers, early Zionist leaders became embroiled in imperialist intrigue,
and they espoused the typical European view of the Orient as desiccated
and degenerate. Lacking a mother country, however, the Zionists had little
in common with the practices of colonialist ventures that exploited native
labor and resources for the beneﬁt of the metropole. A better case may be
made for Zionism as a form of settlement colonialism practiced by Europeans in the New World or the Boers in South Africa, although the Zionist project featured many eccentric, even unique, features as well.
Moreover, there are lines of continuity between Zionism and anti-colonial
political movements, just as the culture of modernizing Jewish intellectuals
closely resembled that of colonial intelligentsias in twentieth-century Asia
and Africa.
Chapter 6, the last in Part II, is a comparative study of antisemitism in
Europe and the Middle East from the late 1800s to the mid-twentieth century. It argues for a clear distinction between European antisemitism, which
was directed against the Jew as religious and social pariah, and its Middle
Eastern counterpart, which, although not lacking in religious and social
components, was overwhelmingly political, a response to the growth of
Zionism and, after 1948, the plight of the Palestinians. My key sources here
are the texts produced by Europe’s most notorious antisemites, who all but
ignored Zionism because it was superﬂuous to their pre-established worldview, and by early Arab nationalists who treated Zionism in a far more
realistic, albeit often hostile, fashion.
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All of the chapters in the book’s ﬁrst two parts deal, in one form or
another, with the Arab–Israeli conﬂict. Even the chapter on Israel’s Jewish
characteristics dwells on the dynamic interaction between the conﬂict and
collective memory of the Holocaust in the formation of Israeli historical
consciousness. I have no desire, however, to fall into the mold, replicated
throughout the academic world, of presenting Israel’s history solely in terms
of the conﬂict. (There are many broad, synthetic works and textbooks
about the Arab–Israeli conﬂict but very few on the history of Zionism or
Israel.)10 Thus Part III of the book seeks to account for the Israeli state’s
formation beyond the parameters of its political or military history.
Instead, the two chapters here look to the Zionist project’s debt to the
developmental ethos of the modern state; that is, they present Zionism as
a technology, one that requires situation in both a Jewish and global
context.
Chapter 7, taking as its starting point Jürgen Habermas’s classic depiction
of the structural transformation of the public sphere, argues that, beginning
in the late nineteenth century, the philanthropic activities of European
Jewish communities melded into a vast new Jewish public sphere, an agent
of an international social politics whose chief beneﬁciary was the Jewish
community of Palestine. This chapter blurs the distinctions between Zionism
and other forms of Jewish politics in the modern world and between Zionist
schemes for Jewish settlement and other forms of Jewish social engineering
throughout the twentieth-century world, from Argentina to the Soviet
Union. Chapter 8 presents the Yishuv as a case study of technology transfer,
as technical expertise and technological innovation were exported from the
West to Palestine, undergoing fundamental transformations to accommodate the peculiar political structure and sensibilities of the Zionist labor
movement that was advancing towards hegemony. The hierarchical administrative structures found in both the capitalist West and its colonial
dependencies foundered in the contentious, egalitarian environment of the
Yishuv’s labor movement. The result was a uniquely informal environment and
high level of independence accorded to the creators of Israeli scientiﬁc knowledge, ranging from the citriculture of the 1930s to the computer-processing and
software technology of our own generation.
The book’s ﬁnal section, Part IV, returns to Israel’s relationship with the
Jewish past by focusing on the lines of continuity and rupture between
Israeli and diaspora Jewish culture. The key transitional period under
analysis is that of the Yishuv and the ﬁrst two decades of Israel’s existence.
Much has been written on the high Hebrew literary culture of this period,
but we know far less about popular, ephemeral forms of cultural expression.
The production and reception of Israeli popular culture are essential objects
of study if we wish to understand which aspects of Israeli culture were
native to the new Zionist Yishuv and which emerged from and were porous
to inﬂuences from abroad. Chapter 9 traces the transformation of Jewish
parody from its origins in eighteenth-century Eastern Europe through
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Israeli statehood. I argue that the Jewish Enlightenment’s heritage of
learned Hebrew parody ﬂourished only brieﬂy in Palestine before it took on
the forms of a highly politicized satire, with the Talmud replaced by the
straightforward Passover Haggadah as the parodied text of choice. During
the interwar period, Haggadah parodies enjoyed considerable popularity,
but in recent decades, even this basic text has lost its literary valence among
secular Israelis. The loss of the genre of sacred parody testiﬁes to the powerful changes in the Jews’ lettered tradition wrought by the conditions of
statehood and the multiple traumas endured by Israelis in the second half
of the twentieth century.
The book’s last chapter moves from popular literature to even more
widely disseminated forms of cultural communication, the mass media. I
have chosen to focus not on the press, whose literary and cultural reportage
was accessible to a limited audience, or cinema, which was available only in
discrete units of limited duration. Instead, the chapter traces the history of
radio in Israel from the 1930s, when the Palestine Broadcast Service was
founded under British auspices, until the early 1970s, by which time television had replaced radio as Israelis’ primary source of electronic
entertainment consumed within the home. Despite radio’s novelty as an
electronic mass medium, Zionist elites in the Yishuv and young state of
Israel were determined to employ it as a tool for the creation and dissemination of a Zionist culture laced with traditional Jewish motifs.
Beginning on the micro level of broadcasting policy, content analysis of
speciﬁc programs, and reception history (made possible due to exhaustive
listeners’ surveys), the chapter broadens out to explore the relationship
between the oral and written sign in Jewish religious culture and the
revolutionary transformation of Jewish aurality in the era of electronic
communication.
Throughout the book, but particularly in the chapters touching upon the
Arab–Israeli conﬂict, I attempt to present historical truth as falling in
between what have become staked-out ideological positions. This stance
may strike some readers as a manifestation of weakness, a refusal to take a
stand, an epistemological equivalent of the legendary difﬁdence of Israeli
prime minister Levi Eshkol, of whom it is said that when asked if he wanted
coffee or tea, he replied ‘‘both.’’ However healthy and satisfying the golden
mean may be when applied to the conditions of daily life, there is something
quintessentially academic and irritating about what appears to be its application to the realm of historical understanding. Yet nuanced historical
explanation is not relativist; nor is it a form of deductive judgment. The
arguments made in this book clearly establish a claim to historical truth, set
forth a coherent conceptual framework, and draw upon a large evidentiary
base.
More important, the attribution of a single underlying cause to a multifaceted historical event deﬁes rational understanding of the complexity of
social relationships. The attribution of responsibility in an ethnic conﬂict,
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such as that between Israelis and Palestinians, entirely to one of the
antagonists is a product of volition and ﬁltered cognition, an assertion by
the will more than an exercise of judgment. Operating in unintended symmetry,
champions and revilers of Israel have constructed historical narratives that
free their constituencies of accountability for their actions.
The normalization of Israeli historiography demands removing it from
the framework of competitive victimhood. The comparative approach, as
applied throughout this book, attempts to seal off access to this polarizing
and ultimately destructive conceptual universe. Appreciating commonalities
as well as differences between Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs, Jews in
Israel and in other lands, between Israel and other lands, we move not
towards relativism but rather its opposite – towards truths that are sufﬁciently broad and subtle to encompass the untidy vastness of historical
experience. The comparative framework, if applied in good faith, constantly
forces the scholar to confront his own tendencies to think in exceptionalist
terms. Of course, scholarship is often engaged – it would not be produced at
all without the writer’s sense of mission that propels her into a life of labor
with often uncertain rewards, a high level of drudgery, and, at times, at least
in the ﬁeld of Middle Eastern studies, no small level of professional or even
personal risk. My own personal confession, with which this Introduction
began, is that of a man who as a youth came under the spell of an ideology.
Over the past quarter-century it has both faded and matured, no longer a
guide to perception or action, but still a source of inspiration about the
power of humanity to reshape the world and of admiration, albeit mixed
with sorrow and anger, for the creation of a polity where Jews enjoy the
privileges, but also bear the responsibilities, of sovereignty.
No writer should pretend to transcend engagement. The bona ﬁde scholar’s distinguishing trait is not disinterest but rather a wholehearted acceptance of the rules of presentation and documentation that allow for a
rational critique of any individual work by other scholars competent in and
possessed of access to the relevant sources. The best scholarship on Israel
and the Arab–Israeli conﬂict is such that one does not know, before opening the book and beginning to read, what it is going to say. This acid test is
not often passed.11 Part of the problem lies in the predetermination of
answers, but scholars must also strive to be open-minded and imaginative in
their framing of questions. There are myriad unanswered questions regarding Israel’s origins and development, about causation and consequence,
intention and happenstance, consensus and contestation. This book raises a
few such new questions and tries to address them in a fresh and accessible
manner. It is critical yet highly respectful of existing historiography. It
accepts that even scholars who strive to avoid the pitfalls of myth and
counter-myth will inevitably present differing, even clashing, narratives, not
simply because of political engagement or bias, but because of differing
points of departure and arrival. Yet, to offer an analogy to a Cartesian grid,
the competing narratives do not exist only in separate quadrants, with no
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point of intersection. Quite the contrary; the narratives are more like waves
of varying amplitudes, which intersect, diverge, and conjoin yet again. As in
the past, so in the present and the future, the points of convergence provide
a moment of authentic encounter, a possibility for agreement, and the
beginning of a new narrative. I hope that the chapters in this volume will
make a contribution in that direction.

Part I

Writing Israeli history

1

Israel’s ‘‘new history’’
From innovation to revisionism

In an essay of 1988, the Israeli historian Benny Morris made a distinction
between the terms ‘‘revisionism’’ and ‘‘new history,’’ rejecting the ﬁrst and
adopting the second for the historiography of the 1948 Arab–Israeli War
which he and several other scholars were producing. Morris claimed that
the term ‘‘Revisionist’’ only applied when there was a ‘‘solid, credible – if
wrongheaded – body of historiography’’ about a particular subject which
‘‘latest fashion is bent on overthrowing.’’1 Previous Israeli treatments of the
1948 War, Morris contended, were not serious scholarship, but rather tendentious and apologetic works of ofﬁcial history, written by career ofﬁcers,
bureaucrats, and public ﬁgures. Thus, Morris claimed, he was part of the
ﬁrst generation of bona ﬁde historians of the 1948 War and, by extension, of
the birth and establishment of the state of Israel.
Unlike most of the criticism that has been published about the ‘‘new
historians,’’ it is not my primary intent here to impugn their claims about
Israeli behavior during the 1948 War. Rather, I wish to call into question
their historiographical understanding, self-image, and theoretical frameworks. The new historians do Israeli historiography a disservice by depicting
their relationship with previous scholarship solely in terms of an opposition
to an ofﬁcial military history which they are the ﬁrst to challenge. Morris
poses a neat dichotomy between ‘‘a generation of nationbuilders’’ who lived
through 1948 as ‘‘committed adult participants’’ and a new generation, born
around 1948 and raised in a ‘‘more open, doubting, and selfcritical Israel than
the pre-1967, pre-1973, and pre-Lebanon War Israel of the old historians.’’2
This statement ﬂattens the entire period from the mid-1960s to the early
1980s into a single point, thus conjuring away an entire generation of
scholars who founded the study of Zionism and the Yishuv as a serious
academic discipline. Israeli historiography is admittedly a young creature,
but it was not born with the emergence of the new history in the mid-1980s.
Rather, as this chapter will explain, the ‘‘new history’’ represents a continuation of and response to the generation of Yishuv scholars who came of
age during the early 1970s. The new history is part of an ongoing process of
innovation – innovation which began before the advent of this new cohort
and which goes on outside of it.
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The debates about the new history which have saturated the Israeli press
tend to be ‘‘Israelicentric,’’ underplaying the parallels between the Israeli
literature and contemporary historiographical controversies in other lands.
In the new history, innovation assumes shapes which, Morris’s protests
aside, resemble various forms of historical revisionism currently being
produced in Europe and the United States. This chapter seeks, therefore, to
contextualize the new history both vertically, within the framework of
Israeli historical selfunderstanding, and horizontally, within contemporary
historical discourse in the western world.
This chapter speaks of two generations of Israeli historians, one crystallizing in the ﬁrst half of the 1970s and the other in the second half of the
1980s. By ‘‘generation’’ I mean a cohort of scholars not only of more or less
the same chronological age, but also sharing similar concerns and values. To
be sure, many historians of Israel do not ﬁt neatly into one of these
generations. Moreover, scholars whom I would place within a particular
generation may and do differ over myriad issues, personal as well as
professional. My quest here is for neither inclusiveness nor uniformity, but
rather for identiﬁcation of select groups of individuals who, through
personal dynamism and scholarly accomplishment, have most strongly
inﬂuenced the production of historical writing about Israel over the past
twenty-ﬁve years.
In 1976, the Israeli historian Israel Kolatt contributed a thoughtful
programmatic essay to the ﬁrst issue of Cathedra, a journal devoted to the
Jews in Palestine from antiquity to the recent past. In the mid-1960s, the
article contends, academic study of the Yishuv was made possible by two
factors: the general growth of the Israeli universities and a sense that the
generation of the founders of the state was passing and that the current
crop of graduate students, who had experienced the foundation of the state
as children or at most adolescents, would be able to write the Yishuv’s
history unburdened by private memory. Kolatt added that a deepening of
the gap between older and current scholarship on Zionism and the Yishuv
had occurred after the 1973 Arab–Israeli War, which had occasioned
historical rumination about the long-term political and social causes of
Israel’s military failures. Kolatt appeared to place Israeli historiography
somewhere between two paradigms: ‘‘western,’’ which was adversarial and
devoted to the shattering of myths, and ‘‘Third World,’’ which served the
interests of nation-building.3
All of the factors mentioned by Kolatt, working together over the period
from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, made possible the formation of the
ﬁrst generation of academic Yishuv historians. Kolatt himself was the
founder of this cohort, completing his dissertation in 1964. Other scholars
of this generation include Dan Giladi, Elkana Margalit, Yosef Gorny, and
Anita Shapira.4 Equally signiﬁcant are the historically oriented social
scientists of this generation: Yonathan Shapiro, Dan Horowitz, and Moshe
Lissak.5 Most often, the Yishuv historians wrote their dissertations under the
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direction of the older generation of historians of European Jewry. (Kolatt’s
dissertation was supervised by Jacob Katz and Jacob Talmon; Shapira’s by
Daniel Carpi, a historian of Italian Jewry.) The production of Zionist and
Yishuv historiography was aided by institutions such as Tel Aviv University’s Weizmann Institute (founded in 1963), which provided ﬁnancial
support for scholars such as Gorni and Shapira. Along with publishing
monographs, research institutes founded journals emphasizing Yishuv history, such as the Weizmann Institute’s Ha-Tsiyonut (1970) and the Ben Zvi
Institute’s Cathedra (1976).6
More than anything else, the political history of the Zionist Labor
movement was the object of the ﬁrst generation’s historiographical gaze.
The historians had, for the most part, been raised in the Labor movement
and were steeped in its ideology.7 As a gesture of emancipation from their
past and recognition of Labor’s decline during the 1970s, the historians
tended to be sympathetic critics of Labor Zionism, its institutions, and its
heroes. For example, although Carpi, the ﬁrst editor of HaTsiyonut, saw the
journal as operating within the framework of such classic Zionist principles
as kibbutz galuyot (‘‘ingathering of the exiles’’) and shinui arakhim (‘‘transformation of values’’), he also recognized a growing tendency to question
beliefs held sacred by the founding generation of the state.8 As the historian
Israel Bartal has noted, today’s established Israeli historians considered
themselves rebels during the 1970s, criticizing and rejecting what they
thought were the Bolshevik aspects of the heritage of Mapai, Israel’s longhegemonic Labor–Zionist political party.9 For Yonathan Shapiro, the term
‘‘Bolshevik’’ must be taken literally, for he traced the inﬂuence of Bolshevik
political thinking and organizational tactics on the Ahdut ha-’Avodah
apparatchiks of the Third Aliyah. Equally unﬂattering was Anita Shapira’s
presentation, in her ﬁrst monograph The Futile Struggle, of the Labor parties’
capacity for political violence during the 1930s.
To be sure, the members of this generation conﬂicted with each other over
major interpretive and methodological issues. (Josef Heller has nicely laid
out these differences in a review essay.)10 But it is nonetheless possible to
construct an ideal-type of the ﬁrst-generation academic Israeli historian: a
political historian and specialist in the Labor movement, of which he was
an in-house critic. This ideal-type to some extent replicated itself among a
younger cohort of scholars. One encounters this type among the likes of
Dina Porat and Yehiam Weitz, who have written important books on the
response of the Yishuv leadership to the Holocaust.11 But the decline of the
Labor movement through the 1970s did more than encourage introspective
histories of the Zionist Left; it also stimulated, from the mid-1970s onward,
the production of history not written from a Labor perspective. This
includes work on the Orthodox Yishuv,12 the Zionist Right,13 Yishuv
economic history,14 and historical geography.15 The latter two put the kibbutz,
Histadrut (General Federation of Labor), and other creations of the Labor
movement into perspective by demonstrating the centrality of private
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capital, capitalist initiative, and British expenditures in the construction of
the Yishuv in Ottoman and Mandatory Palestine.
The historiography referred to above redressed some of the imbalance in
the work produced by the ﬁrst generation of Yishuv scholarship, but until
the turn of the twentieth century the literature continued to suffer from
certain limitations. The historiography remained overwhelmingly political,
diplomatic and institutional. Although economic history made some
inroads, social history did not, and the study of gender relationships in the
Yishuv was relegated mostly to sociologists.16 Even within the sphere of
political history, the amount of material on some crucial subjects, such as
the Zionist Right, remained scandalously small. Although there were
sparkling exceptions, Yishuv historiography was often positivist and conceptually narrow.17 The best work in political history often took the form of
biography, a worthy medium to be sure, but which does nothing to nudge
the historiography into a more analytical paradigm.
Yishuv historiography bears the signs of being produced and consumed
entirely within the Israeli cultural sphere. Much of this literature, including
work deserving of an international audience, remains untranslated; and
even those works which are rendered into English are often composed in so
internalistic a style that the reader needs to know Hebrew and have a good
knowledge of the subject matter in order to follow the narrative. On this
point there is a notable distinction between Yishuv historiography and that
of Zionism, that is, Jewish nationalist ideology, the international Zionist
movement and Zionist diplomacy. These subjects have tended to attract a
more cosmopolitan and polyglottal pool of authors than Yishuv studies. So,
for example, at the time when the ﬁrst generation of Israeli academic
historians was producing Hebrew volumes on one aspect of the Labor
movement or the other, the political scientist David Vital published The
Origins of Zionism (1975), a work from which uninformed English readers
derive great beneﬁt.18
Whereas scholarship in the history of Zionism is written by individuals
from many lands, virtually every work of Yishuv historiography written
since 1970 has been the work of a permanent resident of the state of Israel
or an Israeli expatriate. When I ask Israeli scholars why this is so, they reply
that non-Israelis rarely know Hebrew well enough to work with the sources.
But this is not the case. In the United States, within the ﬁeld of Jewish studies
there are hundreds of academics who can read Hebrew sources far more
esoteric than the minutes of the meetings of the Mapai Central Committee.
Moreover, there is an intriguing juxtaposition between the scarcity of
foreign historians studying the history of the formation of the state of Israel
and the number of non-Israeli political scientists who write on Israeli foreign affairs and the Arab–Israeli conﬂict. The issue is not one of linguistic
competence, but one of individual motivation. Since most non-Israeli scholars of Jewish history are themselves Jewish, the study of the Jewish past is,
for them, a highly personal affair; they prefer to think about issues meaningful
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to a diaspora Jew (e.g. antisemitism, acculturation, Jewish identity) rather
than the political quarrels of the Yishuv or its socio-economic construction.
The Arab–Israeli conﬂict is another matter altogether. A variety of motivations,
including heartfelt idealism, an appreciation of the global signiﬁcance of the
conﬂict, and fears for Israel’s future should the conﬂict remain unresolved,
propel foreign scholars into a ﬁeld of inquiry which is certainly no less
complex or demanding than the domestic history of the Yishuv.
As a result of these factors, Yishuv and Israeli historiography tends to be
a cottage industry. Given the small size of the country and the tight interconnections between academia, government, and the military, members of
the Israeli educated elite are far more likely to know each other and share
common experiences than would be the case in a more spacious environment.
In Israel, as in other young countries, the writing of national history often
takes a polemical form, but, as is the case in other small countries, it has the
quality of family history as well. In family history every individual is sacred
and no detail can be left out. Synthesis is thus not a strong suit of Israeli
historiography. Comprehensive histories of the Yishuv tend to be popular or
pedagogic rather than works of analytical scholarship.
The cottage-industry quality of Yishuv historiography, combined with its
methodological peculiarities, makes for interesting parallels with the historiography of small countries in general. Historically overshadowed and often
dominated by larger nations, small countries feature a defensive, introspective historiography which asserts national distinctiveness and integrity.
Small-country historians remain engaged in the mental process of nationbuilding long after historians of Great Powers slide into post-nationalist
skepticism. Physical isolation and nationalist ideology reinforce each other, discouraging methodological innovation. A recent survey of Czech historiography
has noted that, although the literature can be imaginative and far-reaching,
there continues a general preference for political and macrostructural
history.19 Bulgarian historiography, according to the Balkan historian Maria
Todorova, tends to be dull; the Bulgarian scholars are so busy chronicling
history ‘‘wie es eigentlich gewesen ist (as it really happened)’’ that they fail
to note ‘‘was es eigentlich bedeutet (what it really means).’’20 Finally, the
history of small countries, like that of Israel, is written primarily by and for
people from those lands. I have heard Israeli scholars express doubts whether foreigners, Jewish and gentile alike, can really understand Israeli history; many Estonian and Finnish historians harbor similar suspicions about
foreigners, even if of Baltic background, who probe the Baltic past.21
I am not suggesting that Israeli historiography lies immobile in a
Ruritanian stupor. Far from it; the ‘‘new historians,’’ a cohort of Israeli
historians which began to form in the mid-1980s, have in many ways overcome the limitations of their predecessors. First, the new historians are
likely to be outsiders within the Israeli academic establishment and they
have a cosmopolitan orientation which differentiates them from the earlier
generation. One of the most widely read new historians, Tom Segev, holds a
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doctorate in history but has made his career is a journalist.22 Morris has
spent much of his life abroad (although he now holds a tenured position in
Beersheba) and the historian Avi Shlaim has made his career at St. Antony’s
College, Oxford.23 Morris and Shlaim write ﬂuent English; more important,
they conceptualize their work and present it in a fashion that makes it
immediately accessible to the English-reader. (Unlike most books by Yishuv
historians, these authors’ publications do not assume prior knowledge of
Israeli history.) One encounters a similar style as well in another new historian, Ilan Pappé, who was educated at Oxford and holds a tenured position
at the University of Haifa.24
To be sure, the books of Morris, Shlaim, and Pappé ﬁnd western
publishers and readers in good measure because of their subject matter,
which is of greater general interest than, say, the internal quarrels within the
Yishuv’s Labor parties during the 1940s. Their generally critical evaluation
of Israeli behavior also strikes a sympathetic chord in the hearts of many
readers abroad. But these reasons alone are not sufﬁcient to account for the
authors’ popularity. The military historian Uri Milstein has written highly
innovative and critical analyses of Israeli actions during the 1948 War, but
because of his work’s bulk, overwhelming detail, and internalistic presentation, Milstein remains virtually unknown outside the Hebrew-reading
public, this despite the fact that much of his work has been translated into
English.25 Unlike Milstein, the new historians under analysis here enjoy a
wide international audience, and they do so because they intentionally write
for one.
So much for style, but what about substance? Unlike the earlier literature,
the newer history actively seeks to come to grips with Israel’s most traumatic
past experiences. It offers a painstaking (and often painful) examination of
Jewish–Arab conﬂict in Palestine, the 1948 War, and the institutionalization
of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict by 1956. Although each historian has his particular interpretation, there is a general agreement that Israeli behavior
toward the Arabs was more aggressive and less justiﬁed, from either a
strategic or moral perspective, than most Israelis have previously thought.
The new historians are indeed correct in claiming that they are the ﬁrst to
engage in sustained archival study of this conﬂict. Prior Israeli scholarship
on the subject had palpable biases and employed inadequate documentation,
whereas the ﬁrst generation of academic Yishuv historians avoided the
subject.
Coming to terms with the traumatic events of the 1940s is something that
many nations have attempted only in the past decade or so. Moreover,
outsiders to the national academic establishment are frequently the ﬁrst to
produce critical studies of a country’s tarnished past. We have seen these
developments in both France and Germany, whose wartime misdeeds were,
until recently, chronicled by foreign, mostly North American, scholars or
homegrown investigative journalists. To be sure, there are good reasons to
resist comparisons between Israel’s behavior, no matter how unsavory,
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during the 1948 War and the responsibility of the Germans and those who
collaborated with them in the commission of acts of unparalleled evil
during World War II. But although we do not fully understand them, the
mechanisms of collective memory and collective denial appear to operate
in similar fashions in disparate environments and are of greater importance
to us than the radically opposed historical realities of Israel in 1948 and
Europe in World War II.
Moreover, Israel shares an important structural similarity with both
France and Germany: all are, to use the terminology of the political scientist
Pierre Birnbaum, ‘‘strong states,’’ with a powerful public sector and close
connections between academia and government.26 Until thirty or so years
ago, academic historians in all three of these ‘‘strong states’’ saw themselves
as engaged in a state-supporting enterprise. On the other hand, ‘‘weak
states’’ like the United States, with its decentralized educational structure,
have a stronger tradition of critical, anti-statist scholarship.
It was an American scholar, Robert Paxton, who in 1972 offered the ﬁrst
thorough critique of Vichy France as a manifestation of an indigenous
Gallic fascism and not, as French ‘‘ofﬁcial memory’’ claimed, a Germanic
implant. In 1981 Paxton and the Canadian historian Michael Marrus
went far beyond French scholarship in their book Vichy and the Jews, a
powerful indictment of French complicity in the Holocaust. Only thereafter
did French historians begin to confront the Vichy period, and Henry
Rousso’s 1987 study of French representations of Vichy aroused a storm of
controversy.27
During the 1960s and 1970s American and British scholars of Nazism
produced a steady stream of critical accounts of the behavior of the German
populace toward the Jews and other persecuted groups. German scholars
did not ignore the Nazi period, but their focus was the diplomatic and
military history of the Third Reich as well as the institutional and social
structure of the Nazi state. During the 1980s it became more routine for
German scholars to work on antisemitism and the Holocaust, but, as we
learned from the Historikerstreit (a much-publicized academic controversy
about the relationship between Nazism and the German past), many
German historians displayed signiﬁcant resistance to this line of inquiry and
the political judgments that came with it.28
In the Historikerstreit and comparable controversies in other lands the
term ‘‘Revisionist’’ frequently appears in analyses of the historiographical
approaches of one or the other side. ‘‘Revisionism’’ is a protean word which,
when employed as an abstract noun, has been used in the past century to
describe the evolutionary socialism of Eduard Bernstein, the territorial
irredentism of the European powers after World War I, or maximalist
political Zionism. But when used in a historiographical context, the term,
although at times descriptive of the routine process of scholarly innovation,
often refers to controversies surrounding the origin of wars, public scandals,
and other traumatic events in the life of a nation. (It is precisely the association
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of the term ‘‘revisionism’’ with calamitous events that has led Holocaust
deniers to take shelter under this term.)
Let us recall that the essay by Benny Morris cited at the beginning of this
chapter denied the applicability of the term ‘‘Revisionist’’ to the new historians because there was no substantive body of literature for them to revise.
Morris also argued in that essay that the close association of the term
‘‘revisionism’’ with an American diplomatic historiographical school of the
1960s rendered it inapplicable to the Israeli context. But parallels between
Israeli new history and American revisionism, and indeed with Revisionist
historiography as such, are substantial and illuminating. It does not matter
that the Israeli new historians have rarely used the term ‘‘Revisionist’’ to
describe their own work, or that the epithet was most probably assigned by
their opponents. Such is often the case with abstract, classiﬁcatory nouns
such as ‘‘Imperialism,’’ which in Victorian England was employed by
Liberal opponents of Tory foreign adventurism, or ‘‘Canaanism,’’ a derisive
term coined by the socialist-Zionist poet Abraham Shlonsky to describe the literary movement that asserted the existence of an autochthonous HebrewPalestinian culture and rejected Zionism’s sense of mission to diaspora Jewry.29
In the countries that were defeated in World War II, the term ‘‘revisionism’’ is associated with rightist historians combating the incriminatory
national historiography that became normative during the 1970s. One
encounters this usage not only in Germany but also in Italy, where
‘‘Revisionists’’ are those who refuse to accept a structural link between
Italian fascism and Nazism. Contrarily, among the victors in World War II
the term is associated with left-oriented scholars attacking a triumphalist
historiography that depicted the war as a Manichean struggle between
western civilization and totalitarian barbarism.
Israel, the victor of 1948, falls into the latter camp, and its new historians
subject Israel to the same sort of criticism employed in the 1960s by the selfstyled Revisionist school of American diplomatic historiography. The Revisionist literature on the origins of the Cold War accused the Truman and
Eisenhower administrations of unwarranted aggressiveness toward and
hysterical fear of the Soviet Union.30 These lines of argumentation are certainly familiar to any student of the new Israeli historiography. Like the
Israeli new historians, the American Revisionists unleashed a stormy
national debate about the morality of the country’s foreign policy and the
justice of its use of force. As the historian Peter Novick has written, ‘‘Given
the centrality of the cold war in American society since the 1940s, it is only
a slight exaggeration to say that cold war revisionism threatened the myth
which deﬁned and justiﬁed the postwar American polity. . . . ’’31 Substitute
the term ‘‘Arab–Israeli conﬂict’’ for ‘‘cold war,’’ and ‘‘Israeli’’ for
‘‘American,’’ and you have a good summary of the public ramiﬁcations of
the Israeli new historians’ contentions.
It was the very sensitivity of the subject matter, its ability to provoke a
public furore, that linked the American and Israeli situations. The 1990s
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brought a fresh crop of American scholarship critical of American policy
during World War II, the dropping of the atomic bombs on Japan and, as
before, the origins of the Cold War. The intersection between this literature
and the production of works of public history, such as the mid-1990s starcrossed Enola Gay exhibition at the Smithsonian Institution, turned an
academic debate into a cause célèbre. The matter percolated into the mass
media, which were, in general, hostile to the exhibition’s ‘‘Revisionist’’
qualities. The call by some American historians not just to remember the
Alamo, but rather to reconstruct it, evoked a similar visceral reaction.
The impassioned polemics of Shabtai Teveth and Aharon Megged against
the new historians in Israel thus had numerous parallels in American political
culture.32
Morris, Shlaim, and others brought to Israeli historiography the adversarial
ethos which had been typical of American historiography since the 1960s.
Let me take a moment to clarify what I mean by ‘‘adversarial,’’ ﬁrst in the
American and then in the Israeli context. By the end of the 1970s the vigor
of radical historiography in American academe had been spent; today’s neoconservative criticisms of universities as hotbeds of anachronistic radicalism
are themselves anachronistic.33 But if today’s academic historiography is by
and large uninformed by a radical agenda, neither is it an exercise in
defense of the status quo. The basic mood of academic historians at major
research universities in the United States is not revolutionary, but it is
resentful: sympathetic with the downtrodden and hostile to Whiggishness of
all sorts. In the contemporary narrative of oppression, history is portrayed
as a tale of perpetrators and victims, not an account of the progressive
activity of enlightened elites or revolutionary masses. And this is precisely
the spirit of the Israeli new historiography. It is adversarial in its harsh
critique of the Yishuv leadership and its resentment against Zionist
triumphalism in any form. Whereas the ﬁrst generation of Yishuv historians
were sympathetic critics of Labor, the new historians save their sympathy
for those whom they perceive as Labor’s victims: Arabs, Oriental Jews, even
(for Segev) German Jews, dominated in Palestine by their Polish brethren
and reduced to stammering in broken Hebrew.34 The ﬁrst-generation scholars
present the Yishuv leaders as ﬂawed and troubled heroes, but heroes
nonetheless; for the new historians there are no heroes, only victims.
Like American Revisionists of the 1960s and 1970s, the new Israeli
historians have marshaled vast amounts of recently declassiﬁed archival
material in the service of the construction of a counter-narrative of considerable validity. No rational person can dispute, after reading Morris,
Shlaim, and Pappé, that in 1948 many of the Palestinian Arabs were driven
from their homes by Israeli force, or that the leaders of the Arab states were
torn by doubts about the desirability or feasibility of a war of annihilation
against Israel. But the adversarial ethos which informs the new Israeli historiography can affect its arguments in negative ways as well. American
Cold War Revisionists have been criticized for offering too schematic a
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presentation, which conceals the uncertainty and improvisation of policy
formulated under extreme conditions. Although Morris’s careful scholarship
avoids this pitfall, Shlaim’s does not; his book’s greatest weakness is its
persistent exaggeration of the amorphous accords between the Yishuv
leadership and King Abdullah.35
Moreover, the new historians’ desire to compensate for the errors of
ofﬁcial Israeli military historiography can skew their presentation. Morris’s
books make only a modest effort to convey the traumatic effects of the 1948
War on the Israelis, and the books of Shlaim and Pappé elide this subject
almost completely.36 Pappé’s The Making of the Arab–Israeli Conﬂict offers
an apparently impartial (if questionable) distinction between the 1948 War’s
military history, which he describes as ‘‘microhistorical’’ and hence
unimportant, and its political-diplomatic history, which is ‘‘macrohistorical’’
and thus the center of the author’s attention. True to form, Pappé’s book
overlooks Jewish military defeats and massacres of Jewish civilians, but the
mass murder of Arabs at Deir Yasin counts as ‘‘macrohistorical’’ and thus
receives close attention. Moreover, Pappé and other new historians are more
likely to employ moralistic and uncomplimentary language when describing
Israeli behavior than when describing that of the Arabs. For example,
although Shlaim argues explicitly that Palestinian militancy and rejectionism
left the Yishuv no choice but to thwart the creation of a Palestinian state, he
describes Israeli military action in the Arab areas of the UN partition
resolution as ‘‘Jewish aggressiveness.’’ In Pappé’s work, Arab aggression,
such as the renewal of ﬁghting in July 1948, is termed an ‘‘Arab initiative.’’
Since it was during the subsequent days of ﬁghting that Israel conquered
much of the territory beyond the partition resolution boundaries, Israel is
portrayed as the aggressor in the July ﬁghting which, he acknowledges, the
Arabs started.37
The new historians, like any scholar with a sense of mission, stretch their
arguments further than their own evidence warrants. To be sure, the Arab
states were not certain of their military goals in 1948, but Pappé strains
credulity by presenting the drift into war as a result of a ﬁt of absentmindedness.38 Morris and Pappé are right to show that the Zionists’ military
forces were approximately equal to those of the Arabs, but, according to
Pappé and Shlaim, the Zionists themselves did not know this, nor did they
know that Ernest Bevin, the much-despised British foreign secretary, was
resigned to the establishment of a Jewish state.39 Finally, the new historians’
documentation, although massive, is no less questionable than that of their
ofﬁcial predecessors. For example, for their understanding of Arab intentions and policies the new historians rely heavily on Arabic published sources
such as correspondence, diaries, and memoirs, although they have stressed
the inadequacy of relying on Hebrew sources of this type and the necessity
of employing contemporary archival documentation.
It is the adversarial ethos, rather than any methodological or analytical
innovation, which makes the new historians a distinct and cohesive force in
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contemporary Israeli historiography. For Morris, scholars who worked with
recently declassiﬁed archival materials on the Arab–Israeli conﬂict but did
not share his conclusions were not serious historians. He therefore described
Itamar Rabinovich and Michael Oren, whose scholarship blames the Arab
states more than the Israelis for the failure of the post-1948 peace negotiations, as members of ‘‘a new school of ‘ofﬁcial’ Israeli historians perhaps
‘new old historians.’’’40 As I have remarked above, there is nothing at all
unusual in contemporary western historical scholarship about the new historians’ adversarial ethos. More striking is Morris’s odd refusal to admit to
having a particular political perspective (though admittedly one that has
changed over time; his apparent move from Left to Right is analyzed in
Chapter 2). In response to his various critics, Morris has steadfastly claimed
the high ground of objectivity, a search for truth without preconceptions. ‘‘I
collected evidence, tried to reconstruct what happened and why things
happened as they did, and then drew conclusions.’’ ‘‘My objective in writing
about 1948 was to ascertain and explain what happened. I did not judge or
apportion blame.’’ ‘‘I am not sure that writing history serves any purpose or
should serve any purpose that strays beyond the covers of each book.’’41
And so on. Shlaim makes similar claims to objectivity:
I did not set out with the intention of writing a Revisionist history. It
was the ofﬁcial documents I came across in the various archives that
led me to explore the historical roots of the Palestine Question, drew
my attention to the role of Transjordan, and led me to reexamine
some of my own assumptions as well as the claims of previous
historians.42
These claims might well be made in good faith. Let us return to our comparison
between the Israeli new history and American Cold War revisionism.
American New Left historiography of the 1960s featured a combination of
political radicalism, on the one hand, and a staunch epistemological objectivism and hostility to relativism, on the other.43 Relativism, after all, would
weaken the moral certainty of one’s cause; the clearer one’s concept of how
things should be, the more certain is the depiction of the past ‘‘as it really
was.’’ Like the precipitate that remains in a container whose liquid has
evaporated, the compound of subversion and positivism remains long after
its catalyst, Marxist ideology, has melted into air.
The new history’s methodology is as traditional as its conclusions are
revolutionary. It operates within the conﬁnes of diplomatic and high
political history, combating older narratives of the 1948 War on their own
terms. (Such is usually the case with revisionism; who can imagine a book
more stodgy in its methodology than Fritz Fischer’s masterful exposé of
German war aims in World War I?)44 Greater methodological innovation
has come from Israeli historical sociologists who, in the spirit of Shapiro,
Lissak, and Horowitz, propose unifying analytical frameworks that transcend
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the who-wrote-what-to-whom model of diplomatic historiography. For
example, the work of the sociologist Baruch Kimmerling refreshingly focuses
not on the debate over 1948 but instead on broader conceptual issues facing
scholars of Yishuv society. In his classic book Zionism and Territory and
other works, Kimmerling claims that Lissak and other scholars have
isolated nation-building institutions such as the Jewish National Fund from
the Arab sphere in which they operated and upon which they had a
traumatic impact. According to Kimmerling, the Zionist economy, and
especially its collectivist aspects, owes its structure to the presence of Arabs,
which necessitated the creation of a dual-market economy.45
Kimmerling has attempted to construct a comprehensive paradigm which
unites Yishuv history from its origin into the period of statehood. He seeks
a conﬂation of domestic and foreign affairs, as well as diplomatic, political,
social, and cultural history. Unfortunately, the search for a new paradigm,
admirable in itself, can lead to a determinist monism. Gershon Shaﬁr’s
application of this sort of framework on a monographic level in his highly
inﬂuential 1989 book on land and labor markets in Ottoman Palestine was
not completely successful. Although stimulating and wide-ranging, Shaﬁr’s
book is marred by factual errors, and the author repeatedly forces evidence
into a Procrustean theoretical frame.46
Problematic though it may be, this line of sociological thinking is promising and welcome, as it has pushed the new history beyond controversies
surrounding the birth of the state of Israel. Most students of the new
history see its purview moving inexorably forward; thanks to the ongoing
declassiﬁcation of Israeli documents, particularly after thirty years, we have
a growing Revisionist literature of the 1956 and 1967 Wars. At the same
time, scholars are shifting their glance backward and rethinking the history
of Zionism and the project of Jewish nation-building as a whole.47 No
doubt, these studies, like the ﬁrst generation of Yishuv scholarship and the
newer Israeli historiography, will operate within distinct ideological frameworks. Nevertheless, one hopes that these works, and others that will follow,
will be able to overcome the analytical and methodological limitations of the
earlier scholarship and, at the same time, avoid the reﬂexive adversarialism
that characterizes so much of the new Israeli historiography.

2

Beyond Revisionism
Current directions in Israeli historiography

Some twenty years ago, the Israeli academic establishment was shaken by
the publications of a small group of historians who claimed to shatter
conventional Zionist myths regarding the birth of the Israeli state, the
Palestinian refugee problem, and the Arab–Israeli conﬂict.1 This body of
scholarship, interchangeably called ‘‘new’’ or ‘‘Revisionist’’ Israeli historiography, was, by and large, critical of Israeli policy, seeing Israel as militarily
aggressive and in good measure responsible for its conﬂict with its Arab
neighbors. For over a decade, furious debates between practitioners of the
‘‘new history’’ and defenders of traditional historical views ﬁlled the halls of
Israeli universities and the columns of the Israeli press.2 The Revisionists
claimed to be objective scholars, their vision unclouded by Zionist ideology
and the resulting impulse to apologize for Israel’s actions and exculpate its
leaders. Benny Morris, the most prominent of the Revisionists, went so far
as to argue, in a manifesto of 1988, that the new history was, in fact, Israel’s
ﬁrst serious professional historiography. The literature produced to date, he
claimed, had been ofﬁcial history, produced by governmental or quasigovernmental bodies, or the representation of private memory presented in
memoirs. In both cases previous historiography had been produced without
access to Israeli archives, which normally grant access to documents only
after the passage of thirty years.3
Critics of the new history thought differently. Staunch defenders of David
Ben-Gurion and the Labor Zionist elite that established Israel argued that
the new history was the work of guilt-ridden leftists hostile to the existence
of Israel as a Jewish state. The Revisionists’ oeuvre was accused of being
little different in approach and intent from the inveterate anti-Zionist
scholarship produced in the Arab world or by its sympathizers in the West.
There was widespread concern that the new history would undermine Israelis’
conﬁdence in the justice of the Zionist dream, thereby weakening their will to
continue the ongoing struggle for Israel’s survival in a continuously hostile
environment. The distinguished Israeli writer Aharon Megged went so far as
to describe the new history as a manifestation of ‘‘Israel’s suicidal impulse.’’4
Over the past few years, a paradoxical development has taken place.
While the number of scholars championing a critical approach to the Israeli
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past has grown markedly, the rhetorical storm has died down. The new
historical revolution continues, but it has passed from its Jacobin period
into its Thermidor and has taken on a more subdued form. To some degree,
the arguments of Revisionist historians have been incorporated into the
mainstream historiographic consensus and even into popular historical
consciousness in Israel. The more extreme arguments have been marginalized, called into doubt by the preponderance of evidence or delegitmized
by the open political biases of some of their champions. The Revisionist
writings of the late 1980s and early 1990s were suffused with an adversarial
ethos, a missionary zeal to shatter Zionist myths of Israeli rectitude, catalyzed by a generational struggle between young scholars against mandarin
professors who controlled access to teaching positions at Israeli universities.
By the end of the 1990s the ﬁrst generation of new historians were, for the
most part, professionally secure. Ironically, Morris, whose writings have
depicted Ben-Gurion in highly unﬂattering terms, is now a tenured
professor at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev.
One important reason for the waning of the Israeli historians’ controversy is the rapid attenuation of traditional Zionist ideology in Israeli
academia and, to an only slightly lesser extent, among the members of
Israel’s secular and professional elite who dominate the mass media. The
New history’s counter-narrative was coherent and powerful because it challenged a well-established master narrative. Traditional Zionist proclamations
about the Jews’ historic and moral right to a homeland in the ancient Land
of Israel, the obligation to undergo a physical and psychic transformation
from a people of peddlers into a nation of warriors and laborers, and a
mission to ‘‘ingather the exiles’’ from throughout the diaspora have lost
relevance as Israel has matured into a highly industrialized, urbanized,
materialistic society with an economy based in high-technology manufacturing and services. After ﬁfty-ﬁve years, the ideological scaffolding that
supported the state through its youth has come down, leaving an unobstructed view of a political ediﬁce which, albeit in many ways unattractive,
stands on its own.
The Oslo peace process is widely viewed as responsible for the weakening
of traditional Zionism, as substantial numbers of Israelis began to imagine
a future in which they would dwell in a normal state at peace with its
neighbors and thus no longer making constant demands upon its citizenry
for heroic sacriﬁce and struggle. In fact, such a striving for normalization
was very much in keeping with classic Zionist ideology, according to which
antisemitism was omnipresent but not eternal, and the establishment of a
Jewish state would stabilize the position of Jews in the world. By transforming Jews from a ‘‘ghost people,’’ as the Zionist founding father Leo
Pinsker called them, into an empowered, territorialized nation, they would
be accepted into the community of nations. It was the failure of the Oslo
peace process in the wake of the renewed Intifada in 2000 that promoted
the collapse of Zionist political consciousness and its replacement with the
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beliefs that anti-Jewish sentiment is indelibly ingrained into human sensibility and that Israel is doomed to ﬁght for its very survival into the distant
future. In such an atmosphere, Israelis are far less likely than in the past to be
offended by historians’ accusations that Israel’s wartime behavior has been
less than exemplary. To be sure, Israelis can still be outraged by the ﬁndings of
military historians, for example Motti Golani’s recent discovery that during
the 1956 Sinai campaign Israeli soldiers murdered Egyptian prisoners of
war in the Mitla Pass.5 But such cases are now the exception, not the rule,
as the world-view of Israelis becomes increasingly pragmatic and jaundiced.
Moreover, with the decline of the Ben-Gurionist vision of a uniﬁed,
secular Israeli culture, Israeli society has taken on the form of a jigsaw
puzzle of competing interest groups divided along ethnic and religious
lines – the veteran European-Jewish (Ashkenazi) elite, immigrants from the
Middle East and North Africa and their descendants (Mizrahi, or ‘‘Oriental’’
Jews), new immigrants from the former Soviet Union, ultra-Orthodox Jews,
and a large Arab minority. In such an atmosphere, the public’s historical
interest has turned inward, to the mass immigration of the state’s early
years, the impact of the Holocaust and of Holocaust survivors on the young
state, the suppression of the immigrants’ languages and cultures, the historic
domination of Ashkenazim over Mizrahim, and transformation within the
Orthodox community and its relations with the secular majority.
Although developments within Israeli academia cannot be separated from
the broader social developments described above, there are also important
internal factors within Israeli university culture that account for the moderation of the historians’ controversy. First off, the new history of the 1980s
and 1990s was not as revolutionary as its practitioners claimed. Professional,
archive-based history of the Zionist movement and Yishuv dates back to the
1960s. This literature featured a critical, although fundamentally sympathetic,
approach to Zionist ideology and the Yishuv’s political leadership. When
archives for the years surrounding 1948 became available, Revisionist
historians approached them with the same traditional, diplomatic- and
military-historical approach that had been taken by previous generations,
and, although their ﬁndings were controversial, they were not rejected out
of hand in Israeli academia. (By means of example, Morris’s ﬁrst scholarly
article on the subject of the Palestinian refugees was published in the staid
Tel Aviv University journal Studies in Zionism.)6 Israeli universities are
riven with conﬂict, both political and personal, but the historical discipline
as practiced there is highly professionalized, and so given to the process of
self-correction that is integral to scholarly endeavor in the modern western
world. It was only a question of time before the new history would cease to
be new, its arguments tested, rejected or conﬁrmed by other scholars and
incorporated, at least in part, into the historiographic mainstream.
Second, historians at Israeli universities are acutely aware of developments within the historical discipline in the West. They have kept abreast of,
and sometimes pioneered, historiographical innovation in the ﬁelds of
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social, gender, and especially cultural history. (The journal History &
Memory, housed at Tel Aviv University, has been a focal point for scholarship on collective memory.) In recent years, as the writing of Israeli
history has shed its conservative and state-supporting agenda, historians of
the Yishuv and state of Israel have begun to catch up with their colleagues
in other ﬁelds, and, although the bulk of historical writing about Israel is
still political, diplomatic, and military, there is a new wave of literature
on the intersection of class, gender, ethnicity, and race in the construction of
the Israeli state.
Third, recent Israeli historiography has been powerfully inﬂuenced by
Israeli sociologists, who have tended to be politically more radical and
methodologically more innovative than their historian colleagues. Much of
the most important work on the mass immigration, relations between
immigrant and veteran Israelis, and the suppression and invention of ethnic
identities in Israel has been the work of historically informed sociologists.
Sociologists preceded historians in positing linkages between foreign and
domestic policy, locating the militarization of Israeli society in the cultural
milieu of the ﬁrst Palestinian-born generation of Zionist youth and in the
vast social and ideological cleavages that ﬁssured the young Israeli state’s
fragile society.
The critical discourse on recent Israeli historiography often, and
mistakenly, conﬂates historical Revisionism with post-Zionism. These terms
need to be carefully deﬁned and their relationship delineated. Revisionism
in the sense of a coherent critique of an entrenched historical paradigm
originated in debates during the 1920s about the origins of World War I.
Since then, the term has been applied to controversies about the origins of
other conﬂicts, including World War II and the Cold War, and it has been
associated with a wide variety of political orientations, from Left to Right.
In Israel, the unpopular 1982 Lebanon War and the ﬁrst Palestinian Intifada (1987–93) fostered the development of Revisionist historiography on
the Arab–Israeli conﬂict, and to this day the terms ‘‘Revisionist’’ or ‘‘New’’
historiography continue to be applied largely to literature on Israeli military
policy and statecraft.
Revisionist Israeli historiography is on occasion, but not regularly,
informed by a post-Zionist conceptual framework. Revisionist historical
literature has devoted itself to deconstructing historical perceptions cemented
in Zionist ideology but does not by deﬁnition impugn the legitimacy of the
Zionist project itself or of Israel as a Jewish state. The term ‘‘Revisionist’’ or
‘‘New’’ historian has been linked with such disparate scholars as the archpositivist and increasingly hawkish Benny Morris, the positivist and dovish
Avi Shlaim, and the relentlessly post-colonial and anti-Zionist Ilan Pappé.
Clearly, then, self-proclaimed Revisionist historiography of Israel, not to
mention the ﬁeld of Israeli historiography as a whole, cannot be tied to any
particular political ideology or orientation. Israeli historiography is in a
state of both fragmentation and evolution, of what could be called
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constructive deconstruction. This is a global process in which self-conscious
Revisionism is ultimately less signiﬁcant than incremental innovation as a
force for the creation of knowledge. Yet the production and nature of Israeli
historiography display persistently parochial characteristics, the product of
a complex interaction between the fading, yet still present, inﬂuences
of Zionist ideology and the all-consuming conﬂict that dominates the ﬁeld
of Israeli historical vision.

Historiographical revolution and its aftermath
Israeli Revisionist writings on the 1948 War paralleled the wave of
reassessments of fascism and World War II that rolled through European
academia from the 1960s through the 1980s. The topics under review varied
widely – for example the roots of Nazi expansionism in Germany’s territorial aims in the First World War I, French popular support for the Vichy
regime and complicity in the Holocaust, similarities between Italian fascism
and Nazism, or between Stalin’s gulags and the Nazi death camps – as did
the political perspective of their authors. While these debates raged in
Europe, historians in the United States challenged conventional views about
the origins of the Cold War, claiming that they lay not so much in a bona
ﬁde Stalinist threat as in American neo-colonial expansionism and anticommunist paranoia. Throughout the western world, as in Israel, the critical
re-evaluation of the causes of war and conﬂict was made possible by the
passage of time, the opening of archives, high levels of freedom of expression (as did not exist behind the Iron Curtain or in the Arab world), and,
most important, the 1960s’ cultural revolution, which replaced the statesupporting ethos of traditional academic historiography with an adversarial one.7 A good example of the new adversarial ethos was the Bielefeld School of German historiography, which claimed that Nazism was
not an aberration from German historic norms but rather a natural
outgrowth of the allegedly dysfunctional and authoritarian Wilhelmine
Empire.
Over the past decade these controversies have died down. Revisionist
counter-narratives, which were as coherent and all-encompassing as the
master narratives they attacked, have been replaced by more nuanced, less
politicized approaches. To return to the German example, over the past
twenty years the Bielefeld School has been supplanted by a more sympathetic view of Imperial Germany as an integral component of Western
Europe, with a mature bourgeois society and an evolving political system.
Culture and the region have replaced politics and the nation-state as the
privileged loci of attention. There is a ﬂourishing of writing on gender
relations, social networks, locality (Heimatsgeschichte), and daily life (Alltagsgeschichte).8 We shall see below that Israeli historiography is
beginning to be inﬂuenced by this diffusion and de-politicization of
historiographical focus.
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The Revisionist strain in Israeli historiography may also be compared
with a somewhat different type of historical inquiry, not of dominating
states but rather of the peoples they have historically dominated. The Israeli
Revisionist controversy of the late 1980s and 1990s was similar in many
ways to developments in the ﬁeld of Irish historiography some twenty years
earlier. In both cases, the passage of about two generations after statehood
and the transformation from an impoverished into a First World national
economy moderated feelings of historic victimization. Irish Revisionist
historians claimed that Ireland’s historic relationship with Britain, long seen
as one of unrelieved oppression, was often economically beneﬁcial to the
Emerald Isle.9 Similarly, over the past two decades the image of Mandatory
British rule in Israeli historiography has improved considerably. Britain,
previously seen as reneging on the Balfour Declaration, throttling Jewish
immigration, and conspiring with the Arabs to thwart the establishment of
the Jewish state, is now appreciated for having played an invaluable role in
developing Palestine’s infrastructure and promoting the growth of the
Yishuv’s political and military institutions.10 (A nostalgic image of British
rule has been presented in two recent bestselling books in Israel, Tom
Segev’s popular history One Palestine, Complete and Amos Oz’s ﬁctionalized
memoir A Tale of Love and Darkness.)11
The Irish Revisionist controversy has been debated almost entirely within
Ireland, yet modern Irish history is written by scholars throughout the
globe. In Israel the opposite is the case: for many years the Israeli new
history was represented, often in a charged and polemical form, in the
North American and European Jewish press, and the new historians
attained considerable notoriety. Yet despite the size and educational
attainments of the Jewish diaspora, the production of Israeli Revisionist
historiography, indeed of Israeli historiography as such, has been almost
entirely the work of scholars in Israel. This phenomenon deserves further
scrutiny.

Israeli historians and historians of Israel
Since the late 1950s, scholars in North America and Europe have produced
outstanding overviews of the history of Zionism and Israel, but original,
monographic research on the subject has been produced almost entirely in
Israel.12 There is nothing unusual about the historiography of small countries,
especially those whose ofﬁcial languages are difﬁcult and obscure, being
dominated by natives of and universities in those lands. But Israel is unique
among small nations for its centrality in global politics and religious
consciousness. Modern Hebrew is not as difﬁcult as Slavic languages or
Arabic, and a knowledge of the latter eases the acquisition of Hebrew considerably. What is more, at least among Jewish academics, there are substantial numbers who learned Hebrew as part of their basic or professional
education. Finally, and most important, there is a thriving ﬁeld of Israel
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studies in North America (less so in Europe), but it is dominated by scholars
in the social sciences, mainly political science and sociology. Although some
of this literature is historically informed, its emphasis is presentist, concerned with the contemporary Arab–Israeli conﬂict or sites of social tension
within the Israeli state.13
Clearly, then, the neglect of Israeli history by North American or
European academics has little to do with a lack of supply of competent
scholars. One must look instead to ‘‘demand’’ factors; that is, the conﬁgurations of academic faculties and research frameworks, on the one hand,
and the socio-psychological factors behind a scholar’s choice of ﬁeld, on the
other. Israel does not ﬁt neatly into any of the geographic ﬁelds upon which
history departments in the western world are structured. It is in, but not of,
the Middle East. I do not refer here merely to political considerations, the
antipathy towards Israel that reigns throughout the region and is certainly
to be found in North American and European universities. I also mean that
in a technical sense a historian of Israel is unlikely to ﬁt into a department
of history that seeks a Middle Eastern specialist with expertise in Arabic
(which many Israeli historians have not mastered), Islam, and other factors
common to the modern Middle East – the heritage of colonialism and anticolonialism, pan-Arabism, state socialism, and, more recently, Islamic
radicalism. Given the state of Israel’s European origins, courses on Israeli
history are often, incongruously, considered part of the ‘‘European’’ ﬁeld,
but a young scholar with expertise in Israeli history is not likely to ﬁnd a
position in a faculty of European historians unless (s)he has mastered
European languages and has research expertise in topics of direct interest to
European historians. Thus, in order to become part of a history department
in the western world a scholar of Israeli history must in fact pursue this
subject as a second ﬁeld in addition to one that ﬁts into the department’s
structure and will be of use to its program for graduate training. (There is
an exception to the above generalizations in the form of a handful of
Middle East historians currently employed in American universities who
know Hebrew and have serious interests in Palestine/Israel. Yet because of
the demands and expectations of their ﬁelds most of their publications treat
the Arab world, and what they do publish on Palestine often features a
pronounced anti-Israel political bias.)14
In contemporary North America, Israel studies ﬂourishes far more readily
in the social sciences than in history departments. Sociologists and political
scientists can claim to locate in Israeli statecraft or society models that are
relevant to their disciplines as a whole. Often, these models are explanatory
tools for ethnic strife, discrimination, or international conﬂict, with Israel
presented as exemplifying one form or another of social pathology. Scholars
who adopt these approaches free themselves of suspicion of an apologetic
or sympathetic stance towards Israel, which, as opposed to a bias in
favor of Arab causes, is rarely considered academically respectable. Even
still, only a handful of the elite research universities in North America
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have on staff social scientists with speciﬁc research interests in Israel.
Most of the social scientists who dominate the Association for Israel
Studies teach at good, but not elite, public universities or at second-tier
institutions.
The limitation of the study of Israeli history to Israel itself is also the
product of the collective psychology of Jewish studies scholars and the
programs in which they teach. In the ﬁeld of Jewish studies, as it has ﬂourished in North America over the past three decades, historical study has
focused primarily on issues of immediate concern to Jews in their lands of
residence: antisemitism and the Holocaust, assimilation and ethnicity, religiosity and cultural expression. Although Zionism can be of considerable
interest to historians as a mobilizing force and a source of Jewish identity in
a particular time and place (for example interwar Poland, the United States
during the 1970s), Jewish historians outside of Israel tend to look upon
international Zionist politics, the development of the Yishuv, and the history of the Israeli state as something distant, even foreign. Given history’s
venerable role as the handmaid of nationalism, Jewish studies scholars outside of Israel have implicitly accepted the claim, commonly made in Israeli
academia, that only those who have made Israel their home and have come
to know it intimately are qualiﬁed to write its history. One may also conjecture that the sort of Jewish scholar willing to commit his or her life to the
ﬁeld of Jewish studies often has profound Zionist convictions that could be
undermined by getting to know Israel’s history too well. If Israel is studied
with the same historiographical tools and conceptual frameworks that are
applied to any other country, it loses much of its exceptionalism, upon
which Zionist fervor so often depends.
Like the dissipating wake of a ship that has long passed, the patterns of
production of Israeli historiography testify to the ongoing inﬂuence of Zionist
ideology, even as it recedes into the distance. For the foreseeable future the
subject and object of Israeli history will remain identical, and the country’s
past will be probed mostly by its own citizens. The result has been, and will
continue to be, the ever-present threat of blinkered historiographical vision,
of parochialism born of the fact that the literature is produced by at most a
hundred tenure-stream faculty in a minuscule country with only ﬁve
research universities. Israeli historians are, by and large, remarkably well
traveled and well read, but, precisely because they live their lives in the small
land about which they write, national history risks being reduced to local
history. The broad comparative sweep, the novelty of approach, and the
dispassionate gaze that historians bring to countries that are their summerand-sabbatical, adopted homes – for example American historians of
Germany, Japanese historians of Egypt – do not come easily to Israeli historians of their own country. Yet, despite these challenges, Israeli historiography has, in recent years, not only advanced our factual knowledge of the
country’s past but also adopted analytical frameworks universally employed
by historians regardless of provenance or ﬁeld.
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Major trends in the history of Israeli society
The bulk of recent Israeli historiography is political, diplomatic, and
military, followed by traditional intellectual history, particularly the history
of Zionist thought. Social history is gaining ground, either in the form of
labor history (including comparative studies of Jewish and Palestinian
workers) or, more often, immigration history, which blends into political
history because of its frequent focus on the state’s elites and on policy as
opposed to the lives and experiences of the immigrants themselves. Israeli
economic history, which until the 1980s focused almost exclusively on the
labor sector, is now giving proper due to the private sector, from citrus
plantations and rural marketing co-operatives to light industry. Younger
scholars are beginning to write the gender and cultural history of the
Yishuv and early state. An environmental history of Israel has recently been
published, although it is essentially a history of state policy rather than of
landscape.15 Most of the work in these ﬁelds is neither self-consciously
Revisionist nor apologetic. Save for the book review section of Israel’s
respected daily newspaper Ha-Aretz, this literature attracts little public
attention, partly because there is no polemical edge to the scholarship and
partly because the authors do not push themselves into the limelight of the
mass media. This literature, however, contributes fundamentally to our
understanding of the state of Israel’s origins and subsequent development.
(On a similar note, George Boyce and Alan O’Day have noted that the most
innovative, exciting Irish historiography of recent years has been only
indirectly touched, if at all, by the Revisionist controversy.)16 Moreover,
whereas ten years ago only the most controversial or general works of
Israeli historiography were translated into English, much of the more specialized literature is now becoming available in translation. The Journal of
Israeli History, produced at Tel Aviv University, and Ben-Gurion University’s journal Israel Studies publish both original work and translations
or adaptations of articles originally published in Hebrew.
An important trend in Israeli political history is the identiﬁcation of the
nexus between politics and culture, locating the intellectual ﬁeld in which
Israel’s leaders operated and exposing the ideological tensions that were
never resolved, nor even suppressed, but only temporarily displaced by the
founding of the state. Joseph Heller, the author of a pioneering study of the
Israeli far right, has recently published an important monograph on David
Ben-Gurion’s arduous struggle to establish functional political unity among
the Yishuv’s warring factions during the ﬁve years leading up to the establishment of the state. As Heller points out, the emphasis in the Revisionist
historiography on war and Arab–Jewish conﬂict obscures the fact that most
of the energy of the Yishuv’s governing elite was directed towards machine
politics, coalition-building, and the construction of a viable national economy.17
Political and ideological rivalries within the Yishuv were all-consuming.
Ben-Gurion faced constant revolt from the left wing within his own Labor
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Zionist Mapai party, and during the 1948 War he went to the brink to force
the Yishuv’s most powerful militia and elite strike force, which were dominated by parties to the left of his own, into a regular state army. (Strife with
the right-wing militias Etzel and Lechi was even more divisive; as I have
found in my own research, in the spring of 1948 the Israeli public feared allout civil war between the government and the radical right.)18 Given high
levels of domestic instability, Heller argues, a peaceful partition of Palestine
(although not necessarily the creation of a Palestinian state) was vastly
preferred over armed conﬂict, and the expulsion of the Arab population of
the future Jewish state was a far less signiﬁcant policy issue than the mass
immigration of Jews from Europe.
Tensions between religion and state, between Judaism and Zionism, were
a constant threat to the elusive yet essential consensus without which the
state of Israel could not be founded or long survive. Ehud Luz’s monograph
Parallels Meet (1988) and a book of essays by Yosef Salmon (1990) concentrated on Zionism’s early decades and on the formation of an Orthodox
centrist core that accommodated Zionism on pragmatic grounds (as a
means of saving endangered Jews) or pietist ones (as a vehicle of collective
religious revival, promoting Torah study in the sacred Land of Israel, and
tilling its soil, which was associated with a variety of sanctifying commandments).19 In a major work of 1994, Aviezer Ravitzky offered a detailed
analysis of Orthodoxy’s more extreme responses to Zionism, ranging from a
fervent embrace to an uncompromising rejection. Both extremes sprang
from messianic yearnings. The former was activist, calling on Jews to initiate
messianic redemption through settlement of the Land of Israel, while the
latter embraced traditional Jewish passivity. Taken to its extreme, ultraOrthodox anti-Zionism claimed that not only the establishment of a Jewish
commonwealth, but even the agricultural settlement of the land, was a
sacrilege; the former because it preceded the advent of the messiah, and the
latter because it transformed a wild, sacred ruin into a mere object of
human will.20
Ravitzky’s book threw considerable new light on the origins of activistmessianic Orthodoxy in the thought of Isaac Abraham Kook, the ﬁrst
Ashkenazic chief rabbi in Mandatory Palestine. In 1999, Arye Naor, cabinet
secretary under Prime Minister Menachem Begin, published Eretz Yisrael
ha-sheleimah: emunah u-mediniyut (The entire Land of Israel: theology and
policy), which traces Kook’s inﬂuence upon future generations through
Kook’s son, Zvi Yehuda, and the Merkaz Ha-Rav Yeshiva, which became
the spiritual center of the religious settler movement that exercised considerable inﬂuence over Israel’s post-1967 policies in the Occupied
Territories. In his search for the intellectual roots of the post-1967 settler
movement’s territorial maximalism, Naor ranges beyond religious Zionism
per se to the entire gamut of Zionist ideology, dating back to the grandiose
territorial vision of the early twentieth-century Zionist leader Menachem
Ussishkin. Ussishkin and, after him, the Revisionist Zionist leader Vladimir
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Jabotinsky, conjured up a hash of historic and strategic justiﬁcations for a
Jewish state that would extend over the East Bank of the Jordan and up
into today’s Lebanon. Their rhetoric employed religious language – Jabotinsky
referred to the Jordan as a ‘‘sacred river’’ – although these expressions were
for the most part metaphorical, expressive of political convictions about the
territorial needs of the Jews as a nation rather than beliefs in the inalienable
spiritual patrimony of Jews as a faith community.21 Yet a sufﬁcient coalescence
of sensibility and blurring of rhetoric took place within Zionist ideology to
foster widespread support, by Labor as well as Likud governments, for the
settlement movement after 1967.
Historians of Zionism have long argued that Labor Zionism harnessed
considerably greater religious energy than Revisionism, as it sublimated
traditional Jewish messianism into striving to settle or, tellingly, to ‘‘redeem’’
the land, to sanctify the Jews through productive labor, and to create a
Jewish state that would be a model of social justice, a veritable Light unto
the Nations.22 In a controversial book of 1995, Zeev Sternhell, a historian
with expertise in the history of right-wing and fascist thought in Europe,
turned his attention to Labor Zionism, and he took a far more critical tack
than previous historians of the subject. Sternhell argued that although early
twentieth-century Labor Zionism professed an allegiance to social democracy,
its spiritual energy and uncompromising nationalism quickly overpowered
its socialist tendencies. The result was an anti-democratic, pseudo-socialist,
and quasi-totalitarian Labor Zionist hegemonic regime, suffused with an
aggressive territorial maximalism and a militaristic ethos that were curbed
only by the needs of the moment.23 Sternhell’s book was brilliant in its
analysis of Labor Zionism’s intellectual debt to the radical neo-romanticism
of the extreme ends of the ﬁn-de-siècle European political spectrum (integral
nationalism on the Right and anarcho-syndicalism on the Left). The result
was a celebration of experience and distaste for theoretical system-building
which, paradoxically, presented itself in the form of pragmatic empiricism
and positivism. The book was also signiﬁcant in that it represented an
avowedly Revisionist approach to the domestic, as opposed to the militarydiplomatic, history of Zionism and Israel. But the book’s numerous and
glaring factual errors, its distortion of evidence, and its unfavorable comparison of Labor Zionism to an idealized European social democracy that
never existed rendered the book all but useless as a piece of serious
scholarship and endeared it only to readers with a visceral predisposition
against its subject.24
Sternhell was right that Labor Zionist political culture was imbued with
militarism, but one can encounter this argument in a wide variety of
scholarship written from varying disciplinary and political perspectives. The
1980s witnessed the formation of a school of Israeli sociology known as
critical sociology, which can be seen as adumbrating and then running parallel with the ‘‘new history’’ that came to the fore at the end of the decade.
Thanks largely to the inﬂuence of the late Yonathan Shapiro, who pioneered
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the ﬁeld of Israeli historical sociology and trained many students, a number
of important studies in the ﬁeld began to appear from the mid-1980s
onward. The University of Haifa has been a stronghold of critical sociology
and in 1995 Haifa’s Uri Ben-Eliezer published a ﬁnely crafted monograph, Derekh ha-kavenet: hivatruto shel ha-militarizm ha-yisre’eli 1936–56,
which appeared in English three years later under the title The Origins of
Israeli Militarism.25 The book argued that during the 1930s and 1940s
philosophical differences between Labor and Revisionist Zionism regarding the use of force were minimal. Palestinian-born Jewish youth scorned
what they believed was the impractical humanism of their European-born
parents and believed that they alone possessed the will and ability to
ﬁght. European-born leaders of the Labor Zionist movement viewed the
raw militarism of the native youth with distaste, but they eventually coopted it and transformed it into the reigning ethos of the new Israeli
state. Thus if Israel managed to avoid the plague of military coups
affecting most post-colonial democracies, the reason was not because the
army stayed in its barracks, but because the body politic and the barracks
were coterminous.
Ben-Eliezer’s book, however critical its presentation of the foundations of
the Israeli state, was not as novel as it may seem. Many of its arguments
had already been made, albeit in a form somewhat more sympathetic with
its subjects, by the most prominent representative of what might be considered the Israeli historiographical establishment, Anita Shapira, in her
1992 book Herev ha-yonah: Ha-tsiyonut ve-ha-koah (English version: Land
and Power: The Zionist Resort to Force).26 Similarly, the nostalgic glow that
suffuses sociologist Oz Almog’s typological study of the native-born Israeli,
Ha-Tsabar (1997; English version: The Sabra, 2000), does not obscure the
sabra’s preference for direct action, his belief that conﬂict with Arabs can
only be resolved through grim determination and the use of force. The
military historians Martin Van Creveld and Motti Golani, who identify
with neither the Revisionist nor critical sociological schools, have recently
published powerful critiques of the Israeli militarist ethos’ negative effects
on Israeli statecraft (for example the lack of an effective counterweight to
the Israeli military in the formation of national security policy during the
crises and subsequent wars of 1956, 1967, and 1973).27 Golani’s work makes
the particularly astute, albeit counterintuitive, argument that since the 1973
War Israeli society has increasingly questioned the capacity of force to solve
the Palestinian problem, even as exponentially greater quanta of force have
been applied, as was the case during the massive Israeli air assault against
Lebanon in 1982.
The most recent historical monograph on Israeli militarism is the
journalist Yonah Hadari-Ramage’s Mashiah rakhuv ‘al tank (Messiah rides
a tank).28 Hadari-Ramage explores the connection between war and the
pervasive sense in Israeli society, throughout most of the state’s history, of a
failed utopia or lost paradise. Hadari-Ramage shows that on the eve of the
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1956, 1967 and 1973 Wars Israeli youth were decried in the media as
degenerate, materialistic, and hedonistic (for example, dancing the tango
and listening to jazz). In all three cases, wars redeemed the youth of the
nation by transforming them into heroes and martyrs. The soldier–messiah
ﬁgure so well known from the 1967 war was adumbrated by the conquerors
of the Sinai in 1956. In 1956, as eleven years later, popular songs produced
in the wake of the war were replete with biblical imagery, and images of
rabbis, Torah scrolls, and young soldiers at the foot of Mt. Sinai foreshadowed David Rubinger’s famous photograph of Shmuel Goren, the
Israel Defense Force’s chief rabbi, sounding the shofar at the Western Wall
on June 7, 1967. Although it would not be justiﬁed to argue that domestic
malaise alone pushed Israel into three major wars with the Arab world,
Hadari-Ramage has exposed the vulnerability of the Zionist project in the
face of its own fulﬁllment: the dialectic between the achievement of ‘‘normalization’’ of the Jews and the psychic deﬂation that inevitably resulted,
and the excessive burdens placed upon youth in Israel’s revolutionary, puritanical, and highly mobilized society.
The recent wave of literature on Israeli militarism has been respectfully
reviewed in the Israeli press and has aroused little controversy. Similarly,
although back in the 1980s there was considerable resistance in Israel,
among scholars and the public alike, to the ﬁrst critiques of Israeli immigration policy during the 1950s, it is now conventional wisdom that the
Ashkenazic governing elite looked upon the two main reservoirs of immigrants,
European Holocaust survivors and North African/Middle Eastern Jews,
with not only compassion but also condescension, mistrust, and even contempt. The kibbutzim, hallmarks of the Hebrew national revival, were
reluctant to accept new immigrants, and the Labor movement as a whole
was slow to divest itself of the prevalent belief during much of the Mandate
period that immigration must be highly selective, limited to the young and
able-bodied.29
The most sensational critiques have attracted, as one might expect, the
most attention in the West, for example Tom Segev’s 1949: Ha-yisre’elim
ha-rishonim (1984; English edition: 1949: The First Israelis, 1986) and Idith
Zertal’s Zehavam shel ha-yehdim: Ha-hagerah ha-yehudit ha-mahtertit leerets yisra’el 1945–48 (1996; English edition: From Catastrophe to Power:
Holocaust Survivors and the Emergence of Israel, 1998).30 Segev, a talented
journalist with a ﬂuent style, presented colorful, if rather selective, evidence
of the instrumentality with which Israel’s leaders treated what was called the
‘‘human material’’ before them and the horriﬁc conditions under which
the new immigrants from Middle Eastern and North African lands were
forced to live, sometimes for years after their arrival in Israel. Zertal’s book
focused speciﬁcally on the clandestine immigration of Holocaust survivors
to Palestine, an issue that has been mythologized in Israeli collective
memory as a source of salvation to vast numbers of individuals and an
important factor behind the creation of the state. Zertal argues that between
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1945 and 1948 scarcely any shiploads of illegal immigrants managed to dodge
the British blockade, that ofﬁcials of the Yishuv’s Agency for Clandestine
Immigration were well aware of this, and that the transports of survivors on
unseaworthy ships were essentially public relations stunts. Holocaust survivors were, in the words of one immigration ofﬁcial, ‘‘wonderful propaganda
for the entire human world.’’31 Zertal presents the Yishuv leadership as far
less interested in bringing Holocaust survivors to safety in their putative
homeland than in using them to win public opinion over to the Zionist
cause.
Many of Zertal’s arguments were made before her by the Tel Aviv University historian Dina Porat.32 The difference between Zertal and Porat is
not really a dispute over facts so much as one of historical judgment. Both
authors agree that the leaders of the Yishuv were incapable of distinguishing
between the fate of Holocaust survivors as individuals and the transformation
of the ﬂedgling Yishuv into a viable state. Zertal, applying contemporary
post-Zionist moral standards to her subjects, charges them with insensitivity
and even criminal disregard for the tragic consequences of their actions (for
example the sinking of a refugee ship or the incarceration by the British of
its cargo of human skeletons in internment camps). Porat, however, adopts a
more empathetic and less judgmental stance. Porat’s approach is shared by
Esther Meir-Glitzenstein in a recent monograph on the tragic fate of Iraqi
Jewry in the mid-twentieth century. Meir-Glitzenstein shows that after
World War II Zionist and Israeli ofﬁcials sincerely believed that an
independent Jewish state was immediately needed to provide a safe
haven for Middle Eastern Jews, even though the creation of the state
would be a primary cause of the persecution from which they would
need to be rescued.33
It took several years after Segev’s 1949 for academic historians to begin
paying serious attention to the experience of immigrants from the Islamic
world.34 Sociologists, however, had been working on the subject since the
1960s. The ﬁrst studies of the immigrants attributed the social dysfunction
of Oriental Jews to backwardness, which would be remedied over time
through integration into a uniform, Ashkenazic-dominated Israeli political
culture. In the early 1980s, Shlomo Swirski switched the focus from alleged
Oriental backwardness to the discriminatory mentalities and practices of
the Ashkenazic elite, which resulted in social closure, impeding access to the
educational institutions and employment opportunities, without which economic mobility was impossible.35 (At this time academic discourse on the
immigrants and their descendants became increasingly politicized, as the
Oriental vote was a key issue in Israel election campaigns and eventually
expressed itself in the founding of the political party Shas in 1984.) In the
1990s, under the inﬂuence of theoretical innovations in gender and cultural
studies, some Israeli sociologists moved beyond empirical analyses of ethnic
discrimination to the discursive ﬁeld in which Israel’s governing elite fabricated a coherent ‘‘Oriental’’ Jewry out of a mosaic of variegated immigrant
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communities (Iraqi, Yemenite, Moroccan, etc.) with little in common save
their origins in the Islamic world.36
By arguing that the Mizrahi Jew was not only oppressed but also invented
by the Ashkenazic elite, scholars such as Ella Shohat, Gil Eyal, Aziza
Khazzoom, and Yehouda Shenhav foster the post-Zionist proliferation of
ethnic, sub-national Israeli identities, and in particular champion the
reintegration of Middle Eastern and North African Jews into Arab cultures,
against which mainstream Zionism has set itself in a stark dichotomous
fashion. The notion of Mizrahi Jews as, at heart, Jewish Arabs or Arab Jews
is fueled by a political agenda to reconﬁgure the relationship between Arab
and Israeli Jewish culture, to break down the barriers between Israelis and
Palestinians just as those barriers are taking material form in the shape of
the separation barrier between Israel and the Palestinian Territories. This
political agenda may be a noble one, but it is untrue to the historical
experience of Oriental Jewry, which, despite its infusion into Middle Eastern
cultures, spoke distinct Jewish dialects and retained considerable cultural
and socio-economic particularity. Nor is the new wave of critical sociology
accurate in presenting Mizrahi Jews as bearers of an alternative Zionism,
inclusive and communitarian, as opposed to the allegedly domineering and
aggressive Zionist ideology of the Ashkenazic founding elite.37
Historians of immigration to Israel and, before it, the Yishuv, are
approaching their subject without an overt political agenda, and the direction
in which their research is going suggests that with the passage of time the
story of Jewish immigration to Palestine/Israel will cease to be a political
issue, a site for justifying or undermining the tenets of Zionist ideology, and
will become, as the current research of Hagit Lavsky and Gur Alroey
proposes, one chapter in the general history of Jewish population movement
in the twentieth century.38 This is a fruitful line of inquiry particularly for
the Mandate period, when the vast majority of Jewish immigrants to
Palestine were neither ideologically Zionist nor assisted by Zionist institutions. The motivations behind immigration, the social and family structure
of the immigrants, the construction of economic and social networks upon
arrival, and acculturation into the new environment are issues common to
the history of immigration in general, and in the case of modern Jewish
history comparisons may be made across different points of arrival in Western
Europe and the New World. (See, for example, the work of Anat Helman, a
young scholar at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, who has produced a
number of publications on the urban history of Tel Aviv, including an
intriguing comparative study of Jewish immigrant associations in Tel Aviv
and New York.)39 Israeli social history shifts the focus from the state and
political elites to the experiences of individuals as members of groups
deﬁned by familial afﬁliation, community of residence, class, and gender.
This approach does not deny the ongoing inﬂuences of politics and ideology
on society and sensibility but presents those inﬂuences more in dialectical
than unidirectional forms. The diminution of the state and of state-controlled
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institutions also makes possible the development of new approaches to the
history of the Israeli economy, which, as demonstrated by the veteran scholars
Nachum Gross and Jacob Metzer, and more recently by Nahum Karlinsky,
has from the start been heavily dependent upon private capital, in the form of
both transfers from abroad and investments by local entrepreneurs.40
The history of gender relations and of women in Israel is still in its
infancy. To be sure, there is a tradition of scholarship on the gendered
inﬂection of Zionist ideology, which incorporated ﬁn-de-siècle western
notions of honor and masculinity in its idealization of what the Zionist
leader Max Nordau called ‘‘muscular Judaism.’’ It is well known that the
Zionist celebration of physical ﬁtness, productive agricultural and industrial
labor, and self-defense represented an attempt by Jewish males to combat
the feminization of the Jew that was essential to European antisemitic discourse. Studies of actual gender relations among Jews in the Yishuv and
Israel, as opposed to ideological constructs, have been far fewer. Pioneers
and Homemakers: Jewish Women in Pre-State Israel, an edited volume
published in 1992, treated a number of important topics in the history of
Ottoman and Mandatory Palestine: the role of middle-class women activists
in pushing for universal suffrage in elections for the Yishuv’s representative
institutions under the British Mandate; the rise and fall of an independent
women’s voice in the umbrella trade union the Histadrut; and the exclusion
of women from the ostensibly egalitarian kibbutz labor community and
their relegation to child-rearing responsibilities, albeit in a collective rather
than familial environment.41
In 2001, a volume of essays titled Ha-’ivriyot ha-hadashot (perhaps best
translated as The New Shebrews) pushed the study of Jewish women back
into the ‘‘Old,’’ or pre-Zionist Yishuv of the nineteenth century and forward
into the period of statehood. As in other works of Israeli social history, the
emphasis in this volume is on immigration, although entirely new perspectives
are gained through the focus on women’s experience. For example, Mikhal
Ben Ya’akov’s essay, on North African female immigrants in the nineteenth
century, demonstrates that women were often the dominant force pushing
their families to emigrate to Palestine and that single women, mostly
widows, comprised a surprisingly large percentage of North African immigrants during the late Ottoman period.42 Ben Ya’akov’s argument for North
Africa is expanded to the Yishuv’s new arrivals as a whole in Margalit
Shilo’s important recent monograph Nesikhah o-shevuyah? (Princess or
prisoner?), a history of women in the Old Yishuv. Shilo notes that in the
nineteenth century the immigrant pool, which was almost entirely Orthodox,
consisted for the most part of families, but with a surplus of single women.
(There were twice as many single female immigrants as bachelors.) The
single women were of various types: widows suffused with pietist devotion,
freed by the deaths of their husbands and maturation of their families to
make the pilgrimage to the Holy Land; agunot (women whose husbands
had abandoned them or gone missing, leaving their marital status in limbo
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and preventing them from remarrying), and impoverished women from
Yemen and North Africa. Taken together, these women formed the bottom
of the Old Yishuv’s social ladder.43
In the New Yishuv, we learn from Yossi Ben-Artsi’s essay in Ha-’ivriyot
ha-hadashot, single Jewish women continued to immigrate to Palestine,
although their motives were now markedly different: a desire for independence, an escape from the bourgeois social conventions that restricted them to
the spheres of the family and caring professions, and a search for fulﬁllment.
Just as women played an important but heretofore unappreciated role in the
history of Jewish immigration to the Old Yishuv, either as solo actors or as
the guiding forces behind their families, so too did women help mold the
face of the New Yishuv’s society during the Mandatory period. The historical
development of the Yishuv’s agricultural settlements, which often began as
temporary labor brigades and land-clearing collectives but then, over time,
evolved into permanent collective and co-operative arrangements, is usually
attributed to the dialectic between socialist-Zionist ideology and the physical
and economic conditions of life in rural Palestine. Ben-Artsi presents a third
force behind the evolution of Zionist settlement: pressure from the collectives’ female members. Communes devoted to labor-intensive tasks such as
building roads, clearing land, and draining swamps were perceived as less
likely to accord to women equal responsibilities and rights than permanent
settlements based on a variety of agricultural and manufacturing activities,
many of which women could easily perform.44
All of the literature discussed thus far tells stories about Jews, not the
Arabs who comprised as much as 90 percent of Palestine’s population in
1900 and two-thirds on the eve of the 1948 War. It is here, in the history of
the Palestinian Arabs, that one encounters perhaps the most striking contrast
between stridently Revisionist and quietly innovative historical scholarship
within the ﬁeld of Israeli history today. The history of modern Palestine is a
vast ﬁeld, studied by scholars throughout the world, but, intriguingly, few of
the scholars who associate themselves with Israel’s new history or critical
sociology write about the Palestinians, and when they do Arabs are likely to
be treated summarily and abstractly as objects or historical victims, rather
than as subjects and historical agents.
The sociologist Gershon Shaﬁr’s 1989 book Land, Labour and the Origins
of the Israeli–Palestinian Conﬂict, 1882–1914 has attained considerable
inﬂuence for its argument that, from the start, Zionist settlement patterns
and policies were dictated by the need to obviate the native Arab labor
market and create an artiﬁcially distinct Jewish national economy. Shaﬁr’s
argument has much merit, although it is overstated, as the presence of a
large indigenous labor market was but one of several factors inﬂuencing the
planning of early Zionist settlement. More important, in Shaﬁr’s analytical
framework ‘‘Arab labor’’ is no less abstract than in the world-view that
Shaﬁr attributes to the Zionists. On-the-ground interactions between Jews
and Arabs, the sites of contact, contestation, and possible concord, are
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neglected. Zachary Lockman, a Middle East historian at New York University, made a serious effort to ﬁll this gap in his 1996 book Comrades and
Enemies: Arab and Jewish Workers in Palestine, 1906–1948.45 Lockman centers the book around what he calls the ‘‘relational paradigm’’ of Jewish–
Arab interaction in modern Palestinian history. According to this paradigm,
which is laid out with great fanfare and sharp criticism for conventional
approaches to Israeli history, the development of the Yishuv as a body
politic and national economy cannot be separated from that of the Palestinian Arab nation in the making, as the Palestinian Zionist labor movement
devoted considerable effort to countering and co-opting organizations of
Palestinian laborers, and Palestinian laborers were deeply affected by their
interactions with Jewish workers in those ﬁelds where they worked side by
side, as in the state railways and the foreign-owned oil reﬁning industry.
Lockman’s narrative of the making of a Palestinian Arab working class is
fascinating yet fragmentary; the bulk of the book is about Zionist politics,
particularly inﬁghting within the Zionist Left about the Arab labor issue,
and the centrality of that issue is not convincingly demonstrated. The
relational paradigm, therefore, promises a bit more than it delivers.46
Similar problems plague Ilan Pappé’s A History of Modern Palestine
(2004).47 The book’s introduction promises a revolutionary approach to the
subject, ﬁrst in presenting the story of Jewish and Palestinian nationalism
within a single narrative, but, more important, in refusing to reduce the
history of the two peoples to that of their national movements. In the midtwentieth century, argues Pappé, the Yishuv, and even more so Palestinian
Arab society, often functioned within pre-, sub-, or extra-nationalist frameworks, some of which promised alternate paths to the course of endless
conﬂict which, Pappé believes, was taken by the Zionists during the years
leading up to and immediately following the establishment of the Israeli
state. Pappé hopes to rescue from oblivion the life stories of the masses of
individuals who were neither leaders nor the faithful cadres of nationalism.
Pappé’s critics have tended to focus on the book’s overt pro-Palestinian
political bias (to which the author readily admits right from the start), but a far
more serious shortcoming is the book’s inability to fulﬁll its methodological
promises. For the period up to 1948, Jewish and Arab society are for the
most part depicted separately. There is some important material on arenas
of Jewish–Arab economic co-operation during the Mandate period,
although Pappé does not attempt to assay the political or economic
signiﬁcance of occasional joint Jewish–Arab strikes, as opposed to their
moral value as an indicator of bi-nationalist brotherhood. Pappé’s depiction
of the Zionist Yishuv’s dependence upon the British colonizing state is
entirely conventional. For the period after 1948, the book takes the form of
a standard history of the Palestinian–Israeli conﬂict and (for the years after
1967) Palestinian society in the Occupied Territories. There is some treatment of Mizrahi (‘‘Arab’’) Jews, but otherwise developments within Israel
are sorely neglected. Finally, despite the Introduction’s claim to deconstruct
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hegemonic narratives of nationalism and modernization, nowhere does the
book seriously engage any alternative theoretical models, such as those
generated by the Indian scholars who have pioneered the ﬁeld of subaltern
studies, which could do so much to account for the dynamics of Palestinian
society. (For example, there is useful factual material on Palestinian
women’s activity during the ﬁrst Intifada, but no analysis of their perceived
and constructed roles in the Palestinian national liberation movement or its
ideology.)
Although lacking Lockman’s or Pappé’s elaborate theoretical framework,
a sophisticated social history of the Palestinians is now being written by
scholars throughout the globe, including in Israel. Both Palestinian and
Jewish Israelis have contributed to this literature. Avoiding traditional
political-historical approaches to the Arab Revolt of 1936–9, Mahmoud
Yazbek has analyzed how social dislocation suffered by recent migrants
from the countryside to cities helped spawn violence, and Mustafa Kabha
has examined the role of the media in mobilizing support for the mass strike
with which the revolt began. Another recent article by Yazbek examines the
complex social stratiﬁcation of Haifa’s Arabs during the Mandatory period; this
analysis does much to promote understanding of the response of Haifa’s Arabs
to the crisis of 1948.48 This literature adds depth and nuance to the important,
yet introductory, general history of the Palestinians written by the Israeli
sociologist Baruch Kimmerling and his American colleague Joel Migdal.49
Kimmerling is also the author of an important synthetic work on the
development of Israeli society, The Invention and Decline of Israeliness
(2001). This book and Gershon Shaﬁr’s and Yoav Peled’s Being Israeli: The
Dynamics of Multiple Citizenship (2002)50 represent the state of the art of
Israeli historical sociology, and their illuminating analytical perspectives
provide a ﬁtting conclusion for this section of the chapter.
Kimmerling’s focus is the construction and deconstruction of a hegemonic, secular-Zionist Israeli national identity from the early years of the
Zionist movement to the present. Kimmerling offers a sophisticated analysis
of the historic alliance and tensions between the Israeli state and other
sources of central power, such as the political and economic arms of the
Israeli labor movement. He demonstrates that the decline of Israeli
‘‘stateness’’ – that is, self-conscious aggrandizement of the state and conﬂation
of Israeli identity with devotion to it – has been the result not of the
weakening of the Israeli state, but rather of the collapse of its historic rivals.
‘‘Stateness’’ has thus been replaced by silent hegemony. In turn, the failure
by the Israeli state to annex the Territories captured in 1967 is an expression
not of weakness but of strength, for annexation would challenge Jewish
ethnic domination of the state, whereas the status quo allows for all the
beneﬁts of annexation with none of the liabilities.
Kimmerling believes that the rise in the 1980s of Mizrahi Jews via the
political party Shas may be traced to power and cultural shifts within the
Ashkenazic political elite since the creation of the state in 1948. The
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geographic displacement of post-1948 Israel from the heart of the ancient
biblical homeland to the historically gentile coastal plain fostered the creation of a secular Zionist culture, which was disseminated by governmental
and party apparatchiks in the camps for new immigrants from Middle
Eastern lands and by the state-centered educational system, whose National
Religious stream was dominated by Ashkenazim. With the conquest of the
Territories in 1967, the National Religious Party rose from a junior partner to
the leading sector in the Israeli polity, thus weakening Israeli statism by elevating
religious and ethnocentric forms of Israeli identiﬁcation. The triumph of Ashkenazic religious Zionism thus made possible the rise of Mizrahi ethnic Zionism.
Shaﬁr and Peled, too, are concerned about the rise in Israel of an ethnonationalist identity, one which conﬂates membership in the Israeli polity
with Jewish ethnicity. They believe that this form of political identity is now
struggling for dominance with an individualist and materialist post-Zionist
ethos. Both of these forms reject the old republican ethos of Labor Zionism,
which sought to create a model community by fostering civil virtue. (Shaﬁr
and Peled are not at all nostalgic about the republican form of Israeli citizenship, which they present as collectivist, quasi-authoritarian, and militaristic.)
The book’s analysis of the development of an Israeli liberal-individualist
ethos is highly illuminating. Shaﬁr and Peled trace the transformation of the
Israeli economy from the 1950s, when access to capital markets were tightly
regulated and pensions funds were forcibly invested in state enterprises, to
the 1980s, when Israel entered the neo-liberal world economic order by
releasing foreign currency restrictions, privatizing state-owned enterprises,
and fostering the growth of the Tel Aviv stock exchange.51 Shaﬁr and Peled
note the parallels between these developments and the liberalization of
Israeli political culture through the growing power of the Supreme Court,
which prior to the 1980s had rarely asserted the right to review parliamentary
legislation, but which in recent decades has become an advocate for individual
civil freedoms and a neo-liberal economic order.52
The main ﬂaw of these two books is their neglect of the religious life of
Israeli Jews and the lines of continuity between post-1948 Israeli society and
its diaspora Jewish predecessors and counterparts. This problem is typical
in the work of secular Israeli sociologists who are removed from Jewish
culture and whose historical focus does not extend beyond Palestine and the
twentieth century. Nonetheless, the books’ major arguments are eminently
reasonable, and it is safe to say that they represent a certain consensus on
the major trends in Israeli society since the creation of the state. As we shall
now see, there are signs that similar lines of agreement are beginning to
coalesce around a far more controversial topic, the Arab–Israeli conﬂict.

The Arab–Israeli conﬂict: the new consensus
Twnety years after the appearance of the ﬁrst fruits of the new history,
many of its arguments have been accepted into the Israeli historiographical
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mainstream. It is now conventional wisdom that, as Benny Morris argued
back in 1987, substantial numbers of Palestinians were expelled from their
homes in 1948, and the Arab states’ military capabilities were far less, and
those of the Zionists far greater, than raw numbers would suggest. Similarly,
a number of Israeli scholars agree with Avi Shlaim that during the years
leading up to the war there were extensive contacts between the Zionist leadership and the emir of Transjordan, King Abdullah, regarding their
common interest in thwarting the establishment of a Palestinian state and
having the West Bank incorporated into the Hashemite Kingdom. (There
remain serious disagreements, however, whether these contacts actually led
to a secret, unwritten agreement that Jordan would not attack lands designated by the United Nations for the Jewish state.) Finally, there has been no
serious challenge to Ilan Pappé’s arguments that in 1948 Arab leaders went
to war reluctantly, pushed ahead by public opinion, and that Britain considered Israel’s victory in 1948 to be inevitable and was resigned to the
creation of a Jewish state.
When the new history, and the controversy surrounding it, ﬁrst appeared
there was an obvious link between the various parties’ historical and political
viewpoints. Those who offered unﬂattering portrayals of Israeli actions in
1948 tended to be critical of government policy at the time of the ﬁrst
Palestinian Intifada (1987–93). With the passage of time, however, visceral
political sentiment and historical judgment have begun to separate from
each other. Morris’s own political views have, over the past two years,
turned sharply to the Right, and in a number of public opinion pieces he
has denounced the Palestinian leadership as utterly opposed to reconciliation
with Israel and responsible for the failure of the Oslo peace process. Yet
Morris’s historical research is, if anything, more likely than before to portray
Israel as the aggressor in its War of Independence.53 In his most recent
monograph The Road to Jerusalem: Glubb Pasha, Palestine and the Jews
(2002), Morris analyzes the 1948 War from the perspective of John Glubb,
the British commander of the Jordanian Arab Legion, as well as of Emir
Abdullah himself. Glubb, Morris argues, favored the partition of Palestine
into Jewish and Transjordanian realms, and he states that ‘‘Jordan invaded
Palestine not in order to attack Israel but in order to ‘save’ its Arab-populated
eastern parts from Jewish conquest and ultimately to annex them.’’54 The
Arab Legion’s ﬁerce, and successful, defense of the Latrun salient must be
seen as a defensive act, for it was in an area earmarked by the Partition
Resolution for the Arab state, and Latrun’s strategic location made it the
gateway to Jerusalem and the West Bank. Morris writes:
At virtually no point did Jordanian forces attack and occupy the
Jewish state area. . . . If Israel and Jordan entered the 1948 War with a
secret, unwritten understanding of mutual non-belligerence, it was
primarily Israel that violated it in May and June and then again in
July and October 1948, not Jordan.55
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Morris is particularly interested in the war’s Jerusalem theater, where the
bloodiest battles of the conﬂict were fought and which would appear to
belie claims of a non-aggression pact between Israel and Transjordan. In
Morris’s view, Abdullah’s motivations for attacking Jerusalem, all of which
was to be placed under international supervision by the United Nations’
Partition Resolution, were twofold: a desire to proclaim Hashemite rule
over the sacred Muslim sites in the Old City and fear lest the Zionists
attempt to take the city by force. These fears were intensiﬁed at the end of
April by the Haganah’s assault on the Arab neighborhood of Katamon in
mostly Jewish West Jerusalem. After the British ofﬁcially left Palestine and
Israel declared statehood in mid-May, for several days Abdullah deliberately chose to keep his troops out of Jerusalem out of deference to the UN’s
mandate and to his British patrons. But Abdullah succumbed to fears of an
Israeli conquest of the city and ordered his Arab Legion into its eastern
part.
Morris’s book aroused little controversy, most likely because its main
arguments do not differ in the main from the general picture of Zionist–
Jordanian relations painted by historians with such diverse political perspectives as Avi Shlaim on the left and Yoav Gelber on the right. Besides,
with the passage of time and the opening of archives from later periods, the
1948 War has lost its centrality among Israeli political and military historians
and yielded to the ongoing crises of the 1950s and 1960s. In contrast with
the vociferous debate that ﬁrst greeted the Revisionist historical literature
on 1948, reaction to recent studies of the Suez Crisis has been markedly
muted. Whereas the 1948 War constituted Israel’s foundational myth, and
impugning Israel’s behavior during that war implicitly undermined the
legitimacy of the state, the 1956 War is more easily understood within
the framework of unresolved tensions between Israel and Egypt over the
Palestinian refugees, misunderstandings regarding Nasser’s intentions
towards Israel, and the conﬂuence of Israeli interests with those of the
fading colonial powers, England and France.
A nuanced, yet critical, approach to the war has been offered by Motti
Golani, a historian at the University of Haifa and an employee of the Israel
Defense Force’s historical branch.56 (Golani encountered heavy-handed
military censorship in the preparation of the book and his ﬁndings outraged
veteran commanders of the war.) Golani’s main argument is that in the
spring of 1955 Chief of Staff Moshe Dayan and Prime Minister David BenGurion decided that an assault against the Gaza Strip and the Sinai Peninsula was required in order to redress Israel’s vulnerability to border skirmishes and an inability to defend the country from the existing armistice lines.
Although Ben-Gurion himself was sometimes hesitant about launching an
all-out invasion, he was pushed ahead by Dayan and the young directorgeneral of the Defense Ministry, Shimon Peres. This view of the 1956 Sinai
campaign as an ‘‘initiated war’’ (milhamah yezumah) contrasts with that of
Mordechai Bar-On, author of the standard history of the Suez Crisis, who
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has argued for a more prolonged and later decision-making process, beginning at the end of 1955, after the signing of the Egyptian–Czech arms deal,
and taking ﬁnal form only with the tripartite agreement between Israel,
England, and France in the wake of the nationalization of the Suez Canal
in July of 1956.57 More important, Golani, like Morris, author of an earlier
work on the origins of the 1956 War, claims that Israel entered the conﬂict
with far-reaching war aims, including the overthrow of Nasser and conquest
of the West Bank (should Jordan intervene) and even of southern Lebanon.
Morris and Golani have their points of difference: Morris places the origins
of the war even further back, in the creation of the state, its militaristic
culture, and an assumption that a ‘‘second round’’ with Egypt was inevitable. But the differences that divide Golani, Bar-On, and Morris are more of
interpretation than of fact, scholarly rather than political, and, as demonstrated by a recent exchange between the three, amenable to civilized discussion.58
Given the trajectory of the new history thus far, one would expect the
ﬁrst major archive-based works on the 1967 war to come from scholars
identiﬁed in one form or another with the Revisionist camp. Yet this is not
the case. Michael Oren, author of the phenomenally successful Six Days of
War: June 1967 and the Making of the Modern Middle East,59 is a former
Israeli military ofﬁcer and Israeli government ofﬁcial, and is currently
afﬁliated with the neo-conservative Shalem Institute in Jerusalem. Oren’s
book is notable in many ways. It makes extensive use of Arabic and Russian
as well as Hebrew sources, thus providing a much deeper analysis of Arab
decision-making processes than what most of the earlier Revisionist
historians attempted in their studies of 1948. It presents the Egyptian move
towards war as gradual and conﬂicted, characterized by tension between an
often hesitant Nasser and his consistently aggressive minister of war, Abd
al-Hakim ‘Amr. Jordan’s King Hussein, who in his later years was wont to
present himself as an unwilling ally of Egypt, dragged into battle against his
better judgment, entered the war willingly and entertained far-reaching war
aims.60 Although sympathetic to Israel, Oren deconstructs myths about the
war that have long dominated Israeli collective memory. For example,
Syrian barrages from the Golan Heights against Israeli villages in the Upper
Galilee are regularly invoked to justify Israel’s conquest of the plateau
during the last days of the war. Yet Oren argues that most Syrian attacks
were limited to the demilitarized zones established by the United Nations as
part of the 1949 armistice. (Such arguments have long been made by members of the Israeli extreme left but have been rejected summarily by mainstream public opinion.) Moreover, the decision to open a Syrian front in the
war was made abruptly by Defense Minister Dayan, who ordered the assault
without cabinet approval.61
It is intriguing to compare Oren’s work with the treatment of the 1967
war in Avi Shlaim’s highly critical account of Israeli foreign and military
policy in his recent overview The Iron Wall: Israel and the Arab World (2000).
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As one might expect, the two differ markedly on key issues; for example,
Shlaim believes that the most important factor behind the 1967 war was
‘‘Israel’s strategy of escalation on the Syrian front,’’62 whereas Oren looks
more to Egypt’s posturing vis-à-vis the Arab world. Yet even Shlaim argues,
like Oren, that Israel’s attack on the West Bank was piecemeal and
unplanned – ‘‘the one thing it [the Eshkol government] did not have was a
master plan for territorial aggrandizement’’63 – and that King Hussein
would not have lost the West Bank or eastern Jerusalem had he not
attacked. Moreover, the two agree that there was more to the Khartoum
Arab Summit of August/September 1967 than just the infamous ‘‘three nos’’
to negotiations, reconciliation, and peace with Israel. Shlaim contends that
underneath the hostile rhetoric lay subtle clues indicating an openness to
indirect negotiations leading to a de facto peace. Oren acknowledges the
presence of that way of thinking at the time but is rather less sanguine,
noting that Nasser clearly called for a military solution to the conﬂict.64
Clearly, Shlaim and Oren approach the history of the conﬂict from radically
differing perspectives, the former from the Olympian heights of St. Antony’s
College, Oxford, and the latter from the heart of Fortress Israel. Yet the
scholarly integrity of Oren’s book rises above political differences and
accounts for the highly respectful reception that Shlaim has accorded to
it.65
In his splenetic attack against Revisionist Israeli historiography, Efraim
Karsh argues that many of the new historians’ contentions regarding
Israeli–Jordanian collusion during the 1948 War were adumbrated by earlier scholars with impeccable Zionist credentials, and that in general the new
history was not at all new – at least on those points where it had any measure
of credibility.66 There is a critical difference, however, between what is
merely on the record and acknowledged on the periphery of consciousness,
on the one hand, and what is central to collective memory, on the other.
Admissions in passing or elliptical statements in memoir literature and
obscure scholarship reveal embarrassing historical truths only to conceal
them through strategies of marginalization and deﬂection. In this sense the
new history performed an essential service to Israeli political culture in that
it brought to center stage painful questions regarding the circumstances of
Israel’s birth and its behavior throughout its struggle with the Arabs.
Something similar, one could argue, applies to critical sociological studies of
the ethnic inequities in Israeli society and the complex simultaneous processes
of the invention and suppression of Mizrahi Israeli Jewish identities.
The new history and critical sociology adumbrated Israel’s transition to a
post-Zionist epoch, and the fading of the academic controversies accord
with the general disengagement from history that characterizes a postnationalist Zeitgeist. Twenty years ago, Anita Shapira’s biography of the
Labor Zionist leader Berl Katznelson was a national bestseller, but it is
doubtful if any work of biography or history would have this kind of impact
today.67 At that time, the Israeli labor movement was in decline, but its
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sensibilities, including the typical nationalist yearnings for justiﬁcation
through history and self-commemoration, were still widespread among the
Israeli populace. In Hegel’s famous saying, the owl of Minerva, the goddess
of wisdom, ﬂies at dusk; the same may be said of Mnemosyne, the goddess
of memory.
Whereas Labor Zionism was nourished by mythologized history, its
successor, the militantly populist Likud, preferred historicized myth. The
Likud did not cultivate research institutions devoted to its Revisionist roots;
even today, the archives and libraries dedicated to the labor movement are
far superior to its rightist counterparts. The Likud’s fervent attachment to
the borders of the ancient Israelite kingdoms fostered gloriﬁcation of
biblical heroes and the ancient warrior-cum-messiah Shimon Bar-Kokhba.
The alliance between the Likud and the post-1967 religious settlement
movement was made possible not only by common interests but also by a
common aversion to historicism and an embrace of myth. Labor Zionism,
too, cultivated myths about Jewish antiquity, but this manipulation of the
distant past was secondary to a detailed, positivist scrutiny of the Jews’
situation in modernity, which, although refracted through thick ideological
lenses, encouraged constant re-view and re-vision. In this sense, the new
history represented a natural outgrowth of as well as reaction against Labor
Zionist-dominated historiography. Along the same lines, there are
signiﬁcant areas of continuity as well as rupture between the rightist neoZionism of the 1970s through 1990s and politically leftist or quiescent postZionism, which suspects coherent historical narrative of masking discourses
of oppression, hierarchy, and exclusion. Tellingly, the most inﬂuential sources
of historical information in contemporary Israeli culture are novels, which
ﬁlter and manipulate historical situations in an overt, self-conscious
manner.68
The decline of the Israeli historiographical controversies of the 1980s and
1990s reﬂects Israel’s place in the post-modern western world, where the
constant ﬂow of information and rapid technological change have ﬂooded
the human mind and occluded historical consciousness, leaving in its place
an uneasy sense of eternal present. Within Israeli universities, however, the
historiographical enterprise continues, seeking not so much to legitimize or
exculpate the state of Israel as to account for it. Writing in an entirely
different context, that of ancient Jewish civilization, the historian Amos
Funkenstein once noted that the Hebrews were imbued by a sense of their
own novelty and frailty, of wonder at their very existence.69 The Israeli historian,
in turn, is bemused not only by the speciﬁc research question (s)he poses
but also by the presence of the object being studied. Israel is an improbable
country, whose founders faced the daunting task of creating the preconditions for its own existence: a population in situ, a national economy, a civil
society, and autonomous political and military institutions. The state’s
existence has simultaneously fulﬁlled, stoked, and thwarted traditional
Jewish yearnings for a return to the Land of Israel in messianic time.
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Engaged in constant conﬂict against Palestinians and other Arabs, Israel is,
simultaneously and paradoxically, among the world’s frailest and most
powerful nations. It is thus the historian’s challenging, yet deeply rewarding,
task to map the vectors of possibility that account for the state of Israel’s
creation and subsequent development. The ongoing Arab–Israeli conﬂict,
which, as I write, is sinking to ever-greater levels of brutality, extremism,
and despair, will surely inﬂuence a scholar’s framing of her subject but must
not predetermine the inquiry’s outcome. History, including that of Israel,
has many futures.

3

Historians, Herzl, and the Palestinian
Arabs
Myth and counter-myth

However bitterly historians of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict may dispute among
themselves, there is a tacit agreement among them about the centrality of
certain matters behind the creation of the Jewish state and of Palestinian
statelessness. In a historiography that mirrors the Arab–Israeli conﬂict,
there have developed rules of scholarly engagement dictating where, and
upon what points, battle shall be joined. Pro-Zionist and pro-Palestinian
scholars offer radically different interpretations of issues such as the Balfour
Declaration or the Peel Commission’s partition proposal or Zionist military
strategy in the spring of 1948, but all agree to their importance. Regarding
Theodor Herzl, however, there is a fascinating and unusual disjuncture
between the pro- and anti-Zionist historiographical camps.
To be sure, all historians of Zionism, regardless of perspective, agree to
Herzl’s signiﬁcance as a political leader within the Jewish world and as a
representative of Zionist interests to the European colonial Great Powers.
Yet Herzl’s musings on the Palestinian Arabs – their current situation and
future position in a Jewish state – are the subject not merely of different
interpretations by pro- and anti-Zionist scholars but also of a totally
dissimilar form of evaluation. Herzl’s views on the Arabs are a peripheral
topic in Zionist historiography yet central in its anti-Zionist counterpart.
According to conventional Zionist historiography, Herzl thought little
about Arabs, but what he did have to say about them reﬂected benign and
progressive, albeit paternalistic, liberal sentiment. Herzl, like most Zionists
before World War I, believed that Ottoman imperial assent was the key to
the success of the Zionist enterprise. The local Arabs constituted little more
than an extension of the Palestinian landscape, and their hostility to the
Zionists, like malaria, swampy soil, and stony ﬁelds, would all be cleared
away in due course through the appropriate combination of technology and
humanitarian zeal. On the other hand, Palestinian scholars, and those who
sympathize with the Arab cause, take umbrage at Herzl’s obliviousness to
Palestine’s Arabs and are offended by the disparaging tone of the few
comments he did make upon them. More important, for critics of Zionism,
underlying the paucity of Herzl’s comments on Arabs was a conspiracy of
silence, for already in 1895, at the time when Herzl was just sketching out
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his vision of the future Jewish state, he was allegedly planning the expulsion
of the Palestinians, although he only conﬁded this dark scheme to his diary,
which was not published until after Herzl’s death.
This chapter intends to throw new light upon Herzl’s attitudes towards
Arabs, and Palestinians in particular. I also wish to explore a variety of
historiographical questions raised by the gulf that separates the camps of
scholars who have written on this subject. I would like to trace the origins
of politicized historical arguments to their source – not the historical subject
itself, but rather scholars whose writings assume a canonical status among
like-minded readers. Moreover, as this chapter will focus on Herzl’s diary, I
will critique the historian’s tendency to privilege early sources over later
ones (origins of ideas over their development or extension) and the unmediated
over the mediated source, the diary over the novel, the archival document
over the published report. Speciﬁcally, I will ask, were Herzl’s diary entries,
particularly those written during his celebrated manic ﬁt of June 1895, truly
more reﬂective of Herzl’s Zionist sensibilities and program than his later
public statements and published writings?
I begin with an overview of what the standard Zionist historiography has
to say on our subject. The overwhelming consensus is that during the
‘‘Herzl era’’ (1897–1904) and its immediate aftermath discussions within the
international Zionist movement about Palestine’s Arabs were few and far
between and were usually considered of little relevance. This is not to say
that the Zionists were ignorant of the native population. Eliezer Be’eri,
among other scholars, has refuted the myth that Herzl saw Palestine as a
‘‘land without a nation for a nation without a land’’ (Be’eri attributes that
notorious phrase to Israel Zangwill).1 Moreover, there were a few cases of
Zionist leaders directly addressing the Arab question, such as Leo Motzkin’s
address at the Second Zionist Congress of 1898, at which he spoke of a
Palestinian population of some 650,000 occupying Palestine’s most fertile
lands, or Max Nordau’s speech at the 1905 Congress, when he proposed a
Zionist alliance with the Ottoman Empire against what he saw as a
destabilizing Arab nationalism. By and large, however, most Zionists denied
the Arab presence or refused to consider it seriously, while a small minority
nervously kept track of Jewish–Arab clashes and predicted future, and more
serious, confrontations.2
Herzl himself paid but little heed to Arabs during his 1898 visit to
Palestine, but he was made aware of the spectre of Arab as well as Ottoman
opposition to Zionism from a brief exchange of letters in 1899 with Youssuf
Zia al-Khalidi, a former mayor of Jerusalem and veteran senior Ottoman
bureaucrat. Al-Khalidi believed the Zionist cause to be just but warned that
the mass settlement of Jews in Palestine would provoke violent and
unceasing resistance by the native population. In his reply Herzl assured
al-Khalidi that the Zionists would bring only beneﬁt to the native population
and that opposition would melt away once the Zionists’ benevolent intentions
were fully perceived. A similarly irenic perspective suffuses Herzl’s utopian
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novel Altneuland, in which a sole Arab character, the German-educated
Reschid Bey, speaks glowingly of the vast material and technological
progress that the Jews have brought to the land. The consensus among proZionist historians is that Herzl, speaking through Bey, intended there to be
a substantial Arab presence in the future Jewish state, which would both
include Arabs as equals in civil society and respect their religious culture.3
Intriguingly, very few scholars writing from a Zionist perspective have
engaged the controversial text in Herzl’s diary entry of June 12, 1895, in
which he writes:
We must expropriate gently the private property on the estates
assigned to us. We shall try to spirit the penniless population across
the border by procuring employment for it in the transit countries,
while denying it employment in our own country. The property owners
will come over to our side. Both the process of expropriation and the
removal of the poor must be carried out discreetly and circumspectly.
The property owners may believe that they are cheating us, selling to us
at more than [the land is] worth. But nothing will be sold back to them.4
This text, we shall see, is central to anti-Zionist propaganda and even to
respectable recent scholarship that examines Zionism from a critical perspective. But it is not addressed in any of the standard biographies of Herzl5
and in most literature by Israeli scholars on early Zionism’s approach to the
Arabs. Shabtai Teveth does not mention it in his 1989 pamphlet on the idea
of transfer of Palestinians outside of a Jewish state. (He does, however, pay
attention to other pre-1914 ﬁgures, including Israel Zangwill, Nachman
Syrkin, Leo Motzkin, and Aaron Aaronsohn.)6 Among reputable Zionist
historians, Anita Shapira stands out for engaging Herzl’s diary entry in her
book Land and Power, although she is perhaps too lenient in interpreting
the passage as meaning that ‘‘needy segments of the native population
would be persuaded to leave’’ by ﬁnding them work elsewhere.7
The only works of Zionist historiography that take Herzl’s diary entry
seriously are those written from a pro-transfer or Revisionist viewpoint.
Such works wish to derive legitimacy for their own maximalist programs
from Herzl, the father of political Zionism. Most of this literature is eccentric and propagandistic, as, for example, the monograph of Chaim Simons,
a resident of Kiryat Arba, which suggests that from Herzl’s time through
the 1940s support for transfer within the Zionist movement was widespread
yet the subject was deliberately kept away from public forums.8 A more
reputable study came from the pen of the Revisionist activist Joseph
Nedava, who in 1972 published a brief article on ‘‘Herzl and the Arab Problem.’’ Departing from mainstream Zionist historiography, Nedava claimed
that Herzl was well aware of Palestine’s native population and its resistance
to a substantial Jewish presence. Thus Nedava accounts for Herzl’s opposition to piecemeal inﬁltration of settlers, which only stimulates native anger,
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and his insistence upon a charter, issued by the Ottoman sultan or one of the
European Great Powers, that will usher in unstoppable mass immigration.
One intriguing source for Nedava’s argument is Abraham Shalom Ezekiel
Yahuda (1877–1951), an Egyptologist who, as a youth, met Herzl in
London in 1896 and warned him that the consent of the native population
would be necessary for the success of the Zionist venture. Yahuda claims to
have met Herzl again on the eve of the ﬁrst Zionist Congress, at which time
he informed the Zionist leader that the Muslim Arab majority in Palestine
could be won over to Zionism but that Christian Arabs presented a
formidable threat as they were inﬂuenced by the antisemitic Church. (This
was a common Zionist fear at the time: Christian Arabs were seen as carriers of European antisemitism and as forming a commercial bourgeoisie
that feared Jewish competition.) Herzl allegedly replied to Yahuda that the
Arabs in Palestine were of no import, and that the fate of Palestine was
entirely in the hands of the sultan.9
Nedava deals squarely with Herzl’s diary entry, claiming that the
evacuation of the landless Palestinian population would be a necessary
tactic to avoid economic catastrophe in the Jewish state aborning. Nedava
lauds Herzl’s ‘‘compassionate’’ approach, which, as Herzl lays out in his
diary, would prohibit forced expropriation of landholders who, whether
through old age, inﬁrmity, or tenacious disposition, refused to part with
their property. The apologetic and tendentious nature of Nedava’s treatment of
this issue is obvious, yet one wonders why serious questions on Herzl’s views
and policies regarding Arabs have been so marginalized in the mainstream
literature and left for admitted dilettantes and activists like Nedava to explore.
Perhaps a sign of change in this regard is Benny Morris’s addition of a
chapter on ‘‘The Idea of ‘Transfer’ in Zionist Thinking’’ in the recently
published revised edition of his classic monograph on the origins of the
Palestinian refugee problem. In that chapter, Morris refers to Herzl’s diary
entry and to the published musings on the desirability of transfer by the
likes of Motzkin and Zangwill. Unlike Teveth, who presents these expressions
as idiosyncratic and without long-lasting importance, Morris claims that a
subtle and subterranean discourse of transfer was already forming within
the Zionist movement before World War I but that it was kept under wraps
lest it poison relations between the fragile Yishuv, on the one hand, and
Palestine’s native population and Ottoman suzerain, on the other.10 Morris’s
inclusion of this material represents a response to the work of Nur Masalha
and other writers who claim that plans to expel Palestinian Arabs were
central to Zionist thinking from the movement’s inception. He deals with
Herzl brieﬂy and superﬁcially, however, unlike the anti-Zionist authors to
whom we shall now turn.
Zionism’s sympathizers and critics agree that Herzl wrote little about
Arabs and barely noticed them when he traveled, but the latter interpret this
neglect in a far more ominous light than the former. For example, in an
article on Herzl’s colonialist programs, Walid Khalidi, the doyen of Palestinian
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historians, takes offense at Herzl’s stray references to Palestine’s Arabs as a
mixed multitude of beggars or as potential drainers of swamps for Jewish
settlers. Moreover, the contrast between Herzl’s public ﬂattery of the Ottoman
sultan Abdul Hamid and the vicious caricature of the sultan in Herzl’s
private diary furnishes Khalidi with proof of Herzl’s duplicitous nature, for,
Khalidi maintains, the sultan had treated Herzl with the utmost courtesy
and graciousness.11 Zachary Lockman, author of a major study of Jewish–
Arab labor relations in late Ottoman and Mandate Palestine, begins his book
with the accusation that Herzl willfully shut Palestine’s Arabs out of his consciousness. Lockman brings as proof the fact that when Herzl visited Egypt in
1902 he wrote in his diary about meeting educated young Egyptians and
reﬂected upon their eventual resistance to British rule. Lockman faults Herzl
for not making the same observation about Palestinians, although he does not
discuss whether there was an equivalent Palestinian intelligentsia at the time.12
Unlike pro-Zionist readings of Altneuland, a recent article by Muhammad
Ali Khalidi dwells on Herzl’s contempt for Palestine’s population in 1901,
when the novel begins, and his vision, also mentioned in his diary, of
expelling the population of the Old City of Jerusalem. (Khalidi does not
acknowledge that the majority of the Old City’s population at the time was
Jewish, and that Herzl’s schemes for social engineering demanded the radical
reconﬁguration of Jewish no less than Arab society.) Turning to the futuristic vision of the Jewish homeland, Altneuland, in 1923, Khalidi infers from
the description of Altneuland’s pristine landscape that ‘‘the Arab villages
have been removed from the landscape’’ and that ‘‘the indigenous inhabitants
have been largely expelled.’’13 Pro-Zionist scholars emphasize Reschid Bey’s
prominence in the novel, his references to Arab gratitude for the Zionists’
technological bounty, and his allusions to the maintenance of traditional
Arab family life and gender roles within Altneuland’s progressive society.
Khalidi, on the other hand, notes that Bey is the only Arab character in a
novel peopled virtually entirely by Jews, that the novel’s descriptions of
Arab villages are altogether indirect, limited to Bey’s own testimony, and
that at an interfaith Passover seder bringing together Jews and Christians of
various denominations no Arab cleric, Muslim or Christian, is present.
Khalidi agrees with pro-Zionist authors that Herzl’s novel envisioned an
ethnically diverse society which would embody the best of the multinational
heritage of Herzl’s native Hapsburg Empire while overcoming the ethnic
hatreds that were tearing at its seams and making life particularly perilous
for its Jews. Thus the highly negative portrayal of the character Geyer, a
demagogic politician who aspires to deny voting rights to Altneuland’s nonJews. Khalidi astutely observes, however, that a multicultural society is an
entirely different thing from a bi-national one; Herzl depicts Arabs as one of
many tolerated minorities in a Jewish commonwealth as opposed to an
indigenous people with national rights of its own.
For critics of Zionism, Herzl’s disregard or scorn for the inhabitants of
the Middle East pales in comparison with Herzl’s alleged paternity for the
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concept of expelling the Palestinians from their native land. The Internet
lists hundreds of sites with references to the June 12, 1895, diary entry,
identifying the citation as marking the beginning of an organized plot to
expropriate the Palestinians. These sites are, for the most part, fonts of
antisemitic and pro-Arab propaganda, but the diary entry is also central to
the somewhat more learned polemics of the Israeli anti-Zionist writer Uri
Davis and, more important, the late Edward Said, for whom Herzl’s vision
of an araberrein Palestine ﬁgures prominently in his seminal 1979 essay
‘‘Zionism From the Standpoint of Its Victims.’’14 The association between
Herzl and transfer is not limited to polemics but has recently crept into the
work of serious historians such as Lockman, who claims that Herzl’s diary
entry speciﬁcally envisioned ‘‘dispossessing and displacing Palestine’s Arab
peasantry,’’ although in fact at that time Herzl had not determined the
location of the Jewish state.15
Said’s reference is not Herzl’s diary but rather Desmond Stewart’s highly
critical 1974 biography of Herzl. It makes sense that Stewart’s book would
have held much meaning for Said, for, whereas conventional biographies of
Herzl, whether hagiographic like Bein’s or ironic like Elon’s, treated the
Arab issue as a peripheral matter, Stewart makes it central to his caustic
and hostile deconstruction of the Zionist leader. (Stewart claims that twenty
pages of the June 12 diary entry dealt with the expropriation of the native
population, although in fact the entire entry takes up about twenty printed
pages, of which only three are devoted to the land issue.) Stewart admits
that at the time of the writing of these passages Herzl was unsure where the
Jewish state would be established and believes Herzl was leaning towards
Latin America, far away from what Herzl called ‘‘militarized and seedy
Europe.’’ Rather than emphasize the utopian aspect of this scenario, in
which a Jewish state would develop without European interference and
corrupting inﬂuences, Stewart focuses on Herzl’s diary entries that call for
the establishment of a vast Jewish army, which must grow in strength until it
is more than a match for all the other Latin American republics put
together. Only then would its security be assured. In the meantime, those
natives who had not yet been expelled would be put to work exterminating
wild animals, such as big snakes, and would be well paid for their skins.
Even if Herzl’s eyes were gazing across the Atlantic, writes Stewart, Herzl’s
heart was in South Africa. Stewart attaches the utmost importance to
Herzl’s letter to the German emperor explaining that his idea for a Jewish
Chartered Company was patterned after the British Chartered Company for
South Africa. Confusing form with substance, Stewart assumes that all the
brutal empire-building tactics employed by Cecil Rhodes were emulated by
Herzl and that ‘‘Herzl’s stencil for obtaining a territory and then clearing it
for settlement was cut after the Rhodesian model.’’16 Unlike Rhodes,
Herzl did not have diamonds to fuel the Zionist colonial project, but he
believed that the Rothschilds’ and Hirsch’s fortunes would serve the same
purpose.
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Stewart sets Herzl’s alleged colonialist fantasies into a framework of a
dictatorial and opaque political regime. The Jewish state as imagined in
Herzl’s diary entries will feature secret administrative police, and political
agitation against the state will be punished by banishment or even death.
The state will be an aristocratic republic, led by a Doge, who will employ
the guidelines bequeathed to him by Herzl yet keep them shrouded in
secrecy: ‘‘When this book is published, the prescriptions for the organization
of the government will be omitted. The people must be guided to the good
according to principles unknown to them.’’17 Similarly, according to Stewart,
Herzl’s musings on the expropriation and transfer of the natives were never
intended for publication. Thus the secretive practices of the Jewish state will
replicate the private, hidden reﬂections in Herzl’s diary, where one can
locate the essence of Herzl’s psyche and program.
Stewart’s crudely Straussian approach to Herzl’s thought cries out for a
more nuanced reading of Herzl’s writings, both private and public. The
underlying operating assumption by Herzl’s critics is that the diary entries
were coherent, lucid, programmatic, and far more signiﬁcant than Herzl’s
later conciliatory statements about Arabs in public speeches or his rosy
vision of Jewish–Arab relations in Altneuland. But is an unpublished source
always to be accorded primacy in indicating an author’s state of mind or
intent over a published one? Does mediation always imply adulteration
or concealment?
Let us consider the mise en scène for the infamous June 12, 1895, diary
entry. Between June 5 and 15, Herzl experienced a manic ﬁt, during which
time he wrote constantly, producing eighty-three pages of printed text as per
the 1922 German edition of the diaries. A portion of this text comprised the
‘‘Address to the Rothschilds,’’ the seedbed of the pamphlet The Jewish State.
The rest contained random jottings, scribbled on individual sheets of paper,
about a welter of topics, most but not all connected with Herzl’s inchoate
Zionist vision. During this storm of inspiration Herzl feared that he was
losing his mind; and, indeed, the entries feature the proverbial lucidity of
the mad. He produced detailed prescriptions for every aspect of the Jewish
state: the accoutrements of the Jewish high priests and military ofﬁcers;
state monopolies on liquor and tobacco; regulation of the insurance business and stock exchange; the public shaming of suicides; the necessity for
dueling to maintain honor and reﬁnement. In this great outburst of logorrhea,
Herzl indulged in an orgy of narcissistic fantasies about power, control, and
domination. Early on in the June 12 entries Herzl expresses a yearning to
ﬁght a duel with the antisemitic agitators Georg von Schoenerer or Karl
Lueger. If he was shot he would die a martyr to the cause of ﬁghting antisemitism; but if he killed his opponent he would captivate the court with so
thrilling a speech on the Jewish Question that he would be released. In his
musings on the Jewish state, Herzl saw himself personally leading spot
inspections of businesses to ferret out corruption, determining when workers
shall labor and rest, and intervening in their disputes.
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In the midst of scores of pages of wish-fulﬁllment fantasy and unleashed
anger from the bowels of his psyche, Herzl scribbled the notorious paragraph about the expropriation of the natives. The paragraph is immediately
followed by one guaranteeing the freedom and property rights of people of
other faiths. This apparent contradiction is resolved in the next paragraph,
however, where it becomes clear that the freedoms Herzl has in mind are to
be guaranteed to visitors to, not natives of, the Jewish state:
At ﬁrst people will avoid us. We are in bad odor. By the time the
reshaping of world opinion in our favor has been completed, we shall
be ﬁrmly established in our country, no longer fearing the inﬂux of
foreigners, and receiving our visitors with aristocratic benevolence and
proud amiability.18
Herzl goes on to outline how land purchase must take place – quickly and
uniformly lest land prices climb sky-high. After ﬁnishing his musings on
these topics – which take up, all told, less than three pages in print – Herzl
moves on restlessly to other unrelated matters, such as details about the
Jewish state’s ﬂag and ideas for a new novel about Jewish honor.
Herzl’s diaries are certainly revealing, and they provide grist for the mill
of Herzl’s critics, most recently Daniel Boyarin, who ﬁnds in Herzl’s
pathetic fantasies about male honor the source of his colonial ambitions
(what Boyarin portrays as prancing in ‘‘colonial drag’’), favoring a Jewish
state in South America or Africa because these were ‘‘the privileged sites for
colonialist performance of male gendering.’’19 But such ad hominem
comments do little to assist us in reconciling Herzl’s diary entries with the
humanitarian (albeit Eurocentric, condescending, and paternalistic) references
to Arabs in the future Jewish state that dot his Zionist speeches and essays,
the letter to al-Khalidi, and Altneuland.
One could argue that feverish thoughts conﬁded to a private diary express
innermost yearnings and augur future actions; yet, more likely, the
encounter with realistic power politics would force any would-be political
leader to modify all sorts of views, especially ones that were marginal to
begin with. This was certainly the case for Herzl, who, after 1896, entered
Zionist politics, founded the World Zionist Organization (WZO),
committed himself to Palestine as the site of the Jewish homeland, initiated
negotiations with the Ottoman government and European Great Powers,
and was compelled to formulate a pragmatic and long-range strategy for the
Jewish presence in Palestine. Consider Herzl’s rationale for opposing in May
1903 the proposal, made by the Zionist opposition, which favored immediate
settlement activity, to purchase lands in the Jezreel Valley made available for
sale by the Sursuk family. Herzl displayed not only principled opposition to
‘‘inﬁltration’’ but also the conviction that, according to his ﬁrst biographer,
Adolf Friedmann, ‘‘Poor Arab farmers must not be driven off their land.’’20
Two months previously, after visiting the pyramids near Cairo, Herzl had
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jotted in his diary that ‘‘the misery of the fellahin by the road is indescribable. I resolve to think of the fellahin too, once I have the power.’’21 This
statement could be easily dismissed as yet another puerile fantasy of power
and control, but if one is going to approach the diaries in a fundamentally
skeptical fashion, consistency should be maintained regardless of the
orientation of the entry in question.
How much of what was scribbled in the diary was an outpouring of the id
or the libido, released verbally only to be sublimated into constructive
political action? Herzl did not, after all, run the WZO in the dictatorial and
secretive fashion envisioned in his diary. (Herzl’s critics within the WZO
often made such accusations, but the fact that they came from within the
WZO’s own democratically elected bodies, and that Herzl had no choice but
to acknowledge alternate and competing approaches to his own, demonstrated the inaccuracy of the accusations.) Although Herzl choreographed
the Zionist Congresses with great care, the delegates wore evening dress, not
operatic costumes, and although there was a WZO Court of Honor, saber
duels were not fought in the corridors of the Basel Casino. Psychobiographical observations, even if based in fact, do not elucidate questions about
the formation and implementation of policy. And, of course, the vast majority
of the items in Herzl’s June 1895 diary entries were never acted upon.
Was the plan to expropriate the natives of the future Jewish state nothing
more than a ﬂicker in Herzl’s feverish vision of 1895? Before answering this
question deﬁnitively we must take into account a ﬁnal piece of evidence: a
draft charter, drawn up in 1901 by Herzl and the Hungarian-Jewish Orientalist Arminius Vámbéry. The charter calls for the formation of a Jewish–
Ottoman Land Company, empowered by the Ottoman sultan to purchase
and develop lands in Palestine and Syria. Unlike Herzl’s call in the 1895
diary entries for total separation between the Jewish polity and neighboring
states, in this document the Jews are required to become Ottoman subjects
and provide military service to the Empire in a Syrian-Palestinian army division. Yet in language echoing the June 12, 1895, diary entry, albeit in far more
measured tones, Article III confers the following right upon the JOLC:
the right to exchange economic enclaves of its territory, with the
exception of the holy places or places already designated for worship.
The owners shall receive plots of equal size and quality procured by it
[the JOLC] in other provinces and territories of the Ottoman Empire.
It will not only compensate those owners for the costs of resettlement
from its own funds, but it will also grant modest loans for the building
of necessary housing and the acquisition of the necessary equipment.
These loans are to be repaid in equal installments over several years,
and the new plots can be used as collateral [for the loan].22
In a draft charter drawn up six years later by Herzl’s ally and successor
David Wolffsohn, although much of Herzl’s original wording remains intact
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this paragraph does not appear, thus suggesting that Herzl displayed a
particular receptivity to the idea of transfer, albeit on a highly limited scale
and under the most humane of conditions.23
Herzl’s hopes to establish an Ottoman–Jewish colonization company are
laid out in diary entries for June 1901 and February 1902, and his negotiations to obtain this concession have been well chronicled. Yet the draft
charter itself has been neglected in Zionist historiography. It has long been
accessible in the form of an appendix to the ﬁrst volume of Adolf Boehm’s
massive history of Zionism, Die zionistische Bewegung. It is mentioned in a
handful of other works, including Ben Halpern’s classic The Idea of the
Jewish State.24 Halpern summarizes the main points of the draft charter,
lumping together the contents of several of its articles, including the one on
expropriation. Otherwise it is ignored. Nor did the charter receive much
attention in pro-Palestinian literature until it was published in English
translation by Walid Khalidi in 1993.25 Not only has the document been far
less visible than Herzl’s diaries; it also lacks their dramatic ﬂair and sweep.
One may also question the document’s historical signiﬁcance, as it was
never acted upon or even debated in any public Zionist forum, but, then
again, neither were most of Herzl’s diary entries, which are perused with
voyeuristic zeal.
I would compare the relationship between the draft charter and Herzl’s
June 12, 1895, diary entry with that between the evening dress required of
delegates at the ﬁrst Zionist Congress’s inaugural session and the silver
breastplates that Herzl dreamed in his diary of girding on to the ofﬁcers of
the Jewish state. The former was the product of political calculation and a
realistic frame of mind; the latter was pure fantasy. By 1901 Herzl had come
to believe that in the interests of state-building some native landowners
might need to be coaxed to cede their property and move elsewhere. But
this charter, drawn up after years of negotiation and politicking both within
the Zionist movement and among the crowned heads of Europe, is a far cry
from the program for total expropriation jotted down in the late spring of
1895, before Herzl had even effectively formulated a Zionist program. The
draft charter reﬂected Herzl’s characteristic audacity, yet it was also
the product of political maturity.
Muhammad Ali Khalidi sees in the 1901 charter’s colonial-capitalist
framework proof that Herzl had no serious intentions of erecting the social
utopia envisioned in Altneuland, published a year later.26 Herzl was indeed
more solidly wedded to a colonialist economic scheme than some of his
apologists would like to believe, but there is no necessary contradiction
between the perception that the Zionist project must begin as a colonialist
venture and the aspiration that it mature into a model of European social
progressivism. The blueprint for a social utopia laid out in Altneuland may
be dismissed as yet another hare-brained scheme like those that dot the
diaries, a further embarrassing example of Herzlian self-aggrandizement.
But this one was public, not secret; it was carefully, soberly, and painstakingly
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crafted for public appeal, and thus of far greater importance for our
understanding of what Herzl thought would resonate with the Jewish public
and international community than murky fantasies conﬁded to and conﬁned
within a private diary. Thus the ongoing need for a serious confrontation
with the image of Arabs in Altneuland, an image riddled with ambiguities
and absences, depicted with benevolence yet condescension, Eurocentric to
the core yet scathingly critical of Old World corruption and decadence.
The case of Herzl’s views on the Arabs reminds us of the responsibility of
all responsible historians of Zionism and Israel to unhesitatingly confront
highly sensitive issues lest the ﬁeld be abandoned to propagandists on either
side of the conﬂict. Moreover, historians favorably disposed to Zionism
have allowed their sympathies to distort their moral judgment by presenting
Herzl’s dismissive attitude towards Arabs or his other prejudices as merely
products of his age, the sort of sentiment one would inevitably expect from
a bourgeois European gazing from what he believed was the pinnacle of
civilization upon the benighted Orient. Fin-de-siècle Europe featured many
activists and intellectuals who were not merely products of their era but who
sought to transcend the constraints of time and cultural convention.
Imperialism had its many champions in Europe but also its opponents.
Antisemitism at the ﬁn de siècle was not justiﬁed simply because it was
pervasive; the same is true for racial or ethnic prejudices of the era. To that
end, Herzl’s views on the Arabs deserve serious attention, even if they did
not have the prognosticative powers accorded to them by Zionism’s zealous
opponents.

Part II

Continuity and rupture

4

Is Israel a Jewish state?

The subject of this chapter is Israel, but its predicate is the Jewish diaspora.
The Zionist project was, on its surface, revolutionary, as it vowed to overthrow the ancien régime of diaspora Jewish political and religious culture.
Yet many of the Zionist movement’s goals, and the ways in which they have
been achieved, reﬂect deeply preservationist impulses. Much of
contemporary Israel’s political, economic, and social structure, as well as
many of its cultural norms, is largely consonant with those of diaspora
Jewish communities at various points in time from the nineteenth century to
our own day. Looking back from the perspective of the early twenty-ﬁrst
century, one can argue that the Zionist project was in many ways counterrevolutionary, a defensive measure against assimilatory forces that threatened to transform Jewish society beyond recognition. Zionism, like all
modern nationalist movements, was, like the Roman god Janus, a two-faced
creature, with one side pointed towards the unknown future and the other
gazing into the immemorial past.
Many of the persistent continuities linking Israel and the diaspora have
been neither consciously willed nor ideologically justiﬁed. They are the
products of social forces over which Jews in the past century have had little
awareness or control and that have been obscured from view by a Zionist
ideological ﬁlter. Zionism, like any nationalist movement, rarely presented
itself as a vehicle of gradual historical development, one in an ongoing
series of manifestations of collective life, which is periodically directed along
a different path. Instead, Zionism proclaimed its mission to be one of
restoring long lost glory (for example the Hebrew language, a ﬂourishing
Jewish life in the Land of Israel) and abandoning shameful behaviors, such
as political and physical passivity, that were associated with the diaspora
experience. Revival and rupture are, therefore, two sides of the same
discursive coin, as opposed to relatively smooth continuities, which, I claim,
lie at the heart of the historical and contemporary relationship between
Israel and the Jewish diaspora.
This chapter represents a plea for a greater integration of the study of the
Zionist project and its realization, on the one hand, with the study of
the history and culture of world Jewry in modern times. In both Israel and
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the diaspora, the academic study of Zionism and Israel has been deeply
affected by notions of Israeli exceptionality. The idea that Zionism was
qualitatively distinct from other Jewish political movements in modern
times and that Israel wrought a sea-change upon its immigrants has
promoted an unfortunate separation between the ﬁelds of Israel and Jewish
studies. Israel studies is far more often seen as a province of social scientists,
with a highly presentist orientation, than as overlapping with the history of
the people who, after all, settled in, founded, and developed the world’s only
Jewish state. To be sure, social-scientiﬁc work on Israel has often made use
of historical argumentation. Pioneers of Israeli social science employed a
schematic historical narrative, incorporating the entire Jewish experience
from Genesis to the kibbutz into overarching theories of Jewish social or
political behavior, and reading sources, including sacred texts, uncritically.1
A more theoretically sophisticated historical approach informs the work of
some members of Israeli sociology’s second generation, which came of age
in the 1970s, and of the following generation, practitioners of what has
become known as ‘‘critical sociology.’’ The primary sources employed by
such scholars, however, are limited to the Yishuv and state of Israel.
Although Israeli critical sociology sets great store by comparative analysis,
the reference group is either Palestinian Arab society or European colonial
regimes, not Jews outside of Palestine.2 The most important recent sociological studies of Israel, Being Israeli: The Dynamics of Multiple Citizenship,
by Gershon Shaﬁr and Yoav Peled, and Baruch Kimmerling’s The Invention
and Decline of Israeliness,3 are decidedly ahistoric and ‘‘ajudaic’’; the latter
summarizes the entirety of Jewish history up to Herzl in six pages before
jumping to twentieth-century Palestine, and it treats Israel without any
reference to diaspora Jewry save as a source of immigration. Thus the most
innovative sociological work on Israel emphasizes a selective synchronic
comparison: between the ‘‘Jewish state’’ and other states, Jews and Arabs,
but not between Jews ‘‘here’’ and ‘‘there,’’ or past and present.4
Many historians of modern Jewry write about Zionism, but they do so
within the framework of the states or geographic regions that are the objects
of attention. Scholars of European, Middle Eastern, and North American
Jewry incorporate material on the Zionist movement in these lands into
their writings, but few historians of world Jewry engage in comparative
studies including the Yishuv or Israel. One exception to this rule is a group
of historians of nineteenth-century Eastern European Jewry who have studied
the religious currents that bore thousands of Orthodox Jewish immigrants
to Palestine, where they lived lives of, to employ the title of one book on the
subject, ‘‘exile within the Holy Land.’’5 There is also a small body of work,
written by specialists in European Jewish history, which analyzes Zionism
within the comparative framework of modern Jewish politics.6 Israeli
history is written, for the most part, by specialists who, to their credit, are
masters of the archival sources and possess an intimate knowledge of the
Israeli landscape, and who have some familiarity with the European intellectual
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traditions imbibed by the state’s founding fathers, but, with the passage of
time and the passing of the older immigrant generations, increasingly lack
foreign languages other than English and are disconnected from the
European or Middle Eastern terrain, including its Jewish communities.
My remarks in this chapter are both historical and historiographic. In
pointing out areas of continuity, or at least contact and correspondence,
between the Zionist project and the modern diaspora, I will note the work
that has already been done along these lines and suggest what more could
be accomplished by mapping the Zionist project on to the modern Jewish
experience as a whole. I am aware of the dangers of essentializing the ‘‘diaspora,’’ of assembling Jews who have lived in diverse environments into a
coherent whole and asserting the existence of common characteristics that
span time and space. After all, the uprooting of Jews from their particular
historical and cultural contexts lies at the heart of Zionist ideology, wherein
Jews, regardless of speciﬁc circumstance, are claimed to be members of a
national body. My approach is, I hope, somewhat more sophisticated.
Modern Jewish identity is indeed ﬂexible, even liquid. Jewish religious,
political, and cultural behavior varies widely across time and space, and
even within one particular environment Jews adopt multiple, often contradictory, forms of collective identity. Individuals of Jewish origin may make
some form of Jewish identity central to their sense of self, while for others
Jewishness is compartmentalized, marginalized, or extruded altogether from
the ﬁeld of vision. Thus when I speak of ‘‘the Jews’’ I do not have in mind
what Benedict Anderson calls a ‘‘bound seriality,’’ an entity like a state,
whose members can be conﬁdently tallied up and located in a particular
space. Rather, ‘‘the Jews’’ constitutes, to use another of Anderson’s terms,
an ‘‘unbound seriality,’’ borderless and of indeterminate, yet ﬁnite, quantity.7
Jews, like all ethnic or religious communities, are unbound serialities, as
their numbers shift depending upon how one deﬁnes them, and the very act
of observing and measuring them (for example through opinion polling) can
affect their self-deﬁnition.
The approach presented here rejects classic Zionism’s ‘‘negation of the
diaspora,’’ but it also critiques those aspects of post-Zionism that, striving
for universalism and escape from the shackles of Zionist ideology, generate
a willful ignorance of Israel’s Jewish heritage. At the same time, the mantra
of multiculturalism that is invoked by some post-Zionist thinkers opens the
way to an embracing of Judaism and Jewishness. Thus post-Zionism is a
ﬁtting object of attention for this chapter, both for its linkages with previous
intellectual currents within modern Jewish history and for its value as the
source of a new method for probing the Jewish past.

Language
In the contemporary Jewish world Hebrew and Yiddish have switched their
historic positions. Hebrew, traditionally the sacred tongue of prayer, has
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taken the conventional place of Yiddish as mameloshen, the mother tongue
of millions of Jews, both in Israel and in a growing Israeli diaspora. As a
rapidly evolving vernacular whose speakers come from all corners of the
globe, contemporary Hebrew, like Yiddish prior to the Holocaust, contains
a vast quantity of loanwords, and, like the Yiddish spoken on the preHolocaust Eastern European street, is often inelegantly presented, with little
attention paid to the niceties of grammar. In Israel, Hebrew is spoken
increasingly by ultra-Orthodox Jews, not only in their conversations with
outsiders but among themselves as well, though it is often blended with
Yiddish into a creole popularly termed yeshivish. At the same time, in the
western world Yiddish has assumed some of the trappings of lashon hakodesh, the traditional appellation for Hebrew. As most of the world’s Yiddish speakers pass away, the language is being kept alive by scholars of
Yiddish literature, university classes, and journalism. Cherished as the fragile
legacy of a lost civilization, Yiddish is cultivated in the classroom or library
like a prize orchid in a hothouse. Yiddish studies is carried out primarily in
the diaspora, yet Yiddish language and literature are taught on a modest
scale at Israeli universities.
The simultaneous inversions of Yiddish and Hebrew point to the diversity
of linguistic development and the inadequacy of a dichotomous distinction
between dead and living languages. The vernacularization of a language
transforms its nature but does not necessarily ensure its viability. Languages
limited to the spheres of religion, government, and higher learning – what
Benedict Anderson calls ‘‘truth languages’’ – can survive for millennia,
whereas peasant vernaculars can be wiped out in short order if the
community of speakers is uprooted or conquered by speakers of a different
tongue. Truth languages have been widely spoken, with Latin being the
ofﬁcial language of instruction at Polish and Hungarian universities into the
eighteenth century. The relevance of these issues to the study of modern
Hebrew are obvious. As Ron Kuzar has observed in an intriguing new
book, Hebrew linguistic scholarship today is divided between champions of
‘‘revivalist’’ and ‘‘non-revivalist’’ schools. The former see Hebrew as a dead
language whose revival in the early twentieth century was a unique and
heroic accomplishment, whereas the latter attempt to ﬁt modern Hebrew
into a global pattern of pidgins and creoles. Clearly, modern Palestinian
Hebrew does not ﬁt into the narrow deﬁnition of a pidgin as a language of
slaves of diverse provenance which then matures into a more stable creole as
it passes to the slaves’ children. But if a pidgin is conceived as the common
language of any group of individuals of varied origins, and creolization as
the nativization of that pidgin, then these terms can be fruitfully applied to
modern Hebrew.8
Kuzar claims that the members of the Old Yishuv in nineteenth-century
Palestine spoke a simpliﬁed, stilted Hebrew, a language of commerce, and
for some a highly bookish tongue used for administration and jurisprudence. Many residents of the Yishuv were also conversant with the
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Hebrew writings of the Eastern European Haskalah, which were disseminated via a substantial journalistic and belletristic literature. An additional source of Old Yishuv Hebrew was what Eliezer Glinert calls the
‘‘unsupervised’’ language of correspondence and popular pietistic literature.
Thus the second wave of Zionist settlement that began in 1904 did not
revive Hebrew so much as set into play a process of standardization of an
already spoken language. Even before the second wave there was a generation of Palestinian Jewish children raised speaking Hebrew, children who
were taught, ironically, in the schools of a non-Zionist German-Jewish
philanthropic organization, the Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden, which
advocated Hebrew as the Yishuv’s most viable lingua franca given its
population of such diverse origins.9 The lexicon was highly limited, and new
words were invented in droves by a number of authorities, the most famous
of whom was Eliezer Ben-Yehuda. Because the Yishuv was predominantly
of Eastern European stock, spoken Palestinian Hebrew was strongly inﬂuenced by Yiddish syntax, though its morphology was Biblical Hebraic. The
phonology was inﬂuenced by European Jewish factors as well, not so much
how the Ashkenazic Palestinian Jews pronounced Hebrew as how they
spoke Yiddish. On the eve of World War I, the Hebrew Language
Committee proclaimed that spoken Hebrew would henceforth employ
Sephardic pronunciation, not out of deference to the land’s long-resident
Sephardic minority, but because Sephardic pronunciation was believed to
conform more closely to ancient biblical speech.10 Yiddish continued, however, to exert powerful lexical and syntactic inﬂuences on spoken Hebrew
(for example in word order within sentences).
Kuzar’s study has important implications for our understanding of
contemporary Hebrew and, by extension, the relationship between the Zionist
project and the Jewish past. Israeli Hebrew may be ﬁlled with slang and
Americanisms, but I disagree with Benjamin Harshav’s claim that it is
essentially a western language in Hebrew characters with biblical grammar.11
After all, Hebrew has always incorporated sizeable numbers of loan words,
and rabbinic Hebrew owes as much to Greek as modern Hebrew draws on
English. Today’s Hebrew vernacular is a natural product of generations of
speaking and writing by Jews, and there is as much continuity as rupture
between the diaspora and Palestinian environments in which modern
Hebrew developed. Israeli Hebrew grew out of many European languages,
but primarily out of Yiddish, in combination with selected components of
biblical and rabbinic Hebrew.
Now that Ashkenazi hegemony has all but disintegrated and a solid
majority of Israel’s Jews are of Middle Eastern and North African
(Mizrahi) origin, Hebrew’s future development will take a different tack.
The language is not likely, however, to be Arabized as it was molded by
Yiddish, given the suppression of Arabic and of Judeo-Arabic culture
among Israel’s Mizrahi Jews through decades of government policy and
assimilationist striving.12
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In the interpretation presented here, modern Hebrew is even more
‘‘Jewish’’ than the revivalist approach would suggest, for in the latter view
modern Hebrew’s glory depends upon its links with the biblical and
Mishnaic forms of the language, and the more it secularizes and borrows
from other cultures, the more it becomes a bastard tongue. The non-revivalist
approach, on the other hand, is populist without romanticizing popular
linguistic usage. It demonstrates that jettisoning ideologically inspired
historical myths does not necessarily weaken attachment to a nation or its
culture. Quite the opposite: in this case, a non-revivalist approach to
Hebrew roots the language deeply into Jewish history and can enhance
Israeli pride in greatly expanding the cultural fabric of modern Jewish life.

Religion
In 1991 and 1999, the Guttman Center of the Israel Democracy Institute
carried out comprehensive surveys of Israeli Jewish religious behavior. The
surveys indicated that, contrary to popular belief, Israeli Jews were not
divided between a small, zealously Orthodox minority and a secular, anticlerical majority. Rather, Israeli Jews ﬁt into an only slightly lopsided bell
curve, with (according to the 1999 ﬁgures) 16 percent claiming to be strictly
observant, 20 percent observant to a great extent, 43 percent somewhat
observant, and 21 percent totally non-observant. What is more, many of the
totally non-observant preserved shards of Jewish ritual: two-thirds always
participate in some kind of Passover seder, and one-third thought it
important to fast on Yom Kippur. Although a majority of Israeli Jews favor
reducing the power of the state to enforce religious law in areas such as
public transportation or civil marriage, Israeli Jews do not, by and large,
desire a total disengagement of the state from the promotion of Jewish
tradition and culture.13
During the decade after the 1991 report was issued, support for
disestablishment of the Israeli church grew considerably, as witnessed by the
phenomenal electoral success in the 2003 elections of the anti-clerical party
Shinui, which at this time commands almost 15 percent of the Israeli
parliament. The leftist secular party Meretz received another 5 per cent of
the vote. Thus approximately one-ﬁfth of Israeli voters, or, setting aside
Israel’s Arab minority, one-quarter of Jewish voters, voted for parties with
an avowedly secularist platform. On the other hand, most Israeli Jews
preferred parties with a pragmatic and instrumental approach to religion
(for example the Likud, Labor), and a substantial minority chose parties
with an explicit religious agenda, often linked with a hyper-nationalism.
A second important change between the 1991 and 1999 surveys is the
effects of the immigration over the past ﬁfteen years of over one million
Jews (and 250,000 accompanying non-Jews) from the former Soviet Union.
This immigration wave does much to account for the fall in overall levels of
religious observance among the Israeli Jewish population; between 1991 and
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1999, the percentage of Jews calling themselves ‘‘non-religious’’ increased
from 38 to 43, while the percentage of ‘‘traditional’’ Jews fell from 42 to 35.
The Jews among the immigrants were often highly assimilated in their lands
of origin and have been likely to be ﬁercely secular once in Israel. Secularism,
however, is not necessarily consonant with anticlericalism. The political
parties established by and representing Jews from the former Soviet Union
have been zealous in protecting the Jewish character of the state, and they
have not made signiﬁcant efforts to separate church and state, reduce
funding for Orthodox institutions, or diminish the political power of
Orthodox parties. Moreover, between 1991 and 1999 there was a sizeable
increase in the percentage of Israelis holding traditional Jewish beliefs, with
half to two-thirds now professing faith in the existence of God, divine
providence, reward and punishment, the divine origins of the Torah and
mitzvot, the chosenness of the Jewish people, and the afterlife.
The ﬁrst Guttman report elicited a storm of controversy. Many
commentators observed that the differences dividing the somewhat or largely observant from the strictly Orthodox core were vast, and that, for all
but the truly Orthodox, observance was primarily a manifestation of
national, ethnic, and cultural identity as opposed to pietist sentiment. Critics
of the report claimed that the religious practices of most Israeli Jews were
syncretistic, illogical, and spotty, and that without strict religious observance
a recognizably Jewish identity would not be transmitted across generations.
Orthodox Israelis impugned the legitimacy of partial Jewish observance and
bemoaned the transformation of the halakhah from an all-embracing way
of life to a freely chosen and ﬂuid lifestyle. But there is no gainsaying the
fact that most Israeli Jews (including, we learn from the 2000 survey,
immigrants from the former Soviet Union) engage in some forms of Jewish
ritual behavior and that an overwhelming majority feel part of the
Jewish people, as opposed to merely the Israeli nation.
In terms of normative ritual observance, Israelis are, as an aggregate,
somewhat more ‘‘Jewish’’ than their counterparts in the diaspora. Drawing
on various surveys carried out during the 1990s, Sergio DellaPergola reports
that, whereas approximately 76 percent of Israeli Jews fast on Yom Kippur,
the ﬁgure is 65 percent in France and 49 percent in the United States.
About 14 percent of American Jews keep separate dairy and meat dishes,
but in Israel the ﬁgure approaches 50 percent. In the United States, 22 percent
of men go to synagogue once per month or more, while in Israel 32 percent
of men attend prayers every Sabbath evening and morning. Moreover, Della
Pergola’s data, like the Guttman reports, point to important differences
between true Orthodoxy and high levels of observance in Israel. Just over
half of Israelis do not listen to the radio on the Sabbath and 39 percent do
not watch television, yet under 30 percent abstain from travel and only 14
percent of men attend synagogue daily – the same percentage as those
Israeli Jews who call themselves ‘‘strictly observant.’’14 (Thus daily participation in a minyan can be seen, at least for men, as a benchmark of
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Orthodoxy, although there are some exceptional cases, such as Reform or
Conservative rabbis or rabbinical students who do attend daily prayers.)
The comparison offered here may be questioned on the grounds that
Jewish practice does not necessarily correlate with Jewish literacy. It is often
asserted that most non-Orthodox Israeli Jews know far less about the
Jewish textual canon than diaspora Jews with some day-school education.
So far as I know, however, this claim has not been empirically demonstrated,
and a serious comparative study of Israeli versus diaspora Jewish literacy is
a major desideratum.
The signiﬁcance of the data summarized here extends beyond Israel’s own
borders, as it illuminates both changes and continuities in Jewish religious
life throughout the globe. Comparisons between the report’s ﬁndings and
those of surveys of diaspora Jewish life indicate that Israeli religious behavior,
like that of contemporary Jews in the West, can be plotted along a smoothly
ﬂowing curve, and although the bulges are somewhat different, there are
numerous correspondences between the two shapes. In order to determine if
this has always been the case, we must move from spatial to historical
comparison and measure changes in patterns of observance over time in
both the Yishuv/state of Israel and various diaspora communities.
It is a truism that the Labor Zionist movement contained within it deep
religious impulses, which took on a secularized form in the guise of
redemption of the land, the creation of a utopian society, and the veneration
of the Hebrew bible as national epic. These impulses were manifested as
well in the observance of certain traditional rituals, the most enduring of
which during the period of the Yishuv, as in our own time, was the Passover
seder. As Anita Shapira has observed, even in the highly secular kibbutzim
of the Mandate period Passover was too powerful a force to be ignored, so
it was subverted through the production of alternative haggadot: at ﬁrst
satiric renditions of the traditional text, then more serious texts incorporating
newly invented traditions, and culminating in the 1940s with the production
of authorized haggadot by the kibbutz movements.15
To take another example, statistical studies of radio and television use
suggest that as early as the 1960s there was a considerable gap between the
percentage of Israeli Jews who considered themselves ‘‘traditional’’ and
those who were Orthodox. According to a Kol Yisrael listeners’ survey of
1965, 30 percent of Israeli Jews refrained from listening to the radio on the
Sabbath, although less than half that number voted for religious political
parties.16 This ﬁgure is lower than the almost 40 to 50 percent who now
avoid the electronic media on the Sabbath, but the percentage of Orthodox
Jews in the Israeli population has increased, as has, more importantly, the
percentage of Israeli Jews of Middle Eastern and North African origin or
descent. In the twentieth century, Muslim lands underwent a less explicit
and widespread secularization than the West, and neither a radical Haskalah
nor a reactionary Orthodoxy developed, thus sparing Oriental Jewry the
sharp polarization that characterized modern Ashkenazic Jewish society.
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Jews of Middle Eastern origin are overrepresented in the Guttman Report’s
‘‘observant to a great extent’’ and ‘‘somewhat observant’’ categories, and
they are likely to observe the commandments more selectively and ﬂexibly
than Ashkenazim.17 Thus a substantial number of non-Orthodox Israeli Jews
attempt to create a shabbesdik atmosphere in their homes by shutting off the
electronic media’s assault on the senses and endless ﬂow of depressing news.
Contemporary Israeli religious life can be better understood by looking
across the sea as well as back in time. Israel Bartal has wisely observed that
today’s Israel has a national church, the chief rabbinate, which is the incarnation of the old Russian Empire’s State Rabbinate, designed to provide for
the religious needs of a population for whom religion does not play a major
role in daily life. The state of Israel, argues Bartal, has thus normalized
Judaism along the lines of the Haskalah and the tutelary modern state.18
Indeed, Israel is the child of the European Enlightenment project, which, by
and large, sought not to eliminate religion so much as compartmentalize it.
Non-Orthodox Israelis of earlier generations often possessed Jewish learning
and visceral yidishkayt, and today one ﬁnds at least some secular Israelis
groping towards a similar synthesis through involvement in what is known
as ‘‘the Jewish Bookshelf’’ (aron ha-sefarim ha-yehudi). The term, said to
have been coined by the Israeli writer Chaim Be’er, describes a yearning for
Judaic knowledge that is increasingly disseminated through private learning
groups, pluralistic batei midrash and yeshivot, radio talk shows on rabbinic
texts, and, increasingly, journalism.19 In January of 2002, Bambi Sheleg, a
woman from a national-religious background, founded a new journal, Eretz
aheret: ketav et al yisre’eliyut ve-yahadut, which seeks to bridge the chasm
between secular and religious forms of Israeli identity. The journalists
Adam Baruch and Amiel Kosman, writing in the Israeli daily newspapers
Maariv and Ha-Aretz, respectively, interpret religious issues and texts for
the secular public.
Because secular perusers of the Jewish Bookshelf often have close ties
with the West, and because some of the institutions that purvey Jewish
knowledge in a liberal environment are ﬁnanced and run by North Americans,
it is tempting to locate this phenomenon’s origins in the contemporary
United States. I would suggest, however, that the Jewish Bookshelf’s highly
intellectualized approach to Judaic identity has more in common with
Weimar Germany’s Lehrhaus movement than with contemporary American
Judaism, imbued as it is with heartfelt religiosity and communitarian zeal.20
Israel’s Ashkenazic intellectual elite may be dying out, but it is still widely
overrepresented in the media and universities, and this elite bears traces of
European erudition and, at least when dealing with religious matters,
emotional reserve. The Jewish Bookshelf does not enjoy wide popularity,
but neither did the Lehrhaus. They are both important examples of a particular type of Jewish religious awakening, distinct from the emotionally
fraught hazarah bi-teshuvah that is so common in contemporary Israel and
North America and that has virtually no parallel in past forms of Jewish
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life. (There is the famous exception of Nathan Birnbaum, a ﬁn-de-siècle
secular Zionist ideologue who went on to become a founder of the ultraOrthodox Agudat Yisrael.) Before the Holocaust, acculturating and secularizing Jews had little reason to resist the blandishments of the ambient
society. Although some German Jews, from the turn of the century through
the 1920s, underwent consciousness-raising as the result of contacts with
their Eastern European brethren, the new sense of Jewish identity in
Weimar Germany was ethnic, cultural, and esthetic rather than spiritual.
This appropriation of Jewish texts for the enhancement of a worldly sense
of self- and collective consciousness is occurring as well among some secular
Israeli Jews today.
Ironically, the most spectacular displays of Jewish religiosity among
secular Jews in contemporary Israel are the least bound with previous forms
of Jewish life. The ‘‘conversion’’ of some Israeli popular entertainers or
public ﬁgures to Jewish observance, and their appearance in recent months
in confessional talk-show formats, such as the program hosted by the
former Shas leader and convicted criminal Arieh Deri, is a profoundly antitraditional phenomenon. So is the syncretistic toying with Jewish ritual,
often mystical in nature, which stimulates the jaded palates of some highﬂying Israelis, similar to the embrace of Lubavitch Hasidism in the United
States by celebrities such as Steven Spielberg. This phenomenon is novel not
so much in its selective approach to Jewish observance, which has been part
of the warp and woof of Jewish life worldwide for almost two centuries, as
in its blurring of distinctions between Judaism and other faiths, its liberal
blending of Jewish concepts and practices with those from other religions,
including Eastern non-monotheistic faiths, and its transformation of the
kabbalah from something esoteric, with highly restricted access, to a universally available set of teachings, part of entry-level Judaism. All of these
qualities have, as is well known, characterized the contemporary culture of
Jews in North America. The Jewish Renewal movement employs meditation
and chanting techniques borrowed from the Far as well as Middle East, and
popularizations of the kabbalah ﬁll the bookshelves of Judaica sections in
major bookstores. Thus today’s Israel features, in addition to a zealous,
fundamentalist hazarah bi-teshuvah, two other forms of religious return,
with parallels in the diaspora: the cerebral Jewish Bookshelf, and a sentimental
and sensual New Age Judaism.

Politics
Ironically, one of the most important rabbinic justiﬁcations for Israel’s
existence as a sovereign state is based on talmudic discussion about Jewish
life after the loss of sovereignty. In 1958, Rabbi Ovadyah Haddayah wrote
on whether the rabbinic concept of dina de malkuta dina (the law of the land
is law), which sets out the parameters within which Jews may obey laws
proscribed by their host societies, applies to the state of Israel. The talmudic
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text refers to a ‘‘king’’ whom Jews must obey so long as his decrees do not
contravene the halakhah. Drawing upon the medieval and early modern
codes, Haddayah ruled that this royal ﬁgure could be Jewish as well as
gentile. Just as David’s and Solomon’s kingdoms produced a body of royal
decrees and regulatory laws that did not derive from the Torah, so can the
state of Israel create a political and legal framework outside of the Torah.
Moreover, according to Haddayah the ‘‘king’’ was a metonym for any
authority ﬁgure, including a prime minister. The Israeli republic was thus
no less, but also no more, legitimate than any polity in the diaspora.21
Haddayah’s need to hearken back to the short-lived Biblical Hebrew
commonwealth reﬂects the Jewish political tradition’s lack of experience
with dealing with conditions of sovereignty (as opposed to Islam, which
dominated much of Eurasia for more than a millennium, and which has
always had to grapple with the problem of reconciling divine law with
secular power).22 Sovereignty is, however, only one particular form of political life. Government by Jews over others (normally Jews, but in certain
situations non-Jews as well) has taken place within the framework of the
biblical kingdoms, the satrapies of pagan antiquity, and a host of autonomous
institutions over the ages. Thus, unless carefully deﬁned and delimited, the
concept of ‘‘Jewish politics’’ can be so broad as to be meaningless.
The political scientist Daniel Elazar attempted to sketch out a comprehensive
theory of Jewish political thought and behavior centered around the concept of covenant, a form of contract in which one party is the entire Jewish
people, or some part thereof acting on its behalf and representing it metonymically, and in which God ﬁgures as either a second party or guarantor.23
There are a number of problems with this approach. The historicity of much
of the biblical narrative is uncertain, and during the more than two millennia of post-biblical history Jewish life has assumed vastly differing forms.
The divinely-inspired or sanctioned covenant is so widespread in both Islamic
and Christian political traditions that it is difﬁcult to speak of particularly
Jewish qualities, save for those that can be attributed to the Jews’ status
from late antiquity through the beginnings of modernity as a tolerated but
vulnerable minority.
One may argue that Rabbinic Judaism inspired a particular approach to
politics by according to human beings creative freedom in the interpretation
of sacred texts and imposing upon the Jews a matrix of ritual activity that
sanctiﬁed the everyday world. The centrality of the concept of salviﬁc
knowledge – gleaned from texts that were, in principle, obtainable by all –
encouraged widespread male literacy, a ﬂourishing of cultural production,
and a ﬂuidity of social relationships. This ﬂuidity did not foster democracy
so much as permeable oligarchy and meritocracy. Throughout the Middle
Ages and early modern period the Jews were a people of burghers, lacking
the peasantry and landed aristocracy that were the pillars of every host
society in which Jews lived. Their politics, in turn, were those of an ethnic
bourgeoisie, like German or Armenian merchants in the Polish-Lithuanian
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kingdom or Greek Orthodox in the Ottoman Empire. Jews zealously preserved
communal autonomy (akin to the Magdeburg Law followed by German
communities in Eastern Europe), developed networks of mutual solidarity
such as poor-care and the ransoming of captives, and strove to separate
themselves from others culturally while engaging in unfettered economic
interaction with the outside world.
In modern times, Jewish political activity entered a new phase. In midnineteenth-century North America and Western Europe, where European
Jews beneﬁted from emancipation and economic mobility, Jews founded
defense organizations and agencies that lobbied on behalf of their oppressed
brethren in Rumania, Russia, and the Middle East. In the Pale of Settlement,
the 1880s and 1890s witnessed the birth of radical Jewish politics, which
mooted a wide variety of solutions to the ‘‘Jewish Problem,’’ ranging from
territorial nationalism to communist internationalism. Zionism’s revolutionary rhetoric and call for the use of force in self-defense were part of the
warp and woof of Jewish politics in Eastern Europe. Many other aspects
associated with the Zionist movement – political factions, mass memberships, using the press and the pamphlet to marshal public opinion – were
developed prior to and alongside of international Zionism.
The conditions of sovereignty in Israel transformed the means by which
Jews exercise power, but the psychological underpinnings of centuries of
Jewish political behavior were still in place. In his book The Jewish State: A
Century Later, Alan Dowty notes that Israeli politics is informed by the
Jews’ traditional fear of gentiles, sense of perpetual vulnerability and imminent
catastrophe, and unwillingness or inability to conceive of gentiles (here,
Arabs) as a collectivity with equal status to the Jews. This sense of isolation
strengthened greatly after 1977, with the accession to power of the Likud
party and its leader Menachem Begin, who, as we will discuss in the section
on historical consciousness below, made the Holocaust central to Israeli
political discourse. Moreover, following a number of Israeli social scientists,
Dowty presents Israeli politics, like Jewish politics in the modern diaspora, as
consociational rather than majoritarian, meaning that decisions are reached
through consensus between interest groups rather than negotiations between
representatives who are directly responsible to a grassroots constituency. Dowty
claims as well that Israelis preserve the collective memory of life in the Russian
and Ottoman Empires, where corruption was rampant and state authority
rarely benign. Therefore Israelis distrust the state, distance themselves from it,
and display at best limited and conditional respect for the law.24
I would disagree with Dowty on this last point and favor Baruch
Kimmerling’s view that in recent years the high levels of militarization in
Israeli society and the dependence of many of its citizens upon transfer
payments have cemented the individual to the state more strongly than ever,
even though classic Zionist ideology has faded.25 The Israeli polity is no
longer responsive to the sort of message proclaimed by David Ben-Gurion
in his 1954 essay ‘‘The Eternity of Israel’’:
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Without an extended and continuous effort . . . supported by the entire
people, the ingathering of the exiles will be impossible, the cultivation
of the desert will not be accomplished, and security will not be established.
This effort requires consolidating the people’s powers and activating
its general will.26
Ben-Gurion offered a Rousseauian vision of a tutelary state and mobilized
population as necessary for the accomplishment of Herculean tasks of social
and material transformation. The Israeli state now has no national tasks save the
defense of its population or the economic support of interest groups such as
organized labor, ultra-Orthodox Jews, and settlers in the Occupied Territories.
In this militarized, yet de-ideologized, atmosphere, ultra-Orthodox Jews
breathe more easily and are willing to grant the state of Israel at least de
facto recognition. There is growing willingness among them to perform
some sort of national service, and now there is little distinction between the
views of the ultra-nationalist Orthodox and the formerly anti-nationalist
ultra-Orthodox over the necessity to retain and continue settling the Occupied
Territories. True, the ultra-Orthodox reject the authority of the Israeli
Supreme Court, whose legal decisions are based on a complex blend of
mishpat ivri (‘‘halakhah without its theological references or its ritual
codes’’),27 Jewish historical practice, British common law, and contemporary western jurisprudence. The dictum dina de malkuta dina,
discussed at the beginning of this section, does not apply if the laws of the
state force the Torah-true Jew to violate the halakhah, and it is the opinion
of many ultra-Orthodox Jews that under the tenure of the secular and
highly activist Chief Justice Aharon Barak the court has moved deep into
this forbidden terrain. Since the outbreak of the second Intifada, however,
the alliance between ultra-Orthodoxy and the de-ideologized Israeli state
has muted the former’s threats of civil disobedience.
The continued militarization of Israeli society and the engagement in a
protracted low-intensity war against the Palestinians will strengthen the
bonds between virtually all Orthodox Israeli Jews and the state. As the
Israeli state sheds its former devotion to the creation of a new Jewish politics
based in a unifying, secular civic culture, a sense of participation in the
community of nations, and a pragmatic approach to the use of force, and as
its vision is delimited by the domain of self-preservation, the more easily
will it be able to negotiate between the conﬂicting interests that beset it, and
the more will its politics conform to those of diaspora Jewish communities
in centuries past, despite Israel’s possession of sovereignty and one of the
world’s most potent armed forces.

Economics
Israeli politics and economics are symbiotically linked. Labor Zionism’s
concept of Jewish territorial sovereignty included the transformation of the
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Jews from a people of peddlers, beggars, yeshiva bokhers, and starveling
craftsmen into a robust laboring nation, an ‘am oved. This view was widely,
although not universally, shared in the early Zionist movement. The ﬁrst
European Zionist organization, the Lovers of Zion, was cold to Labor
Zionism’s Marxist rhetoric, as were the overwhelming majority of Jewish
immigrants to Palestine at the turn of the century, but that did not keep
thousands from attempting to wrest a living from the harsh Palestinian soil.
Theodor Herzl, the founder of modern political Zionism, decried the Lovers
of Zion’s yearnings to create a Jewish peasantry as romantic, if not
reactionary, but in his own writings he envisioned a society of skilled,
technologically savvy agriculturalists organized along co-operative lines and
employing sophisticated machinery. The association between the Jewish
return to the Land of Israel and economic transformation was well-nigh
universal in Zionist ideology, resisted only by Revisionism, which gloriﬁed
the individual entrepreneur and admired the Jew as a pioneer of modern
capitalism. Vladimir Jabotinsky yearned to reshape the Jews politically and
militarily, but he intended to leave their occupational structure intact, protected
by a populist, yet capitalist, economic policy.
As things have turned out, the mainstream Zionist program of economic
transformation was realized far less successfully than Revisionism’s call to
transplant diaspora economic life to Palestine. To be sure, all but the most
puritan forms of Zionist ideology called for Israel to become a prosperous,
technologically advanced society, as has indeed been the case. Israel’s per
capita gross domestic product is greater than that of southern European
states and approaches that of the United Kingdom.28 Regardless of the
bucolic dreams of many of the country’s founders, however, Israel has been,
from the start, one of the world’s most urbanized countries. Moreover, since
1967, manual labor has been performed increasingly by Arabs and foreign
workers. (At its peak in the early 1990s, the Palestinian labor force accounted
for one-quarter of all agricultural employment and 45 percent of all
construction work in Israel. Over the 1990s, the number of Palestinian
laborers dropped precipitously, but imports of foreign labor grew apace, and
in 2003 there were as many as 300,000 foreign laborers in Israel, half of
them there illegally.)29 Meanwhile, the Israeli managerial and entrepreneurial elite displays classic diaspora Jewish talents for risk-taking and innovation in new ﬁelds, such as computer technology. Finally, despite Zionist
ideology’s attempts to root Jews into the soil, Israelis are among the most
mobile people in the world. Israeli diasporas ﬂourish in every major North
American city, and, in recent years, the deteriorating security situation in
Israel has prompted wealthy Israelis to purchase property or multiple
properties abroad. According to stories in the Israeli press, Israeli businessmen considering new careers abroad pride themselves on their acumen, linguistic dexterity, and adaptability. As I have written elsewhere, such a
positive self-image characterized Jewish men of affairs in Europe and North
America throughout much of the century preceding the Holocaust and
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constituted an important counterweight to gentile, and later Zionist, criticism that Jews were economic parasites.30
Although the young state of Israel was stamped by a culture of material
modesty, even austerity, over the past thirty years Israeli material wealth has
grown exponentially, albeit unevenly. Israel now features one of the greatest
income gaps in the western world between the top and bottom deciles, and
40 percent of income earners in Israel do not reach the minimum threshold
for paying income tax.31 (Transfer payments reduce these inequalities; for
example, in 1999 transfers reduced the percentage of Israeli families living
in poverty from 34 to 16.)32 In these developments, Israel is merely following
patterns of economic change throughout the developed world, wherein
wealth is steadily increasing yet for the most part concentrated in the hands
of a small minority.
Studies of the contemporary Israeli economy use the West, or, less often,
‘‘Asian tiger’’ states like Taiwan and South Korea as a frame of reference.
The most important anomalous factor affecting the Israeli economy,
according to such studies, is high government expenditure, especially for
defense, but also for subsidies and transfer payments of various kinds.33 The
nature of these transfer payments, however, is inextricably linked with
broader religious and social issues in that many of Israel’s poorest citizens
are Arab, Ashkenazic-Orthodox, or Mizrahi (of Middle Eastern and North
African origin). Mizrahim identify with the political party Shas, whose leadership is solidly Orthodox even if barely one-quarter of its electorate is
strictly observant. The two poorest cities in Israel today are Bnai Brak and
Jerusalem – one a stronghold of ultra-Orthodoxy, the other a blend of
Orthodox Jews of sundry origins, secular or semi-secular Mizrahi Jews,
Arabs, and a diminishing secular minority. The system of government
handouts to Orthodox institutions and families, like the controversial
exemptions from military service for yeshiva students, was rooted in the
fabric of the newly established state of Israel, and it has been augmented by
a vast network of private transfer payments from Orthodox charities
throughout the world. Contemporary Israel’s political economy cannot be
properly understood, therefore, without a synchronic and diachronic
understanding of Orthodox economic life in both its generative (the
production of goods and services) and distributive (spending patterns and
philanthropic activity) aspects.
Indeed, given Israel’s long history of reliance on capital transfers from a
variety of global Jewish philanthropies, the most important of which is the
United Jewish Communities–United Jewish Appeal, and the heightened role
expected of these philanthropies since the collapse of the peace process and
the intensiﬁcation of the Palestinian–Israeli conﬂict, Israel’s economy
cannot be separated from that of global Jewry. In my own work, I have
argued for the necessity of studying the history of Jewish political economy,
philanthropy, and social politics in order to appreciate what is truly unique
about Israeli economic life and what has been imported from the diaspora.
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But there have been few serious attempts to compare the economic behavior,
for example investment and risk-taking strategies, of Jewish entrepreneurs
in the modern diaspora, Yishuv, and state of Israel. This is an important
topic, as throughout the history of Zionism and Israel private capital
transfers, in the form of capital imported with immigrants or invested by
Jews living abroad, have far exceeded the public capital raised by Zionist
fundraising instruments.
In an excellent recent book, Nahum Karlinsky has produced a collective
study of the Yishuv’s key capitalist entrepreneurs, the citrus growers of the
coastal plain, over the years 1890–1939. The citrus growers, overwhelmingly
of bourgeois Russian and Polish origin, saw themselves as true pioneers –
self-sacriﬁcing, noble-minded, and socially responsible, unlike the youthful
laborers who, as the growers saw things, spouted romantic or Marxist
rhetoric and strove to stiﬂe individual initiative through hegemonic unions
and political parties.34 Eli Shaltiel’s biography of Pinchas Rutenberg, who
brought hydroelectric power to Palestine under the British Mandate, adds to this
picture.35 (Rutenberg, who in his youth was a Russian revolutionary, became a
highly successful entrepreneur with political ambitions, a type all too well
known in contemporary Europe and North America.) Such books demonstrate
the important links between early twentieth-century Eastern European Jewish
economic life and the material factors that made possible the creation of the
state of Israel. They also suggest that contemporary Israel’s strongly capitalist
economic fabric began to be woven more than a century ago, and that even
before the decline of the kibbutz and the Labor Economy in the 1980s their
cultural hegemony did not necessarily match their material contributions.

Historical Consciousness
If Jewishness is deﬁned in terms of a sense of historic victimhood and
vulnerability, and if the diaspora experience is associated with feeling alone
in a hostile world in which antisemitism is pervasive and ineradicable, then
over the past thirty years Israel has undoubtedly developed a diaspora
Jewish mentality. Classic secular Zionism expressed sympathy with diaspora
Jewry’s many centuries of suffering but maintained that once restored to
their ancient patrimony Jews would no longer live in fear. The state of Israel
was born in the shadow of the Holocaust, the greatest catastrophe ever to
strike the Jewish people, and it loomed large in public consciousness during
the state’s ﬁrst decades. But public memory was directed into selected, statesanctioned channels. In Israeli Holocaust commemorations and history
textbooks produced during the 1950s, emphasis was placed on the ghetto
rebellions and other forms of heroism, such as the doomed mission of
Hannah Senesh. In Israeli schools, the Holocaust was studied within the
framework of World War II and all the suffering it wrought, thus minimizing
Israeli shame for the ignominious destruction of European Jewry and the
passivity with which most Jews allegedly accepted their fate.
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The 1961 trial of Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann encouraged the
adoption of a more inclusive and empathetic approach to the Holocaust.
This transformation of Israeli self-consciousness accelerated between 1967
and the mid-1970s, as the result of frequent wars, terrorism, international
isolation, and the passing of the generation of founders of the state. The
Holocaust came to be seen increasingly as a collective tragedy, in which all
Jewish victims could be viewed with equal compassion, and although the
burden of guilt remained with the Nazis, the burden of shame was shifted
from the Jewish victims to the world as a whole, which was divided into
realms of perpetrators, who collaborated with the Nazis, and bystanders,
who were too cowardly or opportunistic to intervene on the Jews’ behalf.36
The growing centrality of the Holocaust to Israeli collective memory
became apparent after 1977 when Menachem Begin was elected prime
minister. Under the tenure of Begin’s education minister, Zevulun Hammer
of the National Religious Party, the Holocaust became a mandatory, separate topic within the high-school curriculum, and in 1981 the Holocaust
became a separate category for the high school matriculation examinations.
The subject was taught by means of a textbook authored by two survivors,
who presented the tragedy as unique in the history of humanity and claimed
that any attempt to approach the subject in terms of comparative genocide
amounted to Holocaust denial.37 Begin himself practiced and legitimized
the use of the Holocaust as a cognitive ﬁlter for understanding the Arab–
Israeli conﬂict. To be sure, Israeli society had always associated Arabs with
Nazis, as in the widespread fear in the 1950s that former Nazi rocket scientists were working for Nasser, or the image in the popular ﬁlm Hill 24
Doesn’t Answer (1955) of an Arab taken prisoner in the 1948 War who turns
out to be a former SS ofﬁcer. But in the 1980s these occasional ﬂights of
fancy became embedded in Israeli political discourse at the highest level. On
the eve of the invasion of Lebanon in 1982, Begin proclaimed that the only
alternative to invasion was Treblinka, and the editor of the Israeli daily
Yediot Aharonot claimed that compared to Yasir Arafat, Hitler was a ‘‘pussycat.’’38 Moshe Zuckerman has observed how in 1988 the conﬂuence of the
ﬁrst Palestinian Intifada and the trial of accused Nazi war criminal Ivan
Demjanjuk deepened even further the associations between present and
past, although memory of the Holocaust became increasingly abstract and
mythologized, a signiﬁer torn from its historical context and now ritually
invoked to justify the occupation of the Territories.
During the Persian Gulf War, Zuckerman argues, not only did the Arab
enemy (Arafat, Saddam Hussein) become an avatar of Hitler, but Israelis
felt themselves re-experiencing the Holocaust as they huddled in sealed
rooms and fearfully awaited attacks by missiles loaded with poison gas. In
this atmosphere, Zionist conﬁdence in the Israeli military gave way to a
desperate religiosity. A massive prayer rally was held at the ofﬁce of the
chief rabbi, and ultra-Orthodox Jews recited a special prayer for the American
president George Bush, while Lubavitcher hasidim saw in the low casualty
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count a sign of the imminent coming of the messianic era. Even secular
Israelis felt the hand of divine providence at work, and journalists for the
mainstream dailies employed religious language of salvation and deliverance. The hard-boiled prime minister, Yithzak Shamir, donned a kippah and
recited psalms on national television. This act, claims Zuckerman, was not
merely one of unifying the people or engaging in public relations, but rather
a symbolic, striking, focussed expression of a very real component of
the Israeli political reality, that potentially catastrophic grafting
between the secular Zionist ideology in general (and that of Shamir’s
‘‘national camp’’ in particular) and a relatively new type of religiosity –
a religiosity that transformed gradually, in the wake of the conquests
of 1967, the principle of ‘‘the sanctity of the land’’ to the prominent
slogan of a conquering and enslaving chauvinism, a trampling and
destructive religiosity.39
In such an environment, Arabs became an eternal, implacable enemy,
ripped out of context in space or time. The Arab became Amalek.
The return of the diaspora in Israeli historical consciousness need not be
a negative phenomenon. There is nothing inherently wrong about the
increasing popularity of sending Israeli youth to Poland; the problem is
that, rather than explore the gamut of Jewish life in the Ashkenazi heartland, the tours, precisely like the March of the Living trips for North
American Jewish youth, focus on to visits to death camps, where teenagers
forge a neo-Zionist identity based on an unhealthy combination of victimhood and empowerment. (As Motti Golani has written, ‘‘There is nothing
more dangerous than a victim bearing arms: He has no inhibitions.’’)40
Thus the historical distortion, but also present danger, inherent in then
Chief of Staff Ehud Barak’s 1992 comment, when visiting Auschwitz, that
‘‘we arrived here . . . perhaps ﬁfty years too late,’’41 or the recent statement
by Jewish Agency chief Sallai Meridor that, given forecasts that the population of world Jewry might increase in the next century from 12 to 18
million, ‘‘[o]nce again, the fate of 6 million Jews hangs in the balance, only
this time, their fate is in our hands.’’42 Israel’s re-occupation of the West
Bank in April 2002 was justiﬁed by Prime Minister Ariel Sharon as being
part of a war for the very survival of the Jewish people – a statement that
not only absolves Israel of any responsibility for the catastrophic security
situation but also conﬂates Israel with the diaspora. There was little difference
between Israeli and diaspora Jewish interpretations of the contemporaneous
outburst attacks against Jews and synagogues in Europe and North America.
Both the Israeli government and diaspora Jewish organizations drew a
direct line between 2002 and the 1930s, between the torching of a synagogue
in Paris and Kristallnacht. It is ironic and deeply disturbing that such an
interpretation neglects the vast differences between the two situations. Then,
the Jews were defenseless, and now they possess a militarily powerful state.
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Antisemitism is always irrational and indefensible, but surely it matters that
its current awakening comes in the wake of a political struggle following
thirty-ﬁve years of Israeli military occupation of the Palestinians, whereas
the antisemitic image of the Jew in interwar Europe was nothing but a
reﬂection and reiﬁcation of European society itself.
In Israeli society, historical consciousness is molded primarily by political
discourse and the media rather than formal education. Over the decades,
history curricula in the middle and high schools have reﬂected more than
adumbrated patterns of Israeli historical self-understanding. In the Israeli
history curricula of the 1950s, when Israeli society was mobilized in the
service of Zionist ideology and dominated by Ashkenazim, Jewish and
‘‘general’’ history were entirely separate units, and the history of Jews outside of Europe was all but ignored. The 1970 curriculum, a sign of the
relaxation of Israeli society in the post-Ben-Gurion era, increased the
amount of attention paid to world history, but the ﬁeld was still taught
separately from Jewish history, the result being that teachers in the public
secular schools could (and did) neglect Jewish in favor of general history.
The 1995 curriculum was the product of a further distancing from classic
Zionist ideology, and it was criticized as embodying the post-Zionist spirit
of the Israeli leftist intelligentsia. The neo-conservative ideologue Yoram
Hazony, for example, decried the curriculum’s integration of Jewish and
world history, which allegedly presented Judaism and the Jews as epiphenomenal within the context of the march of the world’s great civilizations.
Ironically, however, the new curriculum could actually increase student
awareness of Jewish history precisely because of its holistic approach.
Moreover, the presentation of Middle Eastern Jewish history and culture is
much enhanced (although still problematic) and, unlike the older textbooks,
the new ones are engagingly written and visually stimulating.43 Critics of the
curriculum claim, drawing on a few isolated sentences from the textbooks’
treatment of the Arab–Israeli wars, that the textbooks undermine Israeli
patriotism. For the most part, however, these books seek merely to inculcate
the sort of critical thinking skills that are expected from educated youth in
any developed country. A holistic and pluralistic approach to the teaching
of history in Israel indeed opens the way to discussions about sensitive
topics such as Palestine’s Arabs and the extent of Israeli responsibility for
its conﬂict with the Arab world. It also makes possible a heightened and
deepened evaluation of the diaspora communities, be they in Europe, the
Middle East, or North Africa, from which Israeli Jews or their immediate
ancestors came.44

Post-Zionism
The revision of history curricula for Israeli schools is part of a far larger set
of possibilities and problems raised by the revision, over the past twenty years,
of Israeli academic historiography from a state-supporting enterprise to an
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adversarial one. This subject, which has attracted a great deal of attention
(and about which I have written elsewhere),45 is not of immediate concern
to us here, as the Revisionist historical oeuvre has devoted itself to deconstructing historical perceptions cemented in Zionist ideology rather than
constructing a new Israeli identity based on an unblocked historical vista.
That is, the ‘‘new history,’’ as this body of scholarship is called, is not
necessarily informed by post-Zionism, which is a project of abandoning
collectivist ideologies and crafting an inclusive, truly democratic state that
allows untrammeled personal freedoms.46
Post-Zionism appears to be at best indifferent and at worst downright
hostile to any form of Jewish religious or cultural expression and to advocate
cutting all ties with the Jewish diaspora. When the term was ﬁrst employed
by the leftist journalist Uri Avneri in 1968, it was meant to describe a new
era, in which Israel could shake off its historic obligations to the diaspora
and adopt an entirely pragmatic approach to life in the Middle East that
stressed accommodation and cultural bonding with Israel’s Arab neighbors.
Avneri’s vision was a variety of Canaanism, a 1950s ideology that conceived
of Israel as utterly distinct from the diaspora, as a Hebrew rather than
Jewish polity. (According to the Canaanite world-view, an ancient Hebraic
spirit dominated the entire Near East and would do so again, this time in
the form of a pan-Semitic federation, with the Hebrew state in the forefront.) In a somewhat gentler fashion, Amos Elon and Menachem Brinker
spoke of post-Zionism, in 1971 and 1986, respectively, to refer to the successful
completion of Zionism’s mission of the ingathering of exiles. Avneri, Elon, and
Brinker all used the word ‘‘post-Zionism’’ in a chronological-spatial sense –
that is, to describe an epoch in history – as opposed to the conceptual and
methodological meaning of the term in the 1990s, when it became shorthand
for a manifesto against Zionist narratives of truth and knowledge.47
Whereas in its ﬁrst phase post-Zionism respectfully acknowledged the
diaspora, in its second phase the diaspora is usually not even within the
ﬁeld of vision. Much of contemporary Israeli literature and cultural criticism
aspire to universalism in their embrace of western literary and philosophical
models but they also feature an unnoticed parochialism and historical
amnesia, an Israeli-centeredness, manifested in ignorance of the social,
economic, and cultural fabric out of which the state of Israel was cut. PostZionism does not, as many of its critics mistakenly claim, harbor a leftist
agenda to undermine the foundations of Zionist ideology. Rather, as exempliﬁed
by the stories of the writer Gaﬁ Amir, post-Zionist thought is frequently
apolitical and pro-capitalist in its gloriﬁcation of individual autonomy. The
free market and consumerism are linked with the cult of free choice; thus the
privatization of political identity is tied up with the globalization of economic life.48 For example, Amir’s story ‘‘By the Time You’re Twenty One
You’ll Reach the Moon’’ features two Tel Avivans, a man and his former
girlfriend, seeking solace for their aimless lives in consumerism and
removed from Judaism to the point of skipping attendance at the family’s
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Passover seder. The Jewish Bookshelf has been utterly abandoned by these
lost souls.49
Post-Zionism, as presented thus far, would appear to be distant from any
form of modern Jewish sensibility save radical assimilation. Yet post-Zionism
contains within it unmistakable signs of its Jewish ancestry. First off, there
is a variety of post-Zionism, originating in the Right end of the Israeli
political spectrum, which combines militant religiosity and territorial
maximalism with an unfettered allegiance to economic neoliberalism – the
same celebration of personal freedom that one encounters in the post-Zionist
Left. This approach, associated with Jerusalem’s Shalem Center, rejects the
concept of socioeconomic revolution and ‘‘normalization’’ that, as argued
above, were central to mainstream Zionism. Moreover, although the settlers
in the Occupied Territories usually claim to be the only true successors of
the Labor Zionist pioneers, the settlers’ journal Nekudah recently featured a
fascinating article by one Yair Shapira, claiming that even in the Land of
Israel Jews would and must remain particular, distinct, and unheimlich –
that is, strangers in their own land.50
More important, even secular post-Zionism opens the door to
Jewishness – however that may be deﬁned – through its championing of
multiculturalism and pluralism. A recent article in the ﬂagship journal
of post-Zionist thought, Teoryah u-Vikoret, featured a detailed critique of
recent government-funded position papers on multiculturalism, with which
the papers claimed to be sympathetic, but which, according to authors Yossi
Yonah and Yehouda Shenhav, they sought to repress. The papers are said to
endorse only a highly constrained form of multiculturalism within a Jewishnational framework, without room for Arabs or immigrant workers, and
where the state remains a powerful force of social molding, unlike a truly
multicultural model wherein the state is separated from society. Yonah and
Shenhav believe the state should reﬂect social movements from below rather
than mold them from above. Most of the arguments in this article concern
the incorporation of Arabs, immigrant laborers, and homosexuals into
Israeli society, but there is also criticism of discrimination against ultraOrthodox and especially Mizrahi Jews. In true postmodern form, Yonah
and Shenhav are attacking the society’s dominant discursive structure, which is
Ashkenazic and secular, and so they end up championing the interests of Mizrahi Jews, for most of whom religious and ethnic identity are inseparable, and
even ultra-Orthodox Jews, as legitimate components of a multicultural society.51
This line of thinking has been taken several steps further by the historian
Amnon Raz-Krakotzkin, who claims that hypocrisy lies behind many postZionists’ conciliatory stands towards the Palestinian Arabs and multiculturalism within Israel. Raz-Krakotzkin believes that post-Zionism was
the creation of secular Ashkenazic intellectuals who, in the wake of the Oslo
Accords, hoped that the creation of a separate Palestinian state would allow
Israel to live in western-style comfort and avoid a meaningful engagement
with the ubiquitous Arab culture – neither western nor secular – surrounding
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the Jewish state. Many post-Zionists, writes Raz-Krakotzkin, do not really
wish to engage authentically with ethnic difference or authentic religiosity.
By idealizing western universalism, they are incapable of valorizing Arab
culture and Islam, on the one hand, or Judaism and Jewishness, on the
other. Raz-Krakotzkin’s particular concern is Mizrahi Jews, who represent
the worst of both worlds, being of Middle Eastern origin and often bound
to Jewish tradition.52
Indeed, multiculturalism can serve as not merely a slogan or an abstraction,
but rather a framework for the cultivation of a Jewish sensibility with deep
and broad roots And in an unexpected, engaging fashion, one encounters
just such an approach in an essay written some ten years ago by Adi Ophir,
the founder of Teoryah u-Vikoret, on the liturgy for Yom Kippur. The essay
is a series of reﬂections on the transcendent power of the liturgy and its
structure of emotionally compelling references, which mask a vague and
perhaps non-existent referent (that is, God). Most of the essay could easily
have been written by a contemporary American or, more likely, French
Jewish philosopher. If one substitutes the words ‘‘secular diaspora Jew’’ for
‘‘Israeli’’ in the narrative, the story would be told of the diaspora. For, as
Ophir argues, there is no room in the Yom Kippur liturgy for a Zionist
narrative, religious as well as secular. Ophir’s discussion of the Day of
Atonement’s assembling the Nation of Israel refers to a collective, not
necessarily a territorialized one.53 When Ophir writes of secular Jews sitting
side by side with the Orthodox in synagogue, the description may sound
uniquely Israeli, as in most of North America non-Orthodox Jews can
attend the synagogues of sundry denominations, but the coming together of
Jews of all stripes, from the most assimilated to the most pious, into a single
space for the holiest day of the Jewish year was typical of an earlier era, in
the North America and Europe of a century ago, and is still commonplace
throughout much of the world today.
Despite its self-proclaimed attempts to escape history, post-Zionism itself
can and must be historicized and contextualized. Although many post-Zionists are not postmodernists, in Israel postmodernism is mediated through
post-Zionism, just as for Jews in nineteenth-century Germany historicism
was mediated through the scholarly study of the Jewish heritage, the Wissenschaft des Judentums. Jewish civilization ﬁlters new systems of thought
through the prism of the Jews’ particularistic concerns with their own existence and future. Jewish culture concretizes and personalizes epistemological innovation. Like a rebellious child who bears an unmistakable
resemblance to his parents, post-Zionism is inextricably bound to the Jewish
past. Its trenchant self-criticism, declamatory style, and self-righteousness;
its sense of mission; its fervid faith in the power of the intellectual to
reshape Jewish society; and, ﬁnally, its oxymoronic blend of parochialism
and universalism – in all these ways, post-Zionism is the legatee of its
predecessors, the major intellectual movements in modern diaspora Jewish
life, from the Haskalah to Zionism.
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Conclusion
Powerful counter-arguments could be raised against the claims I have raised
in this chapter. In Israel, unlike anywhere in the modern diaspora, an
empowered Jewish polity is the sole locus of coercive force. Under conditions
of sovereignty, the rhythms of political, economic, religious, and cultural life
are often incomparable with their diaspora counterparts. Like the basic
elements of Israeli sovereignty, Israel’s longstanding conﬂict with the Arab
world in general and the Palestinians in particular confounds neat linkages
between Israeli and diaspora Jewish life. The rupture may be discerned not
only in the status of Jews as the dominant population in Israel, but also,
paradoxically, from the presence of substantial non-Jewish minorities within
the Jewish state.
To provide but one example, the presentation at the beginning of the
chapter of modern spoken and literary Hebrew as a common Jewish cultural possession is challenged by the fact that almost one-quarter of the
population of the state of Israel is not Jewish. It is expected, indeed necessary, for Israel’s one million Palestinian citizens to speak ﬂuent Hebrew. For
these Arabs, Hebrew is a language of state, an instrument of power,
imposed from without. A very different, yet still problematic, case is provided by the more than 250,000 non-Jewish immigrants who have entered
Israel from the former Soviet Union, and whose children born in Israel
speak native Hebrew. Although these children are not halakhically Jewish,
mastery of Hebrew, coupled with attendance at state schools and service in
the army, can and will lead to their complete absorption into secular Israeli
society – or at least up to the point when they will confront Orthodox religious authority over matters of personal status (for example marriage,
divorce, burial). In this contemporary scenario, therefore, Hebrew becomes a
vehicle for the manufacturing of Jewishness rather than a manifestation of it.
These and other counter-arguments notwithstanding, it is undeniable that
contemporary Israel has inherited the cultural legacy and psychological
traumas of the modern Jewish diaspora. At times, the chain of transmission
is easily visible, as in the case of religious behavior or collective memory,
whereas at times it is opaque, unnoticed, or denied. This chapter has dealt
largely with structural processes, social and cultural transformations that
must not be confused with self-conscious manifestations of Jewish collective
solidarity. With the passage of time, the collective psychology and social
ethos of Israeli and diaspora Jews are converging, yet Jews perceive a
growing divergence between the two. According to the Guttman surveys
discussed in the body of the essay, between 1991 and 1999 the percentage of
Israeli Jews believing that diaspora Jews constitute a distinct people rose
from 57 percent to 69 percent, while the percentage of Israeli Jews who feel
a sense of shared fate with diaspora Jews fell from 76 to 70. Survey data
from the United States demonstrates a steady decline in Jewish bonds to
Israel, with more than half of Jews in their seventies but only one-third of
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younger Jews claiming that ‘‘caring about Israel’’ is a major aspect of their
Jewish identity.54
These two apparently paradoxical phenomena may be causally linked. As
the state of Israel has shaken off its Zionist ideological scaffolding, its
complex relationship with the diaspora, characterized by a sense of deepseated difference yet ﬁrm obligation, has changed. Few Israelis today wish
to play the role cast for them by the Zionist labor movement and Ben-Gurionist
state of the doughty sabra, the laborer cum warrior whose valor, dignity,
simplicity, and straightforwardness represented the antithesis of the stereotypical diaspora Jew.55 In fact, the sabra always contained within its idealtype many quintessentially diaspora Jewish qualities, such as perseverance,
resourcefulness, and a powerful sense of solidarity. It was precisely the fact
that the sabra was recognizable by as well as alien to diaspora Jews, that
underneath the tanned and muscular body beat a warm Jewish heart, that so
endeared Israel to diaspora Jews during the state’s ﬁrst decades. The more
Israeli Jewish society has normalized along the lines of the modern Jewish
experience, the more it resembles a diaspora community, the less it can serve
Jews living outside of Israel as a source of romantic inspiration or psychic
revival. There are of course exceptions, such as those Orthodox Jews who
have absorbed national-religious ideologies that cement them to Israel and
render it central to their religious identity. There is also the small but vocal
community of rabbis, educators, and activists in Jewish organizations who,
whether out of choice, the demands of their careers, or both, sojourn
extensively in Israel. For most diaspora Jews, however, the lowest, indeed
only, common denominator linking them with Israel is concern about the
state’s security. Israeli and diaspora Jews alike have cast aside the optimistic,
forward-looking qualities of classic Zionism in favor of an ethos of survivalism.
Israel is more than a Jewish state; it encases a Jewish society. The current
debate about the future of Israel as a Jewish state elides this crucial fact. In
years to come, Israel may continue its current course and become
an apartheid state, with a Jewish minority ruling over a disfranchised Arab
minority. If it divests itself of the Territories, it may attempt to remain an
ethnic democracy featuring Jewish hegemony, or it may alter its character
and become a state of all its citizens, in which equal rights to all citizens are
constitutionally guaranteed, and church and state are separated. There is
even a chance, albeit minuscule, that Israel and the Territories will, some
day, form a unitary democratic state. No matter what path it chooses,
however, Israel will be home to the world’s largest Jewish community (it is
already close to surpassing that of the United States, and demographic
trends are deﬁnitely in Israel’s favor), with a deeply rooted Hebrew culture,
a ﬂourishing system of religious education (even without massive state
subsidies), and an interlocking network of social institutions that constitute
a Jewish civil society. The Israeli polity will continue to nurture that Jewish
civil society even it no longer does so exclusively or at the expense of other
nationalities.
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Along with the positive aspects of continuity between today’s and the
future’s Israeli Jewish society will come negative ones as well. Even with a
separation of church and state, tensions between religious and secular Jews
will remain. The challenge of assimilation, whether into an Americanized,
globalized habitus or into the Arab culture that surrounds and suffuses
Israel, will confront Israeli Jewish society no matter what political direction
the state follows. No less than diaspora Jewry, Israel will need to address
these questions about religious practice and collective identity, questions
that constitute the unﬁnished business of Jewish modernity, which has been
accumulating for two centuries and shows no sign of going away on its own.

5

Is Zionism a colonial movement?

The relationship between Zionism and colonialism, long a highly controversial subject among scholars throughout the world, has in recent years
become a primary source of friction between champions and opponents of
revisionism within Israeli historiography and sociology. Until the 1980s,
most scholars of Israel studies teaching in Israeli universities denied or
qualiﬁed linkages between Zionism and late nineteenth-century imperialism.
This approach is still taken by a number of younger scholars in Israel, but
in the past ﬁfteen years there has risen a cohort of Israeli academics who,
following the lead of Arab and western scholarship on the modern Middle
East, have made linkages between Zionism and colonialism central to their
scholarly endeavors.
Regardless of their political stance, historians of Israel have sought to
reconstruct the sensibilities and mental universe of their subjects, just as
scholars of Israeli sociology have focused on broad sociocultural and
economic structures. Traditional Zionist historiography emphasized that the
founders of the state of Israel did not think of their enterprise as colonial in
nature and, in fact, abhorred contemporary European colonialism for its
parasitical proﬁting from the expropriation of native land and the exploitation
of native labor. Classic Israeli social science, in turn, has contended that the
Zionist movement and Yishuv did not conform to any conventional model
of a colonizing state and that the structural barriers between Jewish and
Arab society before 1948 were so great as to render impossible any
consideration of the Jewish–Arab relationship as one between colonizers
and colonized.
Some of the more recent Israeli historiography, on the other hand, claims
that Zionist thinking, like that of ﬁn-de-siècle Europeans as a whole, operated on multiple levels and that feelings of benevolence, humanitarianism,
and sympathy could easily blend with condescending, Orientalist, and racist
views of the Palestinian Arabs. Israel’s current crop of critical sociologists,
claiming that Jews and Arabs in pre-1948 Palestine constituted a common
socioeconomic and political matrix, argue that Zionism conformed closely
with typical European settlement-colonialism, in which, as Ronen Shamir
has put it, ‘‘employers and employees belong to the same ethnic group . . .
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and in which that ethnic group has effective control over the land in ways
that enable it to extract and utilize its resources.’’1
One serious problem with the discussion on the relationship between
Zionism and colonialism is the attempt to establish complete congruence or
total separation between the two phenomena. Another, related, problem is
the failure to include additional categories of analysis such as anti-colonialism
(Zionism as an act of resistance by a colonized people) and post-colonial
state-building (understanding Israel within the political and economic
framework of twentieth-century Asia and Africa). This chapter will contend
that the Zionist project was historically and conceptually situated between
colonial, anti-colonial, and post-colonial discourse and practice. Colonial
and anti-colonial elements co-existed in the Zionist project from its inception
until the creation of the state in 1948. From the time of Herzl onward, the
Zionist political elite was eager to appeal to the interests of the Great
Powers, and the Zionist movement as a whole was shot through with
Orientalist conceptions of Arab degeneracy and primitiveness. At the same
time, pre-state Zionism possessed anti-colonial elements present in sundry
national liberation movements in the modern world. Moreover, underlying
Zionist thought, preceding and running alongside of it, was the European
Jewish intelligentsia’s historic struggle, from the time of the Jewish Enlightenment until the twentieth century, to defend Jewish culture against that of
the dominant Christian society through strategies similar to those employed
by the colonized intelligentsia of Asia and Africa.
After 1948, the young state of Israel, like many countries in Asia and
Africa, translated the anti-colonialist rhetoric of victimization into a
triumphant post-colonial discourse of technical planning and state socialism. Yet colonialist elements were present as well in the treatment of Israel’s
Arab minority and state conﬁscation of its land. Israeli territorial conquests
in the 1967 war, although fueled mainly by security concerns, evoked powerful
feelings of manifest destiny as well as a lust for proﬁt, thus highlighting the
colonialist aspects of the Zionist project and causing many of Israel’s critics
to adopt a longstanding Arab discourse of Zionism as a purely colonialist
movement from the start.
Unlike most of the literature on Zionism’s relationship with colonialism,
which tends to employ comparative models solely in order to incriminate or
exculpate Zionist thought and practice, my intent here is to build a two-way
street, in which a comparative approach can throw new light on our
understanding of not only Zionism but also the historic relationship
between colonialism and nationalism throughout the globe. I draw here on
some essential texts in post-colonial studies, especially the work of Partha
Chatterjee, whose theoretical models of anti-colonial nationalism, although
based on the particular case of Bengal, suggest many intriguing points of
contiguity between the Zionist project and anti-colonial movements.
Dialectically, however, my use of post-colonial texts to deconstruct current
conceptions of Zionism’s relationship with colonialism will deconstruct the
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texts themselves, for, I believe, scholars such as Chatterjee are prone to
essentialize anti-colonial movements and unjustly deny their grounding in
classic European nationalism.2 In other words, by depicting Zionism as in
many ways an anti-colonial movement and Israel as having resembled, at
least for its ﬁrst two decades, a post-colonial state – by placing Zionism in
Asia, as it were – I will be re-placing Zionism in Europe, a continent
distinguished by not only the great overseas empires of the West but also a
sizeable body of colonized, stateless peoples, including Jews.
In this chapter I draw a distinction between post-colonial discourse and
post-colonial practice. When ﬁrst used in the 1950s, the ‘‘post-colonial’’
referred to a historical moment, when Europe’s former colonial possessions
became independent. Since the 1970s, however, post-colonialism has mutated from a descriptive category into a conceptual framework for critiquing
western forms and relations of power. (Thus the de-hyphenization of the
term; from the delimited temporal and spatial realm of ‘‘the post-colonial
world,’’ emphasizing transition, to the diffuse and overarching intellectual
ﬁeld of ‘‘post-colonialism’’) Whereas post-colonial states were frequently the
creation of nationalist movements, post-colonialism, according to Robert
Young, one of the subject’s most eminent scholars, ‘‘always operates as a
form of internationalism,’’ because nationalism is, in his view, inherently
oppressive, and new tri-continental (Asian/African/Latin American) states
that adopt European nationalist sensibilities and practices have internalized
the evils of the oppressor.3 I do not share this view, which robs the anticolonial nationalist movements of the power of judgment, and which, as I
argue at the end of the chapter, overlooks nationalism’s transcendence of its
European origins to become a global vehicle of collective identity.
Modern European colonialism took many forms, the principal ones being
settler colonialism, in which substantial numbers of Europeans established
permanent communities that became extensions of the homeland; penal
colonialism, where Europe’s dangerous classes were shipped off to distant
terrain (for example Australia); and exploitation colonialism, wherein the
natural resources and indigenous population of lands in the New World,
Africa, and Asia were harnessed in the service of the motherland or of a
private company licensed by the state (for example the British East India
Company). The exploitation of native labor, as well as the expropriation of
native lands, could occur in all three types of colonialism. The two phenomena were, at times, causally linked, in that expropriation could stimulate
the formation of a landless rural population, which then provided cheap
labor on plantations and in workshops and factories. On the other hand,
the two could develop separately; settlement-colonialism frequently
displaced the native from his land so that it might be worked by members of
the colonizers’ nationality.
It is tempting to classify Zionism as a form of settlement-colonialism, not
only because of the large numbers of Jews who immigrated to Palestine but
also because of the speed with which they indigenized, that is, became
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rooted in the land and came to think of it as their native land (as opposed
to an abstract, distant object of desire, a ‘‘holy land’’ or ‘‘land of their
ancestors’’ to which they would return in messianic days). In this regard the
Zionist Yishuv resembled the settlement of the Boers in South Africa or the
British colonists in early modern North America. Perhaps the most celebrated exponent of this view in the western world is the late Edward Said,
who in a stream of writings decried the Zionists’ eagerness to ally with the
great colonial powers and the rapidity with which they engulfed, and then
extruded, virtually the entire Palestinian nation.4 A far more nuanced
stance was adopted by the French scholar Maxine Rodinson in his
thoughtful long essay Israel: A Colonial-Settler State, published in 1973.
Rodinson displayed considerable sympathy with the Jews’ historic attachment
to the Land of Israel, and he believed that the aspiration to return to Zion
was not, in and of itself, tainted by colonialism. Nor did he identify Zionist
courting of the European powers with colonial ambition, since Arab
nationalists did exactly the same thing in order to realize their own political
aspirations. What made Zionism a form of settler-colonialism, in Rodinson’s
view, was the simple fact that Palestine was inhabited by an indigenous
people and colonized by a European one.5 Quoting the sociologist René
Maunier, Rodinson wrote that: ‘‘One can speak of colonization when there
is, and by the very fact that there is, occupation with domination: when there
is, and by the very fact that there is, emigration with legislation.’’6 That is,
Zionists immigrated to Palestine, dominated it, and then legitimated their
domination through legislation such as the Law of Return.
Rodinson contends that Zionism is a form of settler-colonialism but
observes that colonialism has run throughout the entirety of human history,
and so the only real difference between Zionism and past forms of European colonialism is its relative novelty. This argument is unassailable by
dint of its excessive breadth. The period between the birth of Zionism and
the birth of the state of Israel corresponded, more or less, to the era when
European colonial domination reached its zenith. It is thus not surprising
that the debate about Zionism’s relationship with colonialism centers
around its connections with or divergence from European practices of that
period.
Fin-de-siècle European colonialism was fostered by a colonizing state, a
key factor missing in the early Zionist movement. Until Israel’s establishment in 1948 the various international Zionist agencies and the Zionist
institutions of the Yishuv exercised highly limited authority over small portions
of Palestine. It is often claimed that, after the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire and the establishment of the British Mandate over Palestine, Britain
came to play the role of colonizing state. The British Mandatory regime
developed Palestine’s physical infrastructure, sanctioned mass Jewish immigration, and encouraged the development of Jewish autonomous political
and even military institutions.7 Clearly, without British support the Zionist
project would have died in the cradle. Yet Britain’s role was inconsistent,
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vacillating between promoting and throttling the Zionist project. Britain
was more a stepfather than a biological parent of the Jewish state. Thus
even critics of Zionism such as Daniel Boyarin and Gershon Shaﬁr have
acknowledged that the Zionist movement lacked a ‘‘mother country’’ and so
deﬁes simplistic association with European settlement-colonialism.8
There are apparent parallels between the Zionist movement’s nationbuilding practices and the exploitation and displacement models of colonial
practice. The former manifested itself in the heavy reliance upon Arab labor
in the Zionist plantation colonies and in certain urban industries. The level
of exploitation, however, was exceedingly modest; during the Mandate
period only about 5 percent of Palestine’s Arabs worked in the Jewish
sector, and their earnings made up only 7 percent of the Palestinian Arab
national product.9 Moreover, the use of Arab labor was not necessarily or
purely colonial, as throughout the Arab world in the early twentieth century
the development of capitalist agriculture tore peasants from their holdings
and sent them into agricultural wage labor. Both Arabs and Jews owned
citrus groves, and both employed Arab laborers on similar terms. The
argument that Zionism aspired from the start to displace the local population points to the Zionist national institutions’ assiduous purchase of Arabowned land and restrictive access to it to Jews alone. Indeed, there are many
documented cases, from the turn of the century through the 1930s, of
Jewish land purchases causing the displacement of Palestinian peasants, yet
the overall dimensions of the phenomenon are difﬁcult to determine, as is
the overall importance of displacement as opposed to other factors in the
movement of Palestinian laborers from the countryside to the cities during
the Mandate period.10
Critics of Zionism as a form of displacement colonialism not only point
to Jewish land purchases but also claim that from the time of Herzl onward
the Zionist movement intended to expel the native Palestinian population.
Until the intensiﬁcation of the Zionist–Palestinian conﬂict during the mid1930s, however, there was little discussion, public or private, of systematic
removal of Arabs from Jewish-owned land.11 A discourse of expulsion did
not develop even when Zionists explicitly invoked European nationality
conﬂicts as models for their own actions. (Thus, for example, in 1908 the
World Zionist Organization (WZO) planned to establish a publicly funded
colonization company along the lines of the Prussian Colonization Commission, which sought to strengthen the German presence in Prussian
Poland. Zionist bureaucrats blithely cited both the Prussian Commission’s
colonization of German settlers and Polish countermeasures, such as agricultural co-operatives to assist Polish freeholding peasants, as models of the
mobilization of public direction and expertise, on the one hand, and private
capital, on the other, for the public good.)12 The tumultuous events of the
years 1936–45 introduced an aggressive, militant tone into Zionist political
rhetoric, which did not shy away from a possible ‘‘transfer’’ of Palestinians.
But neither this rhetoric nor the mass expulsions that in fact did occur
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during the 1948 War can be assimilated within a colonialist analytical framework. The war was not a colonial uprising, but rather an existential conﬂict
between two nationalities.
Although the consequences of Zionist settlement up to World War II did
not assume the grand dimensions of European colonialism, the Zionist
project’s means and methods, its underlying sensibilities regarding Palestine
and its inhabitants, were shot through with colonial mentalities. Within a
few years of its founding in 1897, the WZO tried to assume the role of
a colonizing state. It overtly emulated European practices by establishing a
colonial bank, funding research and experimentation in tropical agriculture,
and supporting capitalist joint-stock companies that, like their counterparts
in the service of European imperialism, were hoped to yield, eventually, a
proﬁt to their shareholders. The instrumental rationality, bureaucratic
procedure, and expectation of sustained proﬁt that characterize modern
colonialism (and distinguish it from mere conquest) were all present in the
early Zionist project. The WZO’s attempts to take on the mantle of
the colonizing state, however, failed, primarily due to a lack of means.
Moreover, although the ofﬁcers of the WZO had few qualms about linking
their enterprise with European colonialism, their colonization schemes did
not call for the exploitation of native labor (as was the case in the African
colonial societies sponsored by the Zionist leader Otto Warburg, who hoped
to set up proﬁtable plantation colonies in Palestine but assumed that the
laborers would be Jewish).
Zionist discourse conformed in many ways to the colonialist and
Orientalist sensibilities of ﬁn-de-siècle European society. Zionism contained
a powerful mission civilisatrice to awaken the Middle East from what was
believed to be a narcotized Levantine torpor, to shatter the fossilized soil of
the Holy Land with European tools and technology. One of the most powerful motifs in Zionist thought, the desertiﬁcation of Palestine under Arab
and Turkish rule and the Zionist mission to make the desert bloom, was
shared by many Europeans, who attributed the naturally arid ecology of the
Middle East to human malfeasance. French colonialists claimed, for example,
that in antiquity Algeria had been the breadbasket of Rome but under
Berber rule had become barren and malarial.13 Moreover, Zionists, like
Europeans in general, both romanticized and scorned the Middle East’s
native peoples. Zionists exalted the Bedouin as the true son of the desert,
and some residents of the Yishuv, particularly students, laborers, and
guards, dressed in Arab fashion as an expression of their sense of return to
reclaim their ancient Middle Eastern patrimony. This sentimental idealization
of the noble savage, however, was overlaid by powerful feelings of moral
and material superiority. The Palestinian peasant was often perceived by
Zionists as an ignoble savage, uncouth and backward. The most benign
Zionist impulses to offer Arabs the fruits of western technology and to
present a model of bourgeois social relations were imbedded in a project
to control, direct, and regulate all affairs in the Land of Israel. This blend
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of feelings of familial afﬁnity and paternalist superiority was manifested in
the Zionist claim that the Palestinian Arabs, or ‘‘Arabs of the Land of
Israel,’’ as they were called, were the descendants of ancient Hebrews who
had been cut off from Jewish civilization and slowly devolved, preserving
shards of the ancient Hebrew customs and language.
Such views towards Arabs could be understood in terms of Mary Louise
Pratt’s concept of the ‘‘anti-conquest,’’ ‘‘strategies of representation whereby
European bourgeois subjects seek to secure their innocence in the very
moment that they assert European hegemony.’’14 Zionism certainly contained
Orientalist elements, and it constructed elaborate moral justiﬁcations for its
colonization project. At the same time, its discursive framework differed
from that of European overseas colonialism in intriguing ways, as, for
example, in its assertion of familial propinquity, however distant, with the
Arabs. As opposed to Joseph Conrad’s nightmarish vision of the corruption
of the white man who journeys into the heart of African darkness, Conrad’s
contemporary, the Hebrew writer Moshe Smilansky, presented Jewish contact with the Bedouin and Druze of Palestine as literally an ennobling
experience. In Smilansky’s writing, celebration of the Arab must be understood in terms not of western romanticization of the utterly alien noble but
rather of Russian depictions of the semi-Asiatic Caucasian Muslim as
intrinsically Russian.15 Of course, the Caucasian Muslim in imperial Russia
was, no less than the Palestinian Arab, a colonized ﬁgure; what interests us
here is the differing strategies of and justiﬁcations for domination.
Whereas the topos of the Arab as sexual object ﬁgured prominently in
Orientalist fantasy (the object was usually female but at times male, as
in André Gide’s novel The Immoralist), the sexualized Arab rarely ﬁgured in
literature or public speech as an object of Zionist desire.16 Although there
were surely romantic and sexual contacts between Jews and Arabs in early
twentieth-century Palestine (this subject requires serious exploration), the
issue of miscegenation, the source of such great anxiety and public debate in
French, Dutch, and German colonialism, scarcely rippled the waters of
Zionist discourse. In early twentieth-century Germany, female colonial
activists had to struggle for the legitimization of the woman as a colonizing
agent in the form of the settler’s wife (as opposed to the native concubine),
while in the Zionist movement and the Yishuv the Jewish woman was, from
the start, accorded a central role as wife and mother, and, indeed, the
socialist Zionist women’s movement’s struggle to replace that ideal-type
with the female pioneer laborer attests to the signiﬁcance and tenacity of the
former.17 Perhaps the difference between the two situations may be attributed
to the fact that German colonialism was primarily an exploitative venture, in
which men sought adventure and release from the conﬁnes of the domestic
sphere, whereas Zionism represented a form of settlement-colonialism, which,
as in North America, frequently involved families immigrating as a whole.
Our discussion thus far has focused on the Zionist movement’s relation
with Palestinian Arabs, with whom Zionists claimed a hazy afﬁnity while
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asserting their absolute cultural superiority. This claim of propinquity came
into much sharper focus when the Zionist leadership and intelligentsia,
which was overwhelmingly Ashkenazic, turned its attention to Jews of the
Middle East (Mizrahim). Zionists followed in the tracks of the Alliance
Israélite Universelle, a Paris-based organization that, in the last third of the
nineteenth century, established a network of schools for Jewish youth
throughout the Mashrek and Maghreb. As agents of French language and
culture in the Middle East, the teachers of the Alliance were suffused with a
mission civilisatrice very much in keeping with the cultural goals of French
colonialism.18 Ashkenazic Zionists, in turn, considered their Middle Eastern
brethren to be degenerate yet improvable ‘‘human material,’’ to employ the
commonly used term from the interwar period.19 Those who had been least
exposed to western inﬂuences (for example the Jews of Yemen) were seen as
petriﬁed exemplars of the ancient Hebrews (Galapagos Jews, as it were).
Precisely because they were believed to be true Orientals, however, Yemenite
Jews were also perceived as ‘‘natural laborers’’ who could compete successfully with Arabs, performing backbreaking agricultural work at low wages.
(With this goal in mind, in 1912 the WZO’s Palestine Ofﬁce recruited
Yemenite Jews to immigrate to Palestine; a contingent of them labored on
the lands of the Kinneret training farm, only to be summarily expelled in
1930 when the land was needed for new immigrants from Eastern
Europe.)20 On the other hand, the highly urbanized Jews of Iraq were perceived as degenerate because of their assimilation into Arab culture and
their advanced state of secularization. Thus during the early 1940s Histadrut
emissaries in Iraq conceived of the Jews in that land as requiring not only
physical rescue but also a physical and spiritual regeneration in the Land of
Israel.21 Throughout the Mandate period, American and European Zionists
active in a variety of social-welfare projects (for example the Hadassah
Medical Organization) conceived of Palestine’s Mizrahi Jews and Arabs
alike as socially and culturally backward and in need of the blessings of
western civilization.
It has become fashionable to claim that from the Zionist movement’s very
beginnings the Ashkenazic Zionist stance towards Middle Eastern Jews was
pronouncedly colonialist.22 As I will argue below, there is good reason to
make a claim for a colonialist policy by the Israeli state during the period of
the great immigration from the Mashrek and Maghreb. Before 1948, however,
Zionist institutions had limited abilities to command the fate of Jews in
Palestine, and virtually none in the rest of the world. To the extent that
colonialist elements suffused the Zionist movement’s position towards
Mizrahi Jews, these were more cultural than operational. It is certainly
possible to employ the term ‘‘colonial’’ to describe not merely physical
domination but also cultural hegemony, not governmentality but collective
mentality, but if we are to do so then we must be willing to apply this concept
to the historic status of European, and not only Mizrahi, Jews as a colonized
people. Only then can we understand why Zionism, even when espoused by
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an Ashkenazic elite and suffused with colonial motifs, represented the
ultimate phase of a European Jewish anti-colonial discourse that dated back
to the early nineteenth century.
In an essay on colonial practice in ﬁn-de-siècle French Indochina and the
Dutch East Indies, Ann Stoler writes of the profound anxiety caused to
colonial administrators by the phenomenon of miscegenation between
European males and native females. The offspring of such unions were said
to create an economic problem by producing an underclass of paupers, yet
the threat that these children posed to their colonial masters was clearly
cultural in nature. A child neglected by his European father but dutifully
raised by his native mother was said to have been abandoned, and thus
subject to government action, whereas the abandoned children of native
fathers were objects of neither concern nor tutelary policy. Children of
mixed unions were considered potentially improvable because of their European blood; in fact, if raised as wards of the state, they could form ‘‘the
bulwark of a future white settler population, acclimatized to the tropics but
loyal to the state.’’23 In Indochina and the East Indies French and Dutch
citizenship were granted to métis via an examination of the supplicants’
racial ﬁtness, mastery of the colonizer’s language and culture, and demonstrated commitment to leave behind the world into which they had been
born.
Stoler’s description of French and Dutch policies and attitudes towards
their colonial subjects can be easily mapped onto attitudes and policies
towards Jews in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. Emancipation
was granted on a quid pro quo basis. Cultural and economic regeneration –
that is, mastery of the host society’s language, the adoption of reigning
cultural mores, and a movement from the traditional practice of peddling to
livelihoods in crafts and agriculture – were considered either preconditions
for citizenship (as in the German states) or immediate and necessary outcomes
of the attainment of citizenship (as in France). For Jews in post-Napoleonic
Prussian Poland, as for Indo-Europeans in colonial southeast Asia, citizenship
was granted on a case-by-case basis, the result of a rigorous yet arbitrary
examination procedure. Proposals made in the late nineteenth century by
colonial ofﬁcials to establish agricultural colonies for the regeneration of the
Indo-European poor had their parallel in the era of enlightened absolutism,
when reformist bureaucrats in Prussia, Austria, and Russia championed,
and at times established, colonies to train Jews in productive labor.24
Much of the recent literature on the colonial encounter probes the complex
reaction of the colonized intelligentsia to the blandishments of the West, the
inability to achieve full acceptance, and the simultaneous desire to preserve
and transform indigenous cultures. Throughout Asia and Africa, intellectuals compensated for their economic and military inferiority vis-à-vis the
West by asserting the moral and spiritual superiority of the colonized nation
versus the powerful, but allegedly spiritually bankrupt, European powers.
For example, in India, Vivekananda’s Ramakrishna mission, founded in
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1897, refashioned Hinduism into a bulwark against the West, which allegedly
inculcated spiritual discipline into its adherents through yoga and meditation,
and stimulated national solidarity by preaching the necessity of social
action.25 Here, as well as in such diverse lands as Thailand (Siam), Meiji
Japan, and late Ottoman Egypt, the locus of collective identity was presented by intellectuals as found in the realms of culture, religion, and historical commemoration, which could lead to a puriﬁcation of contemporary
ways of thinking and a return to lost glory.
Moreover, colonized intellectuals in various lands claimed that the colonized
peoples’ material disadvantage was the result of their culture’s unjustiﬁed
and tragic rejection of science and technology, which had been essential
elements of the pristine sources of the indigenous culture (for example
Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism). Siam’s King Rama IV (1851–68) ascribed
opposition to scientiﬁc inquiry within Buddhism to pollution from Hinduism,
whereas in the predominantly Hindu Bengal early Indian nationalists located
the source of their technological decline in Islamic inﬂuences.26
King Rama’s distinction between Buddhism’s rich spiritual heritage and
the cold truths of western science, and his well-tempered statement that
each is necessary to human well-being, ﬁnd their Jewish-historical parallel
in the Haskalah, the Jewish variant of the European Enlightenment. One of
the Haskalah’s pioneering texts, Naphtali Hirsch Wessely’s Words of Peace
and Truth (1782–5), distinguishes between the ‘‘torah of God’’ and the
‘‘torah of man’’ and calls for a new appreciation of the latter in Jewish
education. Like Thai, Bengali, and Egyptian intellectuals in the late nineteenth century, Wessely and his fellow adherents of the late eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century Haskalah claimed that their religious culture was inherently open to scientiﬁc inquiry but had been tainted by superstition. Such
arguments were made by maskilim throughout Europe, yet they were particularly prevalent in the German lands, which were home to ideologically
rigorous movements for reform within Judaism and for the systematic study
of Jewish texts following the norms of western scholarship. In the ﬁrst half
of the 1800s, champions of Reform Judaism attributed the superstitions that
allegedly stunted the Jews’ worldly knowledge to baleful Christian inﬂuences, just as Asian intellectuals besmirched neighboring or competing religions. And, like colonized Asian intellectuals who used western methods to
study their civilizations’ classic texts, practitioners of the Wissenschaft des
Judentums, that is, the study of the Jewish lettered tradition outside the
pietist parameters of that tradition, adumbrated Asia’s colonized intelligentsia in their compensation for powerlessness by locating the essence of
Jewish civilization, and its justiﬁcation for continued existence, entirely in
the realm of spiritual and literary creativity. As Susannah Heschel has
argued in her study of Abraham Geiger, the founder of Liberal Judaism in
Germany, Geiger’s writings on the Pharisaic roots of Jesus’s teaching can be
interpreted ‘‘in [Edward] Said’s terms as a revolt of the colonized against
Christian hegemony.’’27 Geiger, like the mobilized, anti-colonial intellectual,
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turned a proud and deﬁant gaze towards the dominator, appropriating his
discourse not merely to refute claims to superiority but also to reverse the
dominator–dominated power relationship.
The division between body and spirit, between the physical and the
metaphysical, that was central to post-Cartesian Christian civilization had
worked its way into Jewish culture already in the seventeenth century, stimulating astronomical, medical, and (al)chemical inquiry. The Haskalah,
Reform Judaism, and the Wissenschaft des Judentums, however, contained a
revolutionary and totalizing agenda not found previously in the realms of
Jewish thought. The modernizing movements within Judaism claimed the
right to abrogate centuries of interpretive tradition and to base faith and
practice entirely on a rationalistic reading of ancient authoritative texts.
This transformation of Judaism was paralleled in early nineteenth-century
India by Rammohan Roy, who invented a laicized, rationalized Hinduism
that drew solely on the ancient Hindu scriptures, the Upanishads, and their
philosophic commentaries, the Vedanta.28
Abraham Geiger dismissed much of rabbinic Judaism as a lifeless husk
encasing Judaism’s biblical, monotheistic essence, and Leopold Zunz, the
greatest of the early exponents of secular Judaic scholarship, excavated the
literary riches of the Jewish past to demonstrate its superiority to contemporary arid talmudism. The Indian parallel to the work of these men, a
Wissenschaft des Hinduismus, if you will, came into its own in the 1870s
with the founding by Dayananda Saravati of the Arya Samaj. The Arya
Samaj saw in the Vedanta a ﬁxed, textual base for a rationalized Hindu
religion. The Arya Samaj presented ancient Vedic religion as monotheistic
and egalitarian, far superior to its degenerate Hindu successor, which had
allegedly been corrupted by polytheism and the introduction of the caste
system.29 Like the proponents of Jewish Wissenschaft, Hindu reformers
accepted western scholarly methods, for a rationalized religion depended
upon standardized, critical editions of sacred texts.
Among both Jews and Hindus, religious reform and textual scholarship
were part of a broad movement for cultural renewal, of which education
was an essential part. Like the maskilim in Europe, the Arya Samaj founded
schools to educate Indian children as an alternative to the schools of the
colonizer, in this case western missionaries. Cultural renewal also sought to
rearrange and stabilize gender relationships. According to Partha Chatterjee,
Bengali literature in the late nineteenth century contained a strong criticism
of the politically emasculated and feminized babu, or middle-class male.
Misogynistic discourse about women as seducers of and lords over men was
a projection of the babu’s fears of his own loss of traditional culture and
emasculation at the hand of the colonial state. The babu, then, had much in
common with the balabat, the Jewish householder, who was presented in classic
Yiddish literature as talkative but impotent, and dominated by bossy females.
Comparing Chatterjee with recent work by the Jewish historians Marion
Kaplan and Paula Hyman, we see both Jewish and Indian writers in the late
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nineteenth century accusing women of leaping to assimilate into the colonizers’ culture, thereby neglecting their duties as mothers of the nation and
preservers of religious ritual. These accusations were themselves yet another
form of projection, for among both Jews and Indians men comprised the
bulk of the vanguard undergoing assimilation. Women, largely conﬁned to
the home, maintained religious traditions within the intimate sphere of the
family while the observance of pubic ritual experienced decline.30
An essential component of early Indian and Jewish nationalism was a
defensive, secular historiography that posited the continuous existence of a
united people (what Benedict Anderson calls a ‘‘bound seriality’’),31 whose
fall from ancient glory was the result of random chance and human action,
not divine will. Traditional Hindu historiography, like the historical consciousness of biblical and rabbinic Judaism, interpreted the course of
human events as the result of divine providence, which rewarded and punished
the leaders of the faith and people according to their observance of the
divine way, be it dharma or halakhah. Although Jewish historical thinking
began to secularize in the sixteenth century, in the wake of the expulsion of
the Jews from Spain, Hindu scholars were accounting for the Muslim and
British conquests of India within this sacred-historical framework as late as
the mid-1800s. But in the 1870s Hindu historiography adopted modern
western conceptual norms, with the result being a body of writing in many
ways parallel to the great works of Jewish historical writing of the age.
Heinrich Graetz’s magisterial History of the Jews, like Tarnicharan Chattopadhyay’s History of India, blended staggering erudition with proto-nationalist apologetics. Both authors molded history by compartmentalizing it
into distinct periods, separated by particular events that became synecdoches for the nation as a whole. History moved from the periphery to the
center of consciousness; the nationalist project was presented as an act of
restoration as much as one of revolutionary transformation.32
The comparisons I am offering between the Jewish and Asian intelligentsia
might appear forced because, prior to the rise of Zionism, the former rarely
thought of themselves as colonized, but rather as members of a religious
minority. Even in Russia, where the status of Jews was hobbled by legal
restrictions and governmental policy was often steeped in Judeophobia,
maskilim believed themselves to be deeply rooted within their lands of residence and foresaw the day where in Russia, as in most of Central and
Western Europe, emancipation would transform Jews into enfranchised
citizens and capitalism would make them into prosperous burghers. The
sense of conﬁdence in the Jewish future was far greater still in most of
the Hapsburg Empire, the German states, and Western Europe. In an
environment suffused with such irenicism, one could argue, Jewish intellectuals
did not engage in colonial mimicry (to employ Homi Bhabha’s celebrated
concept);33 rather, they were no more or less European than their Christian
fellow countrymen. There was, however, a clearly apologetic, defensive
component in the Haskalah and Wissenschaft movements that differentiates
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them from their general European counterparts, the Enlightenment and
historicism. The popularization of scientiﬁc discourse in the Jewish press
was far more than an instrument of mass education through the dissemination of useful knowledge; it was seen as a vehicle for the collective
transformation of a people psychically stunted by talmudism. Jewish intellectuals in nineteenth-century Europe may have felt that time was on their
side, but they were nonetheless engaged in a vigorous campaign to refashion
Judaism, not merely to be accepted into European society, but also to protect
Jewish life from the blandishments of both Christianity and secularism, to
engage in a carefully thought-out process of imitation in order to prevent
assimilation. The material conditions of life for European Jews and Asians
differed greatly, as did the relations of power with the European hegemonic
powers, but the thought processes of Jewish and Asian intellectuals were
similar, including those that led to the development of nationalist ideologies.
It is no surprise, then, that aspects of Zionism resemble anti-colonial
national movements, although there were spectacular differences as well.
Partha Chatterjee has traced the transition in nineteenth-century Bengali
thought between the rationalist and universalist trends of Hindu reform
movements and the rejection of those trends late in the century by an antirational, mystical gloriﬁcation of the Indian national spirit. For example,
the lower-caste mystic Ramakrishna, who became the object of a cult in the
1880s, gloriﬁed the ‘‘ancient Hindu national ideal’’ of ecstatic asceticism.34
Ramakrishna’s emphasis on myth rather than rationality, and on myth’s
power to fuel nationalistic sentiment, found its counterpart in a major
stream of Zionist ideology, beginning with Micha Berdichevsky and ﬁnding
its most scholarly exponent in Gershom Scholem, who rejected the rationalism of the Wissenschaft des Judentums and embraced kabbalah as the
primary manifestation throughout the ages of Jewish vitalist spirit.
As the late Amos Funkenstein observed, the Zionist project was fueled by
two contradictory conceptions of human nature, romantic and materialist.
The former deﬁned man as ineffable, spontaneous spirit, and the latter
operated within grooves cut by economic laws, ‘‘stychic’’ social processes (to
use Ber Borochov’s terminology), and a search for ‘‘human material’’ to be
shaped by Zionist apparatchiks into a productive laboring nation.35 The
nationalization of the masses had to be rationally planned even when it
involved stoking irrational collective feeling. Thus anti-colonial movements,
and the post-colonial states that succeeded them, featured aspects of hyperrational, utopian planning while pooling reservoirs of tribal solidarity and
fury against the colonizer.
Consider the case of women’s suffrage, which was the subject of almost
two centuries of debate in the West and which only came to France and
Switzerland after World War II. As Sylvia Walby has noted, post-colonial
states have granted women the franchise at the time of the states’ establishment.
Political citizenship is granted to all adults at the time of state-creation as
an expression of a populist sentiment and a legitimization of the overthrow
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of non-representative colonial rule. As Chatterjee writes of India, nationalists
asserted that the entire people had been nationalized; that is, vested with a
distinct and unifying Indianness. The entire nation, having been feminized
by the colonial power, was to be emancipated in one fell swoop.36 This
conceptual framework is of beneﬁt for the study of Zionism, for it helps
account for the WZO’s early granting of voting rights to women (for the
second Zionist Congress of 1898, at a time when only New Zealand had
national female suffrage) and the passion with which all but ultra-Orthodox
members of the Yishuv advocated women’s suffrage after World War I.
State-building in the post-colonial world demands direction, planning,
and regulation. Chatterjee’s important essay on the role of planning and
technical expertise in modern Indian nationalism helps us to pinpoint the
point of departure between Zionism and anti-colonial movements, and
between Israel and post-colonial states.37 For Chatterjee, economic planning, like the woman’s suffrage mentioned above, is a form of state legitimization, through which the state appears to rise above individual interests
and promotes a Gramscian ‘‘passive revolution’’ in which modest reforms
are accomplished but pre-capitalist elites are not annihilated. Economic
planning is outside of the politics of the state but deeply imbricated with it.
For most Third World countries, India included, such planning has focused
primarily on industrialization, with agriculture more likely to be left to the
private sector.
The comparisons with the situation of the Jews in the twentieth century
are striking. For the Jews, there has been, even after the creation of the state
of Israel and certainly before it, no unifying state to orchestrate economic
development. Yet world Jewry has formed a unit more cohesive than an
ethnic group or stateless nationality. Thanks to their economic and philanthropic elite (often one and the same), Jews the world over have been joined
up into a quasi-polity, whose members, unlike those of a state, cannot be
conﬁdently tallied up and located in a particular space. Rather, this entity
resembles, to use another of Benedict Anderson’s terms, an ‘‘unbound seriality,’’ borderless but ﬁnite. Nor did twentieth-century Jewry have to contend with pre-capitalist elites cluttering up the developmental landscape.
Indeed, the Jews’ elites have been among the West’s princes of capitalism.
During the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, the Zionist movement
created a proto-state, in which planning was indeed a form of legitimization,
of imagining the nation by asserting the authority to set the course of the
nation-building enterprise. Like post-colonial states, the Zionist movement
and early state of Israel venerated technical expertise; the engineer, along
with the farmer and warrior, was part of the pantheon of Zionist heroes. In
Zionism, however, the position of the colonial state in Third World developmental nationalism was replaced by an opponent as amorphous and
unbounded as the Jews themselves: the diaspora, which had allegedly
distorted the healthy political, economic, and spiritual structures of ancient
Israel and had rendered the Jews dysfunctional.
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Because Jews have constituted an unbounded nation, Zionists were not
the only agents of Jewish social engineering in the last century. During the
formative decades of the Yishuv, a number of international Jewish philanthropic organizations, often better funded than the Zionists, attempted mass
colonization of Jews in lands as far ﬂung as Argentina and Ukraine. Zionism’s
developmental ethos and its program of massive Jewish social and economic
change appealed to Jewish philanthropies of virtually every stripe. Thus in
1929 non-Zionists in the United States were mobilized to serve Zionist
political goals through the expanded Jewish Agency for Palestine, while the
Yishuv’s material needs were attended to during the interwar period by
organizations such as the Palestine Economic Corporation, which received
much of its funding from the New York-based Joint Distribution Committee.
Both Zionists and the array of non-Zionist Jewish philanthropies shared an
eccentric developmental agenda that focused, unlike the case in post-colonial states, on agricultural rather than industrial planning. The reason for
this reversal was ostensibly because the Jews’ particular concentration in
urban occupations, particularly commerce, and the economic needs of the
sites of Jewish social engineering (for the Jewish Colonization Association,
the Argentinean pampas; for the Joint Distribution Committee, Crimea and
the Ukraine; for the Zionists, Palestine) demanded the creation of a class of
Jewish agriculturalists.
Much of the motivation behind the agrarian orientation of the agents of
Jewish social engineering, however, was ideological – apologetic, romantic,
or socialist. After all, contemporary Israel has become exactly what Revisionist Zionists, whose economic views differed sharply from not only
Labor Zionism but also most Jewish philanthropies, called for: an industrialized city-state that imports raw goods and cheap labor and exports
high-technology products. Thus the motives behind the Zionist project had
little in common with those of western settlement-colonialism but also did
not ﬁt well with the developmental world-view of post-colonial state-building.
Our discussion demonstrates that at a certain point comparisons between
Zionism, on the one hand, and colonialism or post-colonial states, on the
other, are no longer valuable except as tools for highlighting the eccentric,
distinctive qualities of the Zionist project on the world stage. Attempts to
force the Zionist project into Chatterjee’s theoretical framework of an anticolonial nationalism and post-colonial state yield valuable new ways of
perceiving Israel, yet ultimately they fall short, not only because of Zionism’s unique features, but also because Chatterjee fails to satisfactorily distinguish anti-colonial nationalism and post-colonial policy from their
European predecessors, which are, in fact, Zionism’s true parents.
Chatterjee’s desire to essentialize the colonized nation leads him to
juxtapose western, liberal politics, allegedly based on the mechanistic principals of majority rule and legitimized by atomized, individual voters, and
what he claims is the consensus-based politics of post-colonial states.38 In
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fact, a politics of consensus characterized many modern European states,
including Imperial Germany, in which the chancellor and cabinet were not
responsible to parliament, and the Italian kingdom, which was managed
through a constant process of give and take between members of a
minuscule political and economic elite. The failure of the international
Zionist movement or the Yishuv’s representative bodies during the interwar
period to function as paragons of representative democracy, therefore, does
not in any way remove the Zionist project from mainstream ﬁn-de-siècle
European statecraft, let alone the rough and tumble world of politics
among socialists and national minorities in Eastern Europe.
Chatterjee attempts to refute Anderson’s claim that the modern nation-state
is a western conceptual category that predetermined the form and content
of anti-colonial collective identities. Chatterjee posits a distinction between
western and post-colonial states, claiming that the former, having long
performed their national identities through the free exercise of power, have
been sufﬁciently secure in their identities as to leave the realms of education,
religion, and familial affairs to the private realm. Postcolonial states, on the
other hand, have been forced to make such area matters central to state
policy, for these had formed the core of the colonized people’s identity
during the period of struggle with the West.39 This distinction, of course,
has not historically existed; the modern state has been an increasingly
invasive entity from the days of absolutism through the era of social-welfare
states in the mid-twentieth century. Moreover, virtually all forms of European nationalism have stressed the cultural uniqueness of the people and
the obligation of the state, or, in the case of stateless peoples, the intelligentsia,
to preserve and promote the national culture.
Zionism’s mission civilisatrice was directed primarily at Jews, not the
indigenous Arabs of Palestine. It was not primarily a manifestation of a
colonial will to power; nor was it merely a response to centuries of gentile
criticisms of Jewish social and economic behavior. As a European nationalist
movement, Zionism could not help but have a powerful pedagogic and
developmental dynamic. In the late eighteenth century, German states
expected Jews to undergo, as the bureaucrat Christian Friedrich Wilhelm
von Dohm put it, ‘‘civil improvement,’’ but the same expectations were held
for other social groups considered to be unproductive. Hence the appearance in Germany in the 1780s of books with titles such as On the Civil
Improvement of Women and On the Civil Improvement of Monks. Similarly,
the demand upon the Jews in revolutionary France to undergo ‘‘regeneration’’ had at ﬁrst been applied to the people of France as a whole, as part of
the revolutionary project to forge a homogeneous French nation, language,
and culture.40 A century later, French Jewry’s ongoing efforts to fully
acculturate were paralleled by the Third Republic’s gradual transformation
of, to cite Eugene Weber’s memorable phrase, ‘‘peasants into Frenchmen.’’
The Zionist aim of transforming ‘‘Jews into Israelis’’ was unique not so
much in the project of nationalization as in its overwhelming difﬁculty, in
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that the nationalization of the Jews demanded the rapid and laborious
creation of its own preconditions, for example the presence of a population
in situ, a rudimentary national economy, and a body of indigenous folk
culture.
Chatterjee depicts the historian as the craftsman of the modern Indian
nation, but of course the same can be said of any land in nineteenth-century
Europe. Augustin Thierry and François Guizot in France, Johann Gustav
Droysen and Heinrich von Treitschke in Germany, Pasquale Villari and
Gioacchino Volpe in Italy, all claimed to engage in a scholarly enterprise,
based on a careful accumulation of evidence and free of prejudgments, yet
still compelled, in Villari’s words, not by ‘‘merely a scientiﬁc need, but a
moral duty’’ to demonstrate the historical roots of national uniﬁcation.41
(How rare was Benedeto Croce’s tart statement of 1916 that ‘‘the history of
Italy is not ancient or centuries old but recent, not outstanding but modest,
not radiant but labored.’’42 ) Zionist ideology was well served by the Jews’
unusually high level of textual production and by the long history of Jewish
communal autonomy, which provided Zionist historians such as Ben-Zion
Dinur ample evidence, reproduced in his multi-volume anthology Yisrael
Bagolah (Israel in Exile), that the Jewish collectivity had, throughout the
historic depth and geographic breadth of the diaspora, comprised a coherent national body, which, through Zionism, was merely fulﬁlling its longstanding and inevitable destiny. Although Villari’s object of study on the
other hand was a predominantly peasant culture, he, too, combed through
the past to locate manifestations of the united Volksgeist, although in his
case the evidence came largely from the realm of folk customs and lore.
The origins of modern European nationalism are steeped in controversy,
as classic views emphasizing the centrality of nationalist ideology, created
and disseminated by narrow intellectual elites, have been steadily replaced
by a focus on socioeconomic transformation, uneven economic development, and the reshaping of pre-existing collective identities as the prime
sources of popular nationalist sentiment. Nationalism may well have had
eighteenth-century manifestations outside of Europe, as Anderson has
argued of the socially frustrated and independent-minded ‘‘creole pioneers’’
of Latin America. Even within Europe nationalist sensibility could emerge
from what was essentially a political conﬂict between metropole and creoles,
as in Ireland at the time of the Act of Union, when Anglo-Irish landowners
claimed to be true Irishmen, the natural-born stewards of the indigenous
thralls. But it was precisely this sort of political conﬂict that stimulated the
European intelligentsia to formulate nationalist ideology as early as the
sixteenth century, and to frame the cult of national essence within issues of
cultural production. Thus in Elizabethan England the unparalleled beauty
of the English language and the unassailable virtue of English liberty were
totally intertwined.43 French nationalism, in turn, equated collective identity, morality, and culture, and featured a defensive ethos in which England
was perceived as the dominant enemy. German nationalism emerged as a
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response to French cultural and political hegemony during the Napoleonic
era, and so the chemical equation for a defensive nationalist ideology
spread eastward and southward throughout the European continent.
Scholars in post-colonial studies strive to divorce the politics of the
colonized from that of their colonizers. Chatterjee has devoted a dense, rich
monograph (Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative
Discourse?) to just this project, setting himself at the outset against the
classic work of Elie Kedourie, who pronounced nationality theory to have
been entirely, and uniquely, European in origin and to remain, in Chatterjee’s
words, ‘‘a prisoner of the European intellectual fashions,’’ incapable of
functioning as an autonomous discourse.44 Yet, with the powerful exception
of Mohandas Gandhi, the nationalist ideologues and political leaders who
ﬁll the pages of this book all espouse ideas with European equivalents, and,
at many times, European roots. Throughout the book, Chatterjee intimates
that the problematic of nationalism lies in bourgeois modernity as such, and
that anti-colonial nationalisms, even while challenging ‘‘the colonial claim to
political domination, . . . also accepted the very intellectual premises of ‘modernity’ upon which colonial domination was based.’’45 Dipesh Chakrabarty,
another post-colonial theorist working on modern India, ﬁnds that the only
way to escape from the tyranny of European thinking, or, as he puts it, to
‘‘provincialize Europe,’’ is to divest oneself of the nationalist project
altogether, and by extension from modern historicism, whose developmental
dynamic and homogenizing yet exclusivist forms of classiﬁcation manifest
themselves in and are sustained by nationalist sentiment. Chakrabarty
concedes, however, the improbability of his project. With a Derridean
ﬂourish, he writes:
the project of provincializing Europe must realize itself within its own
impossibility. . . . This is a history that will attempt the impossible: to
look towards its own death by tracing that which resists and escapes
the best human effort at translation across cultural and other semiotic
systems, so that the world may once again be imagined as radically
heterogeneous.46
Chakrabarty’s project is not only ‘‘impossible,’’ it is elitist, for it denies the
legitimacy of the self-consciousness of hundreds of millions of humans
across the globe. It is also naı̈ve for assuming that ‘‘radical heterogeneity’’ is
consonant with legitimacy and authenticity. And here we come to the core
of my argument. The fact that nationalism was a European cultural invention
does not delegitimize or subordinate extra-European nationalist movements
any more than modern mathematics in the West has been tainted by its
dependence on the medieval Islamic invention of algebra. As in math and
science, so too in the realms of philosophy and sensibility certain concepts
enter global circulation and become ﬁxtures in human consciousness. One
may reject the existence of universal truths or beliefs but acknowledge that
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substantial portions of humanity share certain conceptual categories and
employ similar methods for structuring reality and locating meaning. For
much of the population of the globe over the past century, nationalism has
functioned as an algebra of modernity, isolating and bringing to light the
factors of ethnic solidarity, and then initiating al-jabr, the reunion of broken
parts. Jews are but one of many dependent variables in this global equation,
to which Zionism is one of many possible solutions.
Thus far I have set Zionism against the background of colonialism, anticolonial movements, and post-colonial states. I have argued that Zionism is
not merely a subset of the ﬁrst and can, like the latter two, be simpliﬁed and
rendered largely congruent with European nationalism. Zionism was a product of the age of imperialism; its adherents shared a number of common
sensibilities with European advocates of colonial expansion in the Middle
East. Yet the movement was more than a form of colonial practice. Enmeshed in a matrix of religious sensibility, political ideology, and historic
circumstance, Zionism realized itself in the Middle East, an area chosen not
for its strategic value, natural resources, or productive capabilities, but
rather because of what Jews believed to be historic, religious, and cultural
ties to the area known to them as the Land of Israel. To be sure, Zionism’s
call for a persecuted religious minority to build a new society in a distant
land resembled the ideology of the Puritans, who spearheaded settler-colonialism in what would become the United States, but, whereas the Puritans
saw North America as a tabula rasa upon which a new Jerusalem could be
inscribed, Zionism was based in concepts of return, restoration and reinscription. The fact that these concepts were social constructions of a particular time and place (nineteenth-century Europe), that they represented a
profound rupture with traditional Jewish conceptions of the Land of Israel,
and that Jewish political and settlement activism assaulted the longstanding
Jewish discourse of eventual redemption in messianic time does not alter the
assumptions of continuity and the claims of return inherent in Zionist
ideology and sincerely held by its exponents. Finally, because Zionism’s
mission civilisatrice was directed almost entirely inward, to the Jews themselves, Zionism lacked the evangelical qualities of European colonialism in
North America, Asia, and Africa, where conversion of the heathen to
Christianity served as a justiﬁcation, consequence, and, at times, a cause of
colonial expansion.
Anti-colonialism’s emphasis on cultural renewal, akin to cultural
nationalism in nineteenth-century Poland, Bohemia, Ireland, and many
other European lands, had its Jewish equivalent in the Haskalah and
Wissenschaft des Judentums. These movements, which often denied Jewish
national distinctiveness, were not Zionist despite themselves, playing the
role of unwitting soldiers in a teleological march to full-blown nationalism.
The Haskalah and Wissenschaft des Judentums were necessary but hardly
sufﬁcient preconditions for Zionism. Without challenges to emancipation in
the West and brutal, state-sanctioned antisemitism in the East, Zionism
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would have been stillborn, just as, say, modern Thai nationalism would not
have developed from its mid-nineteenth-century Buddhist reformist roots
had France not seized lands traditionally under Siamese jurisdiction in the
Mekong River valley.
The Arab Revolt of the late 1930s transformed the Palestinian Arab in
the Zionist imagination from a natural part of the landscape into a coherent,
hostile political force, an enemy that would have to be vanquished in the
struggle to establish a Jewish state. During the 1948 War, hundreds of
thousands of Palestinian Arabs were compelled to leave their homes,
and after the war the Israeli state prevented the return of refugees, carried
out massive expropriations of Arab land, and subjected the Galilee’s Arabs
to harsh military rule. Palestine was but one of many places on the globe in
the mid-twentieth century where indigenous nationalities were expelled
in the wake of state-creation. (The partition of India led to the forced
migration of some 14 million souls. Ethnic cleansing and land conﬁscation/
redistribution were widely practiced in post-1945 Eastern European successor
states, and more than 10 million ethnic Germans were expelled from the
Soviet Union.) Thus the most controversial aspects of Israeli actions
towards Palestinians during the 1948 War and its aftermath were not
uniquely colonial. A colonial sensibility may, however, be detected in the
young Israeli state’s educational policies towards its Arab population, in
that a curriculum steeped in Hebrew literature, Jewish history, and Zionist
ideology was imposed on to the defeated native population. Moreover,
Israeli Palestinians, like other colonized peoples, responded by engaging in a
complex process of refraction and manipulation of the hegemonic culture
and political system (what Mary Louise Pratt has termed ‘‘transculturation’’),
leading to the creation of new forms of collective consciousness.
The early years of the Israeli state brought to the fore a rather different
form of Zionist colonial discourse, this time directed towards Jewish immigrants from the Middle East and North Africa. As mentioned above,
already during the Mandate period European and North American Zionist
leaders had looked upon the small Oriental Jewish community of Palestine
as culturally backward and had treated Middle Eastern Jews as a ready
source of manpower that could compete with cheap Arab labor. With the
mass immigration after 1949 of Jews from the Middle East and North
Africa, a new colonialist dimension was added to Ashkenazic hegemony
over and discrimination against Middle Eastern Jews. In the 1950s the
Ashkenazic governing elite invented ‘‘Oriental’’ (Mizrahi) Jews as a coherent
ethnic category; Jewish communities of diverse provenance, from Morocco
to Iran, were sewn into a single ethnic collective deﬁned solely by their origins in the lands of Islam.47 The colonialist aspect of this action lies in the
European colonial state’s historic practice of hardening and standardizing
borders, both territorial and ethnic. That is, just as the colonial state drew
borders that threw together historically antagonistic collectives into a single
polity, so it institutionalized difference between ethnic groups. As Mahmood
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Mamdani has written of the Rwandan genocide, although prior to Belgian
colonial rule cultural distinctions between Hutu and Tutsi certainly existed,
the Belgians exaggerated, hardened, and rendered those distinctions
impermeable through a construction of the Tutsi as racially distinct from
and superior to the Hutu, and thus worthy of a favorable educational policy
that groomed them for the colonial administrative elite. In the case of the
Mizrahi Jews, the Israeli Ashkenazic elite experimented with ethnic fusion
rather than ﬁssion, amalgamation rather than differentiation, but the result
was the same: the creation of an essentialized, naturalized Other. As Mamdani puts it,
[T]here is no middle ground, no continuum, between polarized identities.
Polarized identities give rise to a kind of political difference where you
must be either one or the other. You cannot partake of both. The
difference becomes binary, not simply in law but in political life. It
sustains no ambiguity.48
The last words of the quotation from Mamdani point to the limitation as
well as applicability of a colonial model to the Ashkenazic–Mizrahi dichotomy
in recent Israeli history. Although discrimination against Mizrahi Jews is
still a prominent feature of Israeli society, it has declined over time; and as
the uniform, statist political culture of David Ben-Gurion’s Israel has
collapsed into a bric-a-brac of separate subcultures, ethnic difference, not
only between Ashkenazic and Mizrahi Jews, but also within these blocks, is
ﬂourishing. More than a half-century of life in Israel has effectively
destroyed the Arab–Jewish culture of the Maghrebi/Mashreki diaspora but
has engendered new forms of Mizrahi political activism and cultural creativity. However problematic the position of ‘‘Mizrahiness’’ may continue to
be in Israel, the primary site of colonial discourse in contemporary Israel is
not south Tel Aviv, but the Occupied Territories, for after the 1967 war
Israel’s relationship with the Arab minority changed to a bona ﬁde form of
colonialism. The demographic balance between occupier and occupied tilted
increasingly towards the latter, Israel gained substantial economic proﬁt
from the Occupation, and its military and security forces brutally combated
Palestinian nationalism in a fashion similar to French rule in pre-Independence Algeria. Perhaps even more important, from the late 1970s onward
Jews were encouraged to move into the Occupied Territories as state-sponsored settlers, living as a minuscule minority of privileged colonists in areas
that remained, unlike post-1948 Israel, overwhelmingly Arab.
Israelis justiﬁed the conquest of eastern Jerusalem and the West Bank via
arguments about the religious and historical right of Jews to sovereignty
over their alleged ancient biblical patrimony. Moreover, the seizure of the
Sinai Peninsula, Gaza Strip, and the Golan Heights was attributed to bona
ﬁde security concerns. The act of conquest was arguably not motivated by a
desire to subjugate a people and expropriate its land, but the speed with
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which the Palestinian labor force and market became tools for Israeli
economic exploitation, the harshness of the Israeli military occupation, and
the sheer numbers of Arabs brought under Israeli control quickly created a
colonial regime in the Occupied Territories.49 Indeed, one could argue that
post-1967 Israel became not only a colonial state but also an imperial
one, the difference being that imperialist ideology, which emerged in late
nineteenth-century Europe, posited that the nation depended for its survival
upon territorial expansion and that empire was an indivisible extension of
the nation.50
Classic Zionism and its ideological underpinnings grew out of, yet
departed signiﬁcantly from, European high imperialism and the Orientalist
sensibilities that justiﬁed it. After 1967, however, Israel underwent a rapid
evolution into a colonial state. We would be well served, therefore, to consider the importance of ruptures as well as continuities within the fabric of
Israeli history when evaluating the relationship between Zionism and
colonialism. Similarly, we must be sensitive to Zionism’s multi-vocality, its
capacity (present in all nationalist ideologies) to function within discourses
of both power and powerlessness, national liberation and ethnic exclusion.
The blinkered passion that leads Jewish activists to identify Zionism as a
movement of national liberation and to whitewash its oppressive and racist
qualities ﬁnds its counterpart in the overwrought, almost campy tone of
anti-Israel discourse, within academia as well as outside of it. (For example,
Columbia University’s Joseph Massad, who brooks no comparison between
Zionism and Afro-Asian nationalisms, reduces the inﬁnitely varied aspirations of millions of individuals caught up in the Zionist project to an act of
sexual conquest intended to deﬂower the Holy Land, inseminate it with
western seed, and emasculate the Arab and Mizrahi Jew alike.)51 Surely
scholars can set an example for their students and the public by shunning
the use of the word ‘‘colonial’’ as universal pejorative akin to ‘‘fascism’’
during the heyday of the student movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Let us
understand colonialism to be no more or less than a form of power, and the
colonized as subjects of various forms of domination, without making facile
identiﬁcations between power relations and moral qualities. Let us approach
the questions ‘‘Is Zionism a colonial movement?’’ and ‘‘Is Israel a colonial
state?’’ as an invitation to serious reﬂection, open to all possibilities, carried
out according to the most stringent academic standards, albeit fraught with
implications that reach far beyond the walls of academia to other walls,
which run through the heart of Israel and Palestine.

6

Antisemites on Zionism
From indifference to obsession

In his classic Zionist manifesto The Jewish State (1896), Theodor Herzl
claimed that the ‘‘Jewish Question’’ was:
neither a social nor religious one, even if it at times takes on these or
other colorings. It is a national question, and in order to solve it, we
must make it into an international political question, which will be
managed through counsel with the civilized nations of the globe.1
Herzl believed that the antisemitism of his day contained certain elements
of what he called ‘‘legitimate self-defense,’’ for emancipated Jews were particularly well suited for commerce and the professions, thus creating ‘‘ﬁerce
competition’’ with bourgeois gentiles. Economic issues, however, were, in
Herzl’s view, epiphenomenal, for no matter how Jews earned their livelihood,
no matter how greatly they contributed to the wealth and welfare of the
lands in which they lived, they were decried as strangers and parasites. Thus
for Herzl, as for millions of Jews from his time to our own, Zionism has
appeared to be a rational response to an irrational and ineradicable form of
prejudice.
Herzl believed that antisemites themselves would appreciate the desirability
and feasibility of the Zionist project and would gladly help ensure a smooth
transfer of unwanted Jews from Europe to Palestine. In fact, however, most
antisemitic ideologues in ﬁn-de-siècle Europe were indifferent to or
dismissive of Zionism. Believing that Jews were incorrigibly dishonorable
and work-shy, antisemites considered Zionism to be at best an impracticable
fantasy, as Jews would not willingly leave the ﬂeshpots of the West to take
on the arduous task of rebuilding their ancient Oriental homeland. At
worst, Zionism was thought to represent yet another tentacle in the vast
Jewish conspiracy to extend ﬁnancial and political control over the entire
globe. Over the period 1880–1940, as antisemitism became a mobilizing, allembracing ideology in much of Europe, the latter view gained prominence,
although the process was gradual, uneven, and speciﬁc to certain countries.
Over the same period, the Arab world witnessed an eruption of anti-colonial
and nationalist sentiment, often directed against the Zionist project.
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Whereas Zionism was peripheral to European antisemitism, it was central
to Arab sensibilities about Judaism and Jews. In both environments antisemitism was a response to apparently inexplicable upheavals and an
expression of virulent ressentiment, yet the differing function of Zionism in
antisemitic discourse in Europe and the Middle East suggests the need to
draw a distinction between systemic intolerance, aggravated by socio-economic crisis, and political strife, driven by discrete events and policies. To
employ a medical metaphor – quite appropriate, since all forms of antisemitism are pathological – European antisemitism may be compared to a
psychosomatic illness, whereas its Arab counterpart more closely resembles
a toxic allergic reaction. The former originated in fantasy yet crippled the
entire body politic; the latter has been a debilitating, even fatal, response to
a genuine substance.
Whereas most of the literature on the relationship between antisemitism
and anti-Zionism focuses on contemporary developments, there is much to
be gained through a historical approach, through grasping underlying
assumptions and visceral feelings about Zionism when they were ﬁrst
expressed, before they were affected by contingencies and rapidly changing
events on the ground. Historical developments could either mitigate or
intensify anti-Jewish feeling. An example of the former would be the temporary
alliance between Zionism and Nazism in the guise of the Transfer Agreement
of the 1930s, which facilitated German-Jewish emigration to Palestine. The
power of events to deepen antisemitic grooves is demonstrated in the Arab
world, where Israel’s military victories in 1948, 1956, and 1967 generated a
tidal wave of anger and compelled a search for explanations for the Arabs’
ignominious defeat in the arcane realms of antisemitic fantasy. In the early
1900s, however, and particularly after the proclamation of the Balfour
Declaration in 1917 and the rapid growth of the Jewish National Home
thereafter, Zionism was a sufﬁciently powerful presence on the international
scene and within Palestine itself to command attention, without being so
inﬂuential that it had to be accorded de facto acceptance or utterly demonized.
This chapter focuses primarily on Europe, and it does so for two reasons:
I have some expertise in the area; and, despite the vast literature on the
history of European antisemitism, its conceptual stance vis-à-vis Zionism
has, surprisingly, not been properly elucidated. The discussion of Arab
antisemitism and anti-Zionism is briefer and more synthetic, but it is placed
within a comparative analytical framework whose novel features will, I
hope, stimulate experts in the modern Middle East to further, fuller reﬂection
on the subject.
Classic, nineteenth-century antisemitism identiﬁed the Jew with modern
capitalism and the rapid transformation of society and culture that came in
its wake. Ancient and medieval tropes of Jewish avarice, murderous hatred
of gentiles, and black-magical practices mutated into the modern stereotype
of an international Jewish conspiracy. Tellingly, the myth of a global Jewish
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ﬁnancial cabal ﬂourished among early socialist thinkers in France and
Germany during the 1840s, a decade of economic turmoil due in part to the
impact of industrialization on the peasants and artisans who constituted the
bulk of the population. The metonymic association between Jew and
capitalism, and by extension with modernity as such, was a driving force
behind late nineteenth-century political antisemitism, described appositely
by the German socialist leader August Bebel as ‘‘the socialism of the stupid
man.’’
Intriguingly, the discourse on Jewish restoration to Palestine, a discourse
that intensiﬁed with the writings of the former socialist Moses Hess in the
1860s and, of course, with the establishment of the Zionist movement in
the 1880s, attracted little sustained attention from antisemitic ideologues. To
be sure, one can ﬁnd scattered statements in writings on the ‘‘Jewish Question’’
dating back to the Enlightenment about shipping Jews out of Europe and
back to Palestine. Scholars have painstakingly accumulated such statements
by the likes of Johann Gottfried von Herder, Johann Gottlieb Fichte,
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Heinrich von Treitschke, and Adolph Stöcker,
among others, but they have failed to note that these utterances were merely
barbed quips or enraged outbursts, and rarely led to a sustained engagement with Zionism even after Theodor Herzl brought it on to the stage of
public opinion.
One apparent exception was the Hungarian antisemitic activist Gyözö
Istóczy, who is the subject of a recent biography by Andrew Handler,
provocatively titled An Early Blueprint for Zionism. Handler draws the title
from a speech of 1878 on ‘‘The Restoration of the Jewish State in Palestine’’
delivered by Istóczy from the ﬂoor of the Hungarian Diet of which he was
an elected member. Reﬂecting an anti-Russian and pro-Turkish sentiment as
much as an antisemitic world-view, Istóczy claimed that such a state would
revive ‘‘the enfeebled and backward East’’ by introducing Jewish wealth and
energy, ‘‘a vigorous, powerful and new element and an inﬂuential ingredient
of civilization.’’2 Istóczy offered few speciﬁcs as to how this plan would be
implemented, and subsequent to the speech Istóczy soon let the matter
drop, as it encountered strong disapproval from his fellow parliamentarians.
Thus this ‘‘early blueprint’’ for Zionism was, in fact, quite sketchy and faded
quickly. For the next twenty years, Istóczy pursued the usual antisemitic
agenda of attacking alleged Jewish domination in ﬁnance, commerce, and
journalism within Europe. It is true that in 1906 he began to speak in support
of the now-established political Zionist movement, but by 1911 he had lost
interest, largely due to the Young Turk government’s opposition to massive
Jewish immigration to Palestine.3
By and large, antisemitic ideologues of the ﬁn de siècle paid Zionism little
heed, and, when they did think about it, dismissed it as a trick perpetrated
by the agents of the international Jewish conspiracy. In the French journalist Edouard Drumont, perhaps the most successful antisemitic scribbler
of the period, we have the interesting case of an antisemite whose interest in
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Zionism waxed and waned, fading away altogether when Drumont decided
that Zionism did not stand a chance against its rivals, assimilationist and
plutocratic Jews, who also happened to be, in Drumont’s view, the greatest
threats to the world as a whole.
Drumont’s daily newspaper La Libre Parole greeted the First Zionist
Congress of 1897 with great fanfare. Apparently conﬁrming Herzl’s view
that antisemites and Zionists would ﬁnd a meeting of minds and form a
productive collaboration, the newspaper wrote, in its customary sneering
tone:
Not only does [La Libre Parole] offer, freely and enthusiastically,
publicity for the [Zionist] colonists, but if it were ever – an inconceivable thing – a question of money that caused the Jews to hesitate,
it takes upon itself the commitment to take up a subscription whose
immense success is not in doubt.4
Yet right from the start Drumont saw a snake in the Zionist garden, Jewish
‘‘haute banque,’’ that cabal of powerful Jewish ﬁnanciers whose economic
interests depended on the maintenance of a vast global Jewish network and
would thus be harmed by the mass movement of Jews to Palestine.5
A decade later, as the Zionist movement appeared to shake off the
lethargy that had gripped the movement since Herzl’s death in 1904,
Drumont devoted considerable energy to drumming up antisemitic support
for Zionism. At the time of the Eighth Zionist Congress in 1907, Drumont
wrote that Zionism represented the ‘‘future of the Jewish Question and,
consequently, the future of humanity as a whole.’’ Were the Jews removed
from Europe to Palestine, ‘‘this Jewish Question, which . . . dominates all
human affairs, including the Social Question, would be resolved, at least for
the time being, and the world would ﬁnally know a period of calm and
relative security.’’ Drumont even expressed admiration for Zionists, whom
he contrasted favorably with their opponents:
The Jew who aspires to reconstitute a homeland is worthy of esteem.
The Jew who destroys the homeland of others is worthy of every kind
of scorn. The Jew who wants to have a ﬂag and a religion is a virtuous
Jew, and we will never proffer against him any hurtful word. . . . We
have therefore all sorts of reasons to prefer the Zionist Jews over those
arrogant Hebrews who aspire not only to involve themselves in our
affairs but also to impose their ideas and their will upon us, who treat
us in our own homeland as representatives of an inferior race, as
vanquished and pariahs.6
Drumont and his contributing journalists consistently praised Herzl, and
especially Max Nordau, for his ﬁery and unapologetic Jewish nationalism, while they pilloried the principled assimilationism of French-Jewish
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notables such as Joseph Reinach and Emile Cahen, editor of Les Archives
israélites.
By 1913, however, Drumont had changed his tune. On the eve of the
Eleventh Zionist Congress, Drumont warned darkly that ‘‘this conference
will probably be the last, and this racket will have sounded Zionism’s deathknell.’’7 Reproducing verbatim large sections from his 1907 articles on the
subject, Drumont added a new twist: The ‘‘great Jews’’ Herzl and Nordau
have been vanquished by the combined forces of assimilationists and Jewish
high ﬁnance. Drumont accused the former of shifting the WZO’s focus away
from international diplomacy, aimed at obtaining a Jewish homeland
secured by public law, and enmeshing the movement in Gegenwartsarbeit,
political and cultural activity in the diaspora. Even worse, according to
Drumont, was the work of ‘‘the great Jews, the aristocrats of banking,’’
who, like Maurice de Hirsch, had always been hostile to Zionism, and who
had now created Territorialism:
It is no longer a matter of reconstituting in Palestine or elsewhere a
Jewish nation having its land, its ﬂag and its religion, but only of
creating Jewish colonies for the use of poor and miserable Jews who
would go establish themselves in distant territories. During this time,
the ambitious Jews, having pushed from view their shabby brethren,
would enjoy, more than ever, the unquestioned authority and enormous power that they wield in the country where, as in France, they
have become the masters and the rulers.8
It matters little that Drumont was wrong on both points – both Gegenwartsarbeit and Territorialism developed from within the heart of the Zionist
movement – rather, the key here is that Drumont placed the contest
between Zionism and its enemies within sturdy and venerable antisemitic
frameworks of conspiracy led by Jewish plutocrats and cultural domination
by assimilated Jewish intellectuals. Drumont’s views on Zionism were not
inﬂuenced by, nor did they inﬂuence, his general antisemitic world-view.
Drumont was willing to endorse Zionism if it appeared to conﬁrm his preexisting views that Jewish nationhood was ineradicable, but at the blink of
an eye he was quite willing to disown it, especially since on the eve of and
during World War I Zionist goals increasingly appeared to conﬂict with
French imperial interests and the sensibilities of Roman Catholics in the
Middle East.9
As we expand our chronological horizon into the twentieth century, it
appears that in France, Zionism, although occasionally applauded or derided,
appears to have been peripheral to the antisemitic imagination. Adulatory
literature written in France about Drumont in the decades following his
death – literature that includes generous extracts from his work – does not
make so much as a mention of Zionism. Such writing does, however, faithfully reproduce Drumont’s own idées ﬁxes about Jewish responsibility for
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the corruption, social upheaval, and ﬁnancial scandals that were making life
hell for the little man.10 More important, during France’s darkest and most
shameful hours in World War II the Vichy regime devoted little time and
effort to the issue of Zionism, and when the matter did come up attitudes were
instrumental, based on the needs of the moment. In 1943, when a German
victory no longer seemed assured and the mass deportations of Jews were
provoking considerable discontent in France, the Vichy regime toyed with
pro-Zionist proposals to facilitate mass Jewish emigration to Palestine and
endorse the creation of a Jewish state. Unlike the Nazis, who had come out
clearly against Jewish statehood at the time of the Partition Controversy of
1937 and put an end to Jewish emigration to Palestine in 1940 as part of the
transition from a policy of mass expulsion to one of genocide, Vichy leaders,
admittedly steeped in antisemitic yearnings to rid France of the Jews, were
willing to ponder what the chief of Marshal Pétain’s civilian staff called ‘‘the
only truly effectual solution [to the Jewish Question] that is both completely
humane and Christian.’’11
Similarly, Italian fascism adopted an instrumental approach to Zionism,
opposing it when it clashed with Catholic interests or appeared to be a tool
of British expansionism in the eastern Mediterranean, and embracing it
when it was thought that Zionists might sever their alliance with Britain
and turn to Italy as their protector. This ﬂexibility reﬂected the ambiguous
legacy of Italian antisemitism in the post-uniﬁcation era. On the one hand,
Italian Catholicism could espouse no less ﬁerce an antisemitism than its
French counterpart, as seen in the stridently Judeophobic Vatican periodical La Civiltà cattolica, which argued that the Jewish religion was corrupt, materialistic, and long superseded by Christianity, and that the Jews
comprised
[a]n ambiguous nation, because, at the same time, it [the Jewish
community] is the same and the Other, as the other nations of the
world where they have settled: [they are] Jewish Italians, French, Germans, English, Americans, Rumanians, and Poles, that is to say, the
Jews enjoy dual nationality. It seems that they carry ‘‘a harvest of’’
advantages to the country where they sit, and that the country will
reap these advantages, their ﬁnancial skills and intelligence. But these
advantages are, directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously,
used methodically to get the upper hand and secure power for the
Jewish nation, controlling high ﬁnance so that more or less veiled,
they will control everybody.12
Nonetheless, due to the relative strength of the secular Italian state vis-à-vis
the vanquished Church, antisemitism did not become a political force in the
early twentieth century. The Italian kingdom, with its Jewish cabinet
ministers, mayors and prime minister, was a country with many Dreyfuses
yet no Dreyfus Affair.
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Ironically, the relative weakness of political antisemitism in early twentiethcentury Italy made possible a more serious and pragmatic engagement with
Zionism than was the case in France, where Zionism’s political program was
engulfed by the antisemitic fog generated by the Dreyfus Affair. Accordingly, during the early years of Mussolini’s rule there were numerous meetings between Mussolini and the leaders of Italian and international
Zionism, and, although in the late 1920s Mussolini unhesitatingly turned
against Zionism in order to satisfy the interests of the Vatican, with which
he negotiated a Concordat in 1929, in the early 1930s Mussolini once again
announced a favorable stance towards Zionism, inviting the WZO to convene
in Italy and hoping (rather improbably) that pro-Italian Jewish immigrants to
Palestine could gain sufﬁcient inﬂuence to overturn the British Mandate.13
In Germany, by contrast, from the 1870s onward antisemites were wont
to judge Zionism more harshly, as a manifestation of ongoing global Jewish
chicanery. Wilhelm Marr, who is credited with coining the term ‘‘antisemitism’’
in the late 1870s, wrote here and there throughout the 1880s about shipping
all of Europe’s Jews to Palestine, where they could put their boundless
energy and resources to work in creating a model polity, a Musterstaat. Yet
this relatively sanguine attitude did not survive the passage of time, as
Marr’s antisemitic world-view grew ever darker and more bitter. Marr wrote
at the time of the First Zionist Congress of 1897 that ‘‘the entire matter is a
foul Jewish swindle, in order to divert the attention of the European peoples
from the Jewish problem.’’14 Marr did not elaborate on his opposition to
Zionism, for, as with Drumont and the other antisemites we have analyzed
thus far, Zionism was far from central to Marr’s concerns.
The logical connection between conspiratorial antisemitism and an
adamant rejection of Zionism may be found in the work of Marr’s contemporary Eugen Dühring, author of what was perhaps the most relentlessly brutal antisemitic tract of the late nineteenth century, The Jewish
Question as a Question of Racial Noxiousness for the Existence, Morals and
Culture of Nations (1881). This book, which went through six editions up to
1930, offers an opportunity to observe how an acutely intelligent but
deranged individual responded to Zionism as the movement gained prominence from the 1880s through the end of World War I. We see that it was
precisely the depth of Dühring’s antisemitism that prevented him from
taking Zionism seriously and considering it outside of the prepackaged
framework of a Jewish ﬁnancial and cultural stranglehold over all of
Europe. In the 1892 edition, Dühring devotes over seventy pages to elaborately detailed ‘‘solutions’’ to the Jewish Problem – solutions including
reducing the numbers of Jews in, or barring them altogether from, the civil
service, professions, journalism, and teaching; and laying punitive taxes on
Jewish-owned banks and other enterprises. In short, Dühring advocates the
de-emancipation of European Jewry. Claiming that the Jews are racially
incorrigible, Dühring dismisses Zionism in a couple of paragraphs, beginning
with the following observation:
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Moreover I do not believe that the Jews, if they were to really unite in
a territory, be it a Jewish colony in Palestine or some other settlement,
would be prevented from renewing their obtrusive nomadism.
Nomadism is their world-historical natural condition. Without it and
alone among themselves they would eat one another alive, for other
peoples would not be among them. Such a thing as a Jewish state
would mean the destruction of the Jews by the Jews.15
Thus Jews would always prefer, Dühring goes on to argue, living under the
most oppressive conditions among gentiles rather than among their own kind.
As Dühring aged, his language grew ever more bilious and threatening.
In the posthumously published 1930 edition of the work, incorporating
changes and additions made by the author ten years before, Dühring
claimed that throughout history no political force had been able to contain
the Jewish menace. The Roman conquest of Palestine merely spread the
Jewish disease into the diaspora, expulsion decrees in medieval Europe were
ineffective, and ghettoization served only to strengthen Jewish solidarity. In
turn, today’s Zionists sought to dupe honest Europeans, who would like to
see the Jews leave for Palestine, by selling them shares in various Zionist
enterprises, all designed to enrich their Jewish directors. Moreover, a Jewish
state, even if one were to be established, would only accentuate Jewish
power; the Jewish snake that encircled the globe would now have a head:
This would entail pushing history back, thereby making necessary
something like a second Roman clearing action. It would mean
going back to the beginning, where the matter would be brought to an
end in an entirely different and far more comprehensive sense. (Es
hiesse zum Anfang zurückzukehren, wo in einem ganz andern und weit
durchgreifenderen Sinne ein Ende zu machen ist.)16
A chilling, and prescient, threat indeed, yet one made in passing, via a few
sentences, after which Dühring returns to his favorite themes of Jewish
control over most aspects of politics, economics, and culture in the western
world.
The signiﬁcance of Dühring’s text lies not only in what he says but also in
the popularity and durability of his book and the apparently paradoxical
combination of a lack of serious interest in Zionism and a blanket condemnation of it. One encounters a similar case in the writings of Theodor
Fritsch, whose Antisemites’ Catechism, also published under the title Handbook of the Jewish Problem, went through thirty-six editions and a total
print run of 155,000 copies between 1886, when it ﬁrst appeared, and 1934,
a year after Fritsch’s death.
Although the book was expanded considerably over time, its basic structure
remained intact. First came an overview of the allegedly noxious role played
by Jews throughout history from antiquity to the present, then a chapter of
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citations from contemporary Jewish writers attesting to the Jews’ status as a
separate nationality, followed by a chapter on the Jewish presence in malevolent secret societies. First and foremost among them were the Alliance
Israélite Universelle (in fact, a philanthropic, educational and lobbying
organization established in Paris in 1860) and the Russian kahal, an imaginary network of Russian-Jewish communities, as dreamed up by the Russian
convert Iakov Brafman in a notorious book of 1868. The 1907 edition of
Fritsch’s book does not even mention Zionism in its chapter on Jewish
secret societies, although the Anglo-Jewish Association (whose purview was
similar to that of the Alliance) is singled out for condemnation, along with
that venerable object of antisemitic fantasy Freemasonry. In the chapter of
statements by Jews claiming a unique national identity, most of the statements are from anti-Zionists, such as the Viennese Orthodox rabbi Leopold
Kohn, or individuals who were or may have been Zionists but are not
identiﬁed as such (for example the American rabbi Bernhardt Felsenthal).
There is abundant, albeit wildly inaccurate, analysis of the socio-economic
situation and political life of the Jews in Germany’s neighboring lands, but
no treatment of the Zionist movement, its diplomatic activities, or events on
the ground in Palestine.17
In the 1934 edition, the chapter on ‘‘Jewish Organizations and Parties’’
expanded to include material on a vast array of Jewish political bodies, and
Zionism ﬁnally received its own subsection, but it only amounted to two
pages out of more than 500 in the book, and ‘‘Zionism’’ does not appear in
the otherwise exhaustive index. Fritsch induces a frisson of fear as he details
the evil deeds of the shadowy Russian-Jewish kahal or the omnipotent
Alliance, ‘‘the central node for the realization of all Jewish special interests,
implementing on any occasion the power of the whole of Jewry,’’ and which
has been responsible for everything from agitation on behalf of Captain
Alfred Dreyfus to rallies for the condemned Italian-American anarchists
Sacco and Vanzetti. Zionism, on the other hand, is dismissed out of hand:
Herzl and Nordau were frauds, lacking in imagination or ability; and the
Zionist project would have been stillborn had it not been for wartime
collusion between the British government and the Rothschilds, by which a
promise of a Jewish National Home in Palestine was made in return for
international Jewish assistance to defeat Germany. Intriguingly, Fritsch does
not credit the Zionists with the power and inﬂuence that one might expect
from a virulent antisemite. Fritsch focuses instead on the British, who, he
claims, have no intention of allowing a Jewish state to be set up in Palestine,
as it would conﬂict with their imperial interests. Besides, Palestine is too
small and its economy too undeveloped to accommodate large numbers of
Jews, and the current Jewish community in Palestine is mostly urban, and
hence no less corrupt and parasitical than its diaspora counterpart. The
only good thing about Zionism, concludes Fritsch, is that it has ‘‘transformed
previously in large measure inactive and apolitical Arabs into convinced
opponents of the Jews.’’18
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Like any antisemitic ideologue, Dühring and Fritsch had to simultaneously fabricate falsehood and deny reality. Not only did they demonize
Zionist international diplomatic and fundraising activity, they also ignored
the growth of the Jewish National Home, which was rooted in notions of
Jewish bodily and cultural renewal. Like ultraviolet light, invisible to the
naked eye, many aspects of the Zionist project simply could not be perceived within the optical ﬁeld of antisemitism. One encounters precisely this
sort of conceptual blindness in the somewhat more genteel, but no more
palatable, tome by Houston Stewart Chamberlain, The Foundations of the
Nineteenth Century (1899). In the midst of a massive (and highly negative)
historical analysis of Judaism and Jews comes a remarkable observation
that the Hebrew language died out 400 years before Christ. (Apparently
Chamberlain knew nothing about rabbinic literature.) Moreover,
Its adoption many centuries later was artiﬁcial and with the object of
separating the Jews from their hosts in Europe. . . . The absolute lack
of feeling for language among the Jews today is explained by the fact
that they are at home in no language – for a dead language cannot
receive new life by command – and the Hebrew idiom is as much
abused by them as any other.19
Thus when a Jew speaks Hebrew he does not speak Hebrew, just as a
laboring Jew in a Palestinian vineyard does not truly labor. For these antisemites, Zionism is nothing but smoke and mirrors, and the only appropriate response is to conjure it away.
An association between Zionism and Jewish criminality became central to
Nazi ideology, pioneered by Alfred Rosenberg, who claimed in 1922 that
Zionism was an anti-German movement that drew support from reactionary capitalists (the Rothschilds) and Communists (‘‘Jewish’’ Bolsheviks)
alike. Drawing on Rosenberg and Dühring, Adolf Hitler, writing in Mein
Kampf, would claim that Jews had no intention or ability to construct a
legitimate state in Palestine, but rather wished to make it into a clearing
house for their international economic swindling operations. ‘‘[E]ndowed
with sovereign rights and removed from the intervention of other states,’’ a
Jewish state would become ‘‘a haven for convicted scoundrels and a university for budding crooks.’’20 (Thus the intellectual pedigree of the notorious contemporary Holocaust denier Ernst Zundel’s characterization of
Israel as ‘‘a gangster enclave in the Middle East.’’)21
Even in Nazi ideology, however, Zionism was little more than an addendum to a well-worn diatribe against international Jewish political machinations and inveterate malevolence. The presence of the Zionist movement did
not substantively add to or detract from pre-existing modes of antisemitic sensibility. The conceptual irrelevance of Zionism behind modern European antisemitism is demonstrated all the more clearly by the most signiﬁcant text in the
history of twentieth-century antisemitism, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.
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The precise authorship of the Protocols remains obscure, but scholars
concur that the work was written by agents of the Russian secret police in
Paris at the turn of the last century. The Protocols were the most notorious
expression of Jewish conspiracy theory, which originated among opponents
of the Enlightenment and French Revolution. Speciﬁcally, the Protocols
were inspired by Hermann Goedsche’s novel Biarritz (1868), a section of
which depicts the assembly of a Jewish cabal at a Prague cemetery. Much of
the Protocols’ text, however, was plagiarized from a second, wholly innocuous
work, Maurice Joly’s A Dialogue in Hell (1864), which employed a ﬁctional
dialogue between the philosophers Machiavelli and Montesquieu in order to
satirize the authoritarian rule of the French emperor Napoleon III. The
authors of the Protocols lifted many of Machiavelli’s speeches verbatim and
put them into the mouths of Jewish conspirators. Yet the authors of the
Protocols transmuted Joly’s text while plagiarizing it, in that Joly presented
Machiavelli as a cynical realist, whereas the Protocols depict the Jews as the
embodiment of preternatural, all-consuming evil.22
Antisemitism in ﬁn-de-siècle western and central Europe could be a form
of lower-middle-class protest; in Germany and Austria, it took the form of
‘‘Christian Socialism’’ and nourished the populist demagoguery of Vienna’s
mayor Karl Lueger. In Russia, on the other hand, antisemitism was often
reactionary, a rejection of modernity in any form and a paean to rigid
hierarchical rule by a hereditary nobility. These sentiments pervade the
Protocols, which were written primarily in order to sabotage Russia’s halting
moves towards economic modernization by associating liberalization with
Jewish conspiracy. The link between Russia, reaction, and the Protocols was
strengthened by their publication in St. Petersburg in 1903. The Protocols
were disseminated throughout Russia by members of the ultra-rightist Black
Hundreds, and Tsar Nicholas and Tsarina Alexandra commanded that
Orthodox priests declaim the Protocols in the churches of Moscow.23
In its early editions a variety of origins were attributed to the Protocols,
and only after World War I do we see a popularization and routinization of
the claim that they transcribe deliberations from the First Zionist Congress.
The references to Herzl and the Congress come at the very beginning of the
texts, and nothing in the text of the Protocols itself touches upon Zionism,
although the Protocols were forged at the time of the beginnings of political
Zionism in the late 1890s. Signiﬁcantly, in editions of the Protocols issued
before 1917 the international Jewish body referred to most often as generating the text is the Alliance. (A spectacular, but anomalous exception was
the work of the Russian reactionary Paquita de Shishmareff, who, writing
under the pseudonym L. Fry, claimed that the Zionist intellectual Ahad Ha-Am
had penned the Protocols.)24 Just as the internationalist dimension of the
Alliance’s name and activities stoked the antisemitic imagination of the ﬁn
de siècle, so could the increased visibility of the Zionist movement in the
wake of the Balfour Declaration and establishment of the British Mandate
over Palestine encourage antisemites to interpret the Basel Congress as,
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citing Norman Cohn, ‘‘a giant stride towards Jewish world-domination.’’25
But the actual Zionist program, enunciated at Basel in 1897 and legitimized
in part by the British in 1917 and 1920, of creating a Jewish National Home
in Palestine is overlooked in the interwar editions of the Protocols. Even the
notorious paraphrase of the Protocols serialized in Henry Ford’s Dearborn
Independent in 1920, which claims that the Sixth Zionist Congress predicted
the outbreak of world war and that the Zionist movement represents the tip
of an iceberg of international Jewish power, only engages issues relating to
Jewish political activity in interwar Europe, speciﬁcally the minority rights
treaties, which allegedly singled Jews out for favorable treatment.26
To sum up, Zionism did not exist as a discrete phenomenon in the minds
of European antisemites during the half-century prior to the Holocaust. It
was merely a placeholder for a host of conspiratorial fantasies that were
rooted deep in the nineteenth century and in a search for an identiﬁable
agent responsible for the bewildering social and political transformations
sweeping Europe like a storm. Jews were of course only occasional representatives, rather than creators or agents, of these processes, as the antisemite’s Jew was little more than a reﬂection and reiﬁcation of European
society itself. Granted, although European antisemitism was riddled with
contradictions and highly irrational, it was not wholly illogical. It attributed
to the Jew only selected attributes of the human psyche, such as arrogance,
cupidity, and a thirst for power. The antisemite’s Jew was not stupid, brutish,
or enslaved to passion. Bridging the clashing stereotypes of the Jewish
capitalist and Communist was an underlying and unifying reality: the Jews’
historic prominence in the economy’s distributive sector and as agents of
economic change. Even so, the visibility of Jews in commerce and the medical
and legal professions was a symptom, not a cause, of a capitalist economic
order with a meritocratic impetus and a permeable elite. The ‘‘Jewish
Question’’ in modern Europe did not amount to anything more than a
deceptively tangible avatar of the ‘‘social question.’’ Zionism as an ideology
and political movement did not impinge upon the lives of Europeans as did
other forces associated with Jews, such as capitalism, Bolshevism, or
cultural modernism.
The function of Zionism in modern Arab antisemitism is radically
different from its European counterpart. Simply put, whereas European
antisemites regarded Zionism as a manifestation of Judaism, in the Middle
East Jews and Judaism have, for the past century or more, been deﬁned in
terms of Zionism. We may take as a starting point the argument made in
1978 by Yehoshafat Harkabi, an Israeli scholar of the modern Arab world
and Israeli security policy, that Arab antisemitism was the product of a
speciﬁc political conﬂict – the century-long struggle with the Zionist movement, the Yishuv (pre-state Jewish community in Palestine) and the state of
Israel – as opposed to the Islamic religious tradition as such or a fundamental inability of Islamic lands to tolerate Jews in their midst.27 In an
earlier work, Harkabi had documented at considerable length the extent of
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Judeophobic fantasy in the Arab world, and he made no effort now to deny
or belittle the ﬁndings from his previous research.28 But Harkabi came to
question the value of cataloging hostile statements about Israel or Jews
without taking into account the historical circumstances in which they
emerged or noting, as one could see during the era of the Camp David
Peace Accords, that the same government directives that stoked antisemitic
rhetoric could also staunch it, and that Arab attitudes towards Israel were
shaped as much by speciﬁc Israeli policies and actions as by inherited,
pervasive antisemitic stereotypes.
Harkabi’s argument and my own here are not to be confused with that of
post-1948 Arab propagandists who have presented the history of the Jews in
the lands of Islam as uniformly stable and prosperous, blessed by Islam’s
enlightened and tolerant attitude towards its protected minorities, an attitude overturned solely by the injustices and cruelties against Arabs perpetrated by the state of Israel.29 Obviously, the fate of Jews in dar al-Islam has
been often an unhappy one, molded in part by the Judeophobic motifs that
are imbedded in Islam’s foundational texts. In addition to the Koran’s many
polemical comments about Jews and its accounts of Jewish treachery
against Mohammed, a traditional biography of Mohammed attributes his
death to poisoning by a Jewish woman, and an equally venerable historical
text claims that Shi’ism, which sundered Islamic unity, was instigated by a
Yemenite Jew.30 Such texts, however, mean little when not considered in the
context of medieval Jewish life in the lands of Islam, where despite constant
discrimination the Jews lived in greater security, and were far less often the
subject of chimeric fantasy, than in Europe, where persecutions and expulsions of Jews often followed accusations of ritual murder, desecration of the
sacred host, and consorting with the Devil. As Mark Cohen has argued
convincingly in his comparative history of Jewish life in medieval Christendom and dar al-Islam, in the latter acts of expulsion and forced conversion
were highly exceptional.31 Today, many critics of Muslim antisemitism place
great stock in Moses Maimonides’s celebrated Letter to the Jews of Yemen
(1172), in which the renowned scholar claimed that the lot of Jews had been
far worse under Muslim than Christian rule. Yet this was a cri de coeur
issued in a time of extreme, and atypical, persecution.
In the nineteenth century notions of a Jewish international political and
ﬁnancial conspiracy were exported to the Middle East, largely via French
and Francophone Christian clerics. Intriguingly, however, during the late
Ottoman era Arab opposition to Zionism was not necessarily antisemitic.
Palestinian Arabs expressed rational fears of displacement from a land in
which they had long been resident, and Ottoman ofﬁcials worried about the
creation in the empire of a new minority problem akin to that presented by
the Armenians.32 Intellectuals in Egypt and Syria conceived of Jews in
complex ways, combining a realistic assessment of the Zionist movement’s
accomplishments with an exaggerated belief in Jewish power. For example,
the ﬁn-de-siècle Muslim reformer Rashid Ridha, who followed the Dreyfus
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Affair carefully and denounced antisemitism in print, wrote in 1899 that
Muslims and Arabs would be wise to emulate Jewish solidarity, which had
allowed them to preserve their language and culture despite many centuries
of dispersion. Moreover, the Jews deserved praise for having adopted scientiﬁc knowledge and accumulated great wealth. The Jews, wrote Ridha,
‘‘lack nothing but sovereign power in order to become the greatest nation
on the face of the earth, an objective they pursue in a normal manner. One
Jew [Herzl] is now more respected than an Oriental monarch [Ottoman sultan
Abdul Hamid].’’33 There are obvious shades of hostility and exaggeration in
Ridha’s image of Jews as comprising a uniﬁed, wealthy, and powerful collective, but his concern was the reality presented by the immigration of tens of
thousands of Jews into Palestine, not, as in the case of European antisemitism,
broad social transformations in which Jews played no signiﬁcant causal role.
The secular Arab nationalist Najib Azuri, writing in 1905 in his classic
work Le Reveil de la nation arabe, described Jews as a people engaged in a
concerted drive to establish a state in what they perceived to be their
homeland. ‘‘On the ﬁnal outcome of this struggle,’’ Azuri noted darkly (and,
one hopes, not presciently), ‘‘between these two peoples, representing two
opposing principles, will depend the destiny of the entire world.’’34 Azuri’s
casual reference to Jews as a people points out an interesting distinction
between early twentieth-century Arab anti-Zionism, on the one hand, and
both European antisemitism and later forms of Arab anti-Zionism, on the
other. It was a staple of European antisemitism that Judaism comprised
both a nation and a religion. Unlike European antisemitism, which imagined Jews to constitute an unassimilable and noxious nation, defying the
quid pro quo of assimilation for emancipation, in the decades after Azuri
Arab propaganda had to develop an opposite argument that the Jews did
not constitute even a retrograde nation, for to admit as much might open
the way to accepting the legitimacy of the principles of Zionism.
In the twentieth-century Arab world, the interlacing of antisemitic motifs
with opposition to Zionism occurred in a direct response to increased
Jewish immigration to Palestine. It is no coincidence that the Protocols of
the Elders of Zion ﬁrst appeared in Arabic in 1925, during the fourth, and
largest yet, wave of Zionist immigration to Palestine. (The translation, from
the French, was the work of a Catholic priest, Antoine Yamin, in Egypt.)
The following year, an article in a periodical of the Jerusalem Latin Patriarchate announced the presence of the Arabic translation of the Protocols
and urged the faithful to read them in order to understand what the Zionists had in store for Palestine. During the disturbances of the years 1928–9,
Haj Amin al-Husayni, the mufti of Jerusalem, publicized portions of the
Protocols in connection with alleged Jewish plots to conquer the Temple
Mount. Thus, although the translation was done by a Christian cleric and
was infused with European antisemitic sensibilities, the text was immediately introduced into the context of the new and unique political conﬂict
between Arabs and Jews for control over Palestine.35
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To be sure, during the interwar period Arab antisemitism was nourished
by sources outside of Palestine. The rapid social mobility and prominence
of Jews in Middle Eastern lands under colonial rule, and the economic and
administrative links between Jews and colonial regimes, instilled a powerful
antisemitic element into Arab nationalism, for which Jews served as metonymic representations of the West. In some instances, as in Iraq during
World War II, German political and intellectual inﬂuences catalyzed proNazi nationalist movements that imbibed racial antisemitism from its most
potent source. A ruthless dedication to creating a culturally homogeneous
Arab nation led in Iraq to the massacre of thousands of Assyrian Christians
in 1933 and of some 400 Jews during the Farhoud of 1941.36 During the
1930s and 1940s, Middle Eastern antisemitism was strengthened further by
the increasing popularity of socialism and communism among Arab intellectuals. Jews were deﬁned by the Arab Left as in league with their fascist
persecutors, while royalists and fascist sympathizers leapt to wild conclusions from the disproportionate involvement of Jews in the communist
parties in Egypt and Iraq. The important common element behind these
contradictory expressions of Arab antisemitism during the interwar period
was the adoption of common European views of the Jew as universal solvent,
the destroyer of social order and bringer of chaos, housed in both the left
and right ends of the political and economic spectrum. Arab antisemitism
even adopted European notions of preternatural Jewish sexual powers. The
secular and socialist-inspired youth so visible among the Zionist immigrants
prompted Arab accusations that Jews were sexually promiscuous as well as
carriers of Bolshevism – indeed the Arab word for ‘‘communist’’ was
‘‘ibahi,’’ ‘‘permissive.’’37
Nonetheless, up to 1948 Arab antisemitism did not routinely function, as
it did in Europe, as a totally unbounded discourse, attributing every ill of
modern humanity to Jewish inﬂuence. And within Palestine itself antisemitism grew directly out of conﬂict with the Zionist movement and its
gradual, yet purposeful settlement of the country. The dominant tone was
set as early as 1920, when in a play entitled The Ruin of Palestine, performed in Nablus, the comely daughter of a Jewish tavern keeper seduced
two wealthy Arabs, coaxed out of them their money and even the deeds to
their properties, leaving the Arabs with no resource other than suicide,
before which they wailed, ‘‘[T]he country is ruined, the Jews have robbed us
of our land and honor!’’38
Our focus thus far on the period before 1948 sharpens our perception of
the novel qualities of Arab antisemitic discourse generated since the creation of the state of Israel. As opposed to traditional Muslim Judeophobia,
post-1948 Arab antisemitism featured a transition from a view of the Jew as
weak and degraded to a belief in Jewish global power. Traditional Islam
scorned the Jew; post-1948 Arab antisemitism has blended contempt with
fear. The fear stems from the apparent inability of Arabs to stop what has
seemed to them to be a gradual, yet carefully planned and executed, Jewish
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takeover of Palestine, a land whose sanctity and signiﬁcance have grown in
the face of what appears to be a repetition of the Crusades, a European
assault against the heartland of the Islamic world. The growth of a secular
Arab nationalism, uniting Christians and Muslims in a common battle
against western colonialism, has expanded the purview of this alleged new
crusade from a Muslim Holy Land to the Middle East as a whole. Older
forms of contempt for Jews have, in recent decades, taken the form of the
widespread view that, humiliating though it was to be subjugated by
Christian Europe, it has been all the more galling to witness Palestine falling
under the rule of Jews.
Indeed, the trope of assaulted Arab dignity is perhaps the most common
theme in contemporary Arab antisemitism. Western pundits are wont to
attribute this discourse to an atavistic shame culture, in which codes of
personal honor, particularly male honor, bind a rigid socio-religious hierarchy
that privileges status over achievement and resists the formation of a liberal,
inclusive, egalitarian, and democratic western-style civil society. It is not my
brief to determine if such views are accurate or are the product of facile
Orientalist fantasies. What is clear, however, is that the discourse on dignity
in the Middle East stems primarily from a sense of overwhelming helplessness rather than merely wounded pride. However much the Arab powers
may have bickered over the fate of Palestine during the 1940s, the loss of
Palestine to a Jewish state was seen as the deﬁning catastrophic event of the
era, or, as Constantine Zurayk described it in 1956, al-naqba (the disaster),
a term that gained universal currency in decades to come:
The defeat of the Arabs in Palestine is no simple setback or light,
passing evil. It is a disaster in every sense of the word and one of the
harshest trials and tribulations with which the Arabs have been afﬂicted
throughout their long history – a history marked by numerous trials
and tribulations.39
Regardless of how one apportions responsibility for al-naqba, the conquest
of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967, the ensuing occupation of those territories, and the steady settlement of Jews therein, all of these phenomena are
historical realities, as is Israel’s close relationship – particularly since 1967 –
with the United States, which is widely seen in the Middle East as the last
remaining great colonial power. There is an immeasurable gap between this
scenario and that of modern Europe, where Jews as a collective wielded no
power, conquered no land, expelled no family from its home.
There are strains of post-1948 Arab antisemitism that absorbed the
Manichean qualities of Nazism, elevating the Jew into a global, even
cosmic, evil, which must be annihilated, not only within Palestine but
wherever he may be found. Such viewpoints are espoused vigorously by
Muslim fundamentalists in many lands. They trace their intellectual pedigree
to Sayyid Qutb, the intellectual father of the Muslim Brotherhood, who,
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while in Egyptian prisons during the 1950s, embroidered a European-style
antisemitism into his massive commentary on the Koran. Qutb’s antisemitism was ontological, perceiving Jews as incorrigibly evil and associated with
all the world’s ills, including capitalism, communism, atheism, materialism,
and modernism.40 During the 1960s, Qutb, like fundamentalist leaders
elsewhere in the Middle East, devoted most of his effort to toppling secular
Arab leaders. Developments over a period of ﬁfteen years – the 1967 war,
the Sadat peace initiative, the Iranian Revolution, and Israel’s invasion of
Lebanon – transformed Muslim fundamentalism, causing anti-Zionism,
according to Emmanuel Sivan, to ‘‘take pride of place, presented as the
modern-day incarnation of the authentically Islamic hostility to the Jews.’’41
Nonetheless, the older, Palestinocentric streak in Arab antisemitism lives
on in our own day, as in the 2002 Egyptian television series Horseman
without a Horse, which is based in part on the Protocols of the Elders of
Zion but in which the Jewish conspiracy to control the world is replaced by
a speciﬁc plot to take control of Palestine. Moreover, it is signiﬁcant that
the Protocols come in and out of fashion in Egypt; they were popular under
Nasser but fell out of circulation in the wake of Camp David, only to return
after the failure of the Oslo Peace Accords. Arab antisemitism in any form
is repugnant, but those forms that wax and wane in response to developments in Arab–Israeli relations are qualitatively different from the Manicheanism of extremist Muslim fundamentalists who, no less than the Nazis,
imagine Jews as literally the handmaids of Satan and call for their eradication from the face of the globe. It is essential to draw a clear distinction
between these two different forms of antisemitism, one of which may be
malleable, subject to change in a dynamic and constructive political environment, while the other kind is incurable and must be confronted with
unequivocal condemnation, isolation, and, when necessary, forceful suppression.
This chapter’s comparative framework will not please those who see
European and Arab antisemitism as of a piece and who associate antiZionism with antisemitism tout court. Some of my critics have responded
with a comparison of their own, claiming that Jews in modern times have
featured an exaggerated, perhaps unique, capacity for self-criticism and that
this practice has led Jews, particularly Jewish intellectuals, whether in nineteenth-century Germany or early twenty-ﬁrst-century North America and
Israel, to internalize antisemitic assaults against them and to labor in vain
to ingratiate themselves with their persecutors. The frequently cited example
of nineteenth-century German Jews relates a pathetic tale of individuals
who responded to antisemitic accusations of Jewish vulgarity and parasitism by encouraging circumspect public behavior, the utmost probity in
business affairs, and the promotion of reputable, honorable occupations
in crafts among poor Jewish youth. Of course, nothing German Jews did
could possibly mitigate antisemitism, let alone assuage the genocidal fury of
the Nazis. Similarly, argue many staunch supporters of Israel today, leftist
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Israelis and their counterparts in the Jewish diaspora are urging that Israel
make massive, and ultimately self-destructive, territorial and political sacriﬁces
in an illusory pursuit of peace. According to this pessimistic world-view, for
most Arabs peace can only come in the wake of Israel’s destruction, either
spectacularly, by force, or gradually, through its transformation into a binational state, whose Jewish component would over time be overwhelmed
by a rapidly growing Arab population, and whose Jewish character would
accordingly fade away.
I respond to this objection by noting that Israel, unlike the Jewish global
conspiracy of the European antisemitic imagination, does exist. Precisely
because Arab antisemitism’s fantasies are far more thoroughly grounded in
reality than those of their European predecessors, a necessary, although
admittedly insufﬁcient, precondition for deconstructing those fantasies will
be a radical transformation of Israel’s borders and policies towards Arabs
both within and outside of the state. As Yehoshafat Harkabi wrote in the
wake of the Camp David Summit, ‘‘It is not the change of images . . . which
will lead to peace, but peace which will lead to the change of images.’’42
Unlike the decline of antisemitism in post-1945 Europe, which was not the
work of Jews but rather the result of the crimes and guilt of European
society as a whole, in the Middle East Jews are obliged to make fateful
political decisions in the hopes that such decisions will stimulate equally
constructive action on the part of Israel’s neighbors and the Palestinians
under Israeli control, that these multilateral actions will in fact lead to
peace, and that peace will lead to a change of Arab images of Jews. This
time around, antisemitism grows out of a political conﬂict in which Jews are
empowered actors, not ﬁgments of the imagination. For this reason,
although the chances for accommodation between Israel and the Arab
world often appear slim, conditions are vastly more favorable than in preWorld War II Europe, not simply because the Jewish state possesses military
power, but also because it has the capacity to take actions that can subvert
the raison d’être of Arab antisemitism.

Part III

Zionism as a technology

7

Zionism as a form of Jewish social
policy

A melding of state and civil society took place in much of the western world
in the latter part of the nineteenth century. According to Jürgen Habermas’s
classic formulation, the liberal-constitutional state which had developed
over the previous two centuries had not intervened in economic and family
life, that is, the spheres of commodity production and social reproduction.
But by the ﬁn de siècle the state was an invasive presence in the spheres of
economics, education, and social and family welfare.1
Although Habermas’s characterization of the liberal society of the turn of
the nineteenth century is idealized, even ahistorical, his depiction of the
fusion of state and civil society at the turn of the twentieth does successfully
illustrate the origins of modern social policy, that is, the mobilization of
public resources and administrative expertise for the material beneﬁt of the
populace as a whole. Moreover, just as the melding of state and civil
society – the realms of public administration and economic life – engendered modern social policy, so a simultaneous intertwining of the institutional-administrative and socio-economic aspects of Jewish society
produced a particularly Jewish social policy. Even when and where liberalism
enjoyed its greatest hegemony in Europe, the nineteenth-century Jewish
community as a legal entity had never dissolved, and the provision of
charity had remained one of the community’s most important functions in
the eyes of the host society. From the 1860s, collective social action on the
communal and eventually on a national and even international level
assumed an ever greater scope. The poverty, persecution, and migration of
Eastern European Jewry became the cynosure of Jewish institutional life in
Western and Central Europe as well as the United States. The Jewish
leadership elite devoted itself to solving the ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ through
concerted action that would produce, it was hoped, a coherent and effective
social policy. As we shall see in this chapter, the Zionist movement’s
diagnosis of Jewish socio-economic dysfunction, its prescribed therapy of
social engineering, much of its institutional structure, and many of its
operative sensibilities derived from and operated within the larger universe
of modern Jewish social policy.2
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The ‘‘Jewish Problem/Question’’: a discursive analysis
Before analyzing attempts by Jews to solve the ‘‘Jewish Problem,’’ we need
to take a close look at this term and its synonym, the ‘‘Jewish Question,’’ for
within them lie a host of assumptions that account for the very existence of
an independent Jewish social policy.
Scholars who have written on the origin, meaning, and development of
the term ‘‘the Jewish Question’’ have presented it as originating in a political,
rather than a socio-economic, context. Moreover, they have focused on its
usage in Germany as opposed to other lands. Jacob Toury observed that the
phrase ‘‘Die Judenfrage’’ gained currency in Germany only in the early
1840s, after decades of gradual improvement in the socio-economic status
of German Jewry. Die Judenfrage was employed by gentiles not to decry
Jewish poverty or other forms of economic dysfunction, but rather to
express unwillingness to admit a body which was still seen as a corporation
into an imagined, homogeneous German nation. Similarly, Peter Pulzer has
offered a conceptual distinction between the ‘‘Jewish Question’’ in Imperial
Germany and antisemitism. The former, he claims, was a political issue,
reﬂecting unresolved tensions in the Second Empire between confessional
and national identity. Germany’s failure to clearly deﬁne the criteria for
citizenship and political integration left the status of the Jews open to public
debate and thus opened the way to a political antisemitic movement.3
True, the term ‘‘the Jewish Question’’ did originate in Germany, although
after mid-century it began to crop up in France and the English-speaking
world as well. Moreover, although the term operated within the particular
matrix of the Jews’ political relationship with the lands in which they lived,
the term nonetheless shares certain features in common with other linguistic
forms in which, throughout the nineteenth century, the words ‘‘problem’’ or
‘‘question’’ were attached to various sources of social anxiety. A hegemonic
elite or dominant majority group which discriminated against a subaltern or
minority group called the latter a ‘‘problem,’’ suggesting that it was mainly
responsible for its own disabilities. Thus the constant invocation from the
mid-nineteenth century of the ‘‘Social Question,’’ that is, the misery of
the pauperized and proletarianized lower orders and the threat they posed
to bourgeois society, and the ‘‘Negro Question,’’ that is, the debate over the
fate of slavery.4 The ‘‘Women’s Question’’ throughout Europe and the ‘‘Irish
Question’’ in England employed a similar taxonomy of dysfunction. In all
these cases, the anxiety-producing groups were thought to be immature and
irrational (workers, women, blacks, Irish), and so it was the responsibility of
the reform-minded among the dominators to formulate and implement
solutions, that is, to provide guidance, the obedient following of which was
a sign of the anxiety-provoking group’s worthiness for civil improvement.
Conceptualizations of the ‘‘Jewish Question’’ partially ﬁt into this framework, yet the ‘‘Jewish Question’’ possessed unique features. Unlike the other
groups mentioned above, Jews were thought to be fully capable of taking
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care of themselves. True, from the time of the Enlightenment until 1848,
programs for Jewish civil improvement in Germany possessed a strong
tutelary quality, but this was not the case in Western Europe, and, besides,
even in Germany the tutelary quality faded in the second half of the century.
In the late 1800s, as the immiseration of Eastern European Jewry deepened
and emigration of Jews from Eastern Europe to the West skyrocketed, the
Jews of Western and Central Europe were left to solve this massive social
problem with little assistance from the state or other public sources of aid.
Throughout the centuries, European Jewry had always cared for its own
poor and was expected to continue doing so, this despite the removal in the
modern era of virtually all the other functions of the traditional autonomous
community. In general, Jewish activists welcomed this arrangement, partly
to maintain Jewish communal institutions, and thereby collective identity,
and partly to prevent the Jewish poor from embarrassing middle-class Jews
and stimulating antisemitism.
Thus the nineteenth-century ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ was social as well as
political. In turn, Jews who tried to solve the ‘‘problem’’ did not make a
clear distinction between political action (lobbying world leaders, appealing
to international public opinion) and social welfare work (establishing
schools and vocational educational programs, relief and reconstruction, aid
to immigrants). Therefore, as we shall now see, in the realms of both politics
and social policy the Zionist movement was imbedded in a much larger
project of Jewish rescue and renewal.

Zionism and Jewish politics: structural comparisons
The term ‘‘Jewish politics’’ can mean many things. From the late nineteenth
century to the Holocaust, Jewish political organizations and parties ﬂourished in Central and Eastern Europe. Spanning the ideological spectrum
from ultra-Orthodoxy to Liberalism and from various forms of nationalism,
including Zionism, to anti-Zionist socialism, these organizations (for example
the Bund and Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens)
sought to advance the political, economic, and cultural interests of the Jews
in the lands in which they lived. Another type of Jewish political organization,
limited to the United States and those European countries whose Jewish
populations had beneﬁted from legal emancipation, aimed at improving the
situation of unemancipated and persecuted Jews living in Rumania and the
Russian and Ottoman Empires. These bodies included the Anglo-Jewish
Association, Alliance Israélite Universelle, Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden,
and Israelitische Allianz zu Wien.
In his brilliant essay on modern Jewish politics, Ezra Mendelsohn analyzes
Zionism within the context of the ﬁrst type of political organization; that is,
he explains Zionism as a diaspora political movement which, in certain circumstances and geographic regions, was able to appeal to the hearts and
minds of the Jewish masses more successfully than its rivals such as the
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Bund, the Folkists, or the Agudat Yisrael.5 Mendelsohn’s analysis does not,
however, incorporate the second type of organization, whose Zionist parallel
would be not nationally based parties or pioneering organizations like
He-Halutz so much as the WZO itself. Although the WZO’s constituent
federations (for example Mizrachi, Po’alei Tsiyon) engaged in political
activity in the diaspora, in the eyes of the WZO leadership ‘‘politics’’
entailed, ﬁrst and foremost, international diplomacy, inﬂuencing Great
Power policies, and establishing a foothold in territory separate from the
WZO’s European base. Our concern here, therefore, is international not
domestic Jewish politics; the politics of the WZO and not of Zionist parties
within various lands, and the relationship between international Jewish
politics and social policy.
All agents of international Jewish politics, the WZO included, envisioned
a mutually beneﬁcial relationship with the government of the state that
housed the organization in question. The Alliance and the Hilfsverein, for
example, claimed a consonance of interests between themselves and those of
France and Germany, respectively. Paul Nathan, secretary of the Hilfsverein,
observed that Germany’s desire to expand its sphere of economic inﬂuence
in the Ottoman Empire matched the Hilfsverein’s philanthropic interest in
the well-being of Palestinian Jewry.6 Agents of international Jewish politics
were not, as Zionist propagandists put it, merely currying favor with their
host governments in order to enhance their status in the eyes of the gentiles;
rather, they were following a stratagem, displayed most clearly by the WZO
itself, of claiming a symbiotic relationship between the political interests of
the Jews and of a certain Great Power or concert of them. The Alliance
appealed to the mission civilisatrice of French imperialism in order to carry
out a mission civilisatrice israélite of its own design.7 What difference is
there between this approach and Theodor Herzl’s claim that the Zionists
would manage the Ottoman Empire’s ﬁnances, or Chaim Weizmann’s
depiction to the British of the Yishuv as Cerberus, zealously guarding the
eastern approach to the Suez Canal?
Herzl carried out diplomatic activity largely on his own initiative, as did
Weizmann during World War I. Nonetheless, these individuals claimed to
speak for a well-organized international movement with a mass membership
base. With some 217,000 members by 1913 and 844,000 by 1933, the WZO
was the world’s largest Jewish political organization.8 Yet these numbers
should not obscure the admittedly smaller, but still signiﬁcant, membership
base and international appeal of other agents of international Jewish politics.
In 1885 the Alliance claimed more than 30,000 members. Some 20,000
individuals voted in the 1911 Alliance’s central committee elections. The
Hilfsverein numbered 10,000 members on the eve of World War I.9 The
Allianz zu Wien was smaller; at its peak its membership did not pass 4,500,
but it was a highly cosmopolitan organization, with branches extending into
every nook and cranny of the multinational and massive Hapsburg
Empire.10
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The Allianz zu Wien, Anglo-Jewish Association, and Hilfsverein all owed
their existence in part to a desire by Jewish activists of various nationalities
to free themselves of the hegemony of the Alliance. At the same time, the
Alliance retained an international appeal (in the 1880s, 60 percent of the
Alliance membership was not French), and close administrative and institutional ties linked the Alliance with its ostensible rivals. For example, the
Deutsche Conferenz Gemeinschaft, formed in 1906, consisted of the German
membership of the Alliance central committee. Berthold Timmendorfer, vicepresident of the Hilfsverein, was also president of the Deutsche Conferenz
Gemeinschaft.11 Moreover, as we shall see below, most of the agents of
Jewish politics sought to work in concert when addressing social-political
issues such as the plight of Eastern European Jewry and its mass movement
westward. Thus, despite the obvious discontinuities between them, there are
important semantic connections between the Alliance’s Hebrew name, Kol
Yisrael Haverim (All Israel are comrades) and Herzl’s celebrated proclamation
in The Jewish State that ‘‘we are a people – one people.’’
True, large memberships and international co-operation did not necessarily
translate into democratic management. Agencies of international Jewish
politics were, by and large, oligarchic and plutocratic, and in this sense the
WZO was something of an exception. The management style of organizations
that devoted themselves purely to Jewish social policy was particularly
oligarchic. For example, although the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee (hereafter, the Joint) featured a complex organizational structure
which reached down to local communities, policy was made entirely by a
handful of the wealthiest Jewish men in America; as Louis Marshall said,
‘‘The work was so conducted that we would dispose of millions of dollars
without a vote being taken.’’12 The Jewish Colonization Association (JCA),
the wealthiest Jewish philanthropy in Europe, was managed by a board of
directors and a salaried bureaucracy and drew its funds entirely from the
estate of the railway magnate Maurice de Hirsch.13 According to longtime
JCA ofﬁcial Emil Meyerson, ‘‘his board was not sensitive to public
opinion . . . it enjoyed perfect immunity from any and all attacks by the Jewish
press. . . . [and it] was not only autocratic and bureaucratic, but also plutocratic.’’14 Both the Joint and the JCA looked with suspicion upon Eastern
European Jews in general and Jewish socialists in Eastern Europe in particular.
In correspondence between the two organizations, ‘‘worker’’ and ‘‘democrat’’
were used interchangeably, and both had negative connotations.15
The Joint and JCA also disliked Orthodoxy and strove to ward off
rabbinic inﬂuence over their actions. Bernard Kahn, the omnicompetent
director of the Joint’s European activities, wanted to shoulder the Orthodox
away from any leadership role in the Joint’s post-World War I activities for
economic reconstruction. He claimed that Orthodox Jews could never support the Joint’s innovative credit co-operative schemes because of Mosaic
prohibitions against the lending of money at interest.16 Kahn’s hostile
and uninformed comment nicely illustrates that modern Jewish politics and
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social politics was, by and large, a secular affair. (The Agudat Yisrael constitutes, of course, a vital exception.) Jewish political leaders were frequently,
like Herzl or Nathan, assimilated Jews who sought to accomplish in the
sphere of Jewish politics what they could not in the gentile world. Extreme
Orthodox Jews opposed the Alliance, Hilfsverein, and WZO as vehicles of
assimilation, largely because of the agencies’ common agenda to submit the
Yishuv to a socio-economic sea-change involving weaning the Yishuv from
charity (halukkah), introducing western education, and occupationally
restructuring the Yishuv population. This view affected even the German
Neo-Orthodox, who had been deeply inﬂuenced by the Haskalah. In the
1870s, Sampson Raphael Hirsch claimed that Yishuv society did not need to be
reformed, that productivization projects were impracticable, and that control
over halukkah should stay in the hands of the Yishuv’s rabbinic leadership. Der
Israelit, the newspaper of the Frankfurt Neo-Orthodox, maintained a hostility to
groups like the Hilfsverein well into the twentieth century.
Those Orthodox Jews who became involved in organizations like the
WZO, Hilfsverein, and Alliance were able to compartmentalize their religious sensibilities and justify their involvement in secular affairs in humanitarian terms. The historian Ehud Luz has examined the impact of this
way of thinking on the founders of the religious-Zionist organization
Mizrachi, but it can also account for Rabbi Esriel Hildesheimer’s support
for the Alliance and various German-Jewish secular philanthropies or the
leadership role of grand rabbin Zadoc Kahn in the Alliance. Moreover, both
men accepted as valid the Haskalah’s critique of Jewish economic dysfunction,
particularly in Palestine, though Hildesheimer, in keeping with traditional
Jewish attitudes towards charity, shunned the harsh, Social Darwinist language of the secular Jewish organizations and took a more generous stand
on offering aid to the inﬁrm and unproductive.17
It was in Palestine that the greatest amount of agreement between Zionists
and other agents of international Jewish politics could be found. This
statement might sound odd, given the celebrated history of conﬂict between
the WZO and organizations such as the Alliance or Hilfsverein. But
numerous areas of concord, co-operation, and overlap existed between the
WZO and its ostensible rivals in the ﬁeld of social policy, for example
education and agricultural settlement. Assimilationist political organizations may have considered Zionism illegitimate, a bar sinister to be kept off
their patriotic coats of arms, but nonetheless they maintained a deep, if not
always clearly articulated, attachment to Eretz Israel, their natural parent.

Zionism, Jewish social policy, and the Yishuv
The Yishuv, in particular its rural sector, owed its existence to non-Zionist
sources. The founding of the agricultural school Mikveh Israel in 1870
marked the beginning of the Alliance’s Palestinian activity. Close connections
developed between the Alliance, the administration established by Edmond
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de Rothschild over the ﬂedgling First Aliyah settlements in the 1880s, and
the JCA. In 1896 the JCA became involved in Palestine and in 1900 a
separate section within the JCA, the Commission Palestinienne (CP), took
over the administration of the Rothschild colonies. In 1913 the CP became a
more autonomous agency, and in 1924, under the presidency of Edmond’s
son, James, it broke away from the JCA altogether and became the Palestine
Jewish Colonization Association, or PICA. In 1914, the JCA and CP held
more than half of the Yishuv’s rural real estate; in 1936, JCA/PICA holdings
amounted to one-third of the rural Yishuv.18
At the turn of the century, the JCA’s managerial board contained both
opponents of and zealous enthusiasts for colonization in Palestine. During
the decade after 1896 the enthusiasts, led by Zadoc Kahn and Narcisse
Leven, JCA president, won the day. Leven and Kahn were explicitly Zionist;
they had been leaders of the Paris Choveve Tsiyon, in which the director of
the CP, Emil Meyerson, was also active during the 1890s. Levin and
Meyerson drew up plans for Jewish colonization and instructed the JCA’s
man in Palestine, Joseph Niégo, to purchase sizeable tracts in the Galilee.
Meyerson hoped to demonstrate the superiority of Palestine over Argentina
as a site for colonization, and he, like Niégo, favored the gradual development
of a sizeable Jewish presence in the Palestinian countryside.19 After World
War I, Meyerson and Louis Oungré, director-general of the JCA, expressed
smug satisfaction with the JCA’s accomplishments; they observed ironically
that due to the constraints of political Zionism, the WZO ‘‘took no interest
for many years’’ in colonization, and that it was the colonies set up or
administered by the JCA that had enabled political Zionism to achieve its
greatest triumph, the Balfour Declaration.20
There were also close personal and institutional links between Zionism
and the most effective agent of Jewish social policy during the interwar era,
the Joint Distribution Committee. Bernard Kahn (1876–1955), manager of
the Joint’s European operations during much of the interwar period, had
worked before the war as secretary of the Hilfsverein, where he was
involved, among other things, with the construction of the Haifa Technikum, a
source of great controversy between the Hilfsverein and the WZO. But
before going to work for the Hilfsverein, Kahn had been an avowed Zionist
and a delegate to the Fifth and Sixth Zionist Congresses. A series of
lectures which he delivered in Munich over the years 1901–3 expressed a
deep attachment to cultural Zionism.21 While employed at the Joint, Kahn
sat on the boards of directors of the Palestine Economic Corporation and
Keren Hayesod and on the non-Zionist portion of the JA Executive.
Clearly, Kahn was devoted to the Yishuv, even if he built his career outside
a formal Zionist framework.22
The Joint paid considerable attention to Palestine, both in the form of
Reconstruction activity and support for the Palestine Economic Corporation,
which invested in a wide variety of business enterprises and public works.
The Yishuv, only a few scores of thousands strong, received more than 10
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percent of the Joint’s worldwide distributions to millions of Jews over the
period 1914–28.23 Yet relations between the WZO and the Joint were often
tense, and Chaim Weizmann’s efforts throughout the 1920s to attract the
Joint’s plutocratic leaders into an enlarged Jewish Agency aroused considerable opposition in Zionist circles. Zionists were enraged by the Joint’s
heavy investments in the Agro-Joint, a colonization venture in the Crimea
and Ukraine. The Agro-Joint, like the JCA’s Argentinean colonies, appeared
to Zionists as a sign of equivocation towards or outright rejection of the
only authentic and feasible solution to the ‘‘Jewish Problem.’’ Zionism
demanded exclusivity and total commitment.
Unlike other recipients of the Joint’s largesse, members of the Yishuv,
according to David De Sola Pool, director of the Joint’s Reconstruction
activity in postwar Palestine, believed that ‘‘it is the duty of outside Jewry to
send them money for them to distribute and used [sic] as they see ﬁt.’’24 No
matter how strong the commitment of agencies like the JCA or Joint to the
Yishuv, essential differences existed between the philanthropies, which were
hierarchical, oligarchic, and plutocratic, and the anti-authoritarian, egalitarian, and politicized factions that comprised the Yishuv. As De Sola Pool
complained, not only was the Yishuv wretchedly poor, it contained no reliable persons in whose hands Joint funds could be left, because no one, from
the ultra-Orthodox to the barefoot pioneer laborers, stands ‘‘above party and
narrower interests.’’ Epitomizing the Brahmin spirit of the Joint, De Sola Pool
observed mournfully that the Yishuv had no class of ‘‘leisured and
disinterested men needed to constitute the directors of public institutions.’’25
Clearly, there were signiﬁcant differences between the Zionists and the
other agents of Jewish social policy in the conception and envisioned solution of the ‘‘Jewish Problem.’’ The interesting case of the young Bernard
Kahn aside, non-Zionist philanthropists rarely articulated the existence of a
‘‘problem of Judaism,’’ that is, a cultural or spiritual crisis among the Jews.
This notion was, of course, central to cultural Zionism. And while both
Zionists and non-Zionists agreed that there was a political ‘‘problem of the
Jews,’’ non-Zionists, no matter how attached and committed to the development of the Yishuv, balked at the proclaimed goal of the attainment of
Jewish sovereignty over Palestine. Finally, just as the WZO’s politics was a
more public affair than that of other international Jewish organizations, so
Zionist social policy breathed an unusually democratic, even radical spirit.26
Yet, despite all these differences, Zionists and activists in non-Zionist international Jewish organizations shared many common assumptions about the
‘‘Jewish Problem’’: not merely the idea of Palestine as a solution to the problem,
but rather, as we shall see, an entire array of social and economic sensibilities.

Zionism and Jewish social policy: conceptual and operative similarities
Bourgeois society stigmatized poverty as a sign of moral degeneration. The
indiscriminate giving of alms was seen as a stimulus to proﬂigacy. Jewish
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social policy’s careful selection of those worthy of aid, strict supervision,
and unceasing moral education of its beneﬁciaries clearly reﬂected current
bourgeois conceptions of the relationship between industry and morality
and of the need for a tutelary relationship between benefactor and beneﬁciary. Such thinking stimulated efforts by Western European Jews
throughout the nineteenth century to wean poor Jewish youths away from
peddling and train them instead in crafts and, at times, agriculture.27 From
1870, these concepts motivated Jewish social policy in Palestine, which
Western European Jewish activists viewed as both a Holy Land and a sink
of poverty, to be reformed, like the European Jewish Lumpenproletariat,
through education, vocational training, and close supervision.28
Yet Jewish social policy, in Palestine and elsewhere, differed from its
general counterpart in that fear was not one of its prime motivations.
Throughout the nineteenth century, Jewish philanthropists and communal
activists in Germany, although quick to bemoan the extent of Jewish poverty,
denied the existence of a Jewish dangerous class threatening to attack the
‘‘educated, upper classes.’’29 In England as well as Germany, the escalating
crisis of Eastern European Jewry from the 1860s rarely instilled into Jewish
philanthropists a dread of physical abuse by their beneﬁciaries.30 Embarrassment and worry about gentile reactions to the presence of the Jewish
poor, on the other hand, were important motive forces behind the development
of Jewish social policy at the ﬁn de siècle.31 Over the period 1881–1914, the
ﬂood of Eastern European Jewish refugees seeking passage to points west
aroused worry lest the refugees became a public charge, and Jewish philanthropies, in Europe as well as the United States, agreed that only the young
and healthy should be allowed to make the Atlantic trek. Anglo-, German-,
and Austrian-Jewish philanthropies repatriated scores of thousands of Russian Jews deemed unworthy of emigration.32 Joseph Ritter von Wertheimer,
founder of the Allianz zu Wien, compared these unfortunates to the generation of the desert, intractable and uneducable.33 The Darwinistic culling
of humanity which was practiced by the emigration assistance programs
was even more apparent in the Argentinean and Palestinian colonies of the
JCA, which invested great effort locating what Emil Meyerson called
‘‘selected human material’’: sturdy, resourceful, and independent.34
Zionism ﬁts well into the cultural matrix which we have just outlined.
Mainstream Zionist thinking reﬂected much of general Jewish social
policy’s sense of embarrassment and shame, its internalization of economic
antisemitism and its desire to demonstrate to the gentiles that Jews are not
inveterate shnorrers. This point may be nicely illustrated by comparing
Arthur Ruppin, the WZO’s chief technocrat through the 1920s, and James
Rosenberg, a leader of the Joint whose pet project was the Agro-Joint. As
youths, both men endured antisemitic taunts and in large measure accepted
as true claims that Jews tended to be crass, venal, and parasitic. Both were
conﬁrmed racialists who longed to bring about an esthetic as well as economic improvement of the Jews. As a youth, Ruppin aspired to join an
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antisemitic German political party; the mature Rosenberg deliberately purchased Ford tractors for the Joint’s Russian work in order to prove to
Henry Ford, America’s most inﬂuential antisemite, that Jews could
successfully work the soil.35
On a more pleasant note, Zionist social policies, like those of the nonZionist philanthropies, had little to do with any concept of an imminent
Red Peril. Even before World War I, the WZO formed close relations with
the Yishuv’s labor movement, and although bourgeois and, later, Revisionist
Zionists attacked this alliance, even Labor’s staunchest enemies rarely spoke
of a forthcoming massacre of the Yishuv’s middle class. What is more, until
the 1930s the Zionist labor movement and its bureaucratic allies in the
WZO agreed that emigration, although a matter to be left entirely in
the hands of the Zionists, rather than any external authority, must be
selective, with careful consideration of the quality of the ‘‘human material’’
(homer enushi, Menschenmaterial) seeking entrance into the Jewish National
Home. For the Zionists, as for the other vehicles of Jewish social policy, the
phrase ‘‘human material’’ had numerous conceptual echoes, evoking notions
of human meliorability and malleability, yet also of the power of degenerate
material to destroy a fragile and precious undertaking; of the essentiality of
a Pygmalion to mold the material into its proper shape and the ambiguity
of the ‘‘material’s’’ freedom of agency.36 For the Zionists, as for the other
agents of Jewish social policy, immigration was not necessarily a universal
right; it needed to be regulated, adjusted to the absorptive capacity of the
destination (be it Palestine during the Ottoman or early Mandate periods or
the United States at the ﬁn de siècle), and suited to the long-term economic
interests of the new homeland.37
Jewish social policy was social engineering, an attempt to create a blueprint for a new type of Jew, both in the diaspora and in Palestine.
Throughout the western world, the makers of Jewish social policy strove for
rationality, planning, and centralization. Between 1869 and 1882, six international assemblies of Jewish political and philanthropic organizations were
held to organize Eastern European Jewish emigration to the West. The 1903
Kishinev Pogrom spurred another round of internationally co-ordinated
relief activity and emigration assistance.38 Within a few years of being
authorized to operate within the Russian Empire, the JCA undertook systematic statistical studies of rural Russian Jewry; these studies formed the
basis of its extensive program of vocational education and technology
transfer.39 For Maurice de Hirsch, the JCA’s creator, ‘‘planning’’ entailed
not merely the rationalization of aid-distribution but rather a full-blown
program for mass colonization in Argentina. In 1891, Hirsch formulated a
vision of Jewish social engineering no less audacious than Herzl’s celebrated
manifesto The Jewish State, written four years later. Hirsch called for the
movement of 3.5 million Jews out of Russia over twenty-ﬁve years. Like
Herzl, Hirsch argued that the migration, settlement, and vocational training
of these millions of Jews were to be carefully orchestrated and to be carried
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out with full and public approval from the suzerain. ‘‘One cannot,’’ said
Hirsch, ‘‘start colonizing haphazardly, and the movement should be preceded by a preliminary serious and careful investigation.’’ These lines, which
could easily have come from Herzl, were penned by Hirsch, who wrote them
with reference to Palestine, which he believed to be unsuitable for mass
colonization.40
Social engineering demands direction – not charismatic leadership or
military command so much as technical administration. From its inception,
the Zionist movement was steeped in a cult of technical expertise. Herzl’s
writings abound with Jules Verne-like technological wonders and paeans to
their makers. From the turn of the century, the WZO developed a technocratic elite with considerable policy-making powers, and during the Mandate period the technical expert was absorbed into the Yishuv’s pantheon of
heroes, alongside the farmer, laborer, and warrior.41 Other forms of Jewish
social policy were, if anything, even more in thrall to technocracy because
they lacked the democratic structure of the WZO and the anti-authoritarian
ethos of the Yishuv’s labor movement. Hirsch relied heavily on commissions
of experts before approving the Argentinean project, and his principle
objection to the Russian Choveve Tsiyon’s Palestinian activity was their
failure to employ experts to perform a feasibility study.42 Similarly, within
the Joint Distribution Committee Bernard Kahn and Joseph Rosen, director
of the Agro-Joint in Russia, wielded wide-ranging policy-making powers.
Rosen, a distinguished Russian agronomist with a revolutionary background, enchanted Felix Warburg and the Joint’s other Croesuses with
his scientiﬁc knowledge, good relations with the Soviet authorities, and
intensity, even severity, of character.43
In one of the great ironies of Zionist history, the Joint’s adoration of
technical expertise both helped set off a major crisis in the WZO’s relations
with non-Zionist Jewish philanthropists and provided a solution to that
crisis. The Agro-Joint’s activities in Crimea and the Ukraine provoked outrage among Zionist activists who despaired at seeing millions of dollars
poured into the Soviet Union when that money, they felt, should be going
to support the Zionist project. While WZO President Chaim Weizmann
labored to win over the likes of Louis Marshall and Felix Warburg to an
enlarged Jewish Agency, American Zionist leaders deeply offended these
pillars of the Joint by denouncing them as anti-Jewish, anti-British, and
even pro-Bolshevik. Seeking a solution to the crisis, Weizmann suggested
that Rosen be sent to Palestine to inspect the land and prepare recommendations for its rational development. The proposal was the balm of Gilead;
Marshall accepted it immediately. Rosen did not serve on the commission,
but other noted authorities did, and Marshall agreed to accept the expansion of the Jewish Agency upon submission of the committee report (few of
whose recommendations were, in fact, followed).44
Ideally, Jewish social policy – planned, centralized, well funded, and
guided by competent experts – was to solve the ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ through
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one of three ways: improvement of the social and political position of
Eastern European Jews in situ, limited assisted emigration of skilled workers
to economically advanced regions like the eastern United States, and mass
agricultural colonization in thinly populated territories such as Argentina,
the western United States, or Palestine (if one accepts conventional Zionist
views of the land as a Raum ohne Volk). In fact, none of these three
scenarios worked out as planned, not for lack of will or vision, but rather
for lack of resources in the face of what had become, as early as the end of
the 1860s, an unstoppable sea of refugees which overwhelmed the relatively
prosperous Jewish communities of Western and Central Europe.45
The ﬂood of refugees created a sense of deep crisis and impending catastrophe. The ominous tone that characterizes Zionist discourse from Pinsker
on was part and parcel of modern Jewish social policy as a whole. So was
the feeling of bearing sole responsibility for the treatment of the ‘‘Jewish
Problem,’’ a burden which the Jews’ host societies did not wish to assume
and which, they believed, wealthy Jews were perfectly capable of handling
on their own. It is a staple of Zionist historiography that the founding
fathers of Zionism understood, and Jewish assimilationists did not, that
antisemitism was indelible and that there was no alternative to a mass emigration of Jews from Europe. But this view is not accurate. It is true that
most Jewish political activity up to around 1900 was aimed at improving the
conditions of Jewish life in situ. On the level of social policy, Jewish organizations set up schools and vocational education programs in Eastern
Europe and the Middle East so that children from pauperized Jewish
families might have a livelihood. The Jewish philanthropies, however, were
anything but irenic about the future of Jewish life throughout much of the
diaspora. In 1870, Narcisse Leven spoke of the impossibility of continued
Jewish life in Russia: the railroads were destroying the Jewish commercial
network based on small-scale peddling; there were too many Jewish laborers
and craftsmen in the Pale, and agriculture was forbidden to them. Largescale emigration to the United States was a welcome solution to this pressing problem.46 In the early 1880s, the ﬂood of Eastern European Jewish
refugees in Brody led Charles Netter, the Alliance’s man on the scene, to
write that antisemitism was unstoppable, that mass emigration had only
begun, and that it was the responsibility of western Jewry to organize and
rationalize this great wave of humanity.47
At the same time that Netter penned these lines, the leaders of the Allianz
zu Wien were sadly observing the limited ability of Jewish politics to
improve the situation of the Jews of Rumania, whose government blithely
ignored the commitments which, thanks to Jewish lobbying, had been
imposed upon it by the Congress of Berlin. Two decades later, the Kishinev
Pogrom sent a shudder through not only the Zionist movement but also the
Jewish political and philanthropic network as a whole. In the face of catastrophe, agencies like the Hilfsverein and Allianz zu Wien set aside their
programs for the gradual socio-economic transformation of Eastern
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European Jews and hurriedly mobilized massive fundraising drives for relief
and emigration assistance. By 1910, the Vienna Allianz had despaired altogether
of the power of Jewish politics to secure the future of Eastern European
Jewry; its annual report observed darkly that just as Russia’s ‘‘rape of
Finland’’ had failed to provoke substantial opposition from international
public opinion, neither would Russia’s oppression of the Jews.48
The pressure of events, combined with a lack of funds, meant that there
was neither the time nor the money to plan and implement a comprehensive
Jewish social policy; instead, Jewish aid agencies jumped from one stop-gap
measure to the next: immigration assistance, relief efforts, and reconstruction activities in areas ravaged by war, disease, and pogroms. The sense of
urgency, and the amounts expended, increased greatly after World War I.
Most emigration, both before and after the war, took place spontaneously
and without philanthropic guidance or assistance. For example, between
1903 and 1907 the Hilfsverein assisted the transmigration of 60,000 Eastern
European Jews, less than 10 percent of the total number of Jewish emigrants
over that period.49 In Argentina, most Jewish emigration from the 1890s
through the 1930s took place outside of the framework of the JCA’s colonization program. Similarly, during the Ottoman and early Mandate periods, the bulk of Jewish emigration to Palestine took place without
signiﬁcant support from the WZO, whose shoestring immigration and settlement budget was committed largely to rural co-operative settlements,
home to only 5 percent of the Yishuv’s population.50 Much as the ofﬁcers
of the WZO strove to formulate grand plans for the development of the
country, little could be done in the face of the worsening crisis of Eastern
European Jewry, strife with the Palestinian Arabs, painfully slow fundraising efforts, and the ﬁckleness of Palestine’s suzerain, be it Turkey or Britain.
Better prospects for planned colonization reigned in projects sponsored
by non-Zionist philanthropies that had more money than the WZO and
operated in less ﬂammable environments. The JCA had managed by 1911 to
settle 19,000 Jews on the Argentinean pampas, 50 percent more than the
number of Jews in agricultural colonies in Palestine at the time.51 But the
Argentinean project eventually failed because of the attraction of Argentina’s
booming cities and the lack of a social or political ideal that could
compensate Jewish immigrants for the enormous difﬁculties of agricultural
life. If a non-Zionist colonization project was to work, it required not only a
favorable attitude from the territorial suzerain but also a large pool of
potential colonists already in situ and without any attractive options to life
as farmers.
The one case in the history of Jewish social policy where this constellation
of factors appeared to operate was the work of the Agro-Joint in the USSR.
Therefore this subject, as neglected as it is fascinating, deserves our special
attention.
Active between 1924 and 1938, the Agro-Joint spent over $16 million,
more than the entire WZO immigration and colonization budget for the
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period. The project enjoyed many other advantages over its Zionist counterpart: whereas the Zionists had to pay dearly for the land they bought,
vast tracts – over 1 million acres in Ukraine and the Crimea – were leased
out to Jewish settlers at no or a nominal charge. The settlers had access to
copious and free supplies of lumber, reduced rates for the transportation of
agricultural produce and machinery, and exemption from conscription.52
What is more, the USSR was home to hundreds of thousands of déclassé
(lishentsy) Jewish petty tradesmen who, being neither workers nor peasants,
had been deprived of civil rights by the Bolshevik government and were
desperate for a livelihood that would return them to full citizenship. Finally,
the Soviet government appeared to welcome the Agro-Joint’s involvement as
a source of hard currency and a means of increasing agricultural production
and solving the problem of the lishentsy Jews.53
The Agro-Joint operated in a wholly depoliticized and hierarchical
atmosphere. True, some of the colonies had been founded by Zionists; Tel
Chai, a collective settlement founded in 1922 by Hehalutz, was, according
to Bernard Kahn, ‘‘in a certain sense the mother-colony of all the Jewish
colonies in the Crimea.’’ There were other Zionist colonies, such as nearby
Mishmar (a split-off from Tel Chai), run as a moshav rather than a kibbutz,
and another collective, Haklaj.54 But these Zionist colonies account for only
a few hundred souls, whereas the Agro-Joint actively assisted the settlement
of some 60,000 Jews on the soil. Unlike the Yishuv, whose agricultural
population made considerable demands on the WZO, the Agro-Joint’s
colonists had no say in the management of the operation or the disbursement of resources. Policy was made by Rosen and his staff of some 3,000
technicians of various sorts.55 Rosen was a strict manager, disciplining or
rewarding settlers as he saw ﬁt.
For the leaders of the Joint, the Agro-Joint and the enlarged Jewish
Agency were part of a greater whole, a vast solution to the Eastern European ‘‘Jewish Problem.’’56 Thus the rapprochement between the WZO and
the Croesuses of American Jewry occurred precisely as the latter were
intensifying their involvement in the Soviet Union; in 1928, at Rosen’s
initiative, they established the American Society for Farm Settlements in
Russia, which, within ﬁve years, had raised almost $5 million, most of this
coming from Sears–Roebuck founder Julius Rosenwald and Warburg himself.57 Zionists considered this action an act of folly and a sign of craven
assimilationism. But it was endorsed enthusiastically by the likes of Bernard
Kahn, no enemy of Zionism, who, when the Agro-Joint was starting up,
cabled his superiors that ‘‘Jewish settling on land Russia is most important
reconstructive work we can do [sic]. . . . This new agricultural movement
among Russian Jews has in my opinion no equal in Jewish history and
cannot be measured by any other colonization experience.’’58
The Zionists were right in accusing the Agro-Joint of placing too much
faith in the goodwill of the Soviet government. Soviet policy towards the
Agro-Joint was informed by antisemitism, suspicion, and exaggerated
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notions of American-Jewish wealth. At ﬁrst, Ukrainian authorities were
willing to accept a limited number of Jewish colonists, mainly in the hope
that the settlements would pull Jews out of the Ukraine’s cities, thereby
fostering the creation of a Ukrainian urban professional and managerial
class. But by 1926 Ukrainian attitudes towards the Agro-Joint had become
solidly adversarial. Soviet authorities switched the Agro-Joint’s focus to
Crimea, although stiff opposition came from Crimean Communist Party
ofﬁcials as well as the indigenous Crimean Tatars, who felt that their land was
being overrun by foreigners, ﬁrst Russians, and now Jews.59 Champions of the
Agro-Joint were wont to claim that their project was superior to that of the
Zionists because the Russian territories, unlike Palestine, were thinly populated
and lacked a hostile indigenous population. But this was not the case.
A deadly combination of antisemitism and massive economic change in
the Soviet Union ensured that the path blazed by the Agro-Joint would lead
to oblivion. Under Stalin, agricultural collectivization and industrialization
made farming unattractive to Jews, who swarmed to cities to become technicians, scientists, and administrators in factory life. In the mid-1930s Stalin’s
purges wiped out most of the Agro-Joint staff; in 1941 the German army
annihilated the agricultural colonies themselves.60 Too late, Rosen became a
Territorialist; he realized that control over Jewish immigration to and
settlement in any territory must be entirely in the hands of Jews. He toyed
with the idea of transferring Palestine’s Arabs to British Guiana and
making Palestine into a purely Jewish territory ‘‘in spite of the fact that
Palestine could never be expected to be a peaceful country, being as it is
located in a pivotal position and at the crossroads of the three religions.’’61
But this thoroughly assimilated Jew, who, in a life of ceaseless labor to solve
the ‘‘Jewish Problem,’’ had studiously avoided any involvement in or even
mention of Palestine, did not turn his gaze towards the Middle East.
Instead he tried to develop a Jewish colony in British Guiana, and then in
the Dominican Republic, where he had a stroke, after which he lingered in
agony until his death in 1949.
The Agro-Joint did not solve the problem of Jewish persecution, poverty,
and economic marginalization. Nor did any other form of Jewish social
policy active in the diaspora. But in the 1930s it was not clear that the
Zionist movement would necessarily reach a better result; the Yishuv could
not feed or sustain itself, and it depended heavily on Arab labor. The
signiﬁcance of Jewish social policy over the period examined in this chapter
lies not only in its accomplishments but also in its effect on those who
worked within its network; that is, we must look at the founders and
benefactors as well as the beneﬁciaries.
The ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ weighed heavily on the minds of the architects of
Jewish social policy. Conceptions of the problem and solutions to it did
vary, but there is a sufﬁcient family resemblance between the various
individuals whom we have analyzed in this chapter so as to claim the existence of an international community of Jewish activists united by a sense of
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political and economic crisis. The activists agreed that Jews would have to
solve the problem alone and that they would do so through an international
mobilization of Jewish capital and expertise. According to this activist
world-view, Jewish leadership could no longer be limited to spiritual or
communal affairs alone; the socio-economic fabric of klal Yisrael was in
tatters, and the Jews’ public responsibilities perforce extended into the
private sphere of family and economic life.
The work of the WZO, Joint, and other Jewish organizations during the
1920s represented the fulﬁllment of a process that had begun some seventy
years previously. In 1854, the conservative rabbinic leader Zecharias Frankel
claimed that philanthropic activity in Palestine would be a source of beneﬁt
to Middle Eastern Jewry as a whole and, in addition, ‘‘a central point
[which] alone can arrange the link between occidental Jews and those scattered across Asia.’’62 At around the same time, the inﬂuential Reform rabbi
Ludwig Philippson spoke of international Jewish activity on behalf of
Palestinian and Eastern European Jewry as a source of solidarity among the
increasingly secularized and culturally divided Jews of the western world.
The founders of the Alliance Israélite Universelle held similar views; Palestine
held pride of place in a vision of international Jewish unity through
philanthropic activity. In 1869, at a meeting of the leadership of the Alliance and German-Jewish communities, Alliance president Adolphe
Crémieux embraced Morritz Lazarus, the German-Jewish scholar and
activist, and exclaimed, ‘‘At this moment we are not French or Germans –
we are Jews!’’63
From the 1870s through World War I, Jewish philanthropies displayed
high levels of mutual co-operation and a sense of common purpose,
although there were, as happens in any assemblage of institutions, inevitable
rivalries and struggles for hegemony. In the 1920s, however hostile Zionists
may have been to the Agro-Joint, they appreciated the consciousness-raising
potential of Jewish social policy: In Weimar Germany, for example, Zionists
cheered the establishment of a uniﬁed national network of Jewish social
policy, the Zentralwohlfahrtsstelle, which they saw as a vehicle of Jewish
national unity.64
Social policy remains an essential component of contemporary Jewish
life. It provides material aid to the beneﬁciaries and a sense of collective
identity to the benefactors. There remains the potential for conﬂict between
various petitioners for aid, thus the controversies throughout the later 1990s
surrounding the diversion of United Jewish Appeal funds, formerly
earmarked for the Jewish Agency, to local federations in the United States
or to other beneﬁciaries in Israel (including, ironically, the Joint Distribution
Committee, the Jewish Agency’s historic nemesis). The difference between
contemporary Jewish social policy and its earlier counterpart is that since
the end of World War II the ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ has undergone a conceptual
sea-change. Although political persecution and economic want still motivate
donors, the notion of economic dysfunction, that is, of a malformed Jewish
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occupational proﬁle that must be changed through ‘‘productivization,’’ has
almost entirely faded away. The horrors of Nazi persecution and the
Holocaust have blocked the internalization by Jews of economic antisemitism.
The idealization of physical labor and primary production, central to earlier
forms of Jewish social thought, could not survive in a world where smallholding farming has given way to impersonal agribusiness and where
services and high-technology industry have supplanted heavy industrial
production as the leading economic sectors. Jewish activists in the contemporary world still operate in a mental universe of constant crisis, but the
dangers are more political (threats to the state of Israel) and demographic
(the corrosive effects of assimilation and intermarriage) than economic.
Over the past ﬁve years, the second Palestinian Intifada, the September
11, 2001, terrorist attacks against the United States and the Iraq War have
stimulated a revival of antisemitism in Europe and a further strengthening
of it in the Middle East. This antisemitism is often referred to by pundits as
‘‘new,’’ meaning that it has awoken after several decades of post-Holocaust
dormancy, and that it justiﬁes hating Jews in terms of the alleged misdeeds
of the state of Israel rather than the loci of pre-1945 antisemitism, which
were the Jews’ religious beliefs and practices, economic behavior, and position
in society. Intriguingly, however worrisome antisemitism may be in our own
day, the term ‘‘the Jewish Question’’ has fallen out of use, and it has done so
because the antisemitic cognitive framework that conceived of the Jews as
constituting a speciﬁc socio-political problem is no longer a part of mainstream sensibility in the western world. In turn, although a particularly
Jewish social policy continues to operate, no one in the western world
charged with managing social welfare expects the Jews to bear the entire
burden of caring for their own kind. Jews will always have problems – grave,
even existential ones – but the ‘‘Jewish Problem’’ as it was conceived in
pre-Holocaust Europe no longer exists.

8

Technical expertise and the
construction of the rural Yishuv

The Zionist movement revered technical expertise as an essential tool for
the construction of a Jewish homeland. Throughout the formative decades
of the Yishuv, however, there was disagreement within the Zionist movement about the role that technical experts should play in the Zionist leadership. The dominant view, developed by members of the Yishuv’s labor
movement, and accepted by key ofﬁcials in the WZO, relegated experts to
an advisory role to the political leadership. A minority view, associated
most closely with the American Zionist leader Louis Brandeis and his
supporters, held that the construction of the Jewish homeland should be
entrusted to expert managers and technicians, who would operate without
consideration for political ideologies or interests.
The intellectual roots of the ﬁrst view lay in ﬁn-de-siècle political
economy, which viewed science as an indispensable tool of state power.
Exponents of Zionist political economy saw the WZO as a government with
the responsibility to direct and, where needed, to fund the nation-building
enterprise in Palestine. The directors of the WZO’s colonization institutions
saw in the Yishuv’s agricultural sector the backbone of the future Jewish
national economy and considered it less able than the urban and industrial
sectors to develop without ﬁnancial and technical assistance from public
sources. The principal beneﬁciaries of assistance from the WZO, youthful
pioneer laborers from Eastern Europe, shared the WZO’s reverence for
technical knowledge but distrusted technicians, whom they suspected of
plotting to limit the workers’ freedom of action and rule over them in a
dictatorial fashion. In the eyes of the pioneer laborers, a technician should
not lead, but rather make vital resources and information available to the
workers to use as they saw ﬁt. Key ﬁgures in the WZO’s settlement institutions accepted this subordinate status for the technician, and employed
technical experts to guide, rather than direct, the labor movement in the
construction of hityashvut ovedet: publicly funded, co-operative agricultural
settlement based on autonomous labor.1
The Zionist labor movement’s anti-professional, autodidactic, and politicized technical ethos was the object of constant criticism in the Yishuv and
the WZO. From its beginning, the Zionist movement featured an alternative
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conception of technical expertise, drawn more from business economics
than political economy and tending to favor as its model the corporation
rather than the state. This approach, taken by non-Zionist vehicles of
Jewish social policy such as the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee (JDC), was characterized by a yearning for businesslike methods
and efﬁciency, as well as the conviction that apolitical experts should direct
economic activity. In the Zionist movement, this position was most popular
during the 1920s, and for a brief period its champions wielded inﬂuence
over the WZO’s settlement institutions. But as a result of the tumultuous
events of the years 1929–39 the Zionist settlement enterprise fused politics
and economics tightly together. Technical expertise was mobilized to serve
the political and military leadership of the Yishuv.
In both the political-economic and business-economic approaches to
Zionist colonization, the concept of technical expertise included administrative and managerial skill as well as applied scientiﬁc knowledge. It has
been a common view throughout the twentieth century that managerial and
scientiﬁc knowledge exist in symbiosis; industrial experts create technology,
but experts in the policy sciences implement it. When used in this chapter,
therefore, the term ‘‘technical expertise’’ refers to all forms of instrumentally
rational behavior informed by specialized knowledge.2

Science, Jewish social policy, and Zionism
Nineteenth-century Europe exuded technophilia, an optimism about the
ability of homo faber to manipulate his environment for the betterment of
all humanity. The impact of the European technical ethos on Jewish sensibilities, however, was limited. True, the Jewish press reported extensively on
scientiﬁc innovation, but it did so as part of a general program of disseminating enlightenment and promoting an emancipationist ideology. Not
many Jews, even in relatively open western European societies, pursued
advanced technical careers other than the practice of medicine. In Germany,
a country whose Jewish population was occupationally diverse and socially
mobile, in 1907 only 1 percent of the Jewish labor force worked in second
Industrial Revolution ﬁelds such as the electrical and chemical industries.3
Unlike medicine, engineering and chemistry were not easily practiced
through self-employment, but rather were practiced through large ﬁrms and
government agencies, often bastions of antisemitism.4 Moreover, for all the
lip-service paid to the practical sciences in ﬁn-de-siècle Germany, engineers’
salaries were not high, nor were engineers, who lacked a classical education,
readily welcomed into the Bildungsbürgertum.5 So, even if available, a technical
occupation did not offer the sort of income and status that would appeal to
a socially mobile Jew.
To be sure, there were Jewish pioneers in the European electrochemical
industry (for example Emil Rathenau, founder of the German Allgemeine
Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft, and the light-bulb magnate and Zionist leader
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Johann Kremenetzky). Russian Jews enrolled at Central European technical
institutions, and there were a number of celebrated Jewish mathematicians,
chemists, and physicists on university faculties.6 But not only were such
people the smallest of minorities among the Jews, they did not represent a
leadership force within the Jewish community itself. From the mid-1800s to
World War I, Jewish leadership came primarily from businessmen, with
doctors and lawyers entering the leadership ranks in increasing numbers
with time.
Even though modern Jewish society did not participate fully in the cult of
scientiﬁc knowledge, technical occupations had a symbolic value for Jewish
communal activists, who saw them, along with crafts and agriculture, as
more respectable and economically secure than commerce, the Jews’ traditional livelihood. Moreover, Jewish leaders acknowledged the importance of
managerial and economic expertise in formulating a comprehensive policy
to handle Jewish poverty and vagrancy, problems ever-present in Jewish
society but aggravated by the mass movement, beginning in the late 1860s,
of impoverished Jews from Eastern to Western Europe. In Germany, Jewish
philanthropic activists came under the inﬂuence of social Darwinism and
sociological theory; some had advanced training in economics or political
economy. Placing a new emphasis on Jewish uniqueness as well as commonality with the host society, the activists claimed that the Jews comprised
a ‘‘national body’’ (Volkskörper) which had to act collectively, through
communally generated social policy, to solve its ostensibly unique economic
problems. Acting in this spirit, Jewish relief societies such as the Hilfsverein
der deutschen Juden employed, and at times pioneered, new organizational
methods for inspecting applicants for aid, arranging transport abroad, and
providing social-welfare services for those who stayed in Europe.7
After 1914 the purview of modern Jewish social policy, and with it its
degree of professionalization, increased markedly. The JDC provided
wartime relief to Eastern Europe’s ravaged Jewish communities and, after
the armistice, undertook their reconstruction. It did so, according to ofﬁcial
histories of the organization, by establishing ‘‘a group of efﬁcient social
engineers, experts in welfare work and relief, men and women trained in
medical sanitation, migration, child care, cultural and economic affairs.’’8 In
Russia, the American Jewish Joint Agricultural Corporation, known as the
Agro-Joint, along with the London-based Jewish Colonization Association
(JCA), ﬁelded a staff of agronomists and machinists in a massive effort to
transform déclassé Russian Jews into respected agriculturalists.9
Non-Zionist philanthropies active in Ottoman and Mandate Palestine
operated with a similar concern for technical development. The Alliance
Israélite Universelle, which established the agricultural school Mikveh Israel
near Jaffa in 1870, was the ﬁrst organization to employ agronomists in the
service of Jewish agriculture. The settlement enterprise of Baron Edmond de
Rothschild, entrusted in 1900 to the JCA and transferred in 1924 to the
independent Palestine Jewish Colonization Association (PICA), invested
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vast sums in agricultural technology and imported a host of agronomists
and other technicians. Scientiﬁc experts, however, played a negligible leadership role in these enterprises, which were directed by wealthy Jewish
ﬁnanciers and a professional administrative staff. Moreover, these philanthropies respected scientiﬁc knowledge for its practical beneﬁts alone, and
did not invoke it as a source of authority or an inspiration for a broad
social vision.10
In the Zionist movement, on the other hand, technology served ideological as well as practical ends. Zionist ideology was strongly utopian. Beginning with Saint-Simonian dithyrambs about the transformative power of
science and industry, and culminating in the fantastic Zukunftsromane of
the ﬁn de siècle, nineteenth-century utopianism epitomized the liberal view
of man as a meliorating force and a meliorable object.11 The wonders of
modern science ﬁgure prominently in Zionist speculation, not only in
Theodor Herzl’s celebrated utopian novel Altneuland but also in other Zionist fantasies dating back to the early 1880s.12 In these fantasies, a veneration for technology in the narrow sense of the word, as applied natural and
industrial science, overlapped with an appreciation for technology in its
broader sense, as social engineering. In the case of Herzl the latter led to the
former; his programmatic work The Jewish State, a blueprint for a carefully
planned, mass colonization of Palestine, was written several years before the
technophilic Altneuland.
Moreover, the Zionist movement was overtly political, and it shared the
universal belief from the late nineteenth century to our own time that science is an essential tool for the realization of state power. Political Zionism
was the child of the age of imperialism, an era deﬁned not only as one of
European global conquest but, more profoundly, as a time of rapid technological change which enabled that expansion as well as vast increases in
the productive capacity of the national economies of Europe.13 For Herzl,
the fortunes of Zionism were linked to science not only because the WZO
confronted vast technical challenges in colonizing Palestine but because it
was engaged in an inherently political venture. Herzl’s views were shared
even by many of his opponents in the camp of the so-called ‘‘practical’’
Zionists, advocates of immediate settlement activity. Otto Warburg, the
most distinguished ﬁgure in the practical camp, was a university professor
of botany and a scientiﬁc adviser in the German colonial service. In the year
before Herzl’s death, and for three years thereafter, Warburg and a group of
supporters sponsored scientiﬁc exploration in Palestine and published
widely on the relationship between Zionism and European imperialist ventures in the Middle East.14
During the ﬁrst decade of the WZO’s settlement activity, from 1908 to
1918, ineffective leadership in Europe and a power vacuum in the Yishuv
made possible the domination over settlement policy by Arthur Ruppin, a
technical expert in the broad, social-scientiﬁc sense of the word. A political
economist, Ruppin brought to the WZO the statist and agrarian orientation
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of German political economy of the ﬁn de siècle. He developed the ﬁrst
institutions for publicly funded Zionist settlement, and he forged an alliance
between the WZO and the Yishuv’s pioneer laborers.15 But Ruppin’s power
was short lived; during the course of World War I both the WZO and the
Yishuv produced formidable political elites which formed complex relations,
both symbiotic and antagonistic, with Zionism’s technocrats during the
post-Balfour era. It is to this time, when the Yishuv developed from infancy
to maturity, that we now turn.

The technical ethos of Labor Zionism
During the Mandate period, technocrats did not run the WZO or the
Yishuv, but they were far from powerless ﬁgures. Zionist leaders relied on
expert advice and legitimized policy decisions by invoking expert opinion.
Competing elites within the Zionist leadership employed their own ﬂeets of
technicians, each offering expert testimony about the virtues of one
approach to the colonization of Palestine and the failings of others. The
most powerful claimants to political leadership came from the Yishuv’s
labor movement, whose cadres of technical experts developed a compelling,
and ultimately victorious, technical ethos.
It is striking that throughout most of the 1920s the Yishuv’s workers’
movement, only a small segment of Palestinian Jewry and without signiﬁcant ﬁnancial backing abroad, exerted considerable inﬂuence in an
international Jewish organization run and largely sustained by middle-class
Jews. One important provider of Labor’s access to power was Ruppin, who
from the time of his arrival in Palestine had sympathized with the pioneer
laborers’ aspirations and had supported their experiments in collective settlement. Labor-oriented agronomists who played key roles in settlement
planning during the 1920s, men like Yitzhak Wilkansky of Ha-Po’el HaTsa‘ir (The young worker) and Akiva Ettinger of Ahdut ha-’Avodah
(United Labor), had been brought into the WZO by Ruppin before the war.
After 1918 Ruppin continued to be the WZO’s most distinguished technocrat; he began the decade as director of the Colonization Department of the
Palestine Zionist Executive (PZE)16 and was governor of Bank ha-Po’alim
(the Workers’ Bank). But, as mentioned above, Ruppin never regained the
authority he had enjoyed prior to the war. The PZE was a cumbersome
affair, with some 120 salaried employees, 28 of whom worked for the
Colonization Department alone. This bureaucratic thicket was a constant
source of frustration for Ruppin, who looked back nostalgically to the
days of the cozy, pre-war, Palestine Ofﬁce.17 Tired of inefﬁciency, constant
criticism, and a series of shoestring budgets, which made any kind of
systematic colonization impossible, Ruppin resigned from the PZE in
1925. Although he returned to the PZE in 1929, serving nearly continuously until his death in 1943, Ruppin’s status became that of a primus
inter pares.
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As Ruppin’s inﬂuence waned, the labor movement produced its own
technicians who worked with, and at times around, Ruppin in the promotion of hityashvut ovedet (co-operative settlement on public land). Between
the end of the war and 1924, the period of the Third Aliya, the third wave
of Zionist immigration to Palestine, Ettinger directed the Agricultural
Department, the most important unit within the PZE’s Colonization
Department. In 1921, when the PZE set up a co-ordinating body known as
the Va’ad Hakla’i (Agricultural Committee), ﬁve of its seven members were
afﬁliated with the workers’ movement or supportive of its aspirations and
methods.18 Between 1924 and 1927, when much of the Fourth Aliya rolled
towards Palestine, direction of the Colonization Department fell to the
engineer Shlomo Kaplansky, a leader in Ahdut ha-’Avodah and the international Po’alei Tsiyon (Workers of Zion).
How do we account for the overwhelming presence of the Zionist labor
movement in the WZO’s settlement institutions? One could present purely
pragmatic reasons: the Yishuv needed an agricultural sector, the workers’
movement was the only source of agricultural laborers, and the labororiented technicians provided badly needed agricultural know-how. But
hityashvut ovedet was far from being the only possible settlement paradigm,
and the Labor Zionist technicians were not the only experts available to the
WZO. The answer to our question lies in part in the dynamism and stamina
of the workers’ movement’s activists, technicians no less than political leaders. Moreover, there was sufﬁcient common ideological ground between
the bourgeois WZO leadership and the workers’ movement to make possible
a situation in which the WZO spent the bulk of its colonization budget on
hityashvut ovedet in its various forms.
There was a widespread, though not total, consensus within the Zionist
movement that a healthy Jewish national economy required a strong agricultural sector. And given the economic advantages offered by cheap and
plentiful Arab labor, a Jewish agricultural workforce could ﬂourish only on
publicly owned lands that excluded Arab labor on principle. Thus the Labor
Zionist agronomist Wilkansky argued that public land ownership and
Hebrew labor were ‘‘not a dictate of the higher morality but of stern
necessity’’; the co-operative farm constituted ‘‘a measure of national selfdefense.’’19 Nonetheless, hityashvut ovedet was appreciated as far more than
a political necessity. Zionists from all sides of the political spectrum shared
the view, popular throughout postwar Europe and in progressive circles in
the United States, that some degree of nationalization of natural resources
and heavy industry was socially beneﬁcial. An interest in social reform and
efﬁciency led Louis Brandeis and his supporters in the American Zionist
movement to favor a strong co-operative sector in the Yishuv as well as the
nationalization of economic enterprises, such as utilities, that would otherwise
become private monopolies.20
A more controversial aspect of hityashvut ovedet was the collective structure
of the kibbutz. This characteristic resulted in part from the ideological
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afﬁnities of some of the young pioneers, and in part from the constant
pressure of landless agricultural laborers roaming around Palestine, in need
of settlement via the quickest and cheapest means possible.21 The collective
was considered economically and socially unfeasible by bourgeois Zionists
who preferred another form of hityashvut ovedet, the moshav, which combined individual smallholdings with co-operative purchase, sale, and
administration. Nonetheless, the collective could and did appeal to many an
inﬂuential Zionist outside of the workers’ movement. The most moving
example of bourgeois Zionist sympathy for the collective comes from
Ruppin, whose private writings during the interwar period expressed an
ongoing, albeit unrequited and increasingly frustrated, passion for a radical
reconstruction of Jewish society.22
Ideologies inﬂuenced not only the broad contours of settlement policy
but also highly technical matters which, one might think, would have been
decided according to value-free criteria alone. For example, Akiva Ettinger
was passionately devoted to the establishment of hill settlements, and he
considered the founding of Kiryat Anavim in the Judean hills (1920) one of
his greatest achievements. His reasons were in part eminently practical: hill
settlements had obvious strategic value, and they could in time become
population centers, thereby enabling the Jewish population to move beyond
Palestine’s coastal plain and inland valleys. But the vision of Jewish farmers
laboring in terraced ﬁelds enraptured him. Although the task was difﬁcult,
he wrote,
I surely knew that the labor invested in the hills would not be in vain.
Our ancestors, hill dwellers they, knew how to adapt to the climate
and the land. They knew how to deal with the run-off that sweeps
away the soil to the lowlands. They cleared their ﬁelds and vineyards
of stones and terraced them with sophisticated stone terraces. In the
hills our people produced its culture, its eternal creations.23
An even more complex mix of romantic and pragmatic thinking lay behind
the WZO technical corps’ approach to irrigation. Before the mid-1920s the
agricultural technicians displayed little enthusiasm for irrigated farming.
The sheer expense of irrigation and its complex technological requirements
were important reasons for this attitude. But these arguments aside, irrigation had only limited appeal for Ettinger and none for Wilkanksy. The
agricultural models available to them – Eastern European peasants, Palestinian fellahin, and farmers in the German Templer colonies in Palestine –
engaged in dry farming alone. Irrigation was successfully used for citriculture in the Yishuv’s plantation colonies, but this very success tainted
irrigation with a capitalist ethos which the WZO’s technicians abhorred.24
In the mid-1920s, Kaplansky did lead the Settlement Department into serious
experimentation with irrigation. Shlomo Zemach, director of the extension
service of the WZO’s Agricultural Experiment Station, offered instruction
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in irrigation and established experimental irrigated ﬁelds in some of the
Galilean settlements.25 Signiﬁcantly, ideologies played as important a role in
the new enthusiasm about irrigation as in the earlier coolness towards it.
Irrigation was essential for the cultivation of fodder crops, which in turn
supported dairy farming, which the settlement technicians decided was the
hallmark of an advanced agricultural economy as well as a way to make the
kibbutz and moshav viable without dependence on plantation crops.26
The ideologies at work behind the application of technical knowledge
inﬂuenced the production of that knowledge as well. On the one hand,
because of the high status of agriculture in Zionist thought, agronomy was
a highly respected discipline, and agricultural scientists were eager to serve
the Yishuv despite low salaries.27 On the other hand, although the pioneer
laborers of the Second and Third Aliyot venerated technical expertise, they
were highly suspicious of experts, who were assumed, until proven otherwise,
to be administrators determined to rule autocratically. Moreover, Labor
Zionism’s obsessive pragmatism, its cult of practical knowledge and deprecation of learning disconnected from life experience, caused the workers to
doubt the value of a formal agronomic education. Shlomo Zemach writes of
the frosty reception he received from the workers at Tel Yosef when he
began work for the extension service:
The word ‘‘agronomist’’ was not respected in those days in
Palestine; . . . people with that name were not really tied to agriculture.
They were afraid to come near a horse or a stable; their advice came
from books, and it was no good.28
Although this evaluation was not just, it is true that the technicians were
likely to be only somewhat more agriculturally literate than the settlers and
laborers, for the technicians often received only a limited, practical training
in Europe and had little research experience and prior exposure to
agricultural conditions in Palestine.29
As a result of this tension between experts and their ostensible beneﬁciaries, researchers at the central Experiment Station at Ben Shemen did
not merely project agricultural knowledge out towards the rural communities. Rather, knowledge spread through the Yishuv through a process of
diffusion, the result of constant interaction between technicians in the
extension service and the settlers themselves.30 Technical expertise did not
justify elitism. Zemach observed that ‘‘under no circumstances can instruction become administration. Everything is to be done via co-operation and
agreement between the instructors and the settlers.’’31 Zionist technical
expertise ﬂourished in a highly democratized and politicized context, a state
of ‘‘civic equality in the relationship of scientists and lay people.’’32
The ethos of Zionist agricultural research found its most eloquent
spokesman in Wilkansky, the Experiment Station’s director. Wilkansky’s
technical writings were steeped in an odd brew of anti-industrialism and
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technophilia. According to Wilkansky, industrial science enslaves, whereas
agricultural science liberates. Industrial technology can be captured, hidden,
and monopolized for the beneﬁt of a select few. But this is not the case with
agricultural knowledge; once a new type of seed or strain of livestock enters
the gene pool it becomes part of the public domain, and it beneﬁts the
entire rural community. Biological inquiry empowers the scientist as well as
the farmer, for the scientist experiences the pleasure of working at a genuine
craft, practiced with small, ﬁne instruments. Mechanization, on the other
hand, should not be introduced into agriculture. Not only is it socially
regressive, fostering the creation of a dispirited rural proletariat; it is also
technologically anachronistic, for the intensively farmed smallholding is
more efﬁcient than the large estate.33
Wilkansky’s romanticism, agrarianism, and commitment to the diffusion
of useful knowledge endeared him to the Yishuv’s workers’ movement, of
which he was a member. But even Wilkansky was never completely comfortable in the anti-authoritarian atmosphere of the Labor community.
Writing in a wistful tone, Wilkansky noted that administered farms cannot
succeed in the Yishuv because Jewish workers do not ‘‘possess a single one
of the qualities of the born agricultural laborer.’’ Unlike peasants, they
refuse to ‘‘subordinate their will’’ and ‘‘work automatically.’’ Perhaps
recalling his own pre-war days as manager of the WZO’s properties at Ben
Shemen and Hulda, Wilkansky observed that, whereas in any other land the
worker sees himself as replaceable and heeds the foreman’s orders lest he be
sacked, in the Yishuv it is the manager who is under stress, with laborers
constantly breathing down his neck and taking credit for the manager’s
innovations.34 This environment accounts for Wilkansky’s loose management
style at the Experiment Station, which he adopted after trying unsuccessfully
to run the station in a highly centralized, bureaucratic fashion.35
It is not coincidental that Wilkansky worked primarily as a researcher,
consultant, and educator, and did not hold a policy-making position in the
Zionist settlement apparatus. The directors of settlement policy through
much of the 1920s, Ruppin, Ettinger, and Kaplansky, gained access to
directorial positions at least in part because the workers’ organizations
supported them, and they did so because these technocrats accepted the
settlers’ demands for maximum autonomy in settlement management.
Ruppin wrote in his diary that his chief merit, according to one pioneer
laborer, was that ‘‘I did not meddle with the workers’ aspirations for new
social forms in the style of earlier ‘administrators’ as a know-it-all, but
rather I gave them the opportunity for natural development.’’36 Crucial
developments of the period of the Third Aliya, such as the founding of the
ﬁrst moshav and kibbutz, resulted from the initiatives of agricultural laborers
(Eliezer Joffe for the moshav and Shlomo Lavi for the kibbutz); Ettinger
and Ruppin embraced these initiatives and lobbied the WZO to
fund them.37 And in 1924, when the laborers lost faith in Ettinger’s
ability to defend their cause against mounting criticism within the WZO
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of workers’ settlement, Ettinger resigned his position and Kaplansky took
his place.38
Although Kaplansky assumed ofﬁce during a period of grave ﬁnancial
crisis, the accession of a veteran leader of Ahdut ha-’Avodah and the international Po’alei Tsiyon to the directorship of the Settlement Department
represented a victory for the Yishuv’s workers’ movement. Kaplansky was a
complex ﬁgure; although he was primarily a political activist, he was an
engineer by training and had substantive knowledge of as well as interest in
technical issues. An experienced member of the WZO’s Financial Council,
Kaplansky was able to defend workers’ settlement in sober, businesslike
prose heavily seasoned with statistics, charts, and graphs.39 Acting according
to his dual nature, Kaplansky ferreted out cost overruns and other ﬁnancial
irregularities in settlements, only to let the offending parties off with a
warning and funnel more public funds into them.40
In the case of Zionism’s settlement technocrats, leadership largely
involved representing the interests of the organized workers in the Yishuv
and the funding instruments in Europe. This is not to say that the technical
experts did not lead at all. There were certain areas of technical decisionmaking in which the settlement experts took the initiative and strongly
inﬂuenced the development of the rural Yishuv. The emphasis on dairy
farming and the introduction of certain crops, such as table grapes and
bananas, was the work of Ettinger.41 Research done at the Experiment
Station produced valuable knowledge regarding all aspects of crop and
dairy farming.42 Under Kaplansky’s direction, the Settlement Department
added a building sub-department, which replaced temporary with permanent
housing and lowered construction costs through the standardization of
building practices.43 In 1927, Wilkansky’s opposition to mechanization
notwithstanding, the Settlement Department began studying farm machine
use and repair, and by 1931 it was supplying gasoline-driven tractors and
combines to the Jezreel Valley settlements.44 Finally, the great public works
projects undertaken by the Jewish National Fund (JNF) – afforestation,
drainage, and the provision of fresh water to settlements – were formulated
by Ettinger, who directed the JNF’s Lands Authority throughout the 1920s,
and his successor, Yosef Weitz.45
Impressive though these accomplishments were, the WZO settlement
technicians operated in a never-ending storm of criticism of their actions
and methods. From the time the WZO took its ﬁrst steps towards colonization activity in 1903, ﬁscal conservatives in the WZO’s ﬁnancial institutions decried the use of public funds for risky and unproﬁtable settlement
experiments. Even before World War I, collective settlements came under
ﬁre for their consumption of public funds and subordination of economic to
social goals.46 Throughout much of the 1920s there was ongoing tension
between the WZO’s Settlement and Financial Departments, with the latter
accusing the former of wasteful spending on social experiments of dubious
value.
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After World War I, ﬁscal conservatives found a champion in Louis
Brandeis, who called for a businesslike and efﬁcient colonization to be carried out by independent agencies run by expert managers. According to
Brandeis, the managers and the agencies they directed should be free of
political ideology and serve no political interests. The Brandeisian notion of
the expert was technocratic in the classic sense of the word – empowered,
apolitical, and businesslike, along the lines of the efﬁciency-minded ‘‘production engineers’’ of the American sociological imagination of the early
twentieth century. Brandeis’s businesslike approach was not capitalist; he
recognized the need for public institutions to create the infrastructure of the
Yishuv’s national economy. But Brandeis shared the popular American view
that the goal of philanthropy, the promotion of economic independence,
could only be reached if philanthropies employed the same professional and
efﬁcient management that characterized proﬁt-making enterprises.47
The Brandeis camp’s bid for power in the American and international
Zionist movement was defeated, but Brandeis’s economic views lived on in
the leadership of the non-Zionist section of the enlarged Jewish Agency
(JA). During the negotiations leading up the establishment of the agency in
1929, Brandeis met with the American Jewish ﬁnancier Felix Warburg, who
requested Brandeis’s guidance on Zionist affairs.48 Warburg communicated
to WZO President Chaim Weizmann a plan for the administration of the
Zionist enterprise similar to that of the JDC, of which Warburg was director.
Warburg envisioned the WZO and JA as a single corporation, in which the
JA Council would be the managing board, passing on instructions to the
Zionist Executive, which would become a body of expert ofﬁcials without
policy-making powers.49
Some elements of the American technocratic program were in fact
implemented in the WZO. Shaken by a ﬁnancial crisis in the Yishuv and a
drastic drop in WZO revenues, in 1927 the WZO created an executive
without Labor representation. Control over colonization passed to the
attorney Harry Sacher, who strove to make the best use of the WZO’s paltry
resources by cutting the settlement apparatus’ payroll and concentrating
expenditures in selected programs for the long-term improvement of the
existing colonies. In his efforts he was aided by a new director of the
Agricultural Department, the equally businesslike accountant Eliezer
Bavli.50 Other than its apolitical quality and attention to accountability,
however, there was little similarity between the ‘‘Sacher regime’’ and Warburg’s corporate vision. Sacher, an ardent Zionist and longtime ally of
Weizmann, was not on good terms with Warburg.51 Aside from business
savvy, Sacher brought little in the way of new forms of expertise into the
WZO’s colonization operations. Sacher’s agricultural experts were Wilkansky,
Zemach, and David Stern, all veteran members of the labor movement,
although the most important of them, Wilkansky, was admittedly more
cautious than many of his peers, favoring a protracted period of scientiﬁc
experimentation and planning prior to mass settlement.52
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This is not to say that the Yishuv lacked technical experts without a
Labor orientation. Bourgeois Zionists found their most reliable ally in the
agronomist Selig Soskin,53 whose capitalist agricultural scheme was the
subject of furious debate at the 1921 and 1925 Zionist Congresses. Whereas
the Labor Zionist agricultural ideal was one of self-sufﬁciency, with dairy
and poultry farming having pride of place in a farm economy based on
cereal and fodder crops, Soskin derided the striving for autarky as misguided and the emphasis on dairy farming as, literally, a sacred cow. Seeing
Palestine as an integral part of a world market, Soskin argued that the
Yishuv should focus all its efforts on the production of luxury crops, such
as bananas, oranges, and tomatoes, for export to Europe. Grain, dairy
products, and eggs could be imported from abroad for far less cost than
their production price in Palestine.54
Other experts stressed alleged ﬂaws in the organizational structure of
collective settlement. In 1926 the WZO solicited the views of Solomon Dyk,
an agronomist whose hostility to the workers’ movement and the collective
was well known.55 Dyk’s report condemned the collective settlements’ lack
of permanent, professional management as well as their refusal to link wage
levels with productivity. Similar charges of inefﬁciency and recommendations that the collective system be dismantled were made in 1928, when, as
part of the preparations for the enlargement of the JA, the Palestine Joint
Survey Commission sponsored a massive report by a team of internationally renowned experts headed up by Dr. Elwood Mead of the US
Department of the Interior.56
The WZO’s technicians responded to these hostile experts by claiming
that the critics did not understand the peculiar physical challenges of the
Palestinian ecology or the psychological dimensions of the Jewish return to
the soil. Over and over again, technicians supportive of Labor Zionism
attacked ‘‘foreign authorities’’ who, after making a superﬁcial tour of
Palestine, dictated policies forcing Zionist colonization into the iron framework of their previous experience.57 Wilkansky purported to know the Land
of Israel more intimately than his rival Soskin; combining the romantic and
pragmatic motifs in Labor Zionist ideology, he blended biblical descriptions
of cereal culture and dry farming with voluminous data from his own years
of practical experience to discredit Soskin’s plan.58 Countering Dyk’s criticism
of collectives, Kaplansky noted that, despite their formal lack of a
hierarchical administration, in fact each kibbutz tended to develop a leadership group which, through popular consensus, ran its operations year
after year.59 For Ruppin, the main problem with the Mead report was not
empirical error so much as insensitivity; couched purely in abstract,
economic terms, the report neglected the aspirations of the workers without
whom there would be no rural Yishuv.60 For the WZO settlement technicians, the belief that ‘‘outside experts’’ could not fathom the collective
psychology of the workers disqualiﬁed the opinions not only of a gentile like
Mead, but also of Jews like Soskin or Dyk, who neither had mastered
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Hebrew nor had any common cultural frame of reference with the
agricultural workers.61
As it turned out, critics of Zionist colonization policy during the 1920s
had little long-term impact. Their alternative approaches conﬂicted with the
WZO political leadership’s view of the movement’s essential interests. In
case of a clash between purely economic and political economic considerations, the latter won out. In Weizmann’s view, the WZO was a government,
not a corporation; it sought long-term national goals such as the acquisition of contiguous territory and the entrenchment of Hebrew labor in all
sectors of the Yishuv’s economy. Although Weizmann fully supported
Sacher’s entry into the Zionist Executive, he quickly grew irritated with his
old ally, accusing Sacher of detrimental penny-pinching in matters like the
purchase of land in the Haifa Bay area, which Weizmann felt must come
under public control and was too important ‘‘to be swallowed up by a
capitalist concern’’.62 Weizmann claimed to have initiated the idea for the
Joint Palestine Survey Commission, but he was quick to dismiss the Mead
report, invoking all the arguments used by Ruppin and his colleagues.63
Ironically, although Zionist settlement technicians were perceived by their
critics as single-mindedly promoting the interests of the workers’ movement,
the political leadership of the labor movement could be harshly critical of
the technician’s activities. Technicians were caught in the crossﬁre between
the movement’s opposing camps; several of the technicians, Wilkansky
among them, belonged to Ha-Po’el Ha-Tsa‘ir, a party opposed to Ahdut ha’Avodah’s collectivism and striving to centralize power within its own political machine. Exuding a ﬁery, romantic individualism, Wilkansky, like his
party comrade Eliezer Joffe, cast his lot with the moshav rather than the
kibbutz, believing that the former guaranteed ‘‘personal freedom in creation,’’ while the latter threatened to stiﬂe it.64 Indeed, the leadership of
Ahdut ha-’Avodah did, at the beginning of the 1920s, express a preference
for the collectivist kibbutz.65 Ettinger and Kaplansky belonged to Ahdut
ha-’Avodah and vigorously promoted the kibbutz, but still the party did not
treat them kindly. Ettinger, we saw above, resigned the directorship of the
Settlement Department after losing the political support of the workers’
movement in 1924. His successor, Kaplansky, faced assaults on his freedom
of action by Ben-Gurion, who, as leader of Ahdut ha-’Avodah, pressured
Kaplansky to resign from the PZE in protest against insufﬁcient funding for
workers’ settlement.66
By the mid-1920s the Histadrut leadership, and especially its members
from Ahdut ha-’Avodah, had developed an urban orientation in response to
the fact that its membership and power base lay in the city, not the countryside. Agricultural settlement was seen as but one vehicle for the realization
of the Labor Zionist vision.67 Nonetheless, hityashvut ovedet was understood to be an integral part of the Yishuv, and the Labor leadership was
unwilling to entrust it to anyone, even an ally, in the WZO. No sooner had
the Histadrut been created in 1920 than it began to seek control over
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workers’ settlement through the Vaad Haklai, an advisory group appointed
by the PZE, and the Histadrut’s own section on agricultural affairs, the
Merkaz Hakla’i. The Merkaz Hakla’i was headed by Abraham Harzfeld, a
laborer with no formal agricultural training and a long history of organizing
and mediating activity going back to his arrival in Palestine shortly before
World War I. As director of the Merkaz Hakla’i, Harzfeld successfully
lobbied the JNF to purchase lands for workers’ villages and won for the
Merkaz the authority to allocate purchased lands to settlement groups.68
The growing role of the Merkaz paralleled the many other Histadrut activities which, relying on WZO funding, were embodied in Hevrat Ovdim
(Society of Workers), an umbrella organization created by the Histadrut in
1923, and whose subsidiaries controlled virtually all aspects of the labor
economy. An equally signiﬁcant sign of the Histadrut’s growing control over
the rural Yishuv’s development was its decision in 1930 to take the initiative
in the creation of a water-supply network for Jezreel Valley settlements. Levi
Eshkol (Shkolnik), then of the Merkaz Hakla’i, took on the project, and
seven years later became the ﬁrst director of the national water company
Mekorot.69
The ascent of Histadrut apparatchiks such as Harzfeld and Eshkol in the
making of settlement policy marked a generational change in the make-up
and characteristics of Zionist technical corps. The old guard, formally
educated and trained in Europe, had entered the Zionist movement before
World War I, a time when the rural Yishuv was undeveloped and its agricultural workforce largely adolescent. By the mid-1920s the youthful autodidacts of the Second Aliya had matured sufﬁciently to be in a position to
become guiding technical experts in the Yishuv. This power shift, progressing
gradually through the 1920s, accelerated suddenly in the mid-1930s as the
result of two unconnected but coterminous events: Labor’s conquest of the
WZO and the Arab Revolt in Palestine. After its removal from the PZE in
1927, Labor began a political campaign that culminated in 1935 with Labor
as the dominant faction in the Zionist Congress. Ben-Gurion was elected
chairman of the PZE and the JA Executive, ‘‘thus ensuring,’’ according to
the historian Henry Near, ‘‘full political backing for the foundation of
kibbutzim and moshavim alike.’’70 The following year, rebellion by Palestinian
Arabs threw the Yishuv into turmoil, stimulating heightened interest in the
strategic value of hityashvut ovedet as well as its ability to supply produce to
a growing population with uncertain access to Arab sources. A melding of
political, military, and technical considerations occurred within Zionist
colonization policy, and experts formerly devoted to the construction of a
Zionist utopia now took on the tasks of a corps of military engineers.

Strategic planning and the birth of the state
The shift from a settlement program based on social and economic considerations to one centered around strategic concerns began after the 1929
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Arab riots in the Yishuv. In response to the riots the Zionist settlement
agencies set out to create a contiguous bloc of Jewish territory in the coastal
plain, the population center of the Yishuv. After the Peel Commission
recommended the partition of Palestine in 1937, the settlement agencies also
moved to acquire land in the Galilee, Beit Shean Valley, and Negev in order
either to forestall partition or to assure the maximum possible borders
should it occur. The term used to describe this two-pronged strategy was
‘‘consolidation,’’ which during the 1920s had referred to the economic
stabilization of the settlements. In this environment, the Political Department
of the JA and its director, Moshe Sharett (Shertok), came to play the central
role in settlement policy. Sharett sponsored the expansion of the Yishuv
beyond the ‘‘N’’ formed by settlement in the coastal plain, Jezreel Valley,
and eastern Galilee. The policy of expansion was vigorously promoted after
World War II by the new head of the Settlement Department, Levi Eshkol,
who placed a particular emphasis on gaining the Negev for the Jewish
state.71
During this period of strife the Yishuv developed a new type of technician,
exempliﬁed by Yosef Weitz, director of the JNF’s Lands Authority, and
Yosef Avidar (Rokhel), director of the Haganah’s Technical Department.
Unlike the formally trained agronomists of the pre-war generation, Weitz
and Avidar were part of the generation of autodidacts who began life in
Palestine as laborers. Whereas the earlier cohort of settlement experts had
dabbled in strategic thinking, the latter lived for it. Immediately after the
establishment of the ﬁrst Tower and Stockade settlement, Tel Amal, in
1936, Weitz forcefully championed the widespread application of this
format, which, given its rapid mobilization, use of prefabricated structures,
and provisions for military defense, was an ideal instrument for establishing
a Jewish presence in isolated rural areas. Weitz worked closely with the leadership of the Haganah in the establishment of Tower and Stockade settlements, several of which, including Hanita in the western Galilee and Dafna
in the Huleh valley, were planned by Avidar.72
A dyed-in-the-wool soldier, Avidar, along with Weitz and the military
expert Raphael Lev, drew up an inﬂuential long-term plan for the Yishuv’s
rural development in 1943. Taking only strategic goals into consideration,
the plan made no provision for any agricultural format other than hityashvut
ovedet. It took for granted that the tightly knit kibbutz was strategically
superior and should be the settlement of choice in any isolated region, with
the moshav being used in more established regions.73 In a Yishuv pummeled
by rebellion and threatened by war, there was no place for the economic
arguments for and against the kibbutz that had so engaged the Zionist
movement during the 1920s.
Not all the settlement technicians of the period after 1936 approved of
the new direction of Zionist settlement policy. Ruppin opposed the tactic of
expansion, arguing that it was too costly. Like his colleagues in the Zionist
leadership, Ruppin had a political agenda, albeit opposed to that of his
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peers: he favored an even smaller Jewish commonwealth than that proposed
by the Peel Commission, so as to lessen the number of Arabs who would
come under Jewish rule.74 But Ruppin, the architect of Zionist settlement in
the past, had ceased to lead; for all his gifts, he was not a tactician, and in
the era of militant Zionism leaders were called upon to think strategically
as well as constructively. Weitz, on the other hand, was in tune with the
new spirit of the era. Although his actual inﬂuence over policy is a highly
controversial issue, it is clear that Weitz took an interest in planning the
transfer of Arabs from what would become Jewish territory and advocated
the expulsion of Arabs from sensitive rural areas during Israel’s War of
Independence.75
Weitz was the archetypal technician for the era of militant Zionism. The
new breed of experts were planners and administrators who, like the political
and military leaders whom they served, considered strategic thinking an
inherent component of the constructive Zionist project. New emphases on
the military value of hityashvut ovedet blended with older beliefs in its politicaleconomic virtues. The new corps of settlement planners possessed technical
knowledge, necessary for the tasks they undertook, but it was not knowledge
per se that legitimized them as leaders in the eyes of their comrades. Rather,
it was the process by which that knowledge had been acquired – practically,
informally, and entirely within the framework of the Labor Zionist
community – and the correspondence between the planners’ agenda and the
political goals of the Labor leadership.
In the newly born state of Israel, technical expertise was placed in the
service of a world-view that blended raison d’état, nationalism, and socialism
into an indivisible whole. The principal symbol of the Zionist enterprise, the
pioneer laborer, was portrayed not only as tough and zealous but also as
technically resourceful. The technically skilled pioneer assured a decent
standard of living for himself while providing essential foodstuffs and
industrial products for the embattled nation. The leaders of Labor Zionism,
like their counterparts in revolutionary movements throughout the globe,
believed that harnessing the creative powers of technology was an essential
step towards the realization of socialism.76 For all these reasons, the Labor
Zionist technician was accorded an important role in the construction of a
socialist Hebrew republic.
Modern Jewish social policy developed prior to and parallel with the
Zionist movement. Like the WZO, the vehicles of Jewish social policy
featured corps of experts able to develop and implement technology for the
collective good of the Jewish people. But the Zionist movement was unique
in its politicization of the technical, its subordination of expertise to the
goal of constructing an autonomous polity. Also unique was the Zionist
adoration of applied science and its practitioner, a Promethean ﬁgure who
did not view technical knowledge as hermetic or esoteric, but rather as the
common possession of the Hebrew nation, the means for its reconstruction
in the Land of Israel.

Part IV

From Jewish to Israeli culture

9

The continuity of subversion
Hebrew satire in Mandate Palestine

Satirical literature attempts to subvert a cultural system through the
manipulation of its foundational symbols. It rests on the assumption that
the reader is familiar with these symbols’ conventional signiﬁcation, and
that he or she also possesses deep knowledge of the cultural system being
mocked. This statement holds true for modern Jewish satire, which originated among traditionally educated adherents of the Jewish Enlightenment
in late eighteenth-century Eastern Europe and ﬂourished throughout the
1800s. When exported in the early twentieth century to Palestine, this subversive tradition took the form of parodies of traditional texts such as the
Passover Haggadah, produced in the secular atmosphere of Tel Aviv and
the kibbutzim.
This chapter sets Hebrew satirical literature produced in interwar Palestine
against the backdrop of its European predecessors. Changes in the form and
content of parodies of sacred Jewish texts nicely demonstrate the transition
in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century from Jewish to Israeli culture. From
the turn of the century through the 1930s, Palestine’s Jewish community
(the Yishuv) was a liminal zone in which a catalytic, yet ephemeral, coming
together of Judaic erudition and a freethinking spirit engendered a Zionist
secular culture. The principal texts analyzed here are Isaak Meir Dick’s
Masekhet ‘Aniyut of 1844, as an example of learned parody from the period
of the Jewish Englightenment (Haskalah); Kadish Yehuda Silman’s Bava
Tekhnika of 1913, to demonstrate the continuation of the Haskalah tradition in the early years of the new Yishuv; and several satiric haggadot
published in Palestine during the 1920s and 1930s.
My analysis is informed by the anthropologist Mary Douglas’s seminal
essay on the joke, which she deﬁnes as
a play upon form. It brings into relation disparate elements in such a
way that one accepted pattern is challenged by the appearance of
another, which in some way was challenged by the ﬁrst. . . . The joke
merely affords opportunity for realizing that an accepted pattern has
no necessity. Its excitement lies in the suggestion that any particular
ordering of experience may be arbitrary and subjective. It is frivolous
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in that is produces no real alternative, only an exhilarating sense of
freedom from form in general.1
Thus a joke is predicated upon the existence of a dominant pattern of relations, which is then challenged. The ‘‘essence of the joke is that something
formal is attacked by something informal, something organized and controlled, by something vital, energetic.’’2 The joke is the antithesis of the
religious rite, for the latter imposes an order that the former strives to
dissolve.3
The signiﬁcance of Douglas’s remarks lies in the close association
between modern Jewish satire and the parody of hallowed texts. In the
Yishuv the Passover Haggadah was the most common target of satirical
parody. The reading of the Haggadah is an ancient domestic rite – a seder,
literally a ﬁxed order, that uniﬁes all Jewish experience across time and
space into a ﬁxed narrative. The frequency and ease with which that narrative order was subverted by Hebrew satirists, the sort of Jewish literacy that
was required for the production and consumption of these acts of literary
subversion, and the question whether these parodies offered a new collective
narrative in place of that which was dissolved, will be explored below.
Parody is a vast and amorphous genre, which in recent years has attracted
considerable attention from literary critics inﬂuenced by postmodern concerns with intertextuality and self-referentiality. Contemporary theories of
parody owe much to the interwar writings of Mikhail Bakhtin, who was
intrigued by parody’s heteroglossia – that is, its performance of multiple
discursive modes within a single linguistic system – and who celebrated
parody’s Carnivalesque, subversive qualities. Contemporary scholars maintain
and reﬁne Bakhtin’s analysis of parody as multi-voiced; some emphasize
parody’s qualities as a form of meta-ﬁction, commenting upon literary
forms, while others see in parody a locus classicus for challenging the notion
of textual authorship. One of the chief areas of disagreement between
scholars is parody’s relationship with humor, ridicule, and subversion. Linda
Hutcheon questions these associations, preferring to see parody as ‘‘repetition
with critical distance,’’ an ironic but by no means necessarily satirical
imitation of an established cultural production or practice. Simon Dentith,
on the other hand, insists that parody always possesses a polemical quality,
even if it is acting as a socially conservative force, criticizing innovation by
lampooning the form and content of its expression.4
In this chapter I have blended various literary critics’ approaches to formulate a theoretical framework that ﬁts the particular conditions of Jewish
parody. Most literary analyses of parody focus on ancient and modern
secular texts, be they the plays of Aristophanes or the novels of Cervantes
and Fielding. Well into the twentieth century, however, the target of Jewish
parody (or the ‘‘hypotext,’’ in Gerard Genette’s terminology) was often a
sacred text, even if the author of the parody (the ‘‘hypertext’’) was far
removed from the hypotext’s cultural universe. We may borrow an important
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concept, however, from the literature on parody in the western world: the
notion of parody as ﬂourishing in societies dominated by a textual tradition
yet challenging it. That is, just as Renaissance and early modern Europe,
beholden to yet seeking to break away from the classical heritage, engendered ‘‘Rabelais and his World,’’ to cite Bakhtin’s classic text, so belated
Jewish modernization set parodists against the beloved texts of the Jewish
canon.5
Parody and satire are overlapping but distinct genres, and the relationship
between them is complex. The chart below depicts the various sorts of
parody that will be encountered throughout the course of this chapter:
TYPES OF PARODY
Serious:

Pietist
Subversive

Humorous:

Benign
Satiric:
Quiescent
Subversive
Mobilized

Parodies can be either serious or humorous. The former has no intent to
amuse; it adopts the form of a universally known sacred text to drive home
an ethical or political message. Serious parodies can revere the hypotext,
employing its language in order to stimulate a return to the system of religious belief and practice the original text espoused. An example of this
form of serious parody is the Yiddish Haggadah of 1885 composed by the
Lithuanian badhan (wedding entertainer) Marechevsky. The Haggadah is
replete with proverbs attacking the Haskalah and urging Jews towards piety
and observance.6 Equally serious, yet utterly secular, in intent were the
kibbutz haggadot of the interwar period, which undermined the hypotext by
transforming the story of divine liberation of the Jews into a celebration of
natural rebirth and an epic of national and class struggle. Even more subversive were the early Soviet Union’s ‘‘red haggadot,’’ produced during the
early years of the Bolshevik regime. These haggadot employ motifs from the
Passover story in order to discourage celebration of the Passover holiday or
any other aspects of Jewish religious life.7
Throughout history, Jewish parody has tended far more often to be
humorous than serious; indeed, humorous parodies of biblical or rabbinic
texts date back to the Middle Ages. During medieval and early modern
times, such humor was usually benign, aiming not to ridicule individuals or
institutions but simply to entertain through the inversion of sacred motifs
for profane ends. Medieval Purim parodies, written in Talmudic or biblical
style, indulge in boisterous praise for drinking alcohol, as in Sefer Havakbuk Ha-navi, whose title punned the biblical prophet Habbakuk and the
Hebrew word for bottle.8 Similar parodies were produced in medieval
Christendom, where drinkers’ masses engaged in wordplay, such as changing
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the word ‘‘oremus’’ (let us pray) to ‘‘potemus’’ (let us drink).9 Such works
operated well within the margins of social propriety, indulging in harmless
wordplay and paeans to the alcohol that lubricated social relations during
the Jewish Carnival of Purim. Similarly safe, although more cerebral, is the
venerable tradition of yeshiva students producing parodic sermons for
Purim that employed talmudic casuistry in creative and humorous ways.
This sort of parody, produced and consumed by a learned Jewish elite, was
akin to medieval Latin Bible parodies, which jumbled biblical verses together
for comic effect.10
Satire, as Hutcheon puts it, is ‘‘both moral and social in its focus and
ameliorative in its intention.’’11 Satire – and it is this which distinguishes it
from parody alone – employs humor as a weapon, not merely as a source of
good feeling. Nonetheless, even satiric parody can be essentially quiescent,
lacking a sharp edge, if the objects of its attacks are abstract personalities,
standard types found in any time or situation, such as the pompous doctor,
the ignorant cleric, or the heartless miser, rather than identiﬁable individuals
or institutions. In Jewish literature this kind of socially non-threatening
parody persisted into modern times, as in the Megilat Yuhasin of 1834,
attributed to R. Mendel Landsberg of Kremenitz. The parody consists of a
variety of quotes from various portions of the Babylonian Talmud,
presenting the reader with the pleasurable challenge of recalling their original context and witnessing how they are applied, via association or implicit
meaning, to the satiric barbs in the text.12
Jewish satiric parody with a speciﬁc target ﬁrst appeared in seventeenthand eighteenth-century anti-Sabbatean literature, in which the Hebrew
liturgy was altered to ridicule the false messiah Shabbatai Zvi’s abrogation
of Jewish law. But a full-blown subversive satiric parody, mimicking the
style of revered texts in order to undermine traditional ways of thought and
life, emerged only with the late eighteenth-century Haskalah, particularly in
Eastern Europe. Maskilim (exponents of the Haskalah) employed satire to
criticize what they considered to be the forces of backwardness and
obscurantism in Jewish society. Hasidism was the most frequent target of
ridicule, which was expressed in a variety of literary forms, including the
observational essay and the ﬁctional story, but the most famous of which
was the parody of religious texts. The ﬁrst Hebrew novel, Joseph Perl’s
Megaleh Temirin (The Revealer of Secrets, 1819), was a satiric parody of
Hasidic epistles. Its power derived from the authenticity of its presentation,
its liberal borrowing from Hasidic texts, and its accurate reproduction of
their style and message.13 A similar accuracy characterizes the Talmudic
parodies composed by Eastern European maskilim throughout the nineteenth century, such as Moshe Leib Lilienblum’s Mishnat Elisha ben Abuya
(1877), which included a blend of authentic, inverted, and fabricated
rabbinic dicta, intricate commentaries, and an authentic Masoret Ha-shas,
providing biblical and rabbinic references for the texts cited. The elaborateness of the parodic apparatus gave such texts an air of authenticity.
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By operating within the Talmudic tradition, they made an appearance of
repairing the rabbinic system from within rather than attacking it from
without.14
The chasm separating the authors of such parodies from traditional
Jewish norms of behavior and belief, however, should not be obscured. As
the nineteenth century progressed, Haskalah parodies moved beyond critiques of Hasidic obscurantism to the entire fabric of Eastern European
Jewish life. Models of an enlightened Jewish piety gave way gradually to
calls for total socio-economic transformation of the Jewish masses in Eastern Europe. Biting social criticism gave off a strong whiff of anti-clericalism,
as in Isaac Meir Dick’s Masekhet ‘Aniyut min Talmud Rash ‘Alma (Tractate
Poverty From the Talmud of the Poor of the Earth) of 1844.15
Dick’s text features crisp fabricated Hebrew mishnayot (apodictic statements) and rambling Aramaic gemara (talmudic exposition, commentary,
and extension) that deal with classic issues of classiﬁcation, limitation,
extension, and illustration. It is accompanied by learned but fabricated
commentaries that mainly serve to explain the text and only occasionally
offer deadpan humor. Throughout, the rabbis are given humorous names
recalling various Hebrew words for poverty and want. The text begins with
the mishna ‘‘All are sure [ne’emanim] to be poor: even owners of courtyards
and contractors, except for the stranger, the convert, the doctor, the rabbi,
and the money lender.’’ The gemara then asks, ‘‘All – including what? Rabbi
Yored says to include the groom who dines at his father in law’s home. . . .
Rabbi Ephes says including the Gentile who has been circumcised but not
immersed [in the mikvah] for although in every word he is an idol
worshipper in this term he is fully a Jew and trustworthy.’’16
The text bemoans the apparently inalterable nature of Jewish poverty and
compares the Jew’s economic behavior unfavorably with that of gentiles:
Rabbi Doheka said, ‘‘Everyone who is not poor is not of them [the
Jews], and the fathers of any in whom there is no sign of poverty did
not stand at Mt. Sinai.’’ What is the sign of poverty? Rabbi Batlan
said laziness, for it is argued that laziness brings about idleness and
idleness bring about boredom and boredom leads to weakness and
weakness leads to poverty and poverty leads to degradation and
degradation leads to life in the world to come.17
Every Jew is ﬁt for marriage brokering, liturgical chanting (hazanut), and teaching even if he never read torah in his life or never went
to school. . . . the Jew goes from pupil to groom to supported groom
to marriage broker to wedding jester to beggar.18
Gentiles, on the other hand, are pillars of probity and economic stability:
There is no Gentile without land and no Gentile without a craft that
sustains him; he dies and his sons inherit his legacy and take his place,
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which is not the case for the Jew: He has no land, and he has no craft;
he dies and his sons return to [begging in] doorways.19
Jews, the parody tells us, only enrich themselves through contact with
Gentiles, as one may learn from the biblical stories of the patriarchs, who
grew wealthy through their dealings with Pharaoh, Avimelekh, and Laban.
And Jewish women are particularly wont to idleness:
There is no difference between the daughters of Israel and the
daughters of the idol worshipers except that the daughters of idol
worshipers spin, weave, launder and hem while the daughters of Israel
sit idly, make up their faces and eyes, and wait for deliverance in the
form of a marriage.20
We see in this text many of the leitmotifs of Eastern European Haskalah
literature: An exaggerated self-critique and admiration for the gentile, and a
misogyny born of a projection of frustration over economic emasculation
on to the Jewish female. We also encounter the Haskalah’s tutelary agenda,
for, although this text is indeed comic, its intended function was no less
educational than a dry piece of Hebrew journalism. The parody was intended
to shock Jews into changing their educational patterns, abandoning the
heder for the government-sponsored Russian school and a life of talmudic
study for one of labor in handicrafts. It communicated its message through
an artfully designed parody that could not be appreciated without a good
knowledge of Hebrew and a rudimentary education in rabbinic texts. Texts
like Dick’s appeared into the 1880s, but by the turn of the twentieth century
Jewish satire in Europe had begun to break away from the Haskalah tradition
of learned Hebrew parody. Hundreds of ephemeral humorous journals were
founded throughout the Russian Empire, but most were in Yiddish (for
example Der Shaygetz [The Gentile], Der Bezim [The Broom]21) and the
Haggadah replaced the talmudic tractate as the text of choice for parody.
The Haggadah liturgy – brief, straightforward, and memorized in childhood
by any Jewish child from an observant home – is extremely easy to manipulate, thanks to both its form and content. The seder’s ritual objects can be
replaced or given new meanings, as can the many items that are numbered
or listed in the Haggadah’s text. Moreover, the Haggadah’s story of oppression and liberation can be reset in virtually any contemporary situation. In
the early 1900s, politically radical Haggadah parodies, usually in Yiddish,
ﬂourished in the Pale of Settlement and among immigrant Jews in New
York City. In twentieth-century Poland, Passover Haggadah parodies
became increasingly fragmentary, appearing in newspapers with severe space
limitations, and so referred to only the most celebrated parts of the seder,
such as the four questions, four sons, and ten plagues.22 Still, the tradition
of learned Hebrew parody continued into the 1920s, in, for example, the
columns of Aharon Tsafnet in the Warsaw daily Ha-yom.23
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By contrast to Eastern European Jews (whether in the Russian Empire or
in their new North American environment), Jewish satirists who had been
culturally formed in the West did not possess strong links with the Jewish
Book. Western European Jews produced only a handful of humorous
periodicals, the most successful being Schlemiel, which appeared in Berlin
from 1903 to 1905, and then irregularly from 1919 to 1924. True to its
Zionist orientation, most of the satire in Schlemiel was directed against
pretentious and assimilationist German Jews, and Eastern European Jewry
tended to be viewed with a rather sentimentalized sympathy, admired for its
alleged authenticity and cohesive collective identity. Some of the material
assumed a familiarity with the customs and popular culture of Eastern
European Jews but the material was always in German and did not assume
Jewish textual literacy. One of Schlemiel’s chief contributors, the genial
Zionist humorist Sammy Gronemann, was the son of the chief rabbi of
Hannover and had a thorough yeshiva education, but he did not make use
of his Judaic knowledge in his writing, which, despite its paeans to the
Eastern European Jewish folk soul and its condemnation of assimilation,
was destined for an audience of highly acculturated readers who were often
unfamiliar with the textual basis of Eastern European Jewish civilization.24
A less obvious, but highly signiﬁcant, difference between Jewish humorous
periodicals in ﬁn-de-siècle Eastern and Western Europe was the fact that the
former were normally issued at the time of the major Jewish holidays,
Passover in particular, whereas the latter appeared, funds and circulation
permitting, on a regular monthly or bimonthly basis. The bond between
sacred time and profane humor has a rich legacy in Jewish culture, from the
annual revelry at Purim to the irreverent joking of the traditional wedding
jester, the badhan, who operated within the sacred and ephemeral environment of the wedding canopy, the huppa. In Eastern Europe, this linkage
persisted into the twentieth century, and with it the unspoken, perhaps
unconscious, notion that satire was too frivolous, or too dangerous, for
everyday use.
The same was the case in the Yishuv, where, from the start of Zionist
settlement, humor, satire, and parody were integral components of Hebrew
literature.25 The Yishuv’s ﬁrst humorous newspaper, La-Yehudim (For the
Jews), appeared at Purim 1909, but the real ﬂourishing of Hebrew humor
came in the 1920s, when the third and fourth waves of Zionist immigration
gave the Yishuv a sizeable base of secularly oriented readers. The connection between humor and holiday was driven home by an article in the
newspaper Ha-Aretz in 1931, which listed 118 humorous publications produced in Palestine between 1919 and 1931, almost three-quarters of which
were published at the time of the Jewish holidays (Purim, 37; Passover, 19;
Shavuot, 10; Hanukkah, 5; Rosh Hashanah, 5; Sukkot, 3; Tu Bishvat and
other holidays, 7). Ten appeared at May Day or alongside of special events
in the life of the Yishuv. Only 22, or less than one-ﬁfth, had no connection
with a holiday or special event.26 Humorous columns were featured as well
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in the daily Hebrew press, but even these were at ﬁrst tied to the holidays,
becoming routine affairs only in the early 1930s, at which time satirical
cabarets (Hakumkum, Hametate) became an integral part of Yishuv culture.
The most important ﬁgure in Yishuv satire before World War I, Kadish
Yehuda Silman, inherited the Haskalah legacy of learned satiric parody. An
educator and publicist who served on the editorial board of Ha-Aretz, in
1910 Silman authored Megilat Shemitah, a parody of the Book of Esther
that lampooned ultra-Orthodox inﬂexibility during the shemitah, or sabbatical, year, during which, according to biblical law, the Land of Israel was to
lay fallow. The work was extraordinarily popular; it sold over a thousand
copies in Jerusalem in a single day.27 Silman expended most of his satiric
energy, however, on what became known as the ‘‘language struggle’’ in the
Yishuv between proponents of Hebrew as opposed to German in higher
education. Silman’s chief opponent in the ‘‘language struggle’’ was the
Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden, a German-Jewish philanthropy that maintained a network of primary schools within the Yishuv and laid the
cornerstone in 1912 for a technical high school and university (Technikum)
in Haifa. Paul Nathan, the secretary of the Hilfsverein, insisted that Hebrew
be the main language of instruction in the Hilfsverein’s primary schools,
and no less a ﬁgure than the pioneering Hebrew linguist Eliezer BenYehuda had the highest praise for the Hilfsverein’s Jerusalem teachers’
seminary, which he saw as a vital protector and nurturer of modern spoken
Hebrew. But students at the seminary grumbled that the Hilfsverein was an
agent of Germanization, because German was taught as a secondary
language at the Hilfsverein’s schools, and Zionists throughout the Yishuv
and abroad were incensed by Hilfsverein plans to use German as a language
of instruction for technical subjects at the institutions of higher education in
Haifa.
Against this background, Silman produced the intricate parody Bava
Tekhnika in 1913.28 The text is a withering attack upon the directors and
ofﬁcers of the Hilfsverein, Paul Nathan, James Simon, Ephraim Cohen, and
Bernard Kahn, as well as the Hilfsverein’s defenders in the Yishuv, such as
Ben-Yehuda and the ultra-Orthodox newspaper Ha-Moriah. The text contains fabricated commentaries (including perush ras’i, that is, Silman himself
is in place of the customary Rashi, and avot di-rav nathan, a pun on Paul
Nathan within a reference to a canonical midrashic text). The parody contains a blend of authentic, inverted, and altered mishnayot from several
talmudic tractates, mainly Bava Metsiya and Shabbat. Silman chooses texts
that would be familiar to anyone with a basic talmudic education; to wit,
discussions in Bava Metsiya about property that is disputed or abandoned,
and the rights and responsibilities of bailors and bailees. These mishnayot
are accompanied by lengthy and at times complex gemara.
Beginning with the classic ‘‘Two are holding on to a garment,’’ from the
ﬁrst chapter of Bava Metsiya (shnayim ohazin be-talit, rendered shtayim
ohazot, thus ﬁnding humor in the cross-gendering of language, as the feminine
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form of the number is substituted for the masculine, the default form in
Hebrew speech), the text reads, as per the original, that each claimant
swears an oath of ownership and the garment (or its value) is divided,
although in this case the division is unequal, and the authorities cited are
the Zionist ideologue Ahad Ha-Am and the Liberal German rabbi Ludwig
Phillipson, representing Eastern European and German Jewry, respectively.
Then, in the fabricated gemara, Silman’s tone turns hostile:
What are we dealing with here? If you were to say a talit and teﬁlin
[prayer shawl and phylacteries], [I would say that] he is of the West,
where there is no talit and teﬁlin, as Mar said, ‘‘From the day that
rights were given to the children of the West, Torah and commandments were forgotten by them.’’ And if you say that we are dealing
with the talit of Korach [who, according to the Midrash, challenged
Moses by asking if an entirely blue garment required a ritual blue
fringe], [I reply that] we are dealing with the Technikum, as Mar said,
‘‘What is the Technikum? A sort of cloak with which those sons of the
West wrap themselves and make in it a bow to their master.’’ You say
that the talit of the Technikum is nothing but the talit of Korach as we
have taught, ‘‘From the day that the Technikum came into the world
betrayal and slander have multiplied and even, God forbid, chaos has
entered the minds of the Jews,’’ as it is written, ‘‘And did the children
of Korach not die?’’29
According to the parody, Jews in the West play God; invoking the language
of the narrative in Genesis of the creation of Eve, they claim to make for
man a helpmate (‘ezrah, a pun on the Hebrew name for the Hilfsverein).
Thus the Hilfsverein becomes a feminized force, just as disastrous as primal
woman. Ezrah is a force of wanton destruction, and anyone who leaves a
child in Ezrah’s care is guilty of a wrongdoing. Ezrah will bring gentile
(meaning German) rule upon the Holy Land and tear youth away from it:
‘‘Rabbi Ephraim [Ephraim Cohen of the Hilfsverein] says, ‘The Wise of
Israel will look outwards,’’’ meaning that the schools in the Land of Israel
must be multilingual and thus easy prey for those who would tear them
asunder.30 Much of the parody deals with Ezrah’s great wealth (‘‘Rabbi
[James] Simon says, ‘Whoever has money in his hand has the upper
hand.’’’),31 and even the cleverest of men succumb to Ezrah’s power. In a
retelling of the classic Midrash about Rabbi Eliezer and the oven, here the
protagonist is Eliezer Ben-Yehuda, who comes under a rabbinic ban for
supporting the Hilfsverein.32 Of all the groups in the Yishuv, the parody
relates, only the socialist pioneers have the courage to resist Ezrah.
Silman’s bitter polemic has much in common with its Haskalah predecessors, but the differences are striking. Maskilim wrote parodies in the
style and language of their opponents, who would be infuriated by the
parodies precisely because of their accuracy. Silman, on the other hand,
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composed a parody which most of its targets could not possibly understand.
Haskalah parody was an offensive act by a self-conﬁdent elite with a sense
of mission. Silman’s text, on the other hand, is a defensive ploy designed to
shore up the morale of a fragile Hebrew intelligentsia caught between the
ultra-Orthodox majority and the western philanthropic agencies necessary
for the Yishuv’s survival. Haskalah parody was subversive of the religious
status quo, yet in the raw and unformed Yishuv of the early twentieth century, there was no status quo, only entrenched interest groups that battled
against one another on fairly equal terms. Finally, whereas learned parody
was a major literary genre that ﬂourished for over a century in Eastern
Europe, its life span in Palestine was all too brief. So far as I know, Silman’s
parodies were the only ones of their type produced before World War I, and
after the war there was little place for such intricate textual play in the
secularized atmosphere of Tel Aviv, the cradle of literary culture in what
was known at the time as the Jewish National Home.
Most of the humorous literature produced in the interwar Yishuv was of
a piece with the sensibilities of the rising political establishment: hostile to
the British, pro-Labor, and critical of Revisionism, the radical Left, and
ultra-Orthodoxy. Like Silman’s broadsides against the Hilfsverein, Hebrew
satires directed against the British authorities were likely to go unnoticed by
the intended targets, but they did serve the purpose of providing moral
support and inspiring collective solidarity.
On the other hand, Hebrew satire in the interwar period featured scathing
attacks against various forces within the Yishuv, recalling the internecine
verbal warfare of nineteenth-century Eastern Europe. These attacks were
couched in the language and genres of the Zionist sacred canon: the
Hebrew Bible (in particular the narratives of the Exodus and the biblical
kingdoms) and the story of the Maccabees. Only occasionally did satirists
play with rabbinic sources, as in Menashe Polini’s 1931 column in Ha-Aretz
titled ‘‘Mili de-orayta le-furim’’ (Words of Torah for Purim): ‘‘What does
the Arab Higher Committee say to [the dovish Zionist leader Judah] Leib
Magnes? ‘And you shall serve me for free [ve-’avadetani hinam, Gen. 29:15],’
which in the Aramaic Targum is ‘ve-tiﬂehinani magnes’ [a pun on the Targum’s actual wording, magan].’’33 The Jewish liturgy was rarely a vehicle for
satire, although before the autumn High Holidays in 1932 the humorous
newspaper Ve-’al kulam (the title itself was taken from the Yom Kippur
liturgy) produced a satiric Kol Nidrei (the proactive revocation of vows made
to God recited on the evening of Yom Kippur). In this parody, the British ask
God for permission to break all their vows to the Jewish people.34
Among biblical texts, Esther was the most commonly chosen text for
parody. The Book of Esther had, of course, been the target of parody for
centuries, and in Palestine, governed by the British and populated mostly by
Arabs, the book’s themes of collective danger, Jewish political dependence
on gentiles, and the ambiguous quality of the gentile as both potential
liberator (Ahashverush) and destroyer (Haman) all had particular relevance.
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Examples of updating the Book of Esther may be found in a humorous
newspaper, Me-hodu Ve-’ad Kush (From India even unto Ethiopia, a reference to Ahashverush’s empire as described at the beginning of Esther). Six
issues of this paper appeared between 1929 and 1935. The journal was
edited, and one assumes largely written, by Avraham Lev, who used the
pseudonym Yoshev Beseter (a reference to Psalm 91: ‘‘You who dwell in
the shelter of the Most High’’). An article of 1935 titled ‘‘Megilat Heskem’’
(The scroll of the agreement) was written at the time of the abortive
Ben-Gurion–Jabotinsky accords, which sought to put an end to strife
between the Labor and Revisionist movements. The piece features Jabotinsky
as Ahashverush, Uri Zvi Greenburg as the king’s disgraced wife Vashti, the
Revisionist activist Von Weisel as the wicked counselor Haman, and both
Chaim Weizmann and David Ben-Gurion playing different parts of the role
of the wise Mordechai. The labor movement takes the place of the
Persian Empire’s Jewish masses (intriguingly, the story has no Esther). In
this version of the classic tale, a heroic Ben-Gurion saves the ‘‘Jews’’ – to
wit, his labor movement – through an ‘‘agreement game’’ and subsequent
plebiscite.
More than any other text, the Passover Haggadah was the vehicle of
Hebrew satirical parody during the interwar years. As noted, the Haggadah’s
simple structure lends itself to parody; its story of collective liberation by
God might easily be transformed into a tale of national revival and the
struggle for independence. Beginning in the 1920s, kibbutzim produced original haggadot, earnest and wholly secular tales of national liberation that
conform to the literary genre of ‘‘serious parody.’’ The satiric haggadot of
the same time period also had serious intentions, such as celebrating the
accomplishments of the Zionist project, criticizing Zionism’s opponents,
and expressing rage at apparent British mendacity.
Unlike Haskalah parody, which was one of the few weapons in the hands
of the maskil minority against dominant Orthodoxy, the Yishuv’s satiric
haggadot reﬂected the sensibilities of what was, in that time and place, the
Jews’ leadership elite, namely the Zionist labor movement. Satire gradually
shed its subversive qualities and became the expression of a mobilized,
dynamic society seeking to discredit its enemies, internal and external alike.
Whereas Haskalah satire worked indirectly, evoking a humorous response
and an appreciation for the maskilic point of view from the clever juxtaposition of texts and imaginative commentaries, satiric parodies in the Yishuv
were far less subtle; their humor lay in the shock of the politicization and
secularization of the sacred text.
The earliest satiric haggadot I have encountered are relatively free of antiBritish or anticlerical bile. A parody published in the humorous periodical
Ha-Darban in 1926 poked fun at the corruption, inefﬁciency, and longwindedness of Zionist institutions, and it lampooned various Jewish types via
the four sons, who take the form of a French professor, a free-thinking Russian
artist, a wealthy and stupid American philanthropist, and a thick-headed
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yekke (German Jew) who can’t learn Hebrew after twenty years in Palestine.
This Haggadah also features stock references to Jewish poverty, a throwback to the socially conscious Haskalah parodies we discussed above.35 The
1929 riots and spate in the following year of British investigatory commissions and government decrees, which appeared to threaten the very survival
of the Jewish National Home, stimulated the writing of several satiric haggadot that featured a more bitter tone. Avraham Lev, the editor of Me-hodu
Ve-’ad Kush, authored the 1931 parody Mi-Mitsrayim Ve-’ad Henah (From
Egypt unto here).36 The frontispiece displays the literal equation of the
Exodus and Zionist narratives, with mirror-images of Chaim Weizmann and
Lord Passﬁeld (author of the 1930 British White Paper critical of the Zionist
project), on the one hand, and Moses and Pharaoh, on the other, crowned
by an inscription that in Hebrew numerology (gematria) Pharaoh and
Melekh Passﬁeld (King Passﬁeld) are the same. The entire Haggadah that
follows interprets the Zionist struggle against the British in terms of the
ancient Passover story.
Each of the elements of the service, recited at the beginning (kadesh
urhatz, karpas, yahatz, and so forth), is given a political meaning; for
instance: ‘‘Korekh [the ‘binding’ of matzah and bitter herbs]: One binds
together the Shaw [shav: worthless, in vain] and the [Hope–]Simpson Report
and the Passﬁeld White Paper.’’ Similarly, the matzot in front of the leader
are replaced by White Papers. The mah nisthanah (What makes this night
different from all other nights?) asks, ‘‘What makes this time different from
all other times? At all other times one promises and fulﬁlls; this time only
promises; at all other times one makes sweet and bitter promises; this time
only bitter ones.’’ In the narrative of the four sons, the wicked son is a
Revisionist (‘‘who says, ‘we need blood, mud, and slave labor and nothing
more. For what is free labor to you?’ To you and not to him’’). As in the
traditional Haggadah, this son will not be redeemed because he has
removed himself from the community: here, the Labor and Labor-afﬁliated
sectors of society. The simple son is a member of the bi-national association
Brit Shalom (Covenant of Peace), much reviled in the Yishuv for its advocacy
of a Jewish–Arab agreement regarding the future of Palestine. The simple
son asks, ‘‘What is this? Why do you have a land? And you will say to him,
we left Egypt to be slaves.’’ Finally, the son who does not know how to ask
is presented as a Jewish communist.
This Haggadah reﬂects the anxiety of Zionists struggling against a welter
of hostile forces – British, Arab, and Jewish alike – that appeared poised to
strangle the Jewish National Home in its cradle. The prayer Shfokh Hamatkhah
(Pour out thy wrath) is directed against the British, who are ‘‘the Gentiles
who have deceived you and against the commissions which did not invoke
your name.’’ The invocation ‘‘dam ve-’esh ve-timrot ashan’’ (blood and ﬁre
and pillars of smoke) is rendered thus: ‘Dam (referring to the riots of 1929)
ve’e’’sh (an acronym based on ve’idat Shav, the Shaw Commission) ve’-imrot
resha’ (evil decrees, that is, The White Paper). The ten plagues include
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‘‘The White Paper, Husseinis, Dr. Shiels [Drummond Shiehls, Undersecretary of State at the time of the 1930 White Paper], Brit Shalom,
Agudat Yisrael, factionalism, and Revisionist contempt.’’
Not surprisingly, the tone in Mi-Mitsrayim Ve-’ad Henah is often more
cynical than celebratory. Water is drunk instead of wine. The Ha-Lahma
(This is the bread of afﬂiction) at the beginning of the service reads: ‘‘All
who are hungry are hungry; all who are in need, let them come and be in
need.’’ An even more bitter ﬂavor characterizes Binyamin Kaspi’s parodic
Haggadah of 1931, which appeared in the journal Pitom ve-Ramses.37 Kaspi
turns the recitation of the order of the service into a lamentation for Jews
murdered in riots two years previously: kadeshurhatz refers to the British
sanctioning the riots and washing their hands of the affair; tsafun, barekh
refers to the conscience (matspun) of the enlightened public that has ﬂed
(barah). Kaspi is no less hostile to Jewish communists and radical socialist
Zionists, whom he saw as being in thrall to the Soviet Union, whose programs for Jewish agricultural colonization in Crimea and Birobidzhan were
thought to divert desperately needed human and ﬁnancial resources away
from the Yishuv. The Ha-Lahma reads: ‘‘This is the bread of afﬂiction that
our ancestors ate in the land of the Soviets. . . . All who are hungry, let them
come to the Crimea; all who are in need, let them come to Stalin. This year
in Birobidzhan, next year in the land of the Komsomol [the Communist
Youth League]. This year, Trotsky; next year, Bukharin too.’’ ‘‘We were
slaves unto Pharaoh’’ is changed to read: ‘‘We were slaves unto the Yevsektsiya [the Jewish section of the Soviet Communist Party]’’. In the mah
nishtanah we are told, ‘‘[o]n all other nights we work the land with the
tractor and collectivization, tonight only collectivization; on all other nights
we endure a variety of reprisals, but tonight just terror.’’ And the narrative
of Jacob and Laban is transmuted into the story of Reuven Brainin, a
renegade Zionist who became an avid supporter of the Crimean project and
so persona non grata within the Zionist movement.
The elements of self-criticism in Kaspi’s Haggadah become full-blown
self-hatred in a bizarre parody of 1930, Shfokh Hamatkhah, edited by Zvi
Kashdai.38 Here, the Haggadah’s description of Jacob’s uncle Laban as a
greater threat to the Jews than Pharaoh is interpreted to mean that Jewish
enemies of Zionism are more dangerous than antisemites. The mah nisthanah begins: ‘‘Jews are different from all other people because others hate,
kill, respond to hatred in kind, [whereas] Jews turn the other cheek.’’ The
shfokh hamatkhah, after which this sclerotic work is named, calls upon God
to ‘‘pour out thy wrath against the Gentiles who did not know you and on
the Jews who have forgotten you . . . to forgive those who murder and
plunder us.’’ Harry Charles Luke, the acting High Commissioner at the time
of the 1929 riots and himself of Jewish origin, is singled out for savage
ridicule.
The parodic Haggadot of the early 1930s exude a secular, even anticlerical spirit, and they redirect the worship of God into veneration for and
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commitment to the Jewish National Home. In Mi-Mitsrayim Ve-’ad Henah,
the refrain of the counting song ‘‘Ehad mi-yode’a,’’ is not God who is one in
Heaven and on earth, but, ‘‘Our people, in Exile and in the Land, are One.’’
Similarly, in the song’s last verse, in place of the thirteen attributes of God
there are the thirteen years since the Balfour Declaration. The rest of the
song gives secular and contemporary meanings to all of the numbers: three
high commissioners, a ﬁve-day work week in the Haifa harbor, eleven stars
of Mapai on the Yishuv’s National Committee; but in these cases the intent
is clearly humorous, whereas the Zionist sentiment in the refrain is utterly
sincere. In this Haggadah, God is present only at the beginning, and even
here He is quickly pushed aside. Following the examination for leaven
(hametz) performed the evening before the commencement of Passover there
is a blessing to God for releasing the individual from the commandment
against engaging in the very act he or she has just performed. In the narrative of the four sons, the wise one is a religious Zionist who, we quickly
learn, is an impediment to the Zionist project:
‘‘What? The testimonies and laws and judgments which God
commanded belong to you? No! The Torah is mine, wisdom is mine,
and I resign [from the various governing bodies of the Zionist movement
and Yishuv]!’’ And you will say to him as according to the Law, one
does not resign at any moment (ayn mitpatrin [a pun on maftirin]
bekhol rega) ve-al tifsachafnkoymen.
In Shfokh Hamatkhah, the blessing barukh hamakom, barukh hu reads that
Jews are obliged to thank the Lord for all the persecutions and evils
that have befallen them throughout time. Rabbis are portrayed as indolent
and useless, while praise is heaped upon their ‘‘sons,’’ the pioneers, who
come forth to redeem the land. True, Shfokh Hamatkhah claims Zionist
ownership of the Western Wall of the ancient Temple compound, as shown
in this Haggadah’s version of the song Had Gadya, which comes at the end
of the seder evening. In the song’s parodied lyrics, ‘‘Ha-kotel koteleinu ve-haaretz artzeinu! [The Western Wall is our wall and the land is our land].’’ The
underlying sensibility here, however, is not piety, rather Revisionist maximalism,
a claim to ownership of a national treasure (Revisionist demonstrations at
the Western Wall were one of the causes of the 1929 riots). In Mi-Mitsrayim
Ve-’ad Henah, on the other hand, the Western Wall and other holy sites
are overlooked altogether. The Haggadah’s ﬁnal words are ‘‘Next year in
the rebuilt land!’’ as opposed to the standard ‘‘Next year in the rebuilt
Jerusalem.’’
The forces of secularization that removed God from the Haggadah could
make possible a trivialization of the revered text more shocking than the
elevation of the Zionist project to the status of the abandoned godhead. In
April of 1928, a multi-page advertisement in Ha-Aretz featured the
‘‘Haggadah shel ‘Yehuda’,’’ an insurance company, tied to the American
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Zionist organization Bnei Zion, that claimed to keep all its proﬁts and
resources in Eretz Israel. This insurance company, like the night of the
seder, is claimed to be separate from all others.39
A cleverer, but no less crass, application of modern consumerism to the
Haggadah came in a parody prepared for the Levant Trade Fair of 1932 by
Binyamin Kaspi, whom we encountered above, and Daniel Parski, who
frequently wrote humorous retellings of Bible stories for Ha-Aretz.40 The
theme of the Haggadah is economic growth; patriotism is expressed through
consumption of local products and by attendance at the fair (‘‘What makes
this night different from all other nights? For on all other nights we eat
Australian butter and Egyptian cream, but tonight only products from [the
labor movement’s dairy co-operative] Tenuva’’). The four sons are classiﬁed
according to consumption patterns: the good son ‘‘buys everything’’ and is
to be instructed ‘‘according to the laws of trade and industry.’’ The wicked
son is avaricious, but lazy; ‘‘uleﬁ she-hotsi ‘et ‘atsmo min ha-hakla’ut kafar
be-’ikar’’ (‘‘and because he has removed himself from the community he has
sinned against the farmer,’’ a series of puns on the original wording ‘‘and
because he has removed himself from the community, he has committed a
primal sin’’). The text goes on to say, ‘‘Methilah ‘ovdei totseret hutz hayu
‘avoteinu’’ (in the beginning our fathers worshiped foreign merchandise – as
opposed to foreign gods). The song ‘avadim hayinu (We were slaves) thanks
God for removing the Jews from economically depressed Europe; the prayer
Be-khol dor ve-dor, which in the traditional Haggadah refers to the series of
enemies who have risen against the Jews over time, now describes the economic crises of every generation, and the maggid, the Haggadah’s narrative
of biblical history, here relates the Jews’ economic woes, focusing on how in
recent years they have been denied credit or even access to their own assets
by large banks. In this Trade Fair Haggadah, capitalist entrepreneurs are
the Jews’ new saviors. Moshe Novomesky, founder of the Palestine Potash
Company, later the Dead Sea Works, is likened to the biblical Moses; he
was led to the other side of the Dead Sea, given a concession, and God
multiplied his potash. The fair is itself a nearly miraculous event; the lyrics
of the counting song ‘‘Who Knows One?’’ feature the likes of ‘‘Who knows
three? Three weeks of the fair. . . . Who knows four? Grain from four
corners of the world.’’
Satiric Passover Haggadot and other forms of textual parody continued
to appear throughout the 1930s, but they reached their peak early in the
decade. The amount of religious-textual parody in Me-hodu ve-’ad Kush
declined with each issue, from 1929 to 1935. Over this same period, the
number and frequency of satiric columns in Hebrew notably increased. The
textual parody gave way to a literary genre described by Dan Almagor as
tasa’’m (tur satiri mehuraz), a newspaper column featuring rhymed satiric
prose. Such columns made references to biblical and rabbinic texts and
occasionally parodied them, but the main function of these columns was to
comment humorously upon contemporary political affairs by means of a
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literary, yet highly accessible, Hebrew prose. Already in the mid-1920s,
Yehuda Karni and Alexander Pen had begun to use this form in the newspapers Ha-Aretz and Davar, respectively, but the genre was made famous by
Nathan Alterman, who began writing political verse for Ha-Aretz in 1934.
Nine years later, he moved to Davar, and his column ‘‘Ha-tur ha-shevi’i’’
(The seventh column) became the Yishuv’s most inﬂuential source of political
commentary.41
The transition from the ephemeral periodical to the weekly column, and
also, as mentioned earlier, to the nightly cabaret act, marked the freeing of
humor from the conﬁnes of sacred space. These developments in the Yishuv
can best be understood in terms of David Roskies’s important observations
about the transformation of the social function of the wedding jester, the
badhan, in Eastern Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century. The
badhan’s performance, notes Roskies, changed from an expression of folk to
popular culture, and the circumstances in which it took place moved from
sanctiﬁed to secular time, from the wedding feast or the Purimspil to every
day. In the mid-1800s, certain badhanim became popular entertainers,
authors of Yiddish popular songs that became ‘‘hits’’ well known throughout Eastern Europe. A tie to the past remained, however, in that many
of these songs were anti-hasidic parodies, a vulgarized version of the
learned Haskalah parodies with which we began this chapter. In the
United States the badhan underwent a further transformation into the
writers and performers in Second Avenue Yiddish theater. Yet even here
there remained an element of parody, although now satire was blended
with reverential and nostalgic imitation (hence the blending of western
popular musical styles with the Phrygian mode of Jewish liturgical
music). With the end of Second Avenue Yiddish theater and song, argues
Roskies,
American Jews lost the art of spooﬁng that which they held most
sacred. Second Avenue preserved and protected the art of Jewish
parody. . . . What the badkhan was allowed at weddings and the folk
was allowed at Purim became the sanctioned release mechanism for
the largest mass of migratory Jews in history.
The loss of Jewish parody, Roskies concludes, is inextricably linked with the
loss ‘‘of pragmatic Jewish politics and . . . the immediate Jewish past.’’42
Jews newly arrived in Palestine did not suffer a deﬁciency of politics.
Quite the opposite. Yet, otherwise, Roskies’s comments about the transition
from the badkhan to the Borsht Belt and the separation of satire from the
realm of the sacred to that of the profane (from the ‘‘sabbath Jew’’ to the
‘‘weekday Jew,’’ to parody Marx’s famous distinction) are fruitfully applied
to the early twentieth-century Yishuv. Roskies’s remarks, and my own here,
reﬂect a universal phenomenon connected with the modernization and
secularization of society and the development of the mass media through
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which modern society expresses itself. Media scholars Elihu Katz and
George Wedell have commented upon the difﬁculties in developing countries
of performing traditional cultural practices on television. Among other
things, there is an irresistible pull to broadcast occasional art forms associated with holidays, weddings, and the like on a regular basis: ‘‘the imported orthodoxy of broadcasting prescribes ‘continuous performance.’’’43
I would argue that the modern Jewish press exerted a similar centrifugal
force, but that for several decades it was balanced by the highly traditional
nature of Jewish society, which cleaved to the rhythms of the sacred Jewish
calendar, as well as the text-centered nature of Jewish high culture. The
result was a ﬂourishing of textual parody tied to Jewish holidays. As we
have seen, however, those parodies’ links with the Jewish heritage grew
weaker over time. By the 1940s they had lost their Judaic roots in the
thick overgrowth of political satire that characterized the modern Hebrew
press.
This trend intensiﬁed after 1948, as Israeli satire became increasingly
parochial. It certainly has made use of ethnic themes, lampooning the
stereotypical characteristics of the various components – whether Polish,
German, Moroccan, or other – of Israel’s population, a kind of satire perfected by the comedy troupe Ha-gashash ha-hiver (The pale tracker). But
this kind of humor does not demand Jewish literacy. Recent satiric television programs such as Nikui rosh (Head cleaning), Ha-hartzuﬁm (The
muppets), and today’s sardonic Zo ‘artseinu and Ha-burgonim (This is our
land, The bourgeois) are intensely funny to the knowledgeable insider in
Israeli society, but they are a far cry from the satiric parody of the Jewish
Bookshelf. Contemporary satiric literature for children, some of it written
by Israel’s ﬁnest authors, does employ biblical language and refers to basic
themes from the Genesis or Exodus narratives, but nothing more sophisticated than that is to be found.44 This is not solely a question of lacking
textual knowledge; rather, it is a sense of distance, even alienation, from
the Jewish past and its creations.
How many secular Israelis today would identify themselves, as did Yishuv
parodists during the 1920s and 1930s, with Israel in Egypt, and how many
would conceive of the manifold crises confronting contemporary Israel in
terms of the Passover narrative? Underneath the Yishuv parodists’ wordplay and levity lay an utter seriousness of purpose, an identiﬁcation with a
national cause, which today has been thrown into uncertainty. Like Haskalah
parody, the satiric haggadot of the interwar period were manifestos, products of a mobilized sub-group within Jewish society that was engaged in a
revolutionary project. Parody of revered texts both lent legitimacy to the
manifestos’ message and highlighted distinctions between the old and
desired orders. During the period before Israeli statehood, the parodic
hypertext preserved the collective memory and awareness of the sacred
hypotext. Over the past several decades, however, the chasm between
secularism and Orthodoxy has magniﬁed. The former lost its Judaic literacy
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and the latter abandoned the irony that characterizes much of traditional
Jewish exegesis. For all its apparently subversive qualities, textual parody
was a manifestation of a healthy Jewish civilization struggling to establish
equilibrium between tradition and modernity, and between memory and
forgetting. It was a form of imitation without assimilation, and one whose
loss is to be mourned for more than literary reasons.

10 Transmitting Jewish culture
Radio in Israel

The written sign is the linchpin of western civilization, the chief vehicle for
the transmission of knowledge across time and space. Although rooted in
an oral epic tradition, ancient societies from Babylonia to Rome assiduously
transcribed and preserved foundational texts. The Hebrew Bible presented
divine enunciation and human transcription of Torah as nearly simultaneous. The Jewish Oral Law of late antiquity metamorphosed into a massive
corpus of written exegetical and legal texts, just as primitive Christianity’s
logocentrism (‘‘In the beginning was the [spoken] Word,’’ says the Gospel of
John) engendered the medieval monastery, whose center was the scriptorium.
In the early modern period, the development of print technology freed the
word from its cloister and made possible the wide dissemination of abstract
thought, which is most effectively expressed in concrete text.1 The nineteenthcentury newspaper further de-sacralized the written word – Hegel remarked
that newspaper reading was the modern substitute for daily prayers – and
democratized it. But from the epoch of the Bible to the era of the boulevard
press, the written word remained the common vehicle for signiﬁcation and
communication.
Between the two world wars of the twentieth century, the cultural systems
of the western world were challenged by radio, which, along with cinema,
was a post-literary medium of mass communication. Radio restored the
fallen pillars of pre-literary civilization, orality and aurality, by making the
spoken word accessible to millions of listeners. But orality in the age of
electronic communication – what Walter Ong refers to as ‘‘secondary
orality’’ – and practices of listening were qualitatively different than in previous eras. In pre-literate society oral communication and comprehension
occurred via direct, immediate interaction, while the body of transmitted
cultural knowledge was ﬂuid and subject to change with every act of narration. In the technologically sophisticated societies of the twentieth century, however, whatever potential for spontaneity lay in the broadcast of
human speech was overwhelmed by the written, prepared text: the political
manifesto, the news bulletin, the dramatic soliloquy, all corresponding to a
ﬁxed body of knowledge.2 The spoken word, based on a written text, was
broadcast from centers of power by disembodied yet widely recognized and
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trusted voices, to an unseen population of workers and citizens. Radio also
presented the paradox of a non-verbal mass medium in that the most popular broadcast material was music, in which words were either absent or
subordinated to melody. During the 1920s and 1930s throughout Europe
and North America, intellectuals, policy-makers, and entrepreneurs debated
whether broadcast speech or music should be seen as merely extensions of
live performance or a new form of communication altogether, and whether
the primary purpose of radio was entertainment or education.
All of these concerns came to play in the Zionist project, which, like
other nationalist movements in the mid-twentieth century, saw in radio an
important tool for the nationalization of the masses. The founders of
Hebrew broadcasting in Palestine hoped that radio would be an equal
partner, alongside journalism and formal education, in the creation of a
Hebrew vernacular and a Zionist culture. Aspirations towards the development of a speciﬁcally Hebraic culture dwelled with a desire to instill into the
Israeli populace an appreciation of cosmopolitan, mainly European, high
culture, in the form of the international language of classical music or
translations of classic dramatic and literary works. Radio was also meant to
be a source of general social and scientiﬁc knowledge. Thus Hebrew
broadcasting, ﬁrst in Mandatory Palestine and then in the state of Israel,
was accorded a mission similar to that of the Jewish press in nineteenthcentury Europe – to serve as a melits, an intermediary, between a raw yet
educable people and the high cultures, Judaic and European, that were at
present just beyond its grasp.
The case of Israeli radio provides a unique opportunity to study the
relationship between the electronic media and Jewish culture. During the
previous century, outside of Palestine and Israel Jewish electronic media
scarcely existed, at least not before the ﬂourishing of Jewish cable television
channels and internet sites at the century’s end. Thus an important, and
neglected, component of the rupture between diaspora and Israeli culture is
the marginality of electronic media in the former versus their centrality in
the latter. Moreover, the late introduction of television into Israel – regular
broadcasts began only in 1968 – meant that during Israel’s formative decades
radio played a far greater cultural role than was the case in most western
countries, where television established its dominance already during the
1950s, or in the developing world, where few people had access to radio
receivers. For both of these reasons, the question of the impact of electronic
media on mid-twentieth-century Jewish culture can be satisfactorily
answered only via an intensive examination of Israeli radio. I shall attempt
to do so here, beginning with the establishment of the Palestine Broadcast
Service (PBS) by the British in 1936 and ending in the 1970s, with the
diminution of Israeli radio’s tutelary mission in the wake of the introduction
of television and the social upheaval that followed the 1973 Arab–Israeli war.
This chapter is something of a counterpoint to the excellent study by
Jeffrey Shandler and Elihu Katz on Jewish radio and television broadcasting
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in the postwar United States. Focusing on the program The Eternal Light,
which was produced by the Jewish Theological Seminary for the National
Broadcasting Company (NBC), Shandler and Katz demonstrate how the
program’s presentation of Jewish culture was framed by the ‘‘Sunday
ghetto’’ of religious broadcasting into which it was placed and by its
integrationist mission to present Jewish contributions to civilization and the
universalist underpinnings of Jewish values.3 Until the 1980s, when Jewish
cultural material began to be broadcast on dedicated radio and cable
television stations, a listener in North America desiring exposure to Jewish
culture had access only to weekly doses of ediﬁcation or slivers of light
entertainment, such as Yiddish-inﬂected humor. The situation was entirely
different in Israel, where a listener could be exposed to yidishkayt on any
station, at any time. As a writer in Palestine’s Hebrew radio magazine
observed on the eve of Israel’s declaration of statehood:
There are indeed in the world several broadcasting stations that
broadcast for Jews; and especially the famous program ‘Ner Tamid’
[Eternal Light] in America – in our struggle in this realm, too,
redemption will come only with the establishment of the Jewish state
with the Jewish broadcasting station special to it.4
The cultural agenda of Hebrew radio in Palestine and Israel was just as
strong as that of its diaspora counterpart, but the two differed substantively
in structure, practice, and effect.

Inventing Hebrew radio: the Palestine Broadcast Service
In the 1920s, radios were rare in Palestine. People longing to hear broadcast
news and music from Europe ﬂocked to public listening salons. There were
only 5,000 receivers in Palestine in 1931, but 37,000 by the end of the
decade, and 110,000 by 1943.5 Ownership rates were six times higher among
Jews than Arabs. This imbalance reﬂected not only greater Jewish afﬂuence
but also higher levels of cultural literacy. (According to Israeli surveys of
the 1950s and 1960s, there was a direct correlation between education,
reading, and attendance at cultural events, on the one hand, and listening to
the radio, on the other.)6 Most of Palestine’s Jews were newcomers, eager
to maintain connections with the outside world and, particularly after 1939,
anxious to follow world events. Moreover, Zionist leaders in Palestine,
inspired by Lenin’s dictum that the radio would be the newspaper of
tomorrow, and in general favoring the highest possible use of technological
innovation in order to realize the gargantuan tasks of nation-building,
decided early in the Mandate period that radio broadcasting would be an
essential component of the Zionist project. Zionist efforts to establish a
radio station in Palestine began in 1924. Two years later, David Ben-Gurion
and Berl Katznelson established a Radio and Electrotechnical Institute, a
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co-operative venture of the private sector and the General Trade Union’s
holding company, Hevrat Ovdim.7
Zionist attempts to establish a radio station were held up by the British
authorities until 1932, when a permit was granted to Mendel Abramovitch,
an engineer and employee of the Radio Institute, to construct a radio station
to broadcast during that year’s Levant Trade Fair. The experiment was
short lived, as the Mandatory government decided that radio should be a
governmental monopoly. Trying to draw lessons from the 1929 riots, the
government believed radio should be mobilized to pacify the natives
through the judicious interpretation and soothing exposition of news and to
combat Arabic-language Soviet propaganda. (After 1939, the chief threat
came from fascist propaganda emanating from Bari, Tirana, and Berlin.)
The authorities also assumed that the technically sophisticated Zionists
would set up unauthorized stations of their own at some point and so
would best be co-opted into a governmentally supervised venture.8 The
result was the PBS, which featured, in addition to English and Arabic
services, a Hebrew service known as Kol Yerushalayim (The voice of Jerusalem).
This service continued until 1948, at which time it melded with the underground radio stations of the Haganah to form the state-controlled Kol
Yisrael (The voice of Israel).
As was so often the case in the history of the British Mandate, actions
taken by the British out of self-interest wound up primarily beneﬁting the
Zionist project. For a variety of reasons – the presence of a large and
capable pool of potential broadcasters and writers, a willingness to work on
a volunteer basis when needed, and the pro-Zionist leanings of Edwin
Samuel (son of Herbert Samuel, the ﬁrst high commissioner), director of the
PBS from 1945 to 1948 – the PBS was far more closely identiﬁed with the
interests of the Zionist project than those of its Palestinian Arab rival. In
1946, for example, there were six hours of daily programming in Hebrew as
opposed to only three in Arabic. In the dynamic and complex world of
Zionist politics, Kol Yerushalayim was quickly added to the existing repertoire
of political and cultural institutions. Hebrew radio programming was formulated in consultation with Palestinian Jewry’s governing body, the
National Committee, the cultural and educational departments of the
Jewish Agency Executive, and a host of cultural bodies such as the Hebrew
Language Committee, teachers’ and journalists’ organizations, the
Hebrew University, and even the Ha-Bimah theatrical company.9
The directors of Kol Yerushalayim, Eliezer Lubrani (1936–42) and
Mordechai Avida (1942–8) exalted Hebrew radio as not merely a symbol
but also an instrument of Jewish cultural revival. Radio played its own role
in the invention of modern Hebrew; Lubrani created the words ‘‘shidur’’
(broadcast or broadcasting), ‘‘ulpan’’ (studio), ‘‘taskit’’ (radio play), and the
memorable phrase, pronounced at the beginning of each news bulletin,
‘‘harei hahadashot ve-’ikaran tehilah’’ (here follows the news, and ﬁrst, the
main points). More important, radio sought to standardize spoken Hebrew.
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In a 1986 interview, an English veteran of the PBS administration recalled
tensions between champions of Ashkenazic versus Sephardic pronunciation.
(The interviewee called the latter ‘‘German,’’ perhaps in reference to the
veneration by adherents of the German Jewish Enlightenment of Sephardic
culture and the adoption by modern German Jews of Sephardic
pronunciation for Torah reading in the belief that it replicated the speech
patterns of ancient biblical Hebrew.)10 Kol Yisrael’s ofﬁcial language handbook claims that during the Mandate period Sephardic pronunciation was
chosen for broadcasting without an ideological agenda; Hebrew radio was
merely following the precedent of other lands, where one particular dialect
or form of pronunciation was chosen to be the standard for national
broadcasting as a whole.11
This description is somewhat disingenuous. It masks the process of artful
crafting of modern Hebrew speech through the political and educational
institutions of the Zionist movement and the Jewish state in the making (the
Yishuv). Already before World War I, and increasingly thereafter, the mixing
together in Palestine of Jews of varied provenance yielded a vernacular that
blended Sephardic and Ashkenazic elements, in general preserving the
vowels and stresses of the former and the consonants of the latter. In 1913
the Hebrew Language Committee proclaimed that Sephardic pronunciation
would henceforth be the pillar of Palestinian spoken Hebrew, but it accepted
the penetration of certain Ashkenazic elements such as the pronunciation of
the ‘‘tsadi’’ like a German ‘‘zed’’ rather than an Arabic ‘‘zaay.’’12 Kol
Yerushalayim made every effort, however, to render the language as purely
Sephardic as possible. Radio’s linguistic guidelines demanded that broadcasters not only employ the trilled ‘‘resh,’’ glottal ‘‘‘ayin,’’ guttural ‘‘khaf,’’
and aspirated ‘‘het’’ of Sephardic speech, but also punctiliously follow
Masoretic guidelines for the pronunciation of the ‘‘shva,’’ the glottal stop
marked by the letter ‘‘aleph,’’ and the doubling of consonants marked with a
dagesh hazak.13 (The artiﬁciality of radio Hebrew, and its complex
relationship with the evolving vernacular of the street, brings to mind the
intricately wrought and aristocratic broadcast Hebrew and the upper-crust,
but not quite Oxonian, English of the BBC.)
In addition to cultivating an idealized Hebrew, Kol Yerushalayim propagated a Eurocentric Zionist high culture. Ashkenazic belles-lettres and
European ﬁne arts held pride of place, with the culture of Middle Eastern
Jewry relegated to the realm of folklore or used as the inspiration for a
western cultural creation. Kol Yerushalayim’s ﬁrst broadcast on March 30,
1936, provides an excellent example of this approach and agenda. The program began with a reading of Haim Nahman Bialik’s epic poem ‘‘The Scroll
of Fire.’’ It was followed by European classical music performed by pianist
Vittorio Weinberg and singer Hanna Rovina, and then Yemenite songs
performed by Bracha Zeﬁra.14 The Yemenite songs had a distinctively western sound, featuring an operatic singing style, an elegant piano arrangement, diatonic scales, and lush chords.15 The overwhelming bulk of the
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music played on Kol Yerushalayim was western; in a playlist from 1945
‘‘Oriental music’’ (shirah mizrahit) was presented in a special weekly halfhour program.16 One could argue that this situation reﬂected the preponderance of Ashkenazim in the population at the time, yet the marginalization and bracketing of Middle Eastern Jewish culture continued on
Israeli radio well into the 1960s, by which time nearly half the country’s
population was of North African or Middle Eastern origin.17
Kol Yerushalayim made no secret of its nationalizing agenda. Hemdah
Feigenbaum Zinder, who was in charge of the children’s programming, tried
to inject as much Zionist and pedagogic content as possible into the programs without making them so heavy that children would simply turn the
radio off.18 (This was an important issue across the board, as a listener
desiring pure entertainment could abandon Kol Yerushalayim in favor of
the British army station in Jaffa or Radio Ramallah, which played light
music.) The Haganah’s underground radio stations featured educational
programming as well.19 The connection between radio and youth education
was also present in the invention of Zionist traditions, adapted from ancient
Jewish practices. Newly invented ceremonies were often recorded at kibbutzim
and then disseminated, via radio, youth movements, and the schools,
throughout the Yishuv. An excellent example is the broadcast of the tree
planting at kibbutz Mishmar Ha-Emek on Tu Bishvat, 1944.
As is well known, Zionism refashioned Jewish holidays by emphasizing
their agricultural roots, thereby demonstrating the antiquity of the Jews’
presence in the Land of Israel and the association between them and lives of
productive labor. In addition to modifying major festivals such as Passover
and Shavuot, the Zionist movement elevated the importance of Tu Bishvat,
which in antiquity had been merely a marker for determining the age of
trees in order to determine the onset of orlah, the period when the fruit
could not be picked. A kabbalistic Tu Bishvat liturgy developed from the
sixteenth century onward, and Zionism transformed the mystical consumption of fruits and nuts into a celebration of Eretz Israel’s late winter bounty.
More important, Tu Bishvat became an occasion for the planting of trees,
an ancient sanction for the Zionist greening of the land. In the broadcast
from Mishmar Ha-Emek, Eliezer Lubrani, speaking a ﬂorid Hebrew,
describes the ceremony in elaborate detail: the rows of muscular youth, their
ﬂags pointed heavenwards; the freshly dug holes in the black soil into which
young saplings are planted. The youth utter a ‘‘planters’ declaration’’ followed
by trumpet blasts. They speak in unison, employing mock biblical language:
And it shall come to pass, in the eleventh month, on the ﬁfteenth day
of the month, a day of planting shall be to you. Every tree, every
plant, shall be counted upon that day. . . . And it shall come to pass
when you come to the land, you shall plant every plant, and you shall
bless and blow the shofar over the plants, and you shall rejoice over
your land on this day . . . IT IS THE NEW YEAR FOR TREES.20
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In the Tu Bishvat planting ceremony, a rabbinic commandment was cloaked
in biblical raiment – not the divine authority of the Torah so much as the
historical-esthetic power of the Hebrew Scriptures, the Tanakh, taken as a
whole. The Bible was literally the foundation-stone for Hebrew broadcasting; in job interviews, aspiring announcers for Kol Yerushalayim were
asked to read from the Tanakh. During the difﬁcult days of the Arab Revolt
or Israel’s struggle for independence, stiff British censorship regulations
could be circumvented through the recitation of or allusion to a particular
biblical verse pregnant with contemporary relevance. In the late 1930s,
following the Arab Revolt, British regulations limited readings from Jewish
and Muslim Scriptures to a quarter-hour slot for each, on Friday evening
(after sundown, and thus out of bounds for observant Jews who are
enjoined against using electronic devices on the Sabbath).21 The premier
broadcast was of the ﬁrst chapter of Isaiah, read by Shlomo Bertonov, who
chanted the text in the traditional fashion, and without commentary.22
After 1945, Tanakh readings took place every evening at 8 p.m., with two
chapters read in a quarter-hour slot. Aside from Tanakh readings, there was
little religious programming per se, largely due to conﬂicts between Zionist
and anti-Zionist Orthodox Jews as to the appropriate subject matter and
format for such broadcasts. Moreover, unlike Muslim and Christian prayer
services, which were broadcast over the PBS every Friday and Sunday,
Jewish prayer services could not be broadcast due to prohibitions against
the use of electricity on the Jewish Sabbath. The problem was partially
overcome in 1943 with the broadcasting on a Saturday evening of prayers
for Selihot, which marks the onset of the High Holiday season but does not
constitute a holiday in and of itself. Anti-Zionist Orthodox Jews opposed
the broadcast nonetheless, though the chief Ashkenazic rabbi endorsed it,
and the program attracted a wide listening audience, including Jewish
soldiers in army camps and kibbutzniks; at one kibbutz in the Jezreel Valley
the dining hall was packed full of listeners.23
All of the issues discussed so far – the cultivation of the Hebrew language,
the nationalization of youth and immigrants of all ages, the invention of
traditions and the centrality of the Tanakh therein, and an ambivalent, even
strained, relationship with the Jewish religious tradition – carried over into
the period of statehood. But the transfer of radio from British to sovereign
Jewish control, a sharp increase in the amount of programming, and the
demands of nation-building in an era of mass migration expanded both
the mission and the audience of Israeli radio during the years following the
state’s establishment.

Creating culture in a mobilized state: Israeli radio, 1949–73
During Israel’s ﬁrst two decades, radio was under direct government
control. Under the Provisional Government of 1948–9, radio was under the
aegis of the Interior Ministry, but under the state it moved into the Prime
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Minister’s Ofﬁce, where it remained, having assumed the name of the
Haganah’s station, Kol Yisrael, until the establishment of the semi-autonomous
Israel Broadcasting Authority in 1965. Kol Yisrael featured a central radio
station, Reshet Alef. There was also Reshet Bet, which was devoted solely to
immigrant programming until 1960, when a so-called ‘‘light program’’ of
entertainment and music was introduced, ﬁnanced by commercials. Galei
Tsahal, the army radio station, was set up in 1950, but its broadcast hours
and inﬂuence were highly limited until the mid-1960s.24 Ben-Gurion and
members of his Mapai party called Kol Yisrael the ‘‘voice of the state’’
(shofar ha-medinah), although Ben-Gurion’s critics dubbed the station the
‘‘voice of the government’’ (shofar ha-memshalah), noting its failure to
broadcast the speeches of leaders of the opposition or include opposition
parties’ activities in public service announcements of upcoming political
events.25 Responsibility over radio was entrusted to activists in Mapai, or
Mapai’s sympathizers, or coalition partners. During the 1950s Ben-Gurion’s
personal secretary, Yitzhak Navon, and the director-general of the Prime
Minister’s Ofﬁce, Teddy Kollek, intervened directly in broadcasting,
particularly of news items.
Kol Yisrael’s near-monopoly on Israeli radio broadcasting represented a
continuation of the PBS tradition and also an adoption of the typical
practice, in most post-colonial states, of securing radio within the state
apparatus. But a number of factors made the Israeli case unusual, even
unique. The one dominant radio station was juxtaposed against a proliferation of newspapers, themselves a product of the highly factionalized
political culture and vibrant civil society of the pre-state period. The young
state of Israel permitted the ﬂourishing of newspapers in keeping with basic
democratic principles of free speech; moreover, regardless of political
afﬁliation all but the most radical newspapers submitted to governmental
guidelines in the reporting of security matters, and, through a body known
as the Editors’ Committee, practiced a considerable degree of self-censorship
in such affairs.
An intriguing sign of the distinction between the party press and
government radio, and between the written and spoken word, lay in Israeli
radio’s shunning of Arabic-language programming for Jews, in contrast to
the prevalence of Arabic-language newspapers in various forms of JudeoArabic for new immigrants. As Mustafa Kabha has observed, during the
1950s all the major political parties distributed Arabic-language newspapers
in the immigrant transit camps and in immigrant neighborhoods (Mapai’s
al-Watan, Herut’s al-Hurriyah, the General Zionists’ Nashrat al-Markaz).26
Clearly, the parties did so in order to reach out to the immigrants and
secure their votes. Yet state-run radio, which had a mission to ease immigrants’
entry into Israeli society, was extremely reluctant to broadcast to Jews in
Arabic. Throughout the 1950s, immigrant broadcasts were offered in
Yiddish, Ladino, and several other European languages. There was even
some immigrant programming in Turkish and Persian. The Arabic Service,
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however, was intended for Christian and Muslim Arabs (though Mizrahi
[Middle Eastern and North African] Jews did listen to it). Iraqi Jews ran
Kol Yisrael’s Arabic Service, but they were unsuccessful in their efforts to
introduce immigrant broadcasts in Iraq’s Judeo-Arabic dialect. There was a
program in Arabic featuring Eliyahu Nawi, a future mayor of Beersheva,
but he was a raconteur of tales about Palestinian Arab peasants, employing
the name Daud al-Natur, David the Guard.27 During the late 1950s, hundreds of thousands of immigrants from North Africa were offered scanty,
short-term broadcasts in what was called ‘‘Mughrabi’’; the word ‘‘Arabic’’
was never used in Kol Yisrael documentation. It was publicly, and inaccurately, stated that North African Jews were all conversant in French, a
staple of immigrant and overseas broadcasting. And immigrants from
Yemen had to make do with what was called the ‘‘special program for
Yemenite immigrants,’’ entirely in Hebrew.28
Kol Yisrael’s distance from Arabic did not derive simply from a desire to
nationalize immigrants quickly; immigrant programming in Yiddish continued on a daily basis into the 1960s. It reﬂects a general discomfort with
the Arabness of the Mizrahi immigrants and the need for a sharp linguistic
barrier between Jew and Arab. Whereas a politically partisan newspaper
could employ populist means to reach voters, radio was intended to be
above all interests; it was a disembodied vocalization of the general will, the
voice of the state, which could not confuse its speech with that of the
enemy. Thus radio, more than print, reﬂected the anxieties and linguistic
politics of the young Israeli state as well as the authorities’ view of the
broadcast voice as the wellspring of a culture that would be uniquely Israeli
yet rooted in the expressive core of Jewish civilization, the Hebrew language.
The anxieties expressed by the molders of Israeli broadcasting stemmed
from the Herculean challenge of constructing a Jewish state in a hostile
Middle Eastern environment and the need for constant vigilance and preparedness for battle while adhering to a democratic political order and
civilian rule. The paradoxical quality of ‘‘mobilized voluntarism’’ (hitnadvut
meguyeset) that characterized Israeli society manifested itself in Galei
Tsahal. Not only does Galei Tsahal have no parallel within the framework
of Jewish broadcasting, it has no parallel within global broadcasting as a
whole. Many countries have army radio stations, which broadcast to
soldiers on base at home and abroad, but Galei Tsahal broadcasts to the
nation, or at least to its more youthful members. (There are states, like
modern Thailand, where the army owns national radio stations, but in
Thailand the army’s stations are perceived by the press and the populace as
agents of oppression, whereas Galei Tsahal is a national treasure which has
shaped as much as it has mirrored Israeli culture.)29
A ﬁnal, fascinating aspect of Israeli radio is the absence, until the end of
the 1960s, of television, which in every land has been radio’s ﬁercest natural
predator. Discussion about introducing television went back as far as 1952,
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when David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America
(RCA), proposed a co-operative venture with the Israeli Defense Ministry,
and Shimon Peres, at that time the ministry’s director-general, eagerly
endorsed the establishment of television with the military as a major partner
in its creation.30 But at this time Ben-Gurion and his ﬁnance ministers
rejected television on both ﬁnancial and moral grounds. The state could not
afford to set up its infrastructure; nor did Israelis have the means to buy
television sets. Moreover, television, they feared, would promote idleness
and rampant consumerism. In the coming years, opposition to television
came also from the extremes of the political spectrum: Mapam rejected it,
especially during the mid-1960s recession, as a frivolous luxury; the ultraOrthodox Agudat Yisrael warned that ‘‘television and Torah contradict
each other’’ and that the former would promote juvenile delinquency and
sexual libertinism.31
Only when the crisis between Israel and the Arab states worsened in the
spring of 1967 did a meeting of minds develop between Israel Galilee,
the minister of information, and Israeli academics regarding the need for
Israeli television to combat televised propaganda from Arab lands. Except
Jordan, all nearby Arab countries had introduced television by 1960, and
their broadcasts, it was feared, would ﬁnd easy prey in the 40 percent of the
Israeli Jewish population who were of Middle Eastern or North African
origin and for many of whom Arabic was a native tongue.32 Immediately
after the 1967 War, Galilee called for the introduction of television into the
Territories as a propaganda source. Early plans for what was called
‘‘emergency television’’ proposed three hours of Arabic broadcasting per
night, with only one hour for Hebrew.33 Once regular broadcasts began in
1968, however, television was quickly ‘‘demilitarized.’’ The 1968 Independence
Day military parade was the occasion for Israeli television’s ﬁrst general
broadcast, but it was not repeated. In general, television did not seek to
play the explicitly mobilizing, nationalizing role previously undertaken by
radio. The political and cultural climate of the country changed drastically
after 1967; the 1969–71 War of Attrition with Egypt and, all the more so,
the October War of 1973 left many Israelis feeling exhausted, betrayed by
their government, and disillusioned with classic Zionist ideology. At the
time when radio was becoming ancillary to television – the percentage of
Israeli households owning televisions skyrocketed from 8 in 1968 to 75 by
1973 – Israel was itself maturing; evolving, as it were, from a society in
khaki shorts to one in denim jeans. Conversely, the history of the mobilized
young state of Israel is inseparable from that of its state-controlled radio.
The statist and tutelary agenda of Israeli radio was laid out as early as
October of 1948, when the Interior Ministry of the Israeli provisional
government convened a meeting of the Public Council for Radio Affairs
(PCRA), a body of notables that was to guide the infant state’s media
policy. At the meeting, Menachem Soloveitchik (later Soleli), director of
broadcasting, enunciated his vision of the relationship between broadcasting,
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the state, and the new Israeli society. ‘‘In other lands,’’ he proclaimed,
‘‘radio serves the individual primarily. Among us radio needs to serve a) the
state; b) the people; c) the individual.’’ Guidance in the form of esthetic
education, and not entertainment, was to be radio’s chief function. ‘‘Above
all else,’’ Soloveitchik added, ‘‘radio is the only institution upon which is
stamped the seal of the state.’’34 Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s,
radio was presented as an educational tool for new immigrants and as a
source for instilling a psychological sense of belonging. At a PCRA meeting
in 1952, Yehuda Yaari stated that the purpose of radio was ‘‘to make from
the immigrant communities a single national unit.’’ The following year,
PCRA member Mordechai Breuer, a historian and Orthodox Jew, called
upon radio to ‘‘draw the new immigrants nearer to the basic concepts of
citizenship and life in the state, such as taxes, police, what is a queue,
instruction about the laws of the land and guidance on the life of law and
justice.’’ Other members wanted rigorous literary programming ‘‘for the
spiritual improvement of the immigrants’’ or proposed broadcasting stories
about the lives of the pioneer settlers in order to encourage newcomers that
they, too, could overcome great hardship.35
Galei Tsahal featured a similar pedagogic agenda. When the station
began broadcasting in September of 1950, Chief of Staff Yigal Yadin
claimed that the station’s ﬁrst function would be to assist the army in the
defense of the country but that its second task was to educate and mold the
nation, to fulﬁll the Israel Defense Force’s task to ‘‘comprise a melting pot
for all the exiles of Israel and their transformation into a single ﬁghting
nation.’’36 David Ben-Gurion waxed far more eloquent:
[T]he military broadcaster, as an additional link in the chain of tools
and instruments of the army, for the mobilization and education of
the youth and the nation in Zion, is designed to serve the public
relations and educational system of an army in which all the tribes of
Israel meet, mix together, and are united. The military broadcaster
will serve as a tool of security and defense, a means for stimulating
and activating all the forces of the regular and reserve army, an artistic
and educational ulpan for Israeli youth in general and soldiers in
uniform in particular, a cultural supplemental aid for new immigrants
among the soldiers, for the acquisition of knowledge of the land, the
history of the nation, for rooting the values of labor and defense, in
forging the national will, in the development of the formation of the
army and in forming a bridge between the soldier and the citizen in
the state.37
According to the Israeli Defense Force newspaper, Ba-mahaneh, Galei
Tsahal’s goal was to present educational material, ranging from history and
Hebrew lessons to radio plays based on Hebrew literature and programs of
Jewish choral music, at a level suitable for an army private. One example
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of such programming would be a series of ﬁctionalized interviews with
biblical ﬁgures, who would speak in modern Hebrew, thus serving the dual
goal of inculcating an appreciation for the Jewish national epic and a
knowledge of the vernacular.38
There was universal agreement within the government and army about
the centrality of radio as a means of disseminating a pure spoken Hebrew.
In early 1954, members of the PCRA proclaimed that
broadcasting is one of the determining factors behind the idiomatic
vocabulary [otsar halashon ha-shegurah ba-ﬁ haberiyot], both for good
and for ill. . . . [T]he principal function of the Israeli broadcast service
is to be an active force in the acquisition of the Hebrew language, in
the improvement of the spoken language and in the production and
strengthening of the connection between the community of listeners
and the treasures of Hebrew literature and its values.
At the center of broadcasting was ‘‘the spoken word, the good word, which
instructs and brings one near to the innermost recesses of the spirit, the
word that inﬂuences and guides.’’39
Kol Yisrael’s early years hardly lived up to these grandiose visions. In
1949, almost half of the 115 hours of broadcasting per week was devoted to
classical and light music, news bulletins and immigrant programs in various
languages, and short programs designated for particular segments within
Israeli society – the armed forces, Arabs, women, and children, the latter
two being the targets of the appositely named Women’s Corner and Children’s
Corner – snug spaces into which political content was presented in a
manner believed appropriate for the particular group in question.
(A Women’s Corner episode of 1954 featured a guide to the ‘‘presentation of
tasty austerity menus.’’) There was not much cultural programming: the
Tanakh reading every evening, a kabbalat shabbat program on Friday
afternoons, and a Farewell to the Sabbath Queen on Saturday evening. In
1952 only thirty minutes per week were devoted to discussions of literature.
As late as 1957, almost 80 percent of broadcasting hours were devoted to
multilingual news and immigrant programming, the Arabic Service, and
music, leaving relatively little time for public interest, cultural, or religious
programming.40 Similarly, almost two-thirds of Galei Tsahal’s broadcast
hours were devoted to music.41
The heavy emphasis on entertainment and information, as opposed to
educational or cultural programming, reﬂected the tastes of the Israeli
listenership. A stream of surveys carried out between 1949 and 1965
demonstrate as much; for example, in 1951 more than 80 percent of listeners
listened to the daily news, 60 percent to light music, 35 percent to classical
music, and only 20 percent to lectures, interviews, and talks. Despite Menachem Solieli’s brave words in 1949 about the radio’s educational mission,
within a few years his successors had adopted a more pragmatic approach.
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In 1952 serious cultural programming was moved to a second frequency;
lovers of classical music would henceforth be considered a listening
segment, one of many ‘‘miutim,’’ as they were called. (Other segments
included farmers and new immigrants.) Many members of the PCRA, led
by the polymath scholar Yeshiyahu Leibowitz, thundered against the
dumbing down of programming to cater to popular taste. Another member,
calling on radio to wage war against ‘‘shund and kitsch,’’ called for not only
less dance music and jazz, but also a reduction in nineteenth-century
Romantic music in favor of more contemporary, serious work. Letters from
highbrow listeners complained about the cancellation of serious programs
and the marginalization of classical music and spoken word in favor of
popular music, which, it was said, promoted a hedonistic Tel Aviv lifestyle.
As an article in Maariv put it, Kol Yisrael appeared to be veering between the
deadly earnest and the frivolous – between Bing Crosby and Kabbalah.42
Regardless of content, Israeli radio played an educational role by its very
essence, broadcasting mostly in Hebrew and striving to facilitate language
acquisition through special news programs ‘‘at dictation speed’’ or with a
simpliﬁed vocabulary. More important, a closer look at what was considered ‘‘western’’ or ‘‘light’’ programming testiﬁes to the role of radio in
promoting a broad-based cultural literacy, both Jewish and global. To be
sure, Israelis loved to listen to Bing Crosby or to western-style music sung
by Israeli crooners with names like Freddy Dorah or Bobby Pinchasi. Inane
game shows received high ratings. Yet the facts that over one-third of the
public listened to classical music and that the drama revue The Curtain
Rises was one of the most popular programs in the mid-1950s were signs of
a Jewish embrace of serious western culture that dated back almost two
centuries and, when transplanted to Israel, not only continued but was now
institutionalized by publicly subsidized or controlled bodies – schools,
libraries, community centers, and theatrical companies as well as radio.
Moreover, the single most popular program in the history of Israeli radio,
the humorous Three Men in a Boat, centered around a well-tempered rivalry
between the rough-hewn Dan Ben-Amotz, the embodiment of blunt native
Israeli culture, and the urbane Shalom Rosenfeld, a master of dexterous and
sophisticated Hebrew witticisms, based on a foundation of diaspora Jewish
culture. Finally, the programs of Hebrew songs broadcast on Israeli radio
were no less popular than western music. In 1965, the Friday afternoon
kabbalat shabbat anthology of Hebrew ballads was the ﬁfth most popular
program on the air, with a 40 percent audience share.43
Israeli radio’s cultural orientation remained overwhelmingly Ashkenazic
despite mass migration from North Africa and the Middle East. In 1952,
there were eight hours of western music broadcast daily and only ﬁfteen
minutes of muzikah mizrahit. At the end of the 1950s, Kol Yisrael began to
broadcast performances by North African and Central Asian musical
troupes, but these and other programs of Mizrahi music were still presented
in special segments of short duration. Some of them were broadcast on
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Saturday afternoon, when many Mizrahi Jews would, for religious reasons,
not be able to listen to the radio. (In 1951, a survey limited almost entirely
to Ashkenazic Jews showed that 13 percent refrained from turning on their
radios on the Sabbath, but by 1965, in a survey reﬂecting the entire ethnic
spectrum of the Jewish population, the ﬁgure had risen to 30 percent, testifying to the considerable number of traditional, though not rigidly Orthodox,
Mizrahi Jews.) Moreover, a Eurocentric agenda could underlie even programs of or about Mizrahi music. For example, a program of 1961 on
Artists from the Oriental Communities proﬁled the Yemenite opera singer
Naomi Tsur, who was praised for her unique combination of Mizrahi folk
music and the western classical repertoire. In 1965, the weekly Mivhar Shirei
Ha-’edot (selection of songs of the Oriental communities) was the sixth
most popular program on the air, with an almost 40 percent share of the
listening audience, spread evenly across all age groups.44 Yet, even then,
much of the so-called ‘‘Mizrahi’’ music was, in fact, written by European
Jews with a western musical sensibility. Oriental embellishments (and
Oriental performers) were grafted on to western tonal and chord patterns.45
Kol Yisrael, like other agents of the young Israeli state, strove to cross
ethnic lines, or obliterate them altogether, via the invention of Zionist traditions and the creation of a usable Jewish past. Important ceremonies at
the time of the state’s founding, such as the opening of the ﬁrst session of
the Israeli Knesset and the transfer of Theodor Herzl’s remains from
Vienna to Jerusalem, were broadcast live. Although the former broadcast
was marred by technical difﬁculties and unruly behavior on the part of
some members of Parliament, the latter went off smoothly and became an
occasion for the inculcation of patriotic sentiment. On the day of the reinterment of the remains, Kol Yisrael featured a tour of Herzl’s reconstructed
library, housed in the Jewish National Fund building in downtown
Jerusalem. The program presented Herzl in a hagiographic light, as a doting
son, adoring father, and political visionary, whose ties to the Jewish heritage
were demonstrated by one of the library’s most striking features – a Torah
scroll presented by the Vilna community.46
Starting in 1952, Kol Yisrael’s semi-weekly news magazine covered events
deemed to be of national importance. The docking of the ﬁrst ship at the
Gulf of Eilat following the Sinai campaign, the opening of Israel’s ﬁrst oil
well, the building of roads, the draining of swamps, even the opening of the
ﬁrst petrol station at Kfar Yeruham in the Negev desert – all were grist for
the magazine, whose creator, Nakdimon Rogel, said, ‘‘development is
news.’’ Radio closely covered the annual national parade, a vast pilgrimage
of thousands of youth, soldiers, workers, and seniors to Jerusalem. In 1958,
Kol Yisrael began its broadcasting of the ﬁve-day event with reports of
soldiers throughout the country resting in groves, waiting for midnight,
when trumpets would blare and the great march would begin. Broadcasts
covered the entrance of paramilitary youth brigades and seniors’ leagues
into Jerusalem on the second day, of women soldiers and civilians on the
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third, and on the ﬁfth, ﬁnal, day the male soldiers, the cream of the nation.
Despite the terrible heat, the radio reported, the entire population soldiered
on, singing, ‘‘The road is long and steep. The road is long and perilous.
They all go on the road to its end. They go on to its bitter end.’’47
Israeli radio featured a muscular, adventurous spirit, taking risks and
engaging in constant technological innovation in order to bring the nation
into the citizen’s salon. The 1958 Independence Day celebrations pioneered
the use of multiple live feeds. Kol Yisrael broadcast programs from Israeli
air force jets and, in 1961, from the heart of the Judean desert, where letters
from the ancient Jewish warrior and would-be messiah Simon Bar-Kokhba
had been found. According to Kol Yisrael’s weekly magazine, the many
farmers, soldiers, and students at the archeological site
did not feel ashamed to admit the wondrous feeling of attachment
linking them – the generation of [the] Sinai [campaign] and border
guarding – with another generation of Hebrew warriors who, with
righteous anger and a hunger for independence, lay down their weapons
of rebellion only when the last soldier fell.48
The ‘‘Voice of Israel’’ was, most of the time, that of an adult, but children’s
programming was an important educational tool, particularly for instilling
Zionist values and historical interpretations. In a program of 1953 about the
dedication of the youth village Yemin Orde, named after the British Christian Zionist Orde Wingate, an Israeli boy described Wingate’s contributions
to Jewish Palestine of the 1930s in an archetypally laconic and colloquial
fashion: ‘‘At ﬁrst, the Arabs would kill the Jews. Then he [Wingate] came
and took the Jews and said, ‘Comrades, let us go forth and be pioneers and
build up our country and all that.’’’49 The conﬂuence of pioneering and
soldiering is also present in a 1963 children’s radio play for Tel Hai day (11
Adar), the commemoration of the death in 1920 of the pioneer Yosef
Trumpeldor at the hands of Arab raiders. Titled simply The Man, the program features music from Aaron Copeland’s Fanfare for the Common Man,
but the dramatization of Trumpeldor’s life story that follows presents him
as anything but ordinary. According to the narrator, Trumpeldor’s family
was distant from Judaism, but at the age of seven Yosef went to heder and
came to a love of Torah and Judaism. Under Yosef’s inﬂuence, his parents
held a Passover seder, and he added to the Four Questions a new and
extraordinary one: ‘‘Abba, once we were a people, and we had a state and
land of our own. Why don’t we have all this now?’’ The program goes on to
feature melodramatic interactions between the adolescent Trumpeldor and
gentiles, such as an antisemitic Russian military commander. When Trumpeldor defends his honor, the announcer intones, ‘‘Thus spoke Trumpeldor,
the proud and courageous Jew.’’ Despite losing an arm in the Russo-Japanese war, Trumpeldor implores his commander to allow him to return to the
ﬁght, claiming, ‘‘I have one hand remaining – but it is my right hand – and
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so I want to continue ﬁghting alongside of my friends. I request from His
Excellency to give me a sword and a pistol.’’ The commander agrees, and
says to his fellow Russian soldiers:
This is a request from a true Russian ofﬁcer, not by his name, but by
his spirit. These words are to be inscribed in letters of gold in the
history of our brigade. And the matter is especially important because
the person saying them is a Jew. I have heard much about Trumpeldor.
In battle he has displayed great courage.
The ofﬁcer wishes to promote Trumpeldor into the ofﬁcer corps, but
Trumpeldor demurs, claiming that he is not a professional soldier and will
only take weapons in hand in an emergency, when he has no other choice.50
The remainder of the program traces Trumpeldor’s Zionist activity as a
Japanese prisoner of war, his Zionist vision and immigration to Palestine,
collaborative efforts with Vladimir Jabotinsky during World War I to
establish a Jewish ﬁghting force under British auspices, and his heroic death.
Much of this program conforms to Trumpeldor’s actual biography,
although the crucial interactions between Trumpeldor, his parents, and his
gentile peers are ﬁctionalized. The anachronistic projection of Trumpeldor’s
Zionism back into childhood, the emphasis on winning gentile respect, and
the conﬂation of Zionism and the Jewish religious tradition testify to the
values that the program’s writers wished to instill in young listeners. As
Michael Stanislawski has noted in his recent study of Theodor Herzl, Max
Nordau, and Vladimir Jabotinsky, Zionist historiography has traditionally
been uncomfortable with the notion of an individual’s undergoing a complete about-face from assimilation to Zionism. Such actions imply emotional capriciousness and intellectual promiscuity. Thus, in classic
biographies of Zionist leaders the embers of Jewish nationalism are presented as being ever-present, awaiting the circumstances that will fan them
into full-blown Zionist fervor.51 I would add that a similar desire for continuity and harmony informs popular conceptions of the relationship
between secular Zionism and Judaism. The Trumpeldor program presented
this idealized relationship in a crude fashion, but it was the source of considerable attention and tension within Kol Yisrael, one of whose listening
‘‘segments’’ consisted of Orthodox Jews.
In the early 1950s, Kol Yisrael aired weekly programs of cantorial music
and talmudic study in addition to its Friday afternoon kabbalat shabbat and
daily Bible readings. Mordechai Breuer of the PCRA complained that the
religious programs were too simplistic for the religious and too dry and ﬂat
to attract secular listeners. Worse still, he observed, religious life and
experience were ghettoized, limited to speciﬁcally religious programming.
Radio dramas did not touch religious themes, and any sort of religious
music was corralled into the programs of hazanut (cantorial music). Breuer
felt that traditional Jewish culture was being reduced by Kol Yisrael to a
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variety of folklore, something distant and unchanging, and noted that, on
occasion, radio programs explicitly presented religious culture within a
folkloric framework. As another sign that traditional Jewish culture was
being divorced from the rhythm of life in the Jewish state, Breuer noted that
religious programming was sometimes scheduled on the Sabbath or holidays,
when observant Jews could not listen. Finally, radio programming intended
for the secular majority undermined the religious underpinnings of Jewish
culture; for example, a program on a new humor book was aired on Shabbat hazon, a day of somber reﬂection in anticipation of the mournful
holiday of Tisha Be-av.52
Based on Breuer’s litany alone, one might think that Israeli radio was
fundamentally no different from its North American Jewish counterpart
and that Jewish religious programming in Jerusalem was just as ghettoized
as The Eternal Light, which we discussed at the beginning of this chapter.
But such a view would neglect the substantial amount of mainstream programming that wove religious themes into a new national narrative. For
example, holiday programming was central to Kol Yisrael. In 1954 an
Orthodox member of the PCRA noted, quite correctly, that the holiday
celebrations introduced by the Zionist movement and Israeli state were
attempts to invent traditions and should not be identiﬁed with tradition as
such. Thus his and others’ discontent that programs for the festival of Shavuot
that year described it entirely in agricultural terms and neglected its
religious meaning as the commemoration of the giving of the Torah.53
Similar complaints about the desacralization of Jewish holy days could be,
and no doubt were, made about the entire Zionist/Israeli calendar, but the
fact that that calendar was a shared inheritance made debate about its
meaning possible in the ﬁrst place. Similarly, there was universal agreement
regarding the need for daily Tanakh readings, which, as we saw earlier, date
back to the Mandate period. There were differences of opinion about the
length of the readings, whether they should be accompanied by commentary,
and what sort of commentary should be employed – traditional or modern,
pious or secular. In the early 1950s, the daily readings were done without
commentary, much to the liking of Breuer, who claimed that listening to the
Tanakh was an emotional, not intellectual experience, a direct contact with
the divine word.54 By the mid-1960s, however, commentary had been added,
and the result was highly successful; according to the massive 1965 listeners’
survey, the daily bible readings enjoyed a share of more than 30 percent,
appealing to listeners of all ages.55
As listeners’ response to the Tanakh readings indicates, the new Israeli
national culture was more responsive to certain manifestations of the Jewish
tradition than others. Zionist Bible-centrism made signiﬁcant inroads
among Israel’s Jewish population. Other aspects of Jewish culture fared
more poorly; in 1965, programs on the Talmud were near the bottom of the
ratings, at 10 percent, drawing mostly on listeners over forty-ﬁve. This much
might be expected, given Zionism’s deprecation of rabbinic culture, but
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another aspect of diaspora Jewish culture marginalized by Zionist ideology,
liturgical music, remained highly popular. Kol Yisrael’s weekly program of
cantorial music attracted a healthy 25 percent share despite being broadcast
on the Sabbath and hence being out of bounds to observant Jews. Although
listeners under thirty were not wont to tune in, the program attracted considerably more listeners in the thirty to forty-ﬁve bracket than the program
on Talmud. (Interestingly, this program narrowly beat out sports programming in the overall ratings.) Hazanut appealed to even secular listeners
because of melody’s well-known ability to overpower lyrics and to exert
powerful effects on memory and the senses. Cantorial music transmitted the
pre-Holocaust past in a sensual, not cerebral, fashion.
Radio clearly reﬂected broader currents in Israeli society, in terms of not
only the government’s cultural policies but also the levels of acceptance,
adaptation, or rejection of those policies by the Israeli Jewish populace. In
the wake of the 1967 War, as the collectivist Zionist ethos began to fade and
Israelis became enamored of western youth culture, Kol Yisrael found itself
challenged by competing stations with a more lively spirit. In 1971, Abie
Nathan began offshore broadcasts of the Voice of Peace, which played
mostly western pop music. Galei Tsahal, whose popularity had grown steadily
through the 1960s, exploded into prominence after 1967. Under directors
Yitzhak Livni (1967–74) and Mordechai Naor (1974–8), Galei Tsahal
developed a youthful and informal style and an appealing mixed format of
popular music and talk. Livni set out to change the way Hebrew was
spoken on the air. He claimed that, unlike in European countries, where
people could learn to speak the vernacular by imitating what they heard on
the radio, in Israel the language of broadcasting was too stilted and alien,
and it was Galei Tsahal’s responsibility to adopt a ‘‘more ﬂexible style of
presenting and announcing.’’56 Faced with the mounting popularity of the
Voice of Peace and Galei Tsahal, Kol Yisrael founded a pop music station,
Reshet Gimmel, in 1976, and it gradually loosened its own regulations for
spoken Hebrew, with the hourly news remaining one of the few bastions of
Masoretic pronunciation.
The conversation on Galei Tsahal was warm and casual but not frivolous,
occasionally irreverent but never subversive. As Livni said, the Hebrew
spoken on the air may have been relaxed, but it ‘‘took pains to follow the
rules of grammar.’’ Israeli radio in the 1970s hardly lost its educational
mission. Israel’s most prominent Jewish studies scholars lectured over the
air regularly. Israeli radio remained ‘‘Jewish’’ not simply in that its programming was written, presented, and consumed mainly by Jews, or
because the contents of programming reﬂected the day-to-day concerns of
individuals living in a Jewish state. At times, the programming had an
explicitly Jewish cultural content; more important, at all times it was delivered in the vernacular, a spoken Hebrew whose increasing informality
should not be associated, as it sometimes is, with de-Judaization in general
and Americanization in particular. As Ron Kuzar has observed, Palestinian,
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then Israeli, spoken Hebrew has undergone continuous evolution for over a
century. It is a creole, inﬂuenced by many linguistic sources in the past and
destined to continue to be so in the future.57 The Americanization of contemporary Hebrew is akin to the Hellenization of Second Temple Hebrew,
which produced a vast vocabulary of loanwords and considerably enriched
the language.
Was Israeli radio a motor, rather than merely a mirror, of cultural
change? The question is difﬁcult to answer precisely because the key agents
of Israeli culture were interdependent, and one cannot estimate the signiﬁcance of radio alone. Yet it is clear that certain newly invented Israeli
cultural traditions like the National Bible Quiz (begun in 1958) would have
been unthinkable without radio, which broadcast the proceedings live and
whose weekly magazine provided charts of the participants so that listeners
at home could keep score. Israeli popular music, which through the 1970s
featured an unashamedly romantic-nationalistic tone, was disseminated primarily over the radio and only secondarily via individually owned phonograph recordings. No less than popular culture, Israeli historical
consciousness was molded by radio, as exempliﬁed by the broadcasting of
the 1961 trial of the Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann. (Sixty percent of all
listeners over the age of fourteen listened to one of the two ﬁrst sessions of
the trial, and one-third listened to both. Teenagers were just as likely to
have listened to a session as those over eighteen.)58 In a society where radios
were ubiquitous and the population lived in a state of perpetual mobilization, the hunger for news and information was ever present. Like a narcotic,
radio stoked this craving by the very act of satisfying it. The ﬁve daily
news bulletins of the 1950s changed to hourly broadcasts after 1967, and
then, a decade later, were broadcast on the half-hour.59 Until the 1990s,
it was common for drivers of public buses to turn the volume up for
hourly news bulletins, during which the passengers would listen in rapt
attention. In the silence of those moments, a sense of common fate would
ﬁll the air. Radio did not create such sentiments, but it did augment
them, just as in contemporary Israel the fracturing of society is both
reﬂected and hastened by the proliferation of private radio and cable
television stations.60
From the 1920s through the 1960s, the politicians and bureaucrats who
shaped Israeli radio attributed tremendous importance to broadcasting: not
merely as an accoutrement of sovereignty or an educational tool, but rather
as a means of direct contact with the spoken Hebrew word, which was
accorded a redemptive, quasi-mystical power. The veneration of the voice
can be seen as an inherent component of Zionist ideology, an aspect of the
social and psychological normalization for which the Zionist project strove.
The awakening of Jews from political dormancy, the inculcation of a ﬁghting spirit and a commitment to productive labor were intended to remedy
the defects of Jewish diaspora culture. Similarly, the broadcast voice, offering
direct, concrete, and unmediated contact between leader and led, was seen
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as an electrifying alternative to the abstract and distant written word, the
pillar of rabbinic Jewish culture.
The restoration of the Hebrew voice reﬂected not only a desire for Jewish
political or social normalization but also a yearning to align Jewish civilization with the privileging of voice over writing that has characterized most
of the history of human civilization. This chapter began with a description
of the centrality of the written word in the transmission of culture, but for
millennia this social reality has co-existed with a deeply rooted idealization
of the spoken word as primal and authentic. As Jacques Derrida demonstrated in his classic book Of Grammatology, since antiquity ‘‘the voice,
producer of the ﬁrst symbols, has [had] a relationship of essential and
immediate proximity with the mind.’’61 Western civilization’s logocentrism
‘‘is also a phonocentrism: absolute proximity of voice and being, of voice
and the meaning of being, of voice and the ideality of being.’’ From Aristotle’s
claim that ‘‘spoken words are the symbols of mental experience and written
words are the symbols of spoken words’’ to Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s accusation that writing ‘‘enervates’’ speech, western civilization has valorized
forms of writing and texts that are tightly bound with the spoken word.62
The development of modern literary Hebrew began in Europe, but the
revival, as it was called, of spoken Hebrew occurred in the Yishuv, at ﬁrst
spontaneously by immigrants in the late 1800s and then, self-consciously, by
educators and publicists. Hebrew radio was part and parcel of this process
of attempted restoration of the Hebrew voice, and the importance attributed to broadcasts of Bible reading nicely demonstrates the Zionist search
for the sort of linguistic totality described by Derrida: the oral transmission
of a written text, which itself is imbedded in speech acts, human and divine.
Hebrew radio transmitted some aspects of traditional Jewish culture or
preserved aspects of others in a transmuted form, but the choice of the
medium of transmission was itself an ideological as well as a pragmatic act:
an internalization of romantic phonocentrism, a search for totality within
the particularism of a nationalist movement.
The grandiose visions of Israel’s broadcasting policies were only partially
fulﬁlled in reality. In its heyday, Israeli radio was indeed the primary source
for exposure to spoken Hebrew outside of the environments of home, work,
and school. For new immigrants, radio was undoubtedly an important
means for learning how to speak and read the language. Its usefulness was
limited, however, as only about one-third of new immigrants listened regularly. This was the case partly because of limited access to receivers and
partly because immigrants tended to have low levels of formal education,
which is strongly correlated with radio listening. For the native born, whose
listening rates were more than twice as high, radio no doubt had educational value, but as an auxiliary to literacy rather than a framework for
attaining it.
Unlike television, which threatens literacy by replacing printed signs with
images, in a highly literate society such as Israel radio complements the
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written word. Hebrew radio surrounded but did not engulf the Jewish text.
Jewish culture, graphocentric to its core, was never displaced by radio, just
as today it is not endangered by the internet (which, although a visual
medium, is primarily used for the presentation of text). To be sure, print
and radio are processed in radically different ways. The text is reﬂected
upon by the voiceless speech of the mind; it can be analyzed repeatedly as
the reader jumps back and forth in the text at will. Broadcast words, however, wash over the listener in a ceaseless ﬂow. There is no possibility for
reﬂection, and only small amounts of knowledge can be retained, but
sentiments evoked by the broadcast voice hold fast. Reading is a solitary
activity, whereas listening, even when alone, is social, an engagement with a
fellow human. In Israel, where Hebrew radio has been a staple of everyday
life, broadcasting has helped forge a sense of national community, abstract
in that the broadcast voice is disembodied and most likely not known to the
listener, yet concrete in the voice’s warmth and texture (its ‘‘grain,’’ as
Roland Barthes calls it),63 in the informality that pervades Israeli discourse,
and in the very fact of communication in a language spoken almost solely
by Jews. Israelis have retained the Jewish self-ascription as a people of the
book, but Israeli popular consciousness has been shaped by the broadcast
voice as well as the written sign.
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